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PREFACE

FOR MANY REASONS this has seemed a highly desirable time
to take a hard look at educational television and at the problems and po-
tentialities in its future.

For one thing, the number of noncommercial educational stations has
now grown large enough to have a substantial impact. At this writing
there are 56 educational stations operating. In the whole history of ETV
only one station has failed-56 successes, one failure. This is an astonish-
ing success figure for stations which have no commercial income and
depend entirely on financial support from communities, school systems,
colleges, and universities. Up to this time, the educational stations have
proved hardier than anyone except "dreamers," as they were then consid-
ered, would have predicted ten years ago. And thanks to this hardiness,
they are now numerous enough to make a real difference in the television
opportunities offered Americans.

In the second place, instruction on television has now been tried and
observed widely enough to let people judge its potential. The third year
of the widespread program sponsored by the Fund for the Advancement
of Education to try out television in schools has been completed. As a
result of this and other programs, several millions of children have had
part of their schoolwork by television. In Chicago, an entire junior college
curriculum is on television. In a university like Penn State, a substantial
number of courses are being taught by closed-circuit television, and this
teaching is accompanied by well-designed testing to find out where and
how television teaching is effective. One of the best features of the intro-
duction of instructional television has been the research which has been
built into a great many of the early trials. Later in this book, the point is
made that more than four hundred experiments have been conducted on
the effectiveness of teaching by television. Although much more research
is needed, we are now in position to say something about what instruc-
tional television can do and what it can't, and what hope it holds for
education.

In the third place, there are important stirrings in the field. A very
large number of educational systems and institutions are deciding whether
and when to enter instructional television, closed circuit or open. The
question of channel allocations is in the air again, and with it the question
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vin PREFACE

of where education can find room for its projected needs. A number of
additional stations are in the planning or construction stage, and deter-
mined efforts have been made to acquire a VHF channel for educational
television in the nation's largest metropolis. A number of plans are on
paper for new state networks of educational stations, and for several re-
gional networkssteps that are expected by many observers eventually
to lead to a national interconnected educational network. Educational tele-
vision's present "network" headquartersthe National Educational Tele-
vision and Radio Center, which distributes its programs by mailhas
taken some notable forward steps and is now providing block program-
ming for three evenings a week. While NETRC thus serves the needs of
community programming better, the schools and colleges are seeking a
way to exchange instructional programs so as to share master teachers
and production costs with each other. It is clear that there is a ferment
in educational television, and important developments are just around
the corner.

In the fourth place, in the midst of all the enthusiasm for better pro-
grams on the community stations, for the early successes of teaching by
TV, and for the projected plans, still a row of formidable problems has
become apparent. One of these we have mentioned: the scarcity of de-
sirable channels. Another is finance. Still another is programs, which is
closely tied to finance. Another is manpower. Yet another is the problem
of sharing instructional and community programs.

Aware of these problems and of the striking developments underlying
them, the Educational Media Branch of the United States Office of Edu-
cation, and notably Dr. C. Walter Stone, director of the Branch, decided
in late 1960 that the time was ripe to look into the future of educational
television. The Office therefore commissioned four studies. One of these
was designed to survey the plans of educational institutions, systems, and
communities for the use of educational television, to estimate the channel
allocations these plans would require if carried out, and to make engi-
neering studies as to how these needs might be met. This study was con-
tracted to the National Association of Educational Broadcasters, and the
results of it are summarized in this volume in a report by Vernon Bronson.

The Office contracted a second study to personnel at the University of
Nebraska. This was to survey the needs and plans of educational systems
and institutions for exchange of teaching materials on television, and to
make recommendations as to how the indicated needs could best be met.
This study also is reported in this volume in the chapter by Wesley Meier-
henry and Jack McBride.

A third study was assigned to the Institute for Communication Re-
search, at Stanford. The task was to look at the future of educational tele-
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vision in a more general way than either of the other studies. It was to
consider the problems of financing educational television, of raising pro-
gram quality, of training adequate manpower, of the future instructional
uses 431 television, of designing and equipping schools for television, and
so on. Reports from this study fill the greater part of this volume. They
include the papers by Asheim, Hall, Schramm, Lasswell, Seldes, Head,
Gitlin, Gunn, Hudson, White, Nelson, Maloney and Donner, Town, and
Carpenter and Greenhill.

The fourth contract was placed with the National Educational Tele-
vision and Radio Center, and provided for a study of the audiences of
eight educational television stations in six different situations throughout
the country. This study, under the research direction of Wilbur Schramm,
was the last to be contracted, and analysis of the voluminous data is not
yet complete. The study will later be published separately. Pending that
publication, an appendix note by Schramm summarizes in this volume
some of the available findings of the study.

Finally the Office asked its Education Media Study Panel to hear testi-
mony on the problems and potential of television from a number of dis-
tinguished and informed citizens, and on the basis of that testimony and
the three studies to make some recommendation concerning "the next ten
years" of educational television. Those recommendations are the first item
in the pages that follow, and the testimony before the panel is represented
in the selections by Brish, Hechinger, Revelle, Fletcher, and Lerner.

This volume was put together to make it possible for educators, tele-
vision people, and everyone else interested in the future of educational
television to share the conclusion of specialists concerning what ETV can
be and do, and how it can solve the problems which stand between it and
its destiny.

In addition to knowing of the important policy papers in the first part
of this volume, the reader should be aware how much hard-to-get infor-
mation on educational television is gathered into certain papers in the
book. For example, the paper by Professors Carpenter and Greenhill is a
veritable textbook on equipment and facilities which will repay the atten-
tion of every educator who is using or thinking of using instructional tele-
vision. The paper by Dean Town is an extremely useful introduction to
the complicated scientific problems of spectrum and channel analysis
indeed, one of the few places where a nonscientist can find a readable
exposition of those problems. Mr. Nelson's paper contains more detailed
information on the cost and financing of educational television than is
anywhere else available. The report of the Nebraska survey contains quite
remarkable data on the amount and kind of televised instructional ma-
terial that is being recorded in this country. The paper on what we know
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about the effectiveness of televised teaching brings together the results of
more research than has ever before been assembled; more than half of this
research has not yet been published. Therefore the volume has certain
qualities of a reference book as well as a challenge to policy. Speaking
for the authors and the sponsors, may I say that we hope it will prove both
inforr 'five and challenging.

WILBUR SCHRAMM
Stanford University, September 1961



FOREWORD TO THE SECOND PRINTING

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION the Next Ten Years has enjoyed wide

circulation since its publication in 1962. The volume has been a valued
resource for both the general reader and the professional.

In the fast changing world of educational television, three years is a long
time. Already, parts of the publication have become dated. When Dr.
Schramm, under whose direction this volume was developed, wrote his Fore-
word there were only 56 ETV broadcast stations. However, the usefulness
of the volume continues, and it is again being reprinted in March 1965.

The summary of the status of ETV which follows tells of some of the maj or
developments since the first printing. Trends in ETV construction and opera-
tion which have grown out of the actions of recent years appear to be these:

Program production is improving as a result of increased network
resources, improved equipment has been installed in more stations,
and there has been steady strengthening of ETV management.
State networking and coordination is increasing.
The
beco

materials distribution systems, by networks and otherwise, are
ping more effective.

There is an expanded use of closed circuit for institutional use, includ-
ing statewide systems.
The new 2500 megacycle service is gaining acceptance.
There is an awakening of interest in broad community service by ETV
stations in response to new health, education, welfare, and community
services legislation.
There is a steady increase in funds available for ETV, although
financing continues to be a major deterrent to the most effective and
efficient use of the technology.

During the past 3 years a number of significant steps were taken that have
encouraged these trends and contributed to the growth of ETV.

Of great importance has been the Educational Television Facilities Act
(Public Law 87-447). Beginning with the passage of the Magnuson Bill in
the Senate, followed by the Harris-Roberts Bill in the House, it was signed by
President Kennedy on May 1, 1962. The Act makes available matching grants
to assist in construction of new noncommercial television broadcasting stations
or expansion of existing ETV stations. Appropriations totaling $32 million
are authorized over a five-year period to be used in grants for the acquisition
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and installation of transmission apparatus necessary for ETV broadcastingon channels reserved by the FCC for educational use. Expenditures for suchitems as land, buildings, and furniture are not to be included in an approvedproject. No more than $1 million of Federal funds may be applied to facili-ties within any one State. Grants may be up to 50 percent of the reasonableand necessary cost of an eligible project. An additional amount of up to25 percent of the cost of the eligible transmission apparatus owned by the appli-cant on the date of the application is also allowable, but in no case may theFederal grant exceed 75 percent of the project cost.The program is administered by the U.S. Department of Health, Education,and Welfare. Grant funds became available on May 17,.1963. For theperiod ending June 30, 1965, a total of $21 million has been appropriated.Thus, as of March 1965, the program is well underway. Of the 102 educa-tional television stations in operation, 16 were activated with the assistanceof Federal grants. Twelve additional stations were under construction aidedby Federal support, and a total of 24 of the 63 stations which were in opera-tion at the time the Act was signed have expanded their service under theprogram. Action before the FCC is an indication of a continuing interest.There are 28 construction permits outstanding, 38 applications for construc-tion permits pending, and requests for 121 additional channel reservations onhand. Reports by State ETV authorities as to planned activations during1965-66, made to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, promisea marked increase in the rate ofstation activations.
Nearer to accomplishment is the recommendation in this volume by theEducational Media Study Panel that every American be assured of an oppor-tunity to receive ETV signals. An estimated 135 million persons are withinthe grade B contour of an ETV station. The average populations in the serv-ice areas of ETV stations receiving grants under the Educational TelevisionFacilities Program have been one and one-half million persons.A traditional effect of a matched grant program has been to encourage theStates in the financing and orderly operation of designated public services.A large number of State legislatures, in session as this is written, areexpected to have before them legislation involving earmarked funds for con-struction and /or operation of educational television broadcast stations.These States include Alabama, Arizona, California, Connecticut, Florida,Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Nebraska, New Hampshire,New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, SouthCarolina, South Dakota, Tennesse, Utah, Vermont, and Wisconsin. Requestsfor State support for construction total approximately $30 million. In addi-tion, a number of States have an estimated total of $7 million in constructionfunds remaining from amounts made available by previous legislatures.These States include Georgia, Delaware, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina,and Pennsylvania.
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Most States are focusing on the development of open circuit television.
However, Delaware is an example of a State which is emphasizing closed cir-
cuit developments using leased lines, comparable to the closed circuit system
in South Carolina.

Special State legislation for ETV has taken several forms: appropriations
for construction, for operation, for surveys and study, and for administra-
tion. In most cases appropriations are direct, but it is significant that there
have been some efforts to make State school aid for ETV instruction available
to local school districts on a per capita basis, in one case at the rate of fifty cents
a year per pupil.

It would be wrong to assume, however, that separate State bills earmarking
funds for educational television broadcasting are the only, or even the prin-
cipal, source of non-Federal support for projects submitted under the Educa-
tional Television Facilities Act. A quick review of grant applications suggests
that the capital and operating budgets of schools and institutions of higher
education, public and private, as well as foundation grants and public fund
raising, continue to be the principal sources of ETV support. This pattern
could shift, depending on the success of pending State legislation.

The problem of securing adequate frequency allocations for ETV has been
serious in the eastern metropolitan complex extending from New England to
Washington, D.C. In the greater part of this area, which includes one-fifth
of the population of the United States, commercial stations had been set up
and were using most existing VHF channels before educational television
was seriously underway. Informed persons, looking ahead, could see the day
when the channel shortage would affect many other regions. The survey of
educators, made in 1961 by the National Association of Educational Broad-
casters (NAEB), and cited in this volume, estimated needs for educational
television to total at least 1,142 channels.

The channel shortage, actual and predicted, is now being alleviated because
of three actions, each involving the Federal Communications Commission.

The passage by Congress in 1962 of the all-channel receiver legislation
(Public Law 87-527) greatly assisted educational television development.
Since April 30, 1964, television receivers shipped in interstate commerce have
been required to provide for the reception of all television channels, including
UHF Channels 14 through 83, as well as VHF Channels 2 through 13 to
which most sets had been limited. More than two-thirds of the channels cur-
rently reserved for education lie in the UHF range. It is a widely held miscon-
ception that most operating ETV stations are in the UHF range; in fact, of
the present 102 stations there are 63 operating on VHF channels. With the
impetus of the Educational Television Facilities Act, however, the trend has
been reversed. ETV stations have led the advance into UHF. In the twelve
preceding months a total of 11 UHF stations have been activated, of which
nine are ETV stations. Twenty-three of the 27 ETV construction permits
granted, and 29 of the 39 ETV construction permits pending are for UHF



stations. A side effect of ETVUHF station activations are the benefits pro-
vided to private industry. The marketing of all-channel receivers is encour-
aged and the development of commercial television stations in the UHF range
becomes more feasible.

Full saturation by all-channel receivers is some time away but moving
steadily with sales of 8 million sets a year. Today approximately 20 percent
of the 70 million sets in operation can receive UHF stations. It is estimated
by the Electronic Industries Association that by January 1970 about 75 per-
cent of the operating sets will have UHF capability, although it is hoped that
this can be accelerated by the development of more UHF stations with good
programing.

The problem of limited reception of UHF signals, which has stunted ETV
growth, is on the way to solution. A straw-in-the-wind is the study of UHF
reception made by WETATV, Washington, D.C., in the course of developing
programs to assist the Economic Opportunity Program. While it was gen-
erally assumed that low-income homes would not have all-channel sets, a survey
of 909 homes in the poverty area of the Nation's Capital showed 839 to have
TV sets of which 285, or 34 percent, had UHF capability. UHF reception
will vary greatly from place to place for some time to come, but it is no longer
a foregone conclusion that the UHF station cannot reach home audiences.

The FCC is in the process of further increasing educational channel oppor-
tunities. It is currently proposing to reserve for education an additional
384 television channels over and above the 386 channels now reserved for
educational use. The Commission's proposal is made in connection with the
establishment of a new table of UHF channel allocations now in the final
stages of review.

However, the FCC was aware that education would continue to face prob-
lems in the future, even with these actions. The VHF channels were almost
completely occupied. Of approximately 3500 UHF channel assignments,
over 1000 fell in nearly uninhabited areas and, therefore, would have limited

use. The 2500 potential assignments remaining would have to meet the pres-
ent and future broadcasting needs, not only of educators, but of commercial
operators as well.

While channels were limited, it was believed that demand for them would
grow. Once educational institutions began to use television, the capability
for providing televised instruction in more than one subject or to more than
one age group, at any one time, became desirable. Multichannel operation on
any large scale by means of broadcast television seemed impossible. Further-
more, there was a question as to the appropriate use of valuable spectrum
space.

The FCC's solution was to provide for what they termed the instructional
television fixed service (ITFS) to operate between 2500 and 2690 megacycles
on the frequency spectrum. This service, popularly referred to as the "2500
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megacycle service," makes it possible for an educational institution to have
at its command up to 5 channels of the 31 channels available. One or more
specific programs may be telecast, simultaneously point-to-point, to a spniric
number of established receiving installations. With this service, severs:' school
buildings within a limited area may be linked together, but the public IF
unable to receive the program on standard home receivers. The cost of the
receiving installation is higher than the existing home TV installation, but
the cost of the transmission installation is lower than that required for a tele-
vision broadcast station. Operating costs increase with the additional chan-
nels as each channel must be budgeted for programing. FCC engineers point
out that ITFS is an institutional system and not designed to take the place of
the broadcast station. Broadcast stations perform a dual role, serving for
instruction in the school and in the home as well as a source of quality
programing for the public.

It is expected that the educational institution or community with suffi-
ciently large population and available operating capital will eventually be
served both by the broadcast station and by ITFS. The instructional televi-
sion fixed service became available to educators in 1963, and the first appli-
cation for authority to operate such service was filed January 6, 1964. To
date the FCC has 33 applications for 97 ITFS channels. Four operators are
on the air. There is a marked demand from the northeastern seaboard and
other major urban areas, particularly from private schools.

To date, over $8 million in Federal funds have been obligated under
Title VII of the National Defense Education Act for studying, planning, and
reporting about educational television. Thomas Clemens, Director of the
Media Research and Dissemination Program, Office of Education, has sug-
gested generalizations which have emerged from the total available findings:
(1) Television can effectively teach a wide variety of subjects to students of
every grade le*tel. (2) Television can expand educational opportunities. (3)
Television is not an educational panacea; the classroom teacher is important
in assuring maximum learning. (4) Television learning requires active
student participation and superior teaching.

The search for solutions to principal problems of educational television
development and operation continues. Title VII projects have been important
to this search.

First, improvement in program distribution machinery has been needed.
As broadcast television began, commercial stations were almost immediately
supported in their programing by the powerful production and distribution
system already in operation for radio. Educational stations, however, were
largely without established materials distribution systems. At first, despite
limited operating budgets, stations were required to rely almost entirely on
local production. The video tape recorder opened up the possibility of mass
distribution, but organized distribution methods needed to be developed fur-
ther. Even with the success of a national program service, National Educa-
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tional Television (NET) ; a regional network, Eastern Educational Network

(EEN) ; and several State networks beginning with that of Alabama in 1955,

additional needs were evident.
Title VII support has been provided for a number of projects to further

effective ETV distribution methods. For example, The Meierhenry and

McBride Nebraska Survey led to the establishment and pilot operation of a

National Instructional Tape Library under contract with National Educational

Television. Two regional libraries of instructional materials were field tested.

One of these, serving the great plains region, is located at the University of

Nebraska and the other serving the northeastern region is administered by

the Eastern Educational Network, Boston. The Southern Regional Education

Board is developing an organized system for instructional tape exchange

between ETV operators in the southern States.

ETV stations have upped their use of recorded materials from 10 percent

in 1959 to about 50 percent in 1964. Average hours per week of school

broadcasting by ETV stations has been increased from 14 hours in 1958 to

18 hours in 1964, and accounts for 40 percent of the total hours broadcast

by stations.
The Educational Media Index, the first central reference source of nonbook

instructional nviterials, was published under a Title VII contract. The Index

is made cu-..ent by an information retrieval system which provides for con-

tinual maintenance of index records of nonprint materials including films,

kinescopes, video tapes, etc. Developed under the editorial supervision of

the Educational Media Council, the Index is marketed by a publishing firm

and contains approximately 50,000 listings of available instructional materials

in 14 separate volumes. There will be annual supplements to individual

volumes.
A field test demonstration of college and university cooperation in the

joint educational use of closed circuit microwave television facilities, which

involved the University of Texas and nine other institutions of higher educa-

tion in Texas, has enjoyed marked success. This effort, The Texas Education

Microwave Project (TEMP), has resulted in the joint use of well over a dozen

regular classroom courses on video tape and continues to expand in effec-

tiveness each year.
Two feasibility studies now underway promise further information about

broadcast distribution techniques. The first is a study being conducted by

the Cooperating Schools AV Corporation of St. Louis County, Missouri, to

determine the capabilities of 2500 megacycle transmission for instructional

broadcasting and administrative intercommunication. The second is an inves-

tigation by the National Association of Educational Broadcasters of inter-

communication systems among institutions of higher education. Focusing

initially on the uses of existing radio facilities, it may be expected to generate

conclusions applicable to television, facsimile, and data transmission facilities.
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Second, there continues to be evidence of a serious shortage of ETV person-
nel. This is particularly true in management and engineering and will become
increasingly true as larger numbers of broadcast stations and institutional
systems are established. The Report of a Survey of Personnel in Educational
Television, prepared by NAEB under a Title VII contract, identified the pool
of manpower currently available and pointed to a growing shortage of per-
sonnel. The complexities of educational televisionthe diversity of its sys-
tems and their administration, its close relationship to other ducational
media --have raised questions as to the adequacy of those professional train-
ing curriculums which focus on TV production skills and the requirements
of commercial broadcasting. The recommendation on ETV manpower needs
made by the Educational Media Study Panel can still be made today but now
with much greater emphasis. Two contracts awarded under Title VII, one to
the University of Pittsburgh and the other to Alameda County (California)
State College, should lead to the formulation of guidelines for the training of
educational media specialists, including ETV personnel. The need for recruit-
ment and screening of competent educational broadcasters remains, however.

Third, while the financing of facilities construction continues to increase, it
is essential that new techniques and sources of financing be found, for both
construction and operation.

Two conferences, one at Brandeis University in 1963 and a second at
Washington in 1964, under the direction of Educational Television Stations
Division, NAEB, have explored the problem. Yet here again the Study Panel's
recommendations remain timely.

Finally, there is a need for a wider understanding and a broader vision on
the part of educational media specialists as to the role which media can play
in assisting the whole community. It involves programing not only for
in-school and general cultural needs, but for the needs of all types of special
audiences; for the in-service training needs of all public services, not the edu-
cation system alone; and for all public needs, including televised materials
to assist education efforts related to mental health, mental retardation, civil
defense, literacy, community health, nutrition, retirement preparation,
employment training, and community development.

The emphasis placed on education by Federal legislation designed to
increase economic opportunity and improve the conditions of life for many
groups with special problems has encouraged efforts by educational media
leadership to broaden the services performed by educational television. How-
ever, awareness of broad community services which can be performed by ETV
is not sufficiently widespread among media specialists. Not only must they
work within their own limited knowledge of the public services, but also
within the limited knowledge which professionals in the public services have
of the functions that can be performed through the effective use of television.

This review would not be complete without reference to a number of impor-
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tant events which have taken place within the Nation's educational televisionestablishment.
In October 1963 National Educational Television (NET) announced agrant of $6 million from the Ford Foundation. This grant effectively dou-bled the funds per program produced for distribution to affiliates of the net-work. Continued attention was to be directed to cultural and public affairsprograming and to the educational needs of children out of school. Affiliatefees were reduced to a nominal $100 a year.
At the same time, the Ford Foundation totaled up its gifts for ETV overthe previous decade. A sum of $85 million had been provided whichincluded, in addition to the NET grant, the following: grants for the develop-ment of ETV stations, instructional television, and improvement of commer-cial programing through the Fund for Adult Education and the Fund for theAdvancement of Education ($18 million) ; National Educational Television($28.2 million) ; Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction ($14.7million) ; ITV projects in the schools ($6.6 million) ; WNDT, New YorkCity ($5.2 million) ; ITV in higher education ($2.5 million) ; "Omnibus"($3.6 million) ; grants to ETV broadcast stations ($2 million) ; "ContinentalClassroom" ($2.2 million) ; and support for ETV teaching ($2 million).The National Association of Educational Broadcasters, open to educationalinstitutions and individuals using broadcasting for educational purposes, wasreorganized in 1963. A new Educational Television Stations Division wasestablished in March 1964. Its function includes representation of ETVstations on national matters of mutual concern. A national television programexchange service was scheduled to begin in 1965.

An independent association of ETV broadcasters, National Association forEducational Television, was organized in July 1964 for the purpose of profes-sional development and coordination with commercial television operations.The Midwest Program for Airborne Television Instruction, Inc. (MPATI)petitioned the FCC to authorize operations, currently classified as experimen-tal, on a regular basis. Instructional television from an airplane is beingsupplied to parts of six States: Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio,and Wisconsin. Approximately 1125 schools, enrolling 465,000 students, par-ticipate in the program. Hearings have been held on the pending requestwhich involves the use of six channels.
The Joint Council on Educational Broadcasting continues its function ofcoordinating the broadcasting efforts of leading educational associations andrepresenting their joint views on key issues such as MPATI's request for regu-larization of service and the FCC proposal for increased educational channelreservations.
The rapidly changing technology promises rm.olutions within the industryat every turn. Educational broadcasters are tow assessing the value of color.Two applicants under P.L. 87-447 are seeking Federal assistance for colorequipment.
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The expansion of community antenna systems (CATV) is raising major
issues that may affect the nature of educational as well as commercial broad-
casting. CATV systems are being used by educators to supply television
instruction in sparsely populated areas. As recently reported, 93 CATV
systems in 32 States provided the signals of 33 ETV stations to 156,000
students.

The promise, within two years, of a low cost video tape recorder for the
home is recognized as having enormous implications for all phases of the
public service concerned with special audiences. ETV broadcast stations
may be used around the clock providing programs to home and institutional
recorders for storage and later play back. Originally available only in
costly professional models, video tape recorders for classroom use recently
became available so moderately priced as to make feasible the increased use
of television in a variety ofnew instructional situations.

Educational broadcasters continue to watch the development of the commu-
nication satellite. Its use could contribute to a number of health and edu-
cation functions, including broadcast television communication. A study of
the implications of the satellite to education communications was made by
NAEB under a NDEA Title VII grant.

These technical advances should enormously increase the contribution
which television can make to meeting the educational needs of society.

A number of recent actions on the national stage gave evidence of an
increased awareness of television's potential and an increased willingness to
provide opportunities for its use. The Peace Corps' ETV project in Colom-
bia and the American Samoa Project, developed under the direction of NAEB
with funds appropriated by Congress, provide opportunities to observe the
use of ETV in situations outside our cultural framework and may produce
new insights contributing to increased effectiveness of domestic applications.
Revisions in the National Defense Education Act have increased opportunities
under Title III for assistance to schools in the purchase of receivers and cer-
tain types of ETV equipment. Research and demonstrations in newer edu-
cational media continue to be supported under Title VII. Assistance in the
training of media specialists is possible under Title XI. Passage of the
Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1965 makes possible the use of
Federal funds to assist applicants coming from those geographical areas named
by the Act to meet part of the non-Federal share in Federal grant efforts such
as the Educational Television Facilities Program. The 1965 report to the
President by his Commission on Heart Disease, Cancer, and Stroke included
a recommendation for Federal support of effective television programing in
the health field on the Nation's educational television stations. Projects are
being designed by ETV stations, which involve the use of ETV to assist in
meeting objectives of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, the Manpower
Development and Training Act of 1962, the Vocational Education Act of 1963,
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the Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1963, the Public Welfare
Amendments of 1962, and other legislation.

In the actions taken during the three years since this volume was first pub-lished, there is evidence of televisions greatly increased importance to Ameri-can education. In the present level of development one sees the solid begin-ning of a noncommercial television service for the Nation. As one looks tothe future it seems a reasonable judgment that ETV will grow even more
rapidly in its effectiveness, efficiency, and in an ability to serve all of the people.

MARCH 1965.

X X

JOHN W. BYSTROM,
Assistant to the Under Secretary

for Educational Television,
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.



I. RECOMMENDATIONS

By the Television Advisory Panel of the United
States Office of Education, Department of Health, Ed-
ucation, and Welfare
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A NATIONAL POLICY FOR

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION

The Educational Media Study Panel was established in 1960 as an
official advisory group to the Commissioner and the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion. The membership of the Panel has included the following representa-
tives from business, industry, and education:

Cyril M. Braum, Engineering Consultant, National Educational
and Radio Center

LeRoy Collins, President, National Association of Broadcasters*
Leland Hazard, Vice-President and General Counsel, Pittsburgh

Plate Glass Company*
Richard B. Hull, Director Telecommunications Center, Ohio State

University
Herold C. Hunt, Professor of Education, Harvard University
Kenneth E. Oberholtzer, Superintendent of Schools, Denver, Colo-

rado
John R. Richards, Director, Coordinating Council for Higher

Education, State of California
William E. Spaulding, President, Houghton Mifflin Company
Graham T. Winslow, Chairman of the Board, Massachusetts Coun-

cil for the Public Schools

The Panel was asked to study the new and rapidly growing develop-
ments in the communications and educational media field and to make
recommendations to the Commissioner which would be useful in develop-
ing sound national policy. The need for such a panel and study arose
from new technological advances, and from the expanded and intensive
research and utilization which have resulted from the implementation of
Title VII of the National Defense Education Act.

As a result of inquiries and surveys encouraged by the Panel, it be-
came apparent that of all the new media of communication, educational
television presented the most immediate and significant national problem.

In less than ten years educational television has reached a point where
more than 60 broadcasting stations are now on the air, serving schools by
d-i and homes by night. A program center in New York serves as "net-
work" headquarters for these stations, enabling them to exchange their

iyest programs, and furnishing other program materials on video tape
and film. Between two and three hundred closed-circuit television sys-

* Mr. Collins and Mr. Hazard attended the early meetings of the Panel, but
were no longer members at the time these recommendations were approved. At the
time of his appointment to the Panel, Mr. Collins was Governor of Florida.
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tems have been installed by local public schools, school districts, colleges,and universities, for direct systematic instruction and to share superiorteaching and educational resources. Heralding the day when the bestteaching may be shared even more widely, an airplane is now flying overcentral Indiana, broadcasting televised class lessons to schools in partsof six states.
The audiences of educational television are no longer mere handfuls.In cities where educational stations are in operation and well established,nearly one out of four adults is a regular viewer. The number of schoolchildren who have received some teaching by television is now in themillions.
Apparently, an even more explosive period of growth lies ahead. Atleast 40 new stations are in some stage of preparation. Several hundrededucational institutions are now making plans for extending the use ofclosed-circuit television. Following the lead of Alabama, Oklahoma,Florida, North Carolina, and Texas, nearly a dozen states are planningstate-wide educational television networks. In the Middle West and inNew England, plans are being drawn for regional networks. A national"live" network, connecting educational stations by cable or microwavemay not be far in the future. The possibility of an educational communi-cations satellite, instantaneously relaying programs for national andhemispheric coverage, is a foreseeable reality.

This growth, development, and impact of educational television, withthe immediate problems and concerns which it has raised, motivated thePanel to sharpen the focus of its study, and to concentrate its initial atten-tion upon television. To this end, Panel members proceeded to obtainsummary reports on the background, development, and present status ofthe various uses of television in education, consulted with key researchauthorities conducting special studies in the field, and heard testimonyand statements offered by more than a dozen national leaders, includingsuch authorities as Arthur Adams, George V. Allen, C. Scott Fletcher,Frederick Ford, Fred Hechinger, Francis Keppel, Harold Lasswell, MaxLerner, Ralph McGill, Roger Revelle, Wilbur Schramm, Gilbert Seldes,Carleton Sprague Smith, Frank Stanton, and others.
Out of these reports and hearings, a number of questions were raised,and certain suggestions and conclusions were drawn. The major ques-tions, issues, and guidelines which emerged from the discussions heldwere identified by the Panel as follows:

1. WHAT IS THE GROWTH CURVE OF EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
LIKELY TO BE?

The number of stations serving their communities with cultural, artis-tic, and public service programs has increased steadily, and the rate shows
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no sign of slackening. Furthermore, recent surveys show that the audiences
for these stations have increased substantially in the last two years. More
and more schools and colleges are indicating that instructional television
is part of their future plans. A large number of school officials believe that,
ten years from now, television will carry some part of the teaching of the
great majority of school children in this nation, and that it will be used
increasingly for direct instruction in the large colleges and universities.
It is also expected that television will make available at home to students
of whatever age, a large part of the college curriculum. Thus education
may become easily available at any time in life.

The growing proportion of leisure time in our society, and the increas-
ing complexity of the knowledge a citizen must have about the world in
which he lives, point to a constantly growing need for educational televi-
sion broadcasting services in the community. By the same token, the
population explosion and the rising costs of buildings and services, as
well as the generally greater demands for educational quality, suggest a
constantly growing need for direct instructional television in the schools.
A medium with so much potential, with so many needs to meet, and so
many plans being made for it, is likely to continue to grow for a long
period of time. (The vital importance of educational television to national
defense efforts is not stressed in this report, but argues for more adequate
service.)

2. HOW CAN THE PROGRAMS OF EDUCATIONAL STATIONS
BE IMPROVED?

Distinguished programming costs money. At the present time, the
total program cost of educational television stations nation-wide, is about
equivalent to the cost of one network series on commercial television. The
total annual budget of most educational stations is far less than the cost
of a single commercial TV "spectacular." Only a small number of non-
commercial stations have the equipment necessary to originate and pro-
duce "remote" telecasts of events outside the studio. The educational
stations do not have a "live" network nationally, and therefore many
timely programs are unavailable to them.

However, money alone will not necessarily produce outstanding and
distinguished programs. There are two additional requirementstalented
writers, producers, performers, and program managers; and a clear and
viable policy as to what audience is being served. Better financing for
educational stations will help to bring in talent; but the policy is relatively
independent of financing, except in the sense that money is required to
implement any policy to the degree that it should be implemented.

The present audience of educational television includes a large pro-
portion of highly educated persons, professional men and women, and
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persons who are influential in forming public opinion and determining
the cultural tone of their communities. This is a tremendously potent
group of people. However, educational television, as it grows in resources
and skill, can appeal increasingly to larger audiences. It should be pos-
sible in time to furnish at least some cultural and intellectual stimulation
on occasion to a very high proportion of the total audience. For the most
part, the cultural and intellectual capabilities of the American people have
been underestimated by the mass media. The challenge to educational
television is to develop in its programs the skill in writing and production,
and the understanding of the audience, required to serve these capabilities.

In seeking to stimulate thought and discussion at a high level among
its viewers, educational television has a great potential ally. This is the
existing structure of community learning activitiesorganized discussion
groups, study groups, vocational interest groups, and the like. If educa-
tional television can create a series of programs to feed and stimulate
these groups, it will then be in position to supplement its direct effect with
active learning experience, to enrich the work of the existing groups, and
to increase the impact of its broadcasts.

3. HOW CAN TELEVISION CONTRIBUTE MOST TO EDUCATION?

Television is a channel for conveying whatever is put into it. Instruc-
tional television, or television designed for direct use in the classroom,
must depend importantly upon classroom teacher guidance for determi-
nation of its content, presentation, and effective utilization. But while
instructional television may change some of the things the classroom
teacher does, the major change will be in the direction of freeing a teacher
for more productive use of his time (e.g., working with individuals),
rather than restricting him.

The spectrum of instructional uses of television is not completely
known. It is clear that there are some teaching acts it can do superlatively
well. It can let a large number of students look into a microscope at the
same time, or watch surgical procedures from close at hand. It can let
a class watch an activity that would be spoiled by direct observation. It
can share great teaching and great demonstrations. But, there are also
some things it cannot do. It cannot conduct a seminar discussion effi-
ciently. It cannot give specific and direct personal help. These uses and
limitations are clear, but, how much longer the list may be is not now
known.

It is clear that there are some ways of using television which make for
better learning than others; some ways of putting school materials on tele-
vision which result in better teaching than others; some ways of combin-
ing television with other learning experiences in school that are more
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effective than others. But, preoccupation with television sometimes ob-scures the fact that it is only one of the teaching resources available to the
modern school. The modern teacher has books, guides, periodicals, films,
tapes, slides, records, laboratory equipment; some have language labora-tories; and soon many of them will have programmed self-instructional
materials. The basic question, therefore, is not simply how to use television
alone, but rather how to combine it most effectively with other learning
experiences and resources.

Experience indicates that the most effective uses of television have been
in situations where it has been combined carefully with other activities in
a total learning situation; and where students were strongly motivated tolearn from it. This challenges educators to make a broad review and
restructuring of what happens in the classroom. Television can share the
best teaching and the best demonstrations; self-instructional materials can
conduct drill expertly and give the student a new freedom to work at his
own best rate. A teacher who has these devices working for him may nothave exactly the same duties as before, but his duties will be no less im-
portant. The student who has these devices working for him will not spendhis day exactly as before, but his learning opportunities will be no less,
and probably considerably more.

A school where these new devices are in use may find itself bursting outof old patterns. Instead of classes of 35 alternately being lectured to, study-ing, and reciting, it may assemble groups of several hundred to watch the
television lecture or demonstration, but devote a greater proportion of its
teacher time to individualized instruction. Instead of waiting his turn forclass drill, a student may follow his own drill schedule with self-instruc-
tional materials or language laboratory.

The well-planned television program can motivate students, guide and
sharpen their reading by providing background and demonstrations, en-
courage responsibility for independent learning, arouse curiosity and de-velop new insights and the excitement of discovery. The medium is soflexible that it need never be used merely to promulgate the old lecture
method and the idea that good teaching is "telling." In the richness and
versatility of television the classroom teacher will be faced with a newchallenge. The teaching required to meet the individual interests, needsand problems of his students, and to encourage them in their individual
learning experiences will call for all his talent. He will be devoting histime to the kind of teaching that has satisfaction, rewards, and excitement
far beyond those of routine group instruction.

The possibility of being able to arrive at a new and more efficient
distribution of student activities and teacher responsibilities, in which the
talents of both and their time in the classroom will be more efficiently used,
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is the great hope for a "breakthrough" that instructional television holdsout. Without the new devices now available, this greater flexibility wouldbe immeasurably more difficult to achieve. Now that the amount of learn-ing that takes place in our schools has taken on new importance, it is for-tunate that these new tools are available to encourage a fundamental reviewof classroom practices and procedures.
4. HOW CAN THE STRENGTHS IN EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION

BE SHARED?
Many of the practices of educational television do not take advantageof the fact that it can serve the nation as a whole. The shape of the futurein educational television clearly includes a national and perhaps severalregional centers for the exchange and evaluation of television teaching ma-terials. It also includes a gradual and increasing interconnection of edu-cational broadcasting stations. Some state networks exist, more are beingplanned. Plans are also being made for regional networks. Undoubtedly,these developments are preludes to a nationally interconnected educationalnetwork. Until we do have a nation-wide interconnection of educationalstations, and a national system of production, evaluation, and exchangeof instructional television materials, educational television will not be ableto work at its full strength for the public good.

5. WHAT SPECIALLY TRAINED MANPOWER WILL EDUCATIONAL
TELEVISION NEED?

Expert and imaginative personnel are essential, if noncommercial edu-cational stations are to realize their potential. The educational station musthave employees familiar with the content of educational and cultural mate-rials. Courses in these areas should become part of the college preparationof production personnel for educational television; and the educationalstations should operate their own in-service training programs, perhaps inconjunction with neighboring schools and colleges.One of the urgent needs of all television, commercial or noncommer-cial, is for a pool of creative talent (writers, directors, performers, tech-nicians) . To the extent that its finances permit, educational televisionshould take the lead in seeking out such persons, encouraging the trainingof more of them, and giving them an opportunity to use their talents inthe medium. One of the requirements for attracting such talent, and forattracting excellence in general to educational television, is the ability topay adequate salaries. If educational television can strengthen its financialbasis so as to be able to offer higher salaries, it will be in far better positionto offer the kind of excellent and professional program service that is neces-sary to the fulfillment of its objectives.
In the schools, more and more teachers will need to become familiar
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with the skills of teaching on and/or with television. This will requirein-service training programs, summer courses, workshops, and new oppor-tunities for gaining experience with television.
Television programs which are to be conceived and developed as partof a total systems approach will require, for a new order of collaboration

among subject-matter and curriculum experts, talented persons enjoyinga very high degree of skill in the analysis of teaching techniques to meetspecific objectives, experienced teachers, writers, artists, directors, andimaginative technicians. Every individual serving on such a team mustbecome highly sensitive to the potential values of television as a mediumand to the subtleties of teaching and learning intended to achieve clearlydefined objectives.
Numerically, the greatest need in the schools will be for a large numberof classroom teachers able to make television a part of the total learning

experience of students, and able to weave it into classroom activities. Col-leges, universities, and particularly schools of education can be of greathelp in developing this skill; and the schools themselves can profitablyshare their experiences in utilizing television.

6. HOW CAN EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION BE FINANCED
ADEQUATELY?

Compared to the present cost of educational television, the bill for thekind of service needed will be large. Compared to the cost of commercialtelevision, or of organized education, the bill will be small. The capitalcost of the first 56 noncommercial educational stations has been about 29million dollars. Their annual operating budget is around 15 millions.They are furnished programs by the National Educational Television andRadio Center, for which the present annual budget is 3.6 millions. Theschools and colleges have installed between 200 and 300 closed-circuittelevision systems, at an estimated capital cost of around 11 millions andan annual operating cost of around 4 millions.
Looking ahead ten years, we can anticipate a doubling of the numberof educational stations, at additional capital costs of about 30 millions,and additional operating costs of another 15 millions. In some combina-tion of closed-circuit and low-power transmitters, the schools may spendas much as 50 millions more in capital costs to develop instructional tele-vision facilities; and the annual cost of operating these installations morefully than the present installations may run to 150 millions.
The present levels of annual expenditure for the national programcenter and the local noncommercial stations are insufficient for the qualityof program service required. In the past, the operating funds of the non-commercial stations have come, in various proportions, from five sources,according to the type of station represented (commonly, school or univer-
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sity, state network) : (1) membership contributions from the public, (2)
contributions from business, industry, and other civic groups, (3) foun-
dation grants, (4) contracts for the production of programs, (5) *ax
funds frcftn school systems, universities, colleges, and other educational
groups. The support of the national program center has come from three
sources: (1) foundations, (2) production contracts, and (3) business and
industry. The continuing support of all these sources for both the stations
and the network will be most important. However, financing is now the
chief factor limiting the quality and amount of service educational tele-
vision is able to provide. Unless the financial barrier can be breached,
unless the amount of support can be increased to a substantial degree,
the bright promise of educational television will remain no more than a
promise.

7. WHAT CHANNEL ALLOCATIONS WILL EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
NEED TO DO ITS JOB?

Most television in the United States is presently in the VHF (Very
High Frequency) band which provides 12 channels, and requires rather
wide separation of stations on the same channels. VHF channels are in
short supply in most of the cities and metropolitan communities of the
nation. In many cities there is no VHF channel for education. This is the
case in some of the largest communities of the nation. For example, there
is no VHF channel presently available to education in Los Angeles, Balti-
more, Washington, Cleveland, Columbus, or Detroit.

There is still a great deal of room available in the UHF (Ultra High
Frequency) band, which offers more channels than VHF but smaller areas
of cov,..rage. Only a small percentage of the receiving sets now in use are
equipped to receive UHF. Therefore, if a new station is added in the UHF
band, in a community where the existing stations operate in VHF, the
new station cannot be received until new television sets are purchased or
UHF converters are installed.

These matters are exceedingly important to educational television be-
cause of its expected expansion. If it is indeed the case that the number
of educational stations will double in ten years, and that there will also be
a large, though as yet undetermined, number of low-power stations serving
schools, colleges, and universities, then the problem of finding and allocat-
ing channels will be a very complex one, and the solution to the problem
is bound to be most difficult. It is clear that the nature and magnitude of
anticipated future needs should be made immediately known to the Federal
Communications Commission; and that these recommendations should
concern the full use and reservation of education's fair share of all spec-
trum resources.
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8. WHAT GUIDANCE DO EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS NEED ON
TELEVISION FACILITIES?

No one can predict with confidence either what equipment will be
available for television ten years hence, or what institutions will be using it.
However, it appears quite certain that technical developments will come
quickly, and that every stage and part of education is a potential user of
educational television. Therefore, in planning new buildings, the best
guideline is to provide for the possible future use of television in any
building where teaching is to be done; and to try in general to design such
buildings with a maximum of flexibility for different sizes of viewing
groups, and different uses of television, not all of which are yet foreseen.
If it is true that television and other new developments open the door to a
considerable revision of classroom organization and activities, then physi-
cal facilities should be kept as flexible as possible until the nature of these
changes becomes apparent. In selecting television equipment now, or in
designing and arranging rooms for viewing or production, the educational
administrator and the television director have expert advice available and
should make use of it.

In summary of these facts and findings, the Study Panel suggests the
following general guidelines:

(1) If educational television is to continue to grow in importance and
use both in the home and in the school, long-range plans for its growth and
development are needed now.

(2) If the medium is to reach its full potential, there must be increased
and continuing efforts to develop new and improved techniques of pro-
gramming for both in-school and out-of-school audiences, to encourage
and support greater creativity, and to raise the cultural and informational
values of the service to a new level.

(3) .11 the medium is to fulfill completely its promise of aid to the edu-
cational system, the better and more effective ways of utilizing it mtist be
identified; particularly there must be new patterns of educational planning
and curriculum design which will relate all media and learning resources
in a common effort to fulfill optimum learning requirements. Research can
profitably move into these problems.

(4) Improvement in the school and community services of educational
television is closely related to financing. The promise of the medium can-
not be fulfilled unless the financial support of educational television sta-
tions, programs, and services is broadened and expanded. A continued
growth is called for in local community financial support, and, in addition,
some form of local and state tax-based support, and some form of federal
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aid or assistance for the development of new stations, programs, and na-
tional and state educational television services.

(5) The need for sharing new and superior programs grows in impor-
tance as such programs are created. The organization of state and regional
educational television networks is therefore a desirable development, look-
ing toward the ultimate establishment of a national "live" interconnected
network. As a source of production and exchange for such a service, the
present national educational program service and video-tape "network"
need to be strengthened, in order that the qualitative improvement of this
important supply of programs may be continued.

(6) In order to share instructional television materials, regional and
national centers for the production, evaluation, and exchange of such re-
cordings are needed. So that this exchange may proceed efficiently and
with fairness to all, a study of the problems of recording, distribution,
teacher rights, compensation, and residual uses of educational and instruc-
tional television programs and materials is also needed at the first possible
moment.

(7) Healthful community development of educational television will
require not only that it serve its present basic audiences more effectively,
but also that it finds the means of broadening its audiences and extending
its services; and that it become closely identified with the rning activity
and experience of the entire community.

(8) The quality of educational television will be no higher than the
quality of the men who make its programs and operate its stations and
services. The combined efforts of schools, colleges, universities, educa-
tional and commercial television stations will be needed to develop the
creative talent and professional personnel required to plan and produce
the highest quality programs for educational use. 4

(9) Another crucial personnel need will be for teachers expert in using
television and other new media in their classrooms. Workshops, seminars,
training programs, and publications will be needed for the in-service train-
ing of teachers in this skill. A major effort by colleges and universities will
be needed to prepare their students who will enter the educational profes-
sion to be able to make effective use of the new media in their teaching.

(10) The future development of "open-circuit" educational television
is limited by the channels available to carry its signals. It is imperative,
therefore, that every effort be made to reserve the necessary spectrum re-
sources required by the anticipated growth and development of educa-
tional television.

(11) Schools and school administrators will be well advised, in the
design of school buildings and in the purchase of technical equipment and
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facilities, to provide for the planning, installation, and future use of educa-
tional television and the other new media.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Educational Media Study Panel believes that educational televi-
sion has a unique and significant role to play in both the extension and
improvement of the educational and cultural environment necessary to the
fulfillment of our national interests. Therefore, the panel offers the fol-
lowing specific recommendations to the Commissioner and the Office of
Education, for consideration in relation to national policy:
A. The opportunities afforded by television must become more readily

availabletor education (from classroom cables to relay stations in outer
space).

The advent of television and, indeed, the whole complex of
newer communications media (from video tape to satellites) hes
given American citizens unparalleled opportunities to advance in
their ability to record and communicate ideas. These new com-
munications resources must now be harnessed to serve the ends of
education in a time when American school and college programs
must now find new and improved ways to cope with spiraling en-
rollments and increasing shortages of adequate classrooms and
able teachers, as well as the new educational needs created by the
explosions in new knowledge and by the changing world conditions
which threaten national survival.

We recommend that the federal government take the steps nec-
essary to assure for every American the opportunity to receive ETV
signals; and more specifically to reserve those parts and amounts
of the broadcast spectrum and related electronic resources neces-
sary to guarantee nation-wide transmission and reception of the full
range of educational television services.

B. Educational television programs must be produced in sufficient number
and quality to meet critical educational needs in both the present and
the future.

Two broad philosophies have thus far governed the growth of
television 'n the United States: (1) the concept of a competitive
free-enterp a, entertainment-centered program service based on
popular appeal, containing significant but limited segments of
news, public affairs, and cultural offerings supported by advertis-
ing revenue; (2) the concept of an alternative, noncommercial
educational television service whose programs, directed at audi-
ences of mature adults and out-of-school children, would empha-
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size most what commercial systems tend to emphasize least and,
additionally, would serve as a distributor of instructional materials
conceived within the framework of formal education, and directed
to enrolled students. These two philosophies are complementary
rather than opposing, and result in differences in emphasis and
depth at given times in given programs, in types of audience, and
in potential audience size.

But the needs of America for television cannot be met by the
present commercial and educational television systems. Nor can
the massive new problems of education await solution by traditional
methods which utilize only existing facilities. Realization of the
goal of equal educational opportunity for all now rests increasingly
on the national ability to use effectively electronic Aclmology for
educational purposes.

We recommend public as well as private support of a new, vig-
orous, and coordinated national eff ort on the part of American
schools, colleges, communities, government agencies, and other in-
terested groups to encourage the production of more and better
educational television programs addressed to the needs of our
time.

C. Sound research and experimentation are keys to quality in ETV.
The new media and devices now available to education hold as

much promise for improvement of instruction as did the invention
of the book. This promise will never be fulfilled unless we continue
through study and research to deepen our understanding of their
use.

Until recent years, the so-called newer media (i.e., films, radio,
filmstrips, etc.) have most frequently been considered "aids" or
have simply been regarded as devices incidental to the traditional
processes of education as carried on in a classroom. Todayttele-
vision is regarded not only as a medium in its own right, but as a
device which uniquely can transmit sound, live images, film, print,
and charts, and thus can serve as a distribution system for all other
media. More importantly, it provides a new kind of linkage from
one classroom to another, to laboratories, and to any part of the
world outside. The results of research completed during the past
decade underline the need for continuing and expanding programs
of research and development directed toward realization of new
levels of teaching and learning which utilize more efficiently the
instructional and communications media.

W e recommend a continuing nation-wide program of research
and evaluation which will help to identify and increase both the
worth and efficiency of ETV..
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D. A new reservoir of manpower must be recruited and trained for ETV.

The increasing shortage of skilled ETV personnel and other

media specialists is not confined to administrative and managerial

areas but extends to every aspect of ETV efforts. It embraces every

type of communications engineering from the transmitter to the

video-tape recording room and culminates ( acutely) in the area of

talentthe skilled teacher of subject matter, the analyst of public

and world affairs, the performing artist, the creative producer, and

writer. A comprehensive approach to the problems posed would

involve a personnel inventory of experienced and potentially gifted

individuals in media fields, systematic "crash" programs to re-train

individuals who might be recruited to the new field, and long-range

plans for developing individuals in what has become a new pro-

fessional service field. Without such a systematic and comprehen-

sive approach on a national basis, it will be impossible to produce

the personnel needed to mount a major attack on education's prob-

lems using the media.
We recommend that a nation-wide talent search and training

effort be launched by schools, colleges, and stations to create and

keep in full supply a reservoir of personnel qualified to serve in all

"departments" of educational television.

E. A new plan for increased financial support must be established to pro-

vide the dollars needed for ETV.

Despite Educational Television's impressive record of growth

in its first decade (with some 60 stations now on the air and several

hundred closed-circuit installations) , no adequate local, state, e-

gional, or national plan of financing new stations or for expansion

of existing facilities has yet been developed, nor has an adequate

plan been put forward to meet the costs of operation.

If educational television is to fulfill its role in providing a new

dimension for cultural and educational opportunities, a new kind

and amount of financial support must be provided.

We recommend that financial support for educational television

be provided from both public and private funds at the local, state,

and national level, to ensure that the necessary new stations may

be built, and that the facilities may be operated and programmed

to the fullest degree in the public interest.

CYRIL M. BRAUM

RICHARD B. HULL

HEROLD C. HUNT

KENNETH E. OBERHOLTZER

November 15, 1961

JOHN R. RICHARDS
WILLIAM E. SPAULDING

GRAHAM T. WINSLOW



II. TELEVISION'S FUTURE PLACE IN EDUCATION
Is instructional television here to stay? What do theschools and colleges who have had most experiencewith it, now think of it? What do we know about theefficiency of learning from television? About the edu-cational levels and subjects where it can be most
effectively used? These are the kinds of questionsconsidered in the following papers.
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A SURVEY OF INFORMED OPINION ON
TELEVISION'S FUTURE PLACE IN EDUCATION

Reported by Lester Asheim
Dr. Asheim is Dean of the Graduate Library School, University of Chicago

THE QUESTION with which this report is concerned is this:
what role will television be playing in education ten years from now? It
is an important question to which, unfortunately, no one really knows the
answer. But if the best we can do is guess, then the best guesses are likely
to come from those who have been working with teaching by television or
whobecause of their research interests, their foundation connections,
or some other professional concern with formal learninghave already
had to think seriously about television in education.

The method of "research" upon which this survey 13 based, therefore,
has been that of personal interviews with a few of the people whose guesses
are, within the framework of the above assumption, more informed than
most. The panel of experts whose opinions were solicited for this report
were
Vernon BRONSON, Director, Survey of the Needs of Education for Television Allo-

cations, National Association of Educational Broadcasters, Washington, D.C.
Lee CAMPION, Associate Director, Technological Development Project, National

Education Association, Washington, D.C.
William G. CARR, Executive Secretary, National Education Association, Washing-

ton, D.C.
Clifford G. ERICKSON, Dean, Television Instruction, Chicago City Junior College
Clarence FAUST, President, Fund for the Advancement of Education, New York
John FRITZ, Director, Audio-Visual Instructional Materials Center, University of

Chicago
John GARDNER, President, Carnegie Corporation of New York
Donald GRASSMEYER, Co-ordinator of Recorded Televised Instructional M trials,

University Television, University of Nebraska, Lincoln
Carl HANSEN,* Superintendent of Schools, Washington, D.C.
William HARLEY, President, National Association of Educational Broadcasters,

Washington, D.C.
Francis KEPPEL, Dean of the Graduate School of Education, Harvard University
Jack Mc Blum, Director of Television and Station KUON-TV, University of Ne-

* Schedule conflicts did not permit a personal interview, but several written
reports which summarize Dr. Hansen's position were made available to this reporter.
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braska, and W. C. MEIERHENRY, Assistant to the Dean, Teachers College, Uni-
versity of Nebraska; Co-Directors, Study of the Use and Distribution of Re-
corded Televised Instruction

Lloyd 5. MICHAEL, Supervisor, Evanston Township High School, Evanston, Illinois
Wanda MITCHELL, Head, Department of Speech, Evanston Township High School,

Evanston, Illinois
KENNETH E. OBERHOLTZER, Superintendent, Denver Public Schools, Denver
Thomas PoLLocK, Dean, Washington Square College, New York University
John W. TAYLOR, Executive Director, Chicago Educational Television Association

and WTTW (Channel 11) , Chicago
Paul WITTY, Professor, School of Education, Northwestern University, Evanston,

Illinois
John H. WORTHINGTON, Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction,

Chicago

The report is a sincere attempt accurately to reflect ideas and predic-
tions which were voiced in the interviews. In the writing of the report,
however, it became necessary to select, rearrange, and synthesize; and the
interpretation of the reporter may well have done injustice to some of the
respondents. While all have had an opportunity to read this report and
comment on it, the writer is acutely conscious that while the hands are the
hands of the experts, the voice is the voice of Asheim.

Let us start with certain assumptions:
education in the United States is, among other things, one of the most important

tools for the preservation of the ideas and ideals which we like to think of
as distinctively and characteristically American;

those ideas and ideals face a period of serious crisis and threat in the years
ahead;

the traditional methods of education are likely to be increasingly inadequate
to meet the stresses and strains of the times.

If these assumptions are correctand there would certainly seem to be a
consensus among the students and critics of American education that they
arethen steps must be taken, and must be taken now, to re-evaluate our
aims and commitments, and to explore the meansany meansthat give
promise of improving the quality of our education. One of the means
which, in the eyes of many, seems to hold potentialities of real value to
education is television.

That television as a mass medium of entertainment, information, and
commercial enterprise is here to stay seems fairly clear; that it has a real
contribution to make to the education of Americans is not so unanimously
accepted. Television as a tool of education has had enthusiastic supporters
and violent opponents; it has become a vital part of some school systems,
and has been unequivocally rejected by others; it has been seen as a solu-
tion to many of our major problems of education, and as just another
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complication in an already complicated field. If we believe the enthusiasts,

we as a nation should bend every effort to assure that television assumes a
predominant place in the educational scene; if we believe the dim viewers,

the sooner we discard these misguided efforts to force television upon
educators, the better for all concerned. In view of the importance of edu-

cation in the world of today, it seems important to weigh these pros and

cons with some care; the pressures of the times deny to education the
luxury of making a costly erroreither of commission or omission. Can
we afford to commit our educational system to the large-scale adjustments
necessary to put television into active use in education? Can we afford

not to? The following discussion may help to throw some light on this
pressing problem.

Perhaps it would be best to begin with some of the major objections
to television in education, since these raise basic questions about the
medium which should be used to test any of the claims made for it. The
objections cited in this study are not just the inertia and resistance that
greet any change regardless of its merits, although there is plenty of that
kind of resistance among educators. The arguments mentioned here are
based upon the experience of men who have studied or used television,
and cannot be dismissed as mere ignorance of either its practical or its
theoretical values.

Perhaps the most important question raised has to do with the nature
of the learning experience itself. There are those who feel that much of
the value of teaching lies in the continuing process, not just in fragments
of it as represented by the television lessons. Thus even the so-called
"master teacher" may not project the real values of his teaching just
because he records some of his lectures. (Witty) The student wants to be
known by his teacher, and he wants to know that he is known; this kind
of personal relationship, built up through time, is as important as a bril-
liantly conceived and planned lecture crammed with facts. Information-
acquisition is not enough in education, and there is a .danger that educa-
tional television lends itself to being nothing more than this. (Fritz) If
ETV instruction becomes standardized, unfocused, and fragmented, it
will not be a good learning experience. And the use of television in the
classroom cannot be justified if it reduces the quality of education. Its
justification lies either in its ability to provide equally good education at
less cost or to offer a better learning experience than our present methods
of teaching can supply.

One of the important aspects of the good teaching situation is the
opportunity for face-to-face exchange which it provides. The attempts to
build some kind of talk-back system into television teaching have not been
particularly successful, and they decrease in efficiency as the size of the
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audience increaseswhich is precisely where one of the major benefits

of using television is supposed to lie. (Taylor) Many experiments have

discovered that students are reluctant to use the talk-back opportunity,

and in Evanston Township High School (where students and teacher were

already well related and where use of the talk-back equipment was more

readily accepted than in most experiments) it was found that the topnotch

student liked the talk-back system the least. (Michael) Thus the critics

of educational television are not yet convinced by anything they have thus

far seen that the face-to-face experience, which they consider essential to

good teaching for most subjects and at most levels, can be adequately

provided by the mechanical devices ETV is using at the present. "The

good teacher is sensitive to the way her pupils react to what she is teach-

ing. As she senses their comprehension, she reviews, repeats, asks ques-

tions, explains more fully, inspires and motivates. These indispensable

elements in teaching cannot be packaged, because they are products that

can never be separated from the process." (Hansen)

The adaptation of televised lessons to the needs of different schools

and different teaching situations is very difficult. A lecture or demonstra-

tion on kinescope or tape is often too far below the level of some students,

too far beyond the level of others; unless it is screened and adapted it is

not likely to be as useful as the classroom teacher's own focused presen-

tation. This is not merely a matter of the level of the content per se; it is

related to a basic mechanical problem in the use of ETV: the fact that

television goes at a fixed rate and that children learn at different rates.

(Keppel) Yet TV teaching, if it is to be curriculum-centered, virtually

requires that the classroom teacher follow the curriculum lead of the TV

teacher. Thus the content is often ill-adapted to local needs, and the

initiative is taken away from the classroom teacherwho should be the

person who knows best the needs of her particular students. The typical

situation in the use of direct teaching by television is that the teacher is

told to use it; she does not choose to do so herself. (Campion) This often

leads to resentment or indifference to the TV lesson, and it was unani-

mously agreed by all the respondents, proponent and opponent alike, that

the classroom teachers' attitude can make or break the effectiveness of

educational TV.
Student reaction to ETV is also thought to be an unknown quantity

by many educators. In Washington, D.C., the schools found an initial

interest followed by a "phenomenal" decline in interest in a very short

time. In Witty's survey of viewers' preferences, no educational television

program ever showed up among the ten top favorites of children, teachers,

or parents. More than that, the expectation among many students and

other viewers has frequently been based on commercial television stand-
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arils; "teachers are expected by their constituents to have video know-how
[that is, the slick style of announcers, panelists, and other professionalperformers] as well as teaching skill. Lacking it, after the novelty wearsoff, they lose their following." (Hansen)

Finally, the temptation in educational television is strong to re-usekinescope and tapes unimaginatively, about the way educational filmshave been used in recent years. (Fritz) The television receiver is fastbecoming merely a film projector rather than a source of vital and fresh,
on-the-spot television. (Hansen) In view of the difficulties of financing(costs still are high), the technical difficulties of using and maintainingthe machines, and the elaborate planning that must go into paving the wayfor television in teaching, the use of television will be worth the effort onlyif it can offer something considerably more than low-level occasional
"enrichment."

The advocates of educational television acknowledge the pertinenceof these questions, but do not consider them to be unanswerable. Con-cerning teaching method, it is acknowledged that some kinds of subjectmatter and some levels of instruction are less well adapted to televisiontechniques than are others. It is acknowledged also that, so far, the em-phasis has been on the mere recording of lectures and demonstrations,because this is easiest to do, while dis mssion and other techniques areharder to manage. But more imagination in the use of television, andadaptation of technique and method,' to the medium, are possible to makeit useful and effective in any subjeu matter. (Mitchell) It is encouragingthat, as Harley points out, generally those who have used television havehad their apprehensions dispelled.
The opposition to televisionbecause it does not provide feedback,discussion, or participationis based, according to Meierhenry, on afailure to use television properly, and not on faults inherent in the mediumitself. In fact, it is his belief that the whole new movement toward per-sonalization and humanization of teaching will be aided by televisionrather than harmed by it, and we shall return to this point later. In anycase, much of the criticism against use of television assumes that televisionwill provide the total teaching situation, whereas the present direction intelevision use is toward a combination of classroom and television teacher,cooperating as a team. If television itself cannot provide the face-to-faceexchange where that is essential, the savings from mass techniques canmake possible the creation of more face-to-face situations where they areneeded. (Taylor)

The standardization and conformity feared by some educators is nomore serious a threat from television than it has been from the textbook.(Faust, Worthington) Libraries of tapes and kinescopes make it possible
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for the individual instructor to choose what he wishes to use, and even to
use only a part of the tape if that better fits his needs. (Mitchell) Noneof the respondents anticipates a national syndicate which will impose the
same content uniformly throughout the nation. Regional associations of
schools are being formed, but on a voluntary basis, and each school may
choose to accept or reject from what is made available. With this kind of
voluntary pooling of resources, conformity is avoided; the only restriction
is upon mediocrity, and "in the present statr, of the world, we cannot afford
to tolerate mediocrity any longer." (Harley)

Finally, several of the respondents are quite willing to accept the
"enrichment" role of television. Educational television is seen by some
as a teaching adjunct rather than as a substitute for good live teaching,
and "a good wide reservoir of teaching materials can enrich the program
while keeping the focus on live teaching." (Witty) Even so, educational
television is not likely to be confined to occasional enrichment alone.
"Enrichment is justification enough for the use of television in teaching,
but the drift is toward direct teaching, rather than just enrichment" (Cam-
pion) with greater imagination and sophistication in its use developing
with experience.

Quite apart from the defenses against specific objections that have
been cited above, there seems to be quite general consensus on certain
incontrovertible strengths of educational television. First, television, by
sharing the good teacher, makes it possible to have a good teacher in every
subject in every school. The good teachers will be shared on a nation-wide
basisbut not simultaneously; flexibility and local choice can be main-
tained through the use of television tape. (Pollock)

Second, one of television's greatest contributions is its distributionfactor: it can be used in schools and areas where facilities and skills are
not available. (Campion) Thus underprivileged schools can take advan-
tage of laboratory equipment, demonstrations, and teaching skillsin such
subjects as foreign languages, sciences, and art, for examplewhich they
couldn't possibly have on their own. (Faust) Nor is it only the so-called
"underprivileged schools" which can benefit from the facilities and skillsprovided by educational television; good teaching personnel are in short
supply throughout education, and even the best schools can use ETV to
some extent to make up for this shortage. (Witty)

Third, educational television is definitely superior in providing close-up
views which the live demonstration cannot supply. Shnilarly, it provides
intimacy of communication with the teacher as well; where more than 60to 70 students are involved, television is actually more intimate and per-sonal than the live classroom situation. (Faust, Pollock)

Fourth, television has been a spur to the re-evaluation of our aims and
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commitments; (Fritz) and has been remarkable as a catalyst in bringing
groups together across county and other traditional lines that used to
separate them. ETV has triggered more cooperation than has any other
educational device. (Harley) Thus it seems to have a particular power
to stimulate and motivate in the direction of improvement in education
which marks it as unique among the many innovations that have at one
time or another been introduced into the educational scene.

Fifth, educational television can free the teacher for more individual
work with students by releasing him or her from a number of current re-
sponsibilities. (Worthington) As Keppel puts it, educational television
may finally provide the device that spares the teacher the necessity of
"taking the kids' boots off." Thus freed from time-consuming but non-
productive activities, the teacher can move in the direction of more per-
sonalized and humanized teaching, as Meierhenry suggests. Certainly the
role of educational television's relation to independent study should be
explored, (Faust) for television may be especially beneficial in the teach-
ing of exceptional students of all kinds: the slow learner, the very bright,
those with highly specialized interests. (Witty)

It should be noted that among the special benefits claimed for ETV
by the respondents in this study, the claim is seldom made that it will save
money. While it is true that television introduces some efficiencies, and
may thus be said in a way to be an economy measure, all were agreed that,
as McBride put it, "Money saving is not the real justification. The cri-
terion should be the improvement of education. The use of large classes,
for example, is of value, not because it saves money but because large-class
instruction by television makes it possibly for the classroom teacher to
concentrate on small classes and personalized attention to the students.
The result is not the elimination of teachers, htlt their redeployment."

Whether it is the basic justification for television teaching or not,fthere
are economies possible. The Chicago experience with TV College has
shown that the full cost of TV operation compared with the cost of resident
instruction reveals a break-even point somewhere around 675-680 full-
time student equivalents. "Every full-time equivalent thereafter is served
for % to % of the cost of a full-time equivalent on the campus. Thus we
are able to say that a doubling of TV college enrollments over the next ten
years in Chicago would probably represent not more than a 12 percent to
a 25 percent additional outlay. This I believe is a very high leverage."
(Taylor)

For most initial experiments with ETV, however, schools may find that
they will have to spend more rather than less. But since the money is spent
in order to do a better job, they get more for their money, which is one
way of saying that it is cheaper. (Michael, Taylor)
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A specific example was supplied by Worthington. Air-borne television,
if it is to be put on a permanent basis, would require about $2 million per
year for a minimum program; $5 million for a medium program; $10
million for a very good one. Thus, to provide the best teacher, the greatest
variety of content, etc., to a million students in a six-state region, the cost
would come to about $5 per year per student; less for a larger audience.
This is not too much to pay for what you get. But there will be no reduc-
tion in the number of teachers employed; the saving is in the use of the
teachers' time and abilities. And to get the same coverage at the same
quality level through land-based ETV would cost about three times as
much to establish and slightly more than the ail-borne system to maintain.
Thus it is that one can claim savings even though more money is spent;
the real contribution is in making things possible that could not otherwise
be supported at all.

Because of this emphasis upon the improvement of teaching, the advo-
cates of ETV feel that it is much more than a stopgap device, despite the
present use of it in many instances to deal with current crises in particular
localities. If television is used to promote the trend toward differentiated,
individual instruction; if it enhances the quality of instruction and makes
good teaching more widely availablethen educational television will
have a lasting benefit for education and a permanent role to play in edu-
cation of the future. There.is the danger, however, that "for the short run,
the mass characteristics of television may divert attention from the more
generic problems of education" (Fritz) and the best development of ETV
will be sidetracked. The full development of educational television's po-
tent:11 depends upon the conviction of administrators that ETV really
mem their needs. (Bronson)

At this point, it may be well to explore some of the best present and
potential uses of television in different areas of education. This survey
was designed to cover, not only formal education through the schoolroom,
but education in all of its aspects; and the respondents usually reflecting
their own experience and special competencespoke of the educational
use of television in many different contexts.

In elementary and secondary schools.Organized instructional pro-
grams have already proved very successful in many instances, particularly
in those subject areas where there is a serious shortage of teaching per-
sonnel (languages, for example). On the other hand, informal, free-choice,
out-of-school programming in the evenings has not proved successful with
children. (Oberholtzer) If this is to be a part of education by television
in the future, it will have to discover some other approach than that
presently employed.
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More and more, classroom teachers are beginning to recognize that
confined teaching (the small class; the single teacher for all subject mat-
ters) is going to be eliminated, (Bronson) but at the secondary level it is
very likely that a great variety of different groupings will be tried: small
classes, large-class presentations, individual use of television (especially
in laboratory situati 'us), etc. In other words, educational television will
introduce college-type techniques at the secondary school level. (Cam-
pion) Single-unit schools like Evanston Township High School have found
that the most promising potential of television lies in a library of tapes
and kinescopes which can be used and re-used, like library books, by in-
dividual instructors for their own individual purposes. (Mitchell) Multi-
unit systems and voluntary regional associations will probably move in
the direction of tapes also; not necessarily original lessons, but tapes of
broadcasts from open-circuit systems. With such a library of tapes, the
problem of the "bell schedule" can be resolved, and the regional coopera-
tion will make possible a much greater wealth of resources for classroom
use. (McBride)

There is reason to believe, also, that the use of educational television
can speed up education; in Hagerstown it has been demonstrated that col-
lege mathematics can be introduced at the high school level. (Worthing-
ton) The difficulty is that at the moment teachers do not seem to know
what to do with the gain; when a class gets ahead of its schedule, the
present tendency is to stop to review and otherwise fill up the time until
the normal schedule is reached for the next step in the content. Educa-
tional television might introduce greater flexibility and more imagination
into beheduling to take advantage of these gains.

Other possibilities, if school systems have their own equipment, will
be the use of television in such areas as group guidance, instruction in
library use, physical education, driver training, and other such subject
matters where extremely large group presentations are feasible (and are
probably employed, in any case), and where detailed and close-up demon-
strations can be made more effectively than in a large classroom with a live
presentation. (Michael) Distribution of films to individual classrooms
via CCTV is an important use. (Mitchell) There are likely also to be
many noninstructional uses of closed-circuit television in the schools:
simultaneous availability of a student's record for all teachers involved in
a telephone conference; information for students during registration im-
mediately apparent on the television screen, etc. (Mitchell) This is one
way that Dr. Keppel's concern with "taking the kids' boots off" can be
met by television.

With all these several possibilities for the improvement of teaching in
the schools, "any new school going up today should have studio and equip.
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ment for closed-circuit origination, as well as for outside pickup. Closed
circuit is an excellent tool for magnification, and the system should be so
established as to make possible the origination of a telecast from any
classroom, the library, the principal's office. . . . In the future such
closed-circuit systems could tie in more than one school, although this is
not a likely development in the next few years." (Campion )

In colleges and universities.So far, colleges and universities have
demonstrated less imagination than have the schools in the use of educa-
tional television. (Faust) At present, television merely distributes the
regular lecture or laboratory demonstration to a larger number: While
this is useful, it does not really raise the level of teaching. But much more
sophisticated uses of television are possible (the multiple screen, for ex-
ample )9 and it may be that exposure to one's peers on the television screen
will motivate instructors to make a more professional presentation of their
material. ( Campion)

The most institutionally revolutionary aspect of television use is the
extension of the campus. (Gardner) "The cdmpelling needs of the world
today are such that universities will have to take greater responsibility
to inform the whole citizenry and expand their services beyond their
campuses. This is supplementary and specialized, however, rather than
the presentation of material that can substitute for on-campus degree pro-
grams." (Harley) But this too is coming. European universities have
long since supplied the model: independent study at the student's own
pace; lectures by outstanding authorities; examination as the basis for
award of the degree. If the content is of the same high quality, and if the
same demonstration of mastery of content is required through examina-
tions, there is no reason why the TV degree should not be the equivalent
in every way of the residence degree. (Taylor) Before this is widely
accepted, however, there are hurdles to clear: the long, traditional resist-
ance to nonresident substitutes for campus work; the fear of "populariza-
tion"; the difficulty of convincing administrators that TV-lecturing is an
academic activity comparable to publication and research when promo-
tions and pay rises are awarded. But Meierhenry believes that the "exten-
sion" stigma is already beginning to lessen and that there will probably
be increasing use of nonresident avenues to the college degree.

Some of the resistance to large-scale credit instruction by television is
prompted by the fear of some college and university administrators that
such course work may well reduce the amount of resident tuition that will
be available. Why should the student pay high tuition when he can get
the same thing so much less expensively? Both Taylor and Erickson feel
this fear is unfounded; the potential residence audience is likely actually
to be increased by this exposure to solid-course content on ETV. Erickson
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points out particularly that television instruction often helps people overemotional blocks against residence college work; "it sensitizes people tocollege. Thus television is a vestibule to the classroom for many . . ."But is there not the possibility that the use of educational television
will be seen by many administrators as a confession of weakness? In order
to achieve academic responsibility, will a school have to get rid of its edu-
cational television courses as soon as possible? (Keppel) So long as tele-vision is seen as a device to be used primarily to fill up shortages; to pro-vide "master teachers" to those schools whose faculties are not adequateto the full teaching task; to make available laboratory and experimentalfacilities that many schools can't afford, this confession-of-weakness con-cept might well prevail. Equally important is the university's or college'sidea of its public image. The small collegewhich prides itself on its smallclasses, its high-quality faculty, the individual attention each student re-ceiveswill resist the use of educational television. (Pollock) Thus therate and scope of acceptance will be different for different categories ofschools, and the urban universities are more likely to use it than are thesmall prestige schools. (Keppel) This could make a difference in thefuture use of ETV at the college level; snob appeal might militate against it.The hope lies in the emphasis that is placed on the quality of the educa-

tional experience. (Pollock)
For the improvement of teaching.One of the major impacts of edu-cational television may be on teaching method. Teaching by television isdifferent from other teaching: it imposes a sharper discipline upon method;it increases the use of a variety of devices as teaching aids; it introduces

innovations that can affect all teaching, in the classroom as well as on thescreen. (Meierhenry ) Particularly valuable is the opportunity it providesfor self-evaluation for those whose teaching presentation is taped and madeavailable for viewing by the teacher himself. (Erickson) And it is at itsbest in the team-teaching situation, where each teacher stimulates theother, learns from observing the other, and is motivated to try to equal orexcel the other in strong and careful lesson planning and effective presen-tation. (Mitchell) Through the use of a television teacher for some ofthe content, the classroom teacher can learn along with the students, but
without loss of prestige in their eyes. Thus content and method both areupgraded by participation in televised team teaching.

Such general improvement in teaching, derived from the teaching ex-perience itself, is a useful by-product, but it should not be the primaryvalue sought. Better education for the students, not just valuable experi-
ence for the teacher, should be the goal. (Campion) But educational tele-vision is also an excellent device in formal teacher training itself. It isespecially valuable in providing opportunities for the observation of class-
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rooms and teaching method in practice, and there is every probability that
there will be increasing intra-school, intra-building, closed-circuit use of
this technique. (Fritz) Television could show how different groups learn
differently, thus actively guarding against conformity and stereotyping in
teaching method. (Witty) Research on teaching method can be enriched,
particularly since television makes possible the preservation on tape of
different kinds of teaching method, or of identical methods employed for
different kinds of classes and content. (Oberholtzer) And the ability of
television to reach large groups with detailed content makes it a promising
device for use in teacher-training workshopsparticularly on the subject
of teaching by television itself. One such workshop is already being
planned for air-borne transmission. (Worthington )

One real reservation should be voiced, however, about the improvement
in teaching method which is supposed to accrue, almost automatically,
when the classroom teacher observes the "master teacher" on television.
The classroom teacher, it is true, is assisted in covering core content by
the TV teacher, and some new teaching methods may be suggested by the
television presentation. But this does not do a lot to make her a better
original teacher; there is a point of diminishing return in watching some-
one else teach. (Campion) Equally important is the fact that the tele-
vision teacher often pitches his presentation above the level of the class-
room teacher's competence, showing the latter at a disadvantage and ex-
posing him or her to student questions that he cannot answer. This kind
of embarrassment doesn't necessarily motivate improvement; rather it
increases tensions and the fear of threat to the classroom teacher's au-
thority. Resistance rather than learning may derive from this experience;
the dynamics of the individual situation are not taken into account in the
more optimistic predictions. (Fritz)

Thus one of the most important needs of the immediate future is a
clearer definition of the respective roles of the classroom and television
teacher. (Campion) For one thing, it should be understood that the tele-
vision teacher is the expert on planned preparation for short-period pres-
entation; the classroom teacher is the expert on utilizationhow best to
use this concentrated material in discussion periods. These are different
kinds of coinpetences; hopefully they should not cause rivalries and con-
flicts. (Worthington) But there are many other important questions to
be resolved as well. What is the purpose of television in the classroom
to give the classroom teacher a chance to work with individuals? to give
a better presentation of content than is possible by the classroom teacher?
to provide a release period for the classroom teacher to plan and prepare
her own work? to make it possible for the classroom teacher to present
only once to a much larger group the content which she now repeats in
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more than one class? The goals will differ for different subject matters
and for different levels. (Campion) Keppel suggests that the next ten
years may be needed adequately to define this distinction of roles.

In adult education.As suggested in the discussion of college and
university use of television, out-of-school programming is an increasingly
important aspect of education in the United States. Even now, where the
option is offered for taking educational television courses with or without
college credit, there is a steady ratio of about 90 percent who take them
without credit as compared with 10 percent who seek the credit. This does
not count the purely "bonus" audience of casual viewers who form a sig-
nificant part of any television audience. Informal education is the aspect
that is usually thought of when "adult education" is mentioned in connec-
tion with educational television.

"There are terribly exciting possibilities for educating everyone every-
where through the medium of open-circuit television." (Gardner) Par-
ticularly promising are the prospects for meeting the problems of those
who are functional illiterates or only slightly better than that. (Witty)
But since an informed electorate requires continuing education after
formal schooling is completed, the literate audience is also a target for
such programmingespecially those who, for one reason or another, have
not been able to pursue all of the formal schooling they might have wished
to have. For many adults, the problem of travel time is decisive in de-
termining whether additional schooling can be taken, and television
reduces the travel-time barrier. (Meierhenry )

There are other possibilities. Vocational training (in such subjects as
bookkeeping, accounting, shorthand, business law, etc.) is particularly
well adapted to television instruction. In-service training, especially in
business and for mass re-training for automation, and on both open- and
closed-circuit television, is a potential field for further development. In-
formal discussion groups on civic and social issues can very readily be
organized around television programs. Co-operation with specific associ-
ations concerned about special problems of public interestlip reading,
care of the eyes, etc.has great possibilities. (Oberholtzer) And going
beyond the boundaries of our own country, televisionand especially air-
borne televisioncan make a real contribution to adult education in
underdeveloped countries by by-passing one of the major hurdles, the
necessity to teach reading first before any other kind of education can be
begun. (Worthington) In the long run, then, educational television, like
the printing press and other great revolutionary developments in commu-
nication, will spread knowledge outside the realm of formal education.
(Pollock)

In parent education.Strictly speaking, parent education is one aspect
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of adult education, but it is distinctive enough to deserve special attention
in this report. An important field for development of educational television
for parents is in those areas where children's habits are really established
by parent imposition rather than by the schoolshealth, education, dental
hygiene, and the like. Thus open-circuit telecasting will probably show
increasing emphasis on child rearing and other content touching upon the
parent-child relation. (Fritz)

As the educational level of parents rises, there is likely to be increased
interest in the quality and content of children's education, and this should
be exploited. Open broadcast of actual classroom content is important
in that it serves to educate parents as well as the students, permitting them
to see what education is and what it does. (Worthington) "The involve-
ment of parents may represent an important push in learning." (Ober-
holtzer)

Preschool possibilities.Some of the uses of television with parents
suggest that there might well be guided instruction for parents to use with
their children to prepare them for school and perhaps speed up the cover-
age of classroom content. Certainly it is possible now to teach reading via
television, so that first-graders could begin with a basic reading ability
already established. (Taylor) Not all educators welcome this application
of television, however; Keppel fears that "in the present state of the Ameri-
can family, I am afraid that this would lead to chaos even worse than that
which now exists in the early years of the schools," and Campion believes
less gloomily that the "basics" might better be held for the individual
instruction of the live teacher. The real potential of preschool educational
content on television lies in providing a background about people, places,
and things which would equalize experience for all children. Thanks to
television, there need not be so many "underprivileged" children whose
limited experience and environment handicap them in their early years of
formal schooling.

Anyone who has been in the educational field for very long will recog-
nize many of the brightest promises of television as essentially the same
promises that were held out for educational radio and educational film.

As a matter of fact, there are educatorsWilliam Carr is onewho see
no particular advantage claimed for television, except for the showing of
live news events at the moment they are occurring, which cannot as readily
be had, and often better, through the use of educational film. Indeed, edu-
cational film is sharper and clearer than television, can employ color, can
range far more widely, and has the advantage of being available for pre-
view and planned use. In many of the suggested uses of television, it is
not at all the live telecast that is envisioned, but a taped or kinescoped
record of it, which reduces the television screen to the status of a projector
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for filmed content. The key question then is: what reason is there to
believe that television will be any more successful than film or radio has
been in revolutionizing and improving American education? Both film
and radio were as enthusiastically hailed when they first appeared; both
have been relegated to a very minor role as incidental "enrichment" in
those classrooms that use them at all.

The proponents of television cite several advantages which television
has over film for classroom use. For one thing, the room need not be dark-
en;.:d, thus permitting note taking and reducing the discipline problem.
`17 is less costly for comparable time coverage. The trend in teaching is
to take the mechanics and the machine out of the classroom, and TV
sharply reduces the amount of mechanical and machine manipulation.
But more than that, television and film are two quite different media, with
different effects and different effectiveness, and this is true even when tele-
vision is used only as a system of distribution for tapes or kinescopes.
(McBride) Somehow there is a greater immediacy about the television
presentation; Campion suggests that this may be because in the film audio
is secondary whereas it is primary in TV. Thus TV can more readily be
used as a classroom lesson whereas film is primarily an illustration for the
lesson rather than its central focus. Some of this difference in approach
is historical: for one thing, it was the commercial film people who first
went into educational film work, and they brought to it the techniques and
the values of the commercial film. In television, on the other hand, it was
the radio people who first came in, bringing with them their emphasis upon
the audio aspect of the presentation. But even more important, educational
television began early, as film did not, to look at the medium as a tool of
education rather than as a mere adaptation of an entertainment device.
In other words, one of the advantages that television has over the film is
that its users and backers have learned from the errors of the past; the
mistakes that created blocks against the use of the film are not being com-
mitted with the new medium.

Above all, ETV came at just the right time, when it is no longer pos-
sible of desirable to maintain the status quo in many areas including edu-
cation. (McBride) The introduction of ETV coincides with a period of
emergency in education, represented by the wave of enrollments and the
consequent teacher shortage, by international tension which has focused
attention on weaknesses in our educational system, by a popular demand
to "increase educational productivity," (Taylor) and by a widespread
hospitality to innovation in almost all fields. This crisis situation works
in favor of any dramatic innovation that seems to give promise of solving
some of the problemsand television thus has an opportunity that film
and radio didn't have. It is possible that wider use of film, which really
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became available in good technical form by the middle 1930's, was in-
hibited by the fear in those Depression years that use of films might put
some teachers out of work. (Keppel) Thus, ironically, television may
stimulate more interest in the use of film for educational purposes than
film was able to generate on its own, (Witty) for one of the characteristics
of the crisis, and of the present trends in television use, is the willingness
to use all kinds of devices and approaches, to combine all aspects of edu-
cation that can be helpful in increasing the quality of education at all levels.
The big contribution of educational television is that it "will break the
lock step at the elementary and secondary levels." (Taylor)

The several possibilities for use of television which have here been
suggested raise the question: which is better, more promising, more likely
to be the more widely usedopen- or closed-circuit television? The re-
spondents seem agreed that both closed and open circuit will increase in
the years ahead. Closed circuit will probably catch up and overtake broad-
cast use of television because it is much less costly, and because it can be
better tailored to the individual institution's needs. (Harley) Closed
circuit is excellent for special subjects, for a single high school in a com-
munity, within described jurisdictions where close cooperation and plan-
ning exist between the classroom and the TV instructor. It is likely, in
many school systems, to be the channel through which opencircuit tele-
casts, recorded on tape, will be viewed by the students.

Open circuit, on the other hand, is most promising for adult education
uses, for larger school systems, and for reaching the rural residents, the
home-bound, and the older person. Open circuit may be used to a limited
extent in the classroomespecially for some occasional event of impor-
tance (the inauguration, a major speech of national significance, etc.)
but not nearly so widely as in informal adult education.

In view of the many uses of open-circuit television, could not much of
the educational material be handled on commercial televisionas indeed
much of it now is? Could not the proportion of educational content be
increased, and commercial channels be used to serve wherever open-circuit
programming is to be used? The majority of the respondents, while ac-
knowledging the excellent educational programs that have appeared on
commercial television, the helpfulness of the networks in providing study
materials, and the cooperation that many local stations have extended to
educational programming, were nevertheless convinced that educational
television will have to be over and above the normal programming of the
commercial stations, and on stations of its own. "The job is too big to
hitchhike on commercial facilities," Harley says. "Education needs even
more channels than are now available; it needs access to the 'prime' hours
as well as to the commercially unprofitable ones, and it needs primary
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commitment to educational content." McBride makes a similar point:"The need is greater than commercial television can handle, especially
where a conflict between commercial and quality considerations occurs.
Educational television stations will serve a function in broadcasting likethat served by university presses in publishing." This last point is par-ticularly pertinent, for much of commercial television's "educational"content is embedded in a format designed to serve other purposes first,
and educational aims only incidentally. The discussion programs, for
example, on which educators have appeared as guests to discuss matters
of some importance, have frequently failed to achieve a very high level of
educational content. "One of the drawbacks in commercial discussion
programs is this, that the educator is forced to play someone else's game
on somebody else's field according to someone else's rules." (Gardner)
Faust elaborates the point: "You have to pretend that the question asked
by the master of ceremonies is important . . ."

More importantly, there is a danger that open-circuit telecasting ofclassroom content may put education up to popular referendum. Can
courses in the social sciences, literature, biological sciences be as complete,
as outspoken, as critical before a general audience as they should be inthe closed classroom? The privacy, the lack of outside supervision, theprimacy of educational objectives which characterizes the classroom makeit possible to pursue knowledge for its own sake, to experiment with teach-
ing method, to make mistakes and benefit from them. This must not belost. (Gardner, Faust) As yet, there is no evidence that open-circuit tele-
vision teaching has been inhibited by audience considerations; as a matter
of fact, Sunrise Semester and the experiments in Wisconsin are outstand-
ing examples of undiluted, university-level content on the open air which
have met with audience approval. (Pollock) But the potential danger isthere: could social science classes treat the United Nations without inter-
ference in the Los Angeles area, or literature classes deal with the modernnovel equally thoroughly in all sections of the country?

But ETV has much to learn from commercial television in skill of pro-duction and technical competence, and, even more importantly, in the
evaluation of impact and effects. (Mitchell) In any case, ETV should not
be the only kind of telecasting there is; commercial has its own values.As must always be recognized, much that appears on commercial television
is useful for educational purposes. Attempts to guide student viewing ofparticular commercial programs to serve the ends of the classroom havebeen hampered without study aids, outlines, and guides, but commercial
television has been pretty good in cooperating and supplying materials,and there is every likelihood that this will continue and increase. (Mitchell)

Does that mean, then, that the impact of educational television will
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influence commercial television to improve its content? It is a hope of the
educators, but a far from sanguine one. It is possible that ETV will eventu-
ally create an appetite for better programming, especially as increasing
longevity, more education, and early retirement create a larger audience
for serious content. But this is not a matter for the next ten years; Taylor
suggests that 40 to 50 years is a more probable figure. These comments
were made before Newton N. Minow's speech to the National Association
of Broadcasters. Whether his forthright declaration may actually make a
practical difference in the long run is a point on which the critics of com-
mercial television are not yet in agreement.

There are some ten-year predictions, however, that the respondents
were willing to risk. By 1971, and barring quite unforeseen and unfore-
seeable developments, the situation will probably look like this:

Not every school, rural and urban, will have television by 1971, but
probably every major school, college and university will have at least one
clostIcircuit system, and there will not be many school children who will
not have had some television in their educational experience. (Erickson,
McBride, Meierhenry, Taylor, Worthington)

In general, a wider use of television in teaching can be expected, al-
though there will be some subjects and some levels that will use it more
than others. Demonstration, laboratory and observation kinds of uses will
probably be the most widespread. (Campion, Fritz, Oberholtzer)

Although this increase in use can be expected, educational television
will probably reach a plateau very soon. Other technological developments
(teaching machines, for example) will appear to challenge it, and in the
competition among devices and methods the proper place of each will be
more clearly defined, with no one of them seen as the universal panacea
for education's many problems. (Campion, Harley)

One certain development will be the use of ETV to provide teaching
and demonstration in specialized subject fields (the sciences, for example)
where teachers or equipment are in short supply. (Campion, Oberholtzer)

While there may be some instances of "total teaching" by television,
particularly in the more routinized subject matters, the major use of tele-
vision for more conceptualized content will be supplementary. This will
not be only "enrichment" in its narrower sense; there will likely be some
large-group instruction as well. But television will be seen as an instruc-
tional tool, not as a replacement for good teaching. (Fritz, Michael,
McBride)

Some adaptation of the Stoddard Plan will be typical; part of the day
utilized in the large television class, and the rest in smaller-than-usual
groups for discussion and socialization. The exact proportion in television
and non-television classes is not yet determined, and certainly it will differ
for different kinds of subject matter and at different levels. But the future
will probably see something like 20 minutes out of the hour given to tele-
vision at the elementary and secondary levels, and 30 minutes at the college
level. (Meierhenry, Worthington)

One very probable development is the use of closed-circuit television
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to distribute taped programs, derived from open circuit. In this area, "a
revolution is afoot." (Erickson)

The greatest changes will be apparent in teaching method. ETV will
spearhead the movement toward the better use of instruction materials of
all kinds, with the emphasis, not on the gadget, but on communication.
There will be a tendency for the discussion groups to be even smaller than
the present classroom, with ability groupings to facilitate the discussion.
The emphasis on ability groupings will ;.ad to greater attention to the most
able students, with greater reliance upon independent study and the de
velopment of responsibility for learning in the learner himself. The class-
room teacher will not be replaced, generally speaking, except for certain
highly specialized content where a specialist is required to present the core
content; the emphasis will be on team teaching, with the consequent in-
fluence upon teaching method which the shared "master teacher" can in-
troduce. (Bronson, Michael, Oberholtzer, Worthington)

There will be an increasing recognition of superior teaching ability,
and differential in salaries in school systems will begin to be based upon
this kind of talents. At the college level, teaching ability will begin to be
considered, along with publication and research, as a basis for academic
recognition. (Brcriewn)

Although in 1971 the normal road to the college degree is still likely
to be residence instruction, it is not impossible that as much as 50 percent
of the college degree program will be available for credit via television.
The traditional insistence on classroom instruction will begin to crumble
as the conviction grows that demonstrated mastery of the subject matter
should be the criterion, no matter how the mastery is acquired. (Erickson,
McBride, Taylor, Worthington)

Air-borne television may already be obsolete by 1971, with ETV from
satellites accomplishing the kind of umbrella coverage air-borne is now
pioneering. (Taylor, Worthington)

Technical developments will open many new possibilities which will
be something more than just the adaptation of devices designed for other
purposes. Such current developments as the approved use of translators
for original transmission, or as pickups to beam the program to an even
wider area, suggest some of the possibilities. (McBride, Worthington)

The local grass roots will prevail, however, even in the use of air-
borne. The local school, quite rightly, wants control over content and its
use; anything coming from outside must be adapted and screened to be
most effective. Pooling of resources at the local level, and state and
regional networks, will provide the wealth of materials from which to
choose, but national syndication (except for some in-service and general
education at the adult level where there is agreement on certain standard
content) is not a major probability in the classroom situation. (Erickson,
Fritz, Michael, Pollock, Taylor)

The developing pattern will be that of cooperation between the state
system of higher education and the school system, with legislative support..
Already state plans are being built into ETV legislation. (Bronson, 'Ut-
ley)

The wide audience served by regional systems and air-borne television
will represent a potential market for better and more carefully chosen text-
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books and other materials supporting ETV. Thus television could well be
an important factor in improving textbook publishing. (Erickson)

School buildings will be much more flexible and adaptable, with port-
able soundproof partitions and similar features designed with ETV in
mind. (Bronson, Campion)

By 1971, school administrators will have learned not to use a Rolls-
Royce where a Rambler will do. Tape, produced at some central spot and
"bicycled around," or telecast widely via air-borne, can be extremely in-
expensive per user if the costs are shared. Thus the production center may
well be the solution to the present impossibly high line charges and the
other time-staff-money problems that seem to be hurdles today. (Campion)

One thing on which both opponents and proponents of educational
television are agreed: the changes are going to come about much more
rapidly in the future, if for no other reason than the increasing exchange
of ideas through meetings, publications, and other channels of communi-
cation within the profession. The traditional "fifty-year lag," that pre-
sumably occurs between the introduction of a new idea in education and
its actual adoption by a majority of the schools, will be much reduced.
Thus the ten-year predictions made here are not too unrealistic. But this
speed-up could be harmful if ETV is rejected too quickly because of wide
public exposure of the natural mistakes that occur during a period of ex-
perimentation. This could frustrate the best development of the medium.
(Carr, Fritz, Oberholtzer, Worthington)

There are many problems to be solved before the optimistic view of
1971 can become a reality. Some of these are technical: good reception
on a large screen has not yet been attained; an inexpensive tape recorder
has not yet been developed; sufficient usable channels to meet the growing
need have not yet been created; machines need constant checking and
rechecking; and there is not enough technically trained personnel to do
the job. (Bronson, Michael, Mitchell, Oberholtzer, Pollock) Some of the
problems are psychological: administrators find it difficult to dissociate
themselves from immediate budgetary limitations to plan ahead sensibly
on a long-term basis; many vested interests (county agents, for instance,
as well as classroom teachers who have developed their own teaching
methods) feel threatened and oppose the changes that educational tele.
vision would bring; administrators don't want to give up their adminis-
trative controls despite their glowing verbal support of cooperation; col-
leges are reluctant to admit that they do not have teachers who are come
petent to handle the subject matter: (Bronson, Meierhenry, Mitchell,
Michael) And there is the interesting and knotty question of residual
rights: Is the teacher entitled to royalties when his telecasts are re-used,
or used by other schools? What are the relative rights of the teacher and
the sponsoring agency in recorded materials? Do the entertainer's replay
rights carry over into educational television, especially where commercial
television is used? Will commercial film makers, television stations, and
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others who could supply the variety of materials needed for enriched pro-
gramming demand royalties so prohibitive as to tie the hands of the educa-
tional telecasters? This kind of jurisdictional questions could upset many
of the best-laid plans for ETV.

The problems define the needs. The engineers can probably keep up
with most of the technical requirementsmultiplexing, microwave, tape
recording, low-power translators and transmitters, etc.so long as the
need is made manifest. (Harley, Taylor) More and more regular support,
both public and private, is essential if the potential of ETV is to be realized;
this need should be recognized by foundations, government, and other
sources so that creative people will not have to continue to spend their
time on money raising and budgetary problems. (Fritz, Witty) The key
decision rests with the Federal Communications Commission, which is
obviously becoming aware of the requirements and seems favorable to a
more liberal allocation of channels for educational use. So long as ETV
is held to ultra-high-frequency channels its best contribution is being
thwarted. (Campion, Erickson, McBride, Oberholtzer) And finally, re-
search is needed on the very topic with which this report is concerned:
where and how can educational television be best used to improve the
learning process? (Mitchell)

All of the arguments, pro and con, and all of the problems and proposed
solutions, can probably be summed up succinctly as follows: Educational
television is an instrument of great potential value in improving the quality
of education in all subject matters and at all levelsif it will be used
creatively and imaginatively. Experimentation should be on a pluralistic
basis; we should aim for a variety of subject matters and a variety of
approaches rather than to decide in advance where and how it is likely
to be best used. (Gardner) Local schools and educational stations should
use the best from all sources, but they should be encouraged to initiate
their own programs and not be content just to be outlets. (Pollock) The
proponents of ETV envision just such variety and originality; the oppo-
nents of ETV condemn it because it has not thus far demonstrated such
qualities.

Above all, educational television should not be allowed merely to
duplicate present educational methods, continuing on a larger scale all of
the blunders of the present. (Worthington) A typical defense of ETV
that it does the same things as traditional teaching with similar results is
irrelevant; the concern should be with good television teaching, not with
parallels and comparisons. The problem is one of taking proper sights on
a rapidly moving target (Gardner) and of finding the right questions to
ask. (Faust) If educational television meets this kind of challenge, it will
be particularly attractive to the good young teachers who are concerned
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with moving somewhere. Any new job description will catch on if it intro-
duces excitement, interest, and a chance to exert influence to combat the
flatness of life and the low ceiling for growth, typical particularly of ele-
mentary and secondary school teaching. (Keppel) Television teaching
could represent such a job description.

The temper of the time is favorable; the need is great; the tools seem
promising. Television, and the more imaginative use of all educational
devices which it promotes, could improve our chances to realize the long-
held dream of good, universal education. The next ten years will be de-
cisive in establishing whether ETV really can fulfill its exciting potential.



ETV, A MAJOR RESOURCE
By Joe Hall

Mr. Hall is Superintendent of Schools in Miami, Florida, where extensive use
has been made of instructional television.

T IS THE PURPOSE of this paper to review from the stand-
point of a school superintendent the development and future possibilities
of educational television, both in the school and in the community.

A group of public-spirited citizens of the Greater Miami area began to
work in 1951 to develop community interest in the establishment of an
educational television station. Their hard work and persistence was re-
warded in 1954 when the Board of Public Instruction of Dade County was
granted a Channel 2 permit by the Federal Communications Commission.
WTHS-TV signed on the air on August 12, 1955, as Florida's first ETV
station. For two years the station programmed for five or six hours during
the evenings with educational films, a selected list of live local programs,
and a rather limited signal of 9,000 watts. Even within these limitations
the channel quickly validated itself as a community service and Dade
County school personnel began to wonder more and more if how
this device might be put to work to help with the problem of improving
the learning of boys and girls.

The Dade County School System had experienced a phenomenal growth
in school population from a school system of 88,000 in the 1952-53 school
year to 136,000 in the 1957-58 school year for an increase of 54 percent
during the five-year period. Increases such as this were not uncommon
throughout the State of Florida and adequate funds were not available to
meet the need for classrooms. The 1957 session of the legislature gave seri-
ous consideration to requiring twelve-month operation of schools with a
rotating vacation schedule whereby one-fourth of the pupils would be on
vacation at any one time.

In a report requested by the Dade County Board of Public Instruction
the superintendent listed some advantages and disadvantages of various
ways of dealing with the oversize school population. The twelve-month
four-quarter school year plan was compared with double sessions or the
use of an extended day having overlapping sessions in the noon hours. It
was felt that this last plan supported by educational television seemed to
offer the greatest promise.

An additional reason for beginning instructional television was the
40
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national shortage of trained instructional personnel caused by the large
annual growth in school population and the relatively small numbers of
college students choosing teaching as a profession. The employment of

some thousand well-prepared teachers each year in the local school system

presented increasing difficulties. Tied closely with this was the obvious
need for sharing or spreading the influence of outstanding teachers t large

numbers of boys and girls and other teachers.
This situation created a need favorable to the exploration of educa-

tional television. However, the real impetus behind the decision to utilize
television was a sincere desire on the part of the school people to explore
this medium as a way of improving the learning of boys and girls.

In Dade County during the first year of the television project (1957
58) there were nine participating schools: three elementary schools, three
junior high schools, and three senior high schools. Seven thousand stu-
dents were involved. The results of this first year revealed a slight advan-
tage for the experimental as compared to the control groups. The findings
were generally non-significant, but the comparisons of academic growth
showed greater than normal gains.

Since the achievement of the classes during the first year showed prom-

ise that television could increase the learning of boys and girls, and since

the experiment was effecting substantial economies in classroom space, it

was decided to increase the number of participating schools in the second

year to a total of ten elementary schools, twelve junior high schools, and
six senior high schools. Eighteen thousand five hundred students 'were in-

volved. The testing of TV and non-TV students during this year again con-
firmed that TV students in large classes were achieving as well or better

than non-TV groups.
During 1959-60, the third year of the television project, a total of

twenty-eight schools and thirty thousand boys and girls was involved. They

represented classes in fifteen elementary schools, ten junior high schools,
and thirteen senior high schools. Test results have indicated that boys and

girls have continued to learn well with the help of television and that many

of the problems in classroom management have been solved.
So it is that raw we are in the fourth year of our in-school television

project. This y tar 50,000 boys and girls in our county include in their
schedules one class taught with the help of television.

Elementary schools involved in the project are so organized that one-
half of the pupils in the fifth and sixth grades work in small classes for one-

half of the day, while the other half is in the large classes. During the time

that the pupils are in the small classes they participate in the regular work

of the fundamental skillsreading, writing, spelling, language, and arith-

metic. These classes are smaller in number than the normal elementary

class. This reduction in class size is made possible without increasing costs
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by having the pupils in larger classes for the other part of the school day.
While they are in large classes, they participate in the subjects of conver-
sational Spanish, social studies, and science. It is here in the large group
containing from 150 to 200 pupils that the children receive their daily
telelesson in American history. They also receive a varied schedule of
telelessons designed to inspire and stimulate direct teaching in Spanish,
science, and literature (1 ).

This year 45 additional elementary schools are participating in the
fifth and sixth grade Spanish, science, and literature television lessons on
a different plan from that of the regular elementary TV project schools.
The elementary children on the modified plan attend the telelesson in a
central viewing area with their teachers. They then return to their regular
classrooms for follow-up or related activities. Whereas most of our tele-
courses are offered as daily major resources and provide direction for the
content, the elementary offerings in Spanish, literature, science, and speech
improvement might be considered supplementary or enriching in nature
for the schools on this limited program.

The junior high schools utilize television as a resource in teaching
seventh grade science, eighth grade United States history, ninth grade
civics, and ninth grade science. The size of the classes varies from 300
to 600 students in each receiving room.

The participating senior high schools utilize television as a resource in
teaching tenth grade English, tenth grade biology, eleventh grade English,
and eleventh grade American history. The average size class in the senior
high schools is 320, although some are considerably larger.

The plan of operation in the junior and senior high schools calls for a
team of teachers assisted by a teacher aide. For instance, this team of
teachers at the junior high level often consists of a seventh grade science
teacher and an eighth Fade history teacher. They share the services of
one teacher aide. The science teacher is in charge of the television science
class. That is, he is responsible for the children during the telelesson and
for preparing and directing the classroom portion of the lesson. During
the science telelesson the history teacher assists the science teacher. Dur-
ing the history class the history teacher is in charge and the science teacher
is in the role of an assistant. The teacher aide's functions are to take attend-
ance, set up the equipment and release the teachers from the nonprofes-
sional tasks in order to permit them to devote their full time to teaching.
The television classroom teachers, in addition to being responsible for
teaching one large class and assisting in another, are required to teach
one regular size class. Thus, the teachers under this plan are occupied in
the classroom three periods a day. The other three periods are allotted to
the additional planning, grading, and counseling entailed in teaching the
large groups.
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All of the televised lessons are five days a week (except for examina-
tion days) and of 27 minutes duration with a comparable amount of time
for the classroom portion of the lesson.

Our driver-training course is somewhat different and so interwoven
with the ETV program that it deserves special treatment here. The stand-
ard driver-training course requires six hours of behind-the-wheel instruc-
tion and 30 hours of classroom instruction. We believe that we have de-
veloped a plan which will enable us to provide such instruction in an
economical manner. Our plan works as follows: during the homeroom
period of 15 minutes for three days each week for a semester of 18 weeks,
direct teaching is provided to all tenth grade pupils in a given school. In
many cases this number will exceed a thousand in a particular school. This
provides for 12 of the 30 hours of classroom instruction. For the other 18
hours of classroom instruction, pupils are drawn from their physical edu-
cation classes and given classroom instruction in smaller groups.

For the behind-the-wheel, six-hour requirement, 10 to 15 cars are uti-
lized with two pupils in each car. The area for training is set up in the
general nature of an obstacle course on which there is no street traffic.
The automobiles are provided with equipment which restricts their speed.
The instructor is provided a loudspeaker and gives directions to the cars
from a central location not in a car. The pupils in a period have a full
half hour behind the wheel. For the 12 periods necessary for this six hours
of instruction, the pupils are drawn from physical education classes.

Television supports the extended school day in a number of junior and
senior high schools. In these schools one-third of the students and teachers
begin classes at 7:30 a.m. and complete their six periods at 2:15 p.m.
Another group begins at 8:30 and completes its school day at 3:15. The
final one-third of the student body arrives at 9:30 and finishes at 4:15.
This means that the total population is in the building for the four periods
between 9:30 a.m. and 2:15 p.m. It is here that the large TV classes, con-
ducted in the auditorium, relieve much of the load on school facilities.

No student at the secondary level receives more than one-half hour of
television instruction per day, unless he is in the tenth grade and is assigned
to the driver-education instruction for three homeroom periods each week.

Our schools are now planning their third daytime instructional pro-
gram for summer. Eight different areas will be taught over television with
an approach which combines both remedial and the broadening aspects.
Pupils have found that participation in the summer telecourses is a good
way to strengthen themselves in the areas in which they have had difficulty
during the regular school year and to acquire additional knowledge in areas
in which they have not had the opportunity to study.

With the beginning of the public Junior College in Dade County in
September 1960 there was demand for time for courses of junior-college

770-244 0-65-5
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level. The only time available on Charnel 2 was from 3:00 to 5:00 in the
afternoon. This time is being utilized Ly the Junior College but is regarded

as less satisfactory than would be hours earlier during the day. Efforts are
now being made to obtain a second channel in order that these needs may

be met.
With the facilities available in the school there are many other types

of activities involving all or a part of the 7,000 and more instructional per-
sonnel in the school system. In-service training programs of great variety

are conducted in specialized areas; faculty meetings of the air involving
all personnel are provided. Similarly, general information about the vari-

ous programs in the schools is presented to the general public on this open

circuit high-frequency station.
Station WTHS-TV is a nonprofit, VHF, school-owned and operated,

open-circuit educational television station functioning under the jurisdic-
tion of the Dade County Board of Public Instruction. The many telecasts
which constitute the heavy back-to-school schedule of live telelessons are
originating from two studios. The power of the station signal has been
increased from 9,000 watts to 100,000 watts.

Most of the schools use auditoriums or cafeterias as television class-
rooms. These large areas are equipped with television sets at the ratio of
one set for each 50 students. In the elementary schools which use cafe-

terias for the large television classrooms, care is exercised to schedule the
instructional periods early in the morning and late in the afternoon to
avoid any conflict with the serving of lunch. For the best acoustical effects
in these large rooms, it is important to beam the sound directly to the view-

ers. This is done by detaching the television speakers and remounting them

in a frontal position aimed straight ahead and slightly downward.
The TV sets are 21-inch table models of a standard make mounted so

that the center of the screen is 5'8" from the floor, approximately the
height of an average teacher. The sets are tilted on the mounts so that the
face of the screen is perpendicular to the line of vision of the students.
Where possible, the sets are mounted in such a manner that they do not
have to be moved about the room. In some schools permanent shelves are
built for the stationary sets along the wall. For the sets located in the front
of the room and in the seating area, special mobile stands are constructed
complete with roller casters and shelf space for storing materials. For
better classroom control, all television sets in a given room are attached
to a common switch permitting them to be turned on or off q;nultaneously.
Each large classroom is equipped with an overhead projector. The class-
room teachers use lapel microphones with 50-foot cords to permit freedom
of movement. In addition to the standard telecasting equipment used by
the station, a warning clock is shown preceding each telelesson. This per-
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mits the teachers in the classrooms to time accurately for the reception of
the telecasts.

Maintenance and repair of television sets and the antenna systems are
provided by the maintenance department of the Dade County Board of
Public Instruction. The service is pro ipt and efficient. Minor surface
adjustments of the sets are made by the classroom teachers.

By employing television in the teaching of large classes certain econo-
mies have been effected. This current year we have utilized the savings in
teaching personnel to pay the full operating cost of the television station
and to provide educational services in the form of specialized personnel
such as remedial reading teachers, counselors, and additional librarians.
To provide far the number of pupils that we now have in our buildings in
the established pattern for education without the large television classes,
which are employed in a limited number of our schools, would require an
immediate capital outlay of at least four million dollars. If our present
rate of growth continues, we believe as we involve other schools that the
amount of capital saving in schoolhouse construction will be increased far
beyond this point.

If American education is to develop within our boys and girls skills,
knowledge and attitudes which will perpetuate our society and strengthen
the material and moral fibre of the nation, then we must pursue excellence,
keeping in mind these goals. It would seem logical that one way excellence
could be achieved would be to improve the effectiveness of the already
proven effective medium of television as an educational resource. We
hope to approach this task in the future by working on at least four major
components: (1) physical facilities for transmission and utilization, (2)
materials for greater program impact, (3) curriculum planning for wider
acceptance and greater goal achieving efficiency, and (4) personnel and
talent identification and training both in the studio and utilization areas.

As school people we are interested primarily in television's utilization
to improve educational processes and their final product. However, we
realize that only through technology was it made possible for us to bring
the whole spectrum of audio-visual devices to bear on educatiZon through
this medium. Therefore, it might be well to consider the future and the
miracles which are already being wrought for our use. Educational tele-
vision within the foreseeable future will offer color with all the implications
that it has for teaching. Bulky receivers will likely become a thing of the
past. Large screen, thin receivers mounted on floating aluminum railing
will permit the teacher to position the television receivers easily and quickly
in any part of a room or auditorium. It will be possible to let studio teach-
ers know immediately the broad reactions of students to the salient ques-
tions, issues or proposals being presented. Desk buttons can reflect at least
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such general reactions as approval, disapproval,
agreement, disagreement,clear and unclear. Within seconds computers can relay this information tostudios, and teachers may be guided. The reaction panel would be sensi-tized on the request of the studio teacher.

The junction of ETV stations will probably be modified. Air-bornestations, regional and national ETV networks and international satelliterelays will make it possible for the stations to select from programs of re-markable quality and unlimited variety. These then may be recorded andtransmitted for local utilization to accommodate schedules as requiredwithin a given system or, with careful planning, schools may want to selecttheir own programs from the different sources of origin available. Closedcircuitry is almost certain to become more widely used. Technology nowassures us that it is possible to have all the film in a given library or centercatalogued and arranged in cartridges so that selection may be made forinstantaneous relay and reception by manipulating a keyed panel in anindividual classroom.
Educators are interested and hopeful concerning current experimenta-tion in TV-classroom designs. It is likely that the TV classrooms of thefuture will vary greatly in capacity and shape. This will be true becauseof the variety of ways in which TV will be employed. Some small TVclasses for exceptional children will require the intimacy of a laboratorystudy. Other uses of television will make feasible, even desirable, class-rooms which will accommodate a thousand students. However, it seemssafe to say that all of these areas should have in common giod acoustics,no-glare provisions, adequate lighting for instructional purposes, deskswith writing surfaces, good ventilation, and provision for easy ingress andegress.

It is likely that all large schools will have individual video-tape record-ers or at least play-back mechanisms. This could mean that ETV stationswill also become 4uplicating centers for tapes which will be bicycled onschedule throughout a given school system so as to permit use at any timeof a given day and thereby break through the rigidity problem sometimesposed by open- circuit schedules.
So much for the future of facilities and equipment. These and morethings will comenot all at once anywhere andmuch sooner in some placesthan others. In fact, some of them are already possible, indeed, are alreadybeing used on a limited basis. Technology is coming faster than will becomfortable for many of us. This has the clearest implications for teacher-training institutions as well as school administrators who are responsiblefor in-service training of teachers.

Those involved in in-school and community programming are the firstto admit that the quality, although generally good, leaves much to be de-sired.
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Studio teachers the nation over, whether they are recording for tape
networks or doing live telelessons, are handicapped by a lack of visuals to
do the job with the precision and impact that is being demanded of them.
A studio teacher of U.S. history may spend hours, previewing five or six
30-minute films of different vintage, searching for a two-minute segment
which will vividly illustrate a point in what she hopes will be an unfor-
gettable manner. At last she discovers what she thinks will do only to find
that it may not be cleared for television because of copyright problems.
If it is cleared, this film which was made for a large screen, when reduced
to the 21-inch classroom (receiver) screen will leave much to be desired.
A teacher with inadequate art help may labor for hours over a three-dimen-
sional visual to be used fleetingly one time during the year. A studio sci-
ence teacher may be able to dominate one end of the studio for an after-
noon to set up a science experiment which may or may not go off well.

Should we not mount an effort to obtain adequate visuals for studio
teachers with the same enthusiasm that we now work to obtain adequate
textbooks and equipment for the classrooms? Many of those concerned
with the problem are proposing that private and public educational agen-
cies join to produce professionally short film clips of not more than two
or three minutes duration which illustrate to near perfection the crucial
areas in history, science, language, and arts. It has been said that a hun-
dred of these clips could be well directed just to the electricity units of
junior high science. Hundreds of others should be made for crucial deci-
sions in American history. National experts should be video-taped talking
succinctly and directly to specified points in which they are authorities.
These clips should be made available for rapid distribution on demand
from any part of the country. They should be made for television and
cleared from their inception. Here we are not talking about a piecemeal
or amateur job that might be done by an over-busy studio but a dedicated
effort of national proportions to provide materials of such quality that any
studio teacher of ability could put together a lesson which would draw from
her worst critics the remark that, "this lesson really exploited the medium."

Short film or video-tape clips of top quality seem to offer the greatest
potential as highly portable visuals. The television potential is far too dra-
maticeven too expensiveto put teachers before the cameras without
adequate tools of the trade to offer maximum impact. Technology will
Ilk* continue to provide improvements for the studio such as technama-

. tion and visamatic devices. Rear screen and remote pickup for mobile
units will likely become standard equipment. The controlling factor for
gauging what is effective in the studio will continue to be the measurement
of how effective it is in the classroom in terms of pupil achievement.

School superintendents and administrators now recognize that innova-
tions in education are never widely accepted unless the curriculum plan-
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ning for the content and implementation is carried out on a wide coopera-
tive base among all the instructional personnel involved. Planning is the
key word here. The joint planning among school people for educational
television has already done much to improve the curriculum in many school
systems. The future will likely see this planning intensified and broadened
even further. Subject-area supervisors, receiving teachers and school ad-
ministrators all must have a voice in deciding what is to be taught andto
a degreehow it is to be taught. These decisions help set the stage for
later evaluation and improvement as the work moves along. As the ex-
change of video tapes among the various school systems of the nation
assumes substantial proportions, curriculum planning for television will
also become a wider cooperative sphere. Here we find ourselves in hearty
agreement with Wiles, when he says that co-planners make co-advocates
(2).

Who will be the future studio teachers? Many of the same ones who are
teaching on-camera today, because most of them are doing a good job.
However, as the influence of the studio teacher grows it is likely that the
search for talent will increase. Why shouldn't a modern school personnel
department make a short sound-on-film clip of every teacher in action?
Although time consuming, it might be time well spent when searching for
a really effective studio biology teacher to preview every one of the film
clips of certificated biology teachers searching for leads to the one in ahundred or one in a thousand whom we hope to share with the many.
Teacher-training institutions will be called into this picture also. Schoolsof education are even now exploring the desirability of setting up courses
treating with methods and techniques of studio teaching. It would seemlogical that if we are to specialize, that there must be training for the
specialty.

Who will be the producer-directors of educational television lessonsand programs? This person whose position has been called that of "the
newest engineer in American education" will increase in importance. More
will be demanded of him as a full-fledged partner of the studio teacher andtalent.

Therefore, those presently doing this work will likely seek additional
training. The ones coming into the profession may find themselves betterequipped if they have a minor in education and a major in television-film
production. It might be well to induce certain interested and talented class-
room teachers to pursue graduate work in television production and return-ing to the school system as producer-directors. Presently employed pro-
ducer-directors who have commercial backgrounds may be well advised to
obtain additional training in the form of selected courses in education. It
is likely that this position will develop an identity and usefulness unique in
the profession.
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Who will be the television classroom teachers of the future? They will
likely be the teachers we have today and others from the same general
sources with the difference that they shall have had more preparation in
how to use television effectively as a resource in teaching boys and girls.
School systems have only begun to train their teachers in the methods of
teaching with the help of television. Schools of education are cooperating
in conducting summer workshops and in-service credit courses in how to
use television as a resource. It is likely that future teacher-training cur-
riculums at the undergraduate level will require work in the use of this
medium. Television itself offers a real opportunity for administrators to
acquaint the teachers with educational television and its utilization. It
might be concluded that any competent classroom teacher can use quality
ETV to advantage. Additional training will be provided to telescope the
development of effective utilization.

What will be taught by television? There appear to be few, if any,
limitations as to what is possible in this area. As improved techniques be-
come available and the relationship between the team, which includes the
studio teacher and the classroom teacher, is improved, much more can be
done. It seems evident that there can be little or no decrease in the number
of personnel required in the individual schools. The nature of the work
which they do and the service which they render, however, will probably
be considerably changed as improvements are made. The possibility of
assisting students in certain aspects of homework has had little explora-
tion but offers a potentially fertile field. Likewise, the nature of the in-
service training programs will probably be considerably changed to make
more effective the utilization of the professionally trained educator's time.

Although the advent of the in-school television project became the cen-
ter of much interest in our country, the citizenry seemed equally interested
in continuing and improving the evening community television program.
The Community Television Foundation of South Florida as a pioneer body
in the support of educational television for the community and the Board of
Public Instruction as licensees of the station were in a position to do this.
It was felt that there needs to be no limit to the amount persons can learn,
if properly motivated, and that educational and cultural programs should
be continually made available to the general public. Therefore, the eve-
ning adult program of our ETV station was developed with equal enthusi-
asm and in close cooperation with the in-school daytime program.

What of the future of the after-school or evening community programs?
In looking to the future here, we in Dade County are talking about such
things as station personality, programming purpose, and source of pro-
grams.

Those concerned with the station's personality for the community pro-
gram will insure that the station will reflect the community by first involv-
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ing the community. This is already being done across the nation in our
ETV stations and the pattern will probably be accented in the future.
Sound planning will call for program committees which represent a true
cross section of the community; committees, the members of which will
not act as rubber k-tamps because they will have ideas of their own about
raising the cultural level of the community by obtaining programs of such
quality that the general public will say, "This is something that we can't
do without." A station having developed the genuine community side of
its personality will then take on an identity to a degree compatible with
its locale. For instance, in Miami Channel 2 has and will continue to have
a Latin touch. Geography and community interest dictate an interest in
Latin America, its language, art, and music. Time, facilities, and kcal
talent to respond to this interest are available.

As stations mature they will likely develop flexible but more definite
concepts of their function in the community. Some of the persistent pur-
poses may be: (1) to raise the cultural level of the community by provid-
ing quality programs in music, literature, and drama, (2) to provide accu-
rate information in depth, (3) to provide a continuing source of learning
by offering formal adult educational experiences both in the form of credit
and noncredit telecourses and "how to do it" series, (4) to help prepare
children for their first formal school experiences by offering entertaining
but valid preschool programs aimed at building attitudes and early skills
desirable for the very young.

Every indication is that we shall continue to obtain programs of ever
better quality from sources such as our National Educational Television
and Radio Center. These programs will continue to be dedicated to areas
of broad interest and needs common throughout the country. Technology
will likely make available programs from other nations and over a national
educational microwave. However, local programs will continue to identify
the station as a community function and asset.

No segment of educational television has improved more directly in
quality than the community programming. Uniformity of growth of qual-
ity has been assured in all the ETV stations by the "package" of filmed and
video-taped programs which has come from the National Educational Tele-
vision and Radio Center. This source and the steady increase of Icnow-how
at the local level hold the brightest promise for the future in this phase of
the media.

As the quality of community programming improves, citizens are de-
manding that the station stay on the air six and seven days a week twelve
months of the year. Most community stations which have not been able
to have such schedules are looking forward to the day when they may serve
their communities on a time basis similar to commercial stations. They
ask, "How can we be the true alternate station unless we are on the air?"
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ETV in terms of substantial utilization is an infant, certainly less than
ten years old. Yet, no innovation has marched so quickly and confidently
into the field of learning. It moves into the future of American education
as a major resource.
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WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT LEARNING FROM
INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

By Wilbur Schramm
The author is Director of the Institute for Communication Research, StanfordUniversity.

THERE CAN NO LONGER BE any doubt that students learn effi-ciently from instructional television. The fact has been demonstrated nowin hundreds of schools, by thousands of students, in every part of the UnitedStates and in several other countries. The list of subjects which schoolsand colleges have been able to teach effectively by television includes:arithmetic, algebra, geometry, calculus, accounting, consumer mathemat-ics, physics, chemistry, biology, physiology, general science, engineering,psychology, sociology, anthropology, government, history, economics,electronics, humanities, art, music, philosophy, literature, spelling, physi-cal education, reading, writing, social studies, health and safety, driver ed-ucation, Spanish, French, German, Russian, English, typewriting, and sliderule. Over all this list, the conclusion of testers, school administrators,teachers, and students alike has been that the average student is likely tolearn about as much from a television class as from ordinary classroommethods. In some cases he will learn more, and in some less, but over-allthe conclusion has been "no significant difference."Now that we have approximately four hundred scientifically designedand statistically treated comparisons of ITV and classroom teaching, how-ever, it is time to review that verdict. Do the early conclusions stand upunder this massive testing? Under what conditions, for what students, andin what areas of subject matter, does instructional television teach best,and in which ones least? What do teachers and students think of classesby television? What does instructional television do to morale and to mo-tivation? How does it interact with mental ability? This is the kind ofquestion which is going to concern us in the following pages.Much of the research on instructional television is not in the journals.

* See, for example, the two excellent reviews by Kumata (53 and 56 in the listof references appended to this paper), and the insightful article by Carpenter (19).There is also a useful review by Finn (35).
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It exists in the form of mimeographed reports. The Ford Foundation, the
Fund for the Advancement of Education, the United States Office of Edu-
cation, and a number of school officials and researchers have made their
collections of these reports available to us. As a result, we have been able
to assemble 393 cases in which instructional television has been compared
with other classroom teaching, 32 cases in which home instruction by tele-
vision has been compared with classroom teaching, and 14 cases in which
military instruction by television has been compared with face-to-face
teaching, with what seemed to be adequate design, controls, and statistics.
These experiments are not the only ones that have been made, but they
are the only ones now available to us. They do not include, for example,
any results from the massive Hagerstown project, on which significance
figures have not yet been released. But in any case, these represent a much
larger sampling of results than has ever before been put together, and on
the basis of them we can speak with somewhatmore confidence than before
about instructional television.

THE BASIC DATA

1. ON LEARNING FROM TELEVISION

The following table sums up the result of the 393 comparisons in
schools and colleges. "+TV" means that television was significantly supe-
rior (at the .05 level or better) to ordinary classroom teaching; "n.s."
means not significantno difference between television and face-to-face
teaching at the .05 level; and "TV" means that television was signifi-
cantly infer*Air to ordinary classroom teaching at the .05 level or better.
Thus the first box of the table should be read: In experiments on teaching
mathematics in the third through sixth grades, television was significantly
more effective in 14 cases, there was no significant difference in 21 cases,
and in 3 cases television was significantly less effective than was ordinary
classroom teaching.

This table tells us that the early conclusions do stand up. Instruc-
tional television is at least as effective as ordinary classroom instruction,
when the results are measured by the usual final examinations or by stand-
ardized tests made by testing bureaus. This begs the question of whether
the "intangibles" of televised teaching are as beneficial as those of ordi-
nary classroom teaching, and this is a question which we must consider
before we come to the end of this report. But employing the usual tests
that schools use to measure the progress of their students, we can say with
considerable confidence that in 65 percent of a very large number of com-
parisons, between televised and classroom teaching, there is no significant
difference. In 21 percent, students learned significantly more, in 14 per-
cent, they learned significantly less, from television.
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School
Level

TV'S FUTURE IN EDUCATION

Social
Math. Science Studies

Humanities Lan-
History guage

Lit., Arts Skills
Health,
Safety Total

3d-6th +TV 14 8 12 0 14 2 50 +TV
grades n.s. 21 14 11 0 36 4 86 n.s.TV 3 1 1 0 10 1 16 TV
7th-9th +TV 4 9 0 2 0 3 18 +TV
grades n.s. 11 8 1 7 0 1 28 n.s.TV 2 3 0 0 0 0 5 TV
10-12th +TV 0 3 3 4 1 1 12 +TV
grades n.s. 10 7 17 17 6 0 57 n.s.TV 5 3 0 9 4 0 21 TV
College +TV 0 1 1 0 0 1 3 +TV

n.s. 4 26 24 11 12 7 84 n.s,TV 0 1 4 3 1 4 13 TV
Total +TV 18 21 16 6 15 7 83 +TV

n.s. 46 55 53 35 54 12 255 n.s.TV 10 8 5 12 15 5 55 TV
Total = 393*

It is clear that televised instruction has been used with greater success
in the grades than in high school or college. This can be illustrated by
figures derived from the preceding table:

TV No Significant TV
More Effective Difference Less Effective

(Percent) (Percent) (Percent)
Grades 3-9 .. 33 56 11 203
High school 13 63 24 90
College 3 84 13 100

The results for grades two through nine are significantly different from
those for high school and for college, as are also the differences for grades
three to six and grades seven to nine taken separately.

Turning again to the large table, we can see that some subject-matter
areas have apparently been taught by television more effectively than
others. Mathematics and science, for example, have been outstandingly
successful, and so have social studies. History, humanities, and literature
have been less successful. Language skills and health and safety have been
in the middleneither so successful as the most effective subjects 'tor so
ineffective as the humanities group. Many of these numbers are too small
to show up on tests of significance, but nevertheless both science and social
studies are significantly different from the humanities group. Other differ-

* 3d-6th grades different from 10th-12th, p = .001. 7th-9th different from
10th-12th, .01. 3d-9th different from 10th-college, .001. Both 3d-6th and 7th-9th
different from college, .001. Science different from humanities, .01. Social studies
different from humanities, .05.
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ences must be combidered only trends, although highly indicative and sug-
gestive.

In several cases, there appear to be interactions of importance between
subject matter and grade level. Televised language skills have been some-
what less effective than other televised subjects at the early elementary
school level, although still over-all as effective as classroom teaching.
Mathematics has been more effectively taught by television in the early
grades than in high school. Televised social studies have been somewhat
less effective in college, and the humanities group also appears to have been
taught less effectively on television at the higher grade levels.

Thanks to the Chicago City Junior College study (32) and the San
Francisco State College study (28) we are able to make some comparisons
of televised instruction for students at home versus ordinary classroom
teaching. The 32 such comparisons now available to us, all on the college
level, may be tabulated as follows:

Math. Science
Social
Studies

Language
Humanities Skills Total

+TV 1 4 2 1 2 10

n.s. 2 4 8 1 6 21

TV 0 1 0 0 0 1
Total 32

It must be remembered that these home students are, in large part, adults
who have been unable to finish their college education because they are
home-bound. They are consequently highly motivated, and grateful for
their opportunity to study by television. When the home-TV students are
compared with students taught by television in the classroom, they have
almost always done better. However, the unusually high motivation of
the home students, and the rather negative attitudes of the classroom-TV
students (who were assigned to an experimental section and deprived of
the personal contact which other resident students had with the instructor)
lead us to discount these latter comparisons, and not to record them here.

There are also a number of studies of television in military training.
We have at hand 14 experimental comparisons of television vs. face-to-face
teaching of military trainees. In six of these, the groups taught by tele-
vision learned significantly more; in four cases, there was no significant
difference, and in four the television group learned less.

2. STUDENT ATTITUDES TOWARD INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

Students in grade school typically think they learn more from televised
classes, whereas high school and college students are more doubtful. When
students in vavious school systems were asked, "Do you think students
learn more, the same, or less from a TV class?" they answered as follows:
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Florida No. Carolina Nebraska Cincinnati Kansas City Florida
Elem. Elem. High School High School High School High School

N = (670) (533) (254) (277) (300) (2014)
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent)

More 72 77 35 30 57 31
Same 22 13 35 37 31 40
Less 6 10 30 33 12 29

This question was not often asked in the same way in college experi-
ments, and therefore the results cannot be compared exactly. However, the
general attitudes of college students toward ITV are, if anything, less favor-
able than those of high school students. Students of psychology and chem-
istry at Penn State (18) rated the amount of learning about the same for
televised and classroom instruction, but students in non-TV class rated
psychology as a subject somewhat higher than did TV students. At Miami
University only two attitude comparisons in 10 were favorable to TV (59),
and only one of these was significant; whereas three comparisons were
significant in the direction of classroom teaching. Seven out of the 10
responses became less favorable to TV as the course progressed. In a
Purdue calculus class the attitude toward ITV worsened as the course went
on (29 ). San Francisco State and the Chicago Junior College (32, 28 )
both found that the students they assigned to classroom TV were more
negative toward the course than were ordinary classroom students, and
more negative toward teaching by television than were students who viewed
the class at home.

There is a great deal of material on the morale and attitudes of TV
students which we cannot refer to here, except by saying that, in general,
elementary school children are enthusiastic over television classes, high
school students are much less so, and college students are equivocal or
even in some cases unfavorable. If now we add home-TV students (who
are, for the most part, adults taking a course by television that they could
not take in residence) we have a U-shaped distribution of attitudes: The
attitudes of grade school children, at one end, and adult home students,
on the other, very favorable; the attitudes of high school and college stu-
dents in the lower parts of the U.

We do not mean to say, however, that there is a simple relationship
between age or grade level and attitude. Rather, there is considerable
evidence that attitudes tend to be specific to subjects and teachers.

For example, in Jefferson County,, Kentucky, almost 100 percent of the
children preferred the televised science class to the regular class, but less
than half preferred the televised social studies (50). A very large sample
of Southwestern Indiana high school students (82) gave these judgments
on four of their televised classes:
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Think They Learn
Like TV Class More From It N

Government and socio-economics 66.0 60.3 1016
U.S. history 58.8 52.0 1866
Geometry 37.1 24.5 207
Junior high science 72.1 69.3 3805

Norfolk students reported that they liked televised science more, televised
geometry less, than regular classes ( 66, 67).

Two hundred sixty-seven Nebraska high school students gave the fol-
lowing judgments on six of their classes (64, 65) :

Learned More Enjoyed More

From TV No Difference Classroom TV No Difference Classroom

Algebra x x
Geometry x x
English ..... x x
Art x x
Physics x x
Spanish x x

It is worthy of note in this table that enjoyment apparently goes along with
learning.

Attitudes of college students toward ITV are also specific to subject
matter. Students in five Oregon colleges and universities ( 82 ) felt that
their televised chemistry course was in general better than classroom teach-
ing in stimulating their learning, but that a course in literature was about
the same in that respect as classroom teaching, and a course in English
composition was if anything less effective than classroom teaching. Stu-
dents in Chicago (32) expressed themselves as being more willing to take
their physical science course by TV than their social science, and more
willing to take social science than humanities by TV. At New York Uni-
versity (52) students in two classes were asked during the first and during
the second semester whether they preferred the TV section or an ordinary
lecture section. These were the responses:

English Cultural Heritage

1st Sem. 2d Sem. 1st Sem. 2d Sem.
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent)

Preferred TV section 31 20 51 78
Preferred non-TV 69 80 49 22

Thus the stock of the composition course went down, while that of the
cultural history course went up. At San Francisco State (28) both class-
room-TV and home-TV students were asked whether they preferred TV
or non-TV sections of three courses. Home students were more favorable
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to TV. Psychology was most favorably rated among the three courses.
The responses:

Psychology
N

Dislike Prefer
TV Much Classroom
(Percent) (Percent)

TV Satis-
factory

(Percent)

Prefer
TV

(Percent)

En-
thusiastic
Over TV
(Percent)

Campus TV ...... . 37 16 43 32 3 5At-home TV 50 8 18 34 24 16Economics
Campus TV . 33 39 36 15 6 3At-home TV 41 12 46 32 2 2Basic communication
Campus TV 24 12 71 17 0 0At-home TV 29 10 17 52 10 10

In addition to the U-shaped curve of attitudes by age, then, we have a
linear trend which might be described as being more favorable to subjects
where demonstrations are important (for example, natural science and
art), less favorable toward subjects where student-teacher interaction and
classroom discussion and drill are important (English composition and
social stu Ees ) . We shall have more to say about these two trends. But
even these do not fully describe the pattern of student attitudes toward
ITV. Even the location of seats in a large classroom may directly relate
to attitudes, as Penn State found (18) when it plotted the seat assignments
of students who asked to be transferred out of the TV course. And in a
number of colleges and high schools, surprising differences in attitudes
have appeared in different sections of the same televised course, differences
that appeared only to relate to the classroom teachers. In other words, it
appears that a large number of non-TV elements enter into the making
of attitudes toward televised instruction.

The continuing measuremeas of student attitudes at Penn State are
especially interesting because the television program there has now been
under way forseven years. During the early years of that period, Carpenter
and Greenhill report ( 18, 41) there was "a gradual average change to a
somewhat higher level of acceptance." Furthermore, "students appear tobe discriminating more clearly than formerly between televised presenta-
tions and other more central factors in their instruction. For example, thequality and characteristics of the instructor, the quality of the presentation
and the significance of the course material . . ." Television "as such"
ceases to be very important; it is merely another instrument, like a tele-phone or a slide projector; it is a standard way of teaching, and the impor-
tant questions are who teaches, what does he teach, and how. When the
novelty wears off as it has at Penn State, if TV courses gain the reputation
that they offer the best instruction a college can provide in a given subject,
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then there will be no question, the Penn State people believe, about their
acceptance by serious students.

3. TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARD INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

Most teachers who teach on television come to like it. Those who do
not teach tend to be suspicious and resistant. This opposition usually is
short-lived in the case of elementary teachers, most of whom come to like
and depend on television as one part of their teaching resource. In Hagers-
town, where perhaps the most extensive experiment in closed-circuit ITV
has been conducted, teachers were asked whether they would prefer to
teach the class they are now teaching with or without the aid of television;
83 percent said they preferred to do it with television (42 ). High school
teachers seem to be, on the average, a bit less favorable mad more resistant,
but among Detroit teachers, 68 percent reported that their attitudes toward
television had become more favorable since they have had some experience
using it in the classroom (26). And country-wide among elementary and
high school teachers and administrators there has been a generally favor-
able evaluation of ITV, as the following tabulation indicates. In six school
systems teachers and administrators were asked whether they believed
students learned more, the same, or less from televised instruction as
compared to ordinary classroom instruction:

Teachers:
West Wich- Mil- Ana-

Florida ita waukee Miami heim

N = (45) (33) (51) (82) (93)
(Per- (Per- (Per- (Per- (Per-
cent cent) cent) cent) cent)

Principals:
Mil- North Ana-

waukee Carolina heim

(9) (163) (101)
(Per- (Per- (Per-
cent) cent) cent)

Believe
Students
Learn MORE 56 48 40 45 54 33 59 87

SAME 33 16 47 48 37 56 37 13.

LESS 11 36 13 7 9 14 4 0

The real center of teacher resistance to instructional television is in
the colleges. Researchers studying the Oregon System of Higher Educa-
tion (83) found "considerable resistance by individual professors." The
Dean of the College of Liberal Arts at the State University of Iowa reported,
after a survey, that his faculty was unfavorable to any extensive use of TV
in teaching (84) . The events at Compton College show that when tele-
vision is introduced without adequate preparation and faculty support,
this resistance may become explosive.

But if the following figures from Penn State are representative, then
college faculties also tend to become more favorable toward ITV. These

770-244 0-65-6

y.
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are responses to a question asked Penn State teachers on the quality of
TV instruction as compared to regular classroom teaching (17) :

1955-56 1956-57

N = (48) (55)
(Percent) (Percent)

TV better
TV same
TV worse
No answer
Don't know

10
33
52

3
2

6,

22
38
38
0
2

And even in the Oregon system where "considerable resistance" was found,
faculty attitudes were more favorable than unfavorable:

N =
(Percent)

Excellent approach to teaching;

Oregon
College
of Edu-
cation

Oregon
State

College

Univer-
city of

Oregon

Willam-
ette Uni-
versity

(28) (171)
(Percent)

(123)
(Percent)

(26)
(Percent)

should have extensive use 7 17 1' 0
Pretty good approach; should have

some use 68 45 44 42
Haven't made up my mind 11 16 19 15
Rather poor approach; should be

used in limited situations 14 18 19 31
Should not be used for instruction 0 2 2 12
No answer 0 2 2 0

Teachers discriminate sharply among TV courses. Asked to compare
the progress their TV classes were making as compared to the previous
non-TV classes, a sample of Dade County, Florida, elementary school
teachers answered as follows (23, 24) :

More
Progress Same Less N

(Percent) (Percent) (Percent)
Science 67 25 8 52
Music 23 52 25 48
Art 25 44 31 52
Physical education 52 43 5 48
Spanish 26 53 21 47
Health and safety 50 43 48

Asked which telecasts were most valuable to them, a large group of Ana-
heim, California, teachers and principals voted the science and social
studies classes most helpful, the Spanish class only slightly less helpful, and
the arithmetic telecast of comparatively little help (1) . A sample of 1,191
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ti

Milwaukee elementary teachers and principals (62) gave the following

judgments as to which telecasts they wanted as resources:
Primary
Teachers Intermediate Upper Principals

(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent)

Art 71 62 69 59

Science 67 74 53 80

Arithmetic 18 9 10 27

Reading 18 12 18 24

Language arts 16 15 17 21

Social studies 32 33 26 49

Music 50 33 38 47

Physical education 54 43 22 53

Foreign language 12 23 16 34

Handwriting 12 13 6 30

Spelling 6 4 2 16

The most favored courses seem to be the ones that can bring useful demon-

strations (science) or in which the teacher needs special help (physical

education, music, art) ; the least favored courses are those that are built

around classroom drill (reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic ).

There is no comparable report of college teachers' preferences over a

broad range of televised courses.

THE CHIEF QUESTIONS

Beyond the basic problems of learning and attitudes, several questions

are asked oftener than others about instructional television. Among these

are:

1. IS THERE ANY KIND OF STUDENT WHO PROFITS MORE THAN OTHER KINDS

FROM INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION?

A bright student learns more than a slow student, a motivated student

more than an unmotivated one, in almost any learning situation. But given

equally bright, or equally motivated students, is there any level of ability

or motivation at which learning by television is markedly superior or

inferior?
On these problems the data are muddy. Here, for example, is at least

a partial tabulation of the studies of mental ability as related to instruc-

tional television:
Fritz, 1952. Military subjects at Fort Monmouth. Divided radio electronics

students into high and low aptitude groups. Some of each group were

taught by TV. Found no significant difference in scores of TV and non-TV

groups when equated for ability (37).
Kanner, et al., 1954. Split both TV and non-TV groups of basic trainees at

Camp Gordon into high and low aptitude groups. N.s.d. in high group,

but 10 of 17 tests in low group favored TV; other 7 tests n.s.d. (48).

ti
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Williams, 1954. Taught four groups of students at University of Toronto by TV,
radio, lecture and reading assignments, respectively. TV higher than
lecture in high and low ability groups, but equal in average group (97).

Kumata, 1958. Michigan State University students. Unable to reproduce Kan-
ner's finding of superiority of TV instruction for low ability students (54).

Seibert, 1958. Purdue University students in English composition. Found that
low ability TV students compared less favorably with control group than
did high ability TV students (79).

Seibert, 1958. Purdue University students in freshman mathematics. No im-
portant interactions between mental ability and method of instruction
(80).

Macomber and Siegel, 1960. Miami University students in educational psy-
chology, economics, physiology, zoology, and government. Breaking bothTV and control groups by quartiles on mental ability, they found 1 sig-
nificant difference out of 4 in top quartilethis in favor of TV group. In
bottom quartile, found 2 significant differences out of 4 in favor of TV,
1 in favor of control. Breaking the groups by halves on mental ability,
they found no significant differences out of 10 in the upper, 2 significant
differences out of 10 in the lower half. Both these were in favor of the
control group (59).

When the research evidence is as unclear as this, observations by ex-
perienced teachers may be as valuable as a research study. But these
observations, too, are far from unanimous. Milwaukee teachers voted
nearly five to one that TV was better for the fast than the slow learners.
Anaheim teachers and principals, asked which ability group benefits most
from televised instruction, responded as follows:

Teachers Principals
(Percent) (Percent)

Fast learners 17 0
Average learners .. 28 38
Slow learners 31 25
No difference 24 38

A group of 226 North Carolina teachers were asked whether ITV or class-
room instruction was better for the different ability groups, and responded
thus:

TV No Dif- Non-TV
Better ference Better

(Percent) (Percent) (Percent)
Superior students 93 2 5
Average students 79 8 13
Slow learners 73 9 18

It may well be, as some recent and unpublished research suggests, that
both the brightest and the slowest students may derive some differential
benefit from televised teachingthe former, because they learn rapidly
anyway, and television can theoretically offer them a great number and
variety of responses to learn; the latter, because television concentrates
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their attention as the classroom often does not. But it must be admitted
that we do not yet understand the relation of mental ability to differential
learning from television.

It is the general feeling of most persons who have taught or done re-
search in connection with instructional television that motivation is closely
related to the results they have obtained. Erickson and Chausow, for ex-
ample, thought lack of motivation probably explained the lower results
of students who were assigned to television sections, just as high motiva-
tion explained the very good results obtained in teaching home students
by television (32) , But the results have been equivocal in cases where the
motivation has been measured and controlled. For example, when Mullin
motivated some eleventh-graders (not others) by offering a monetary
reward for a high examination score, he found that the motivated students
learned more than the others from a televised program on education, and
concluded that the classroom was probably a better place than the TV
room for unmotivated students. This seems to make sense, in that the
classroom teacher may well be better able to take care of individual prob-
lems and thus raise motivation. But when Dreher and Beatty (28) n teas-
ured need-achievement in their TV and classroom students, they could find
no significant difference in the amount of learning by television or class-
room groups among the high or the low achievers.

No significant results have yet turned up in the literature to suggest
that any other common personality traits make for greater or less learning
from televised instruction as compared to classroom teaching.

2. DOES SIZE OF CLASS MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE IN LEARNING FROM
INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION?

Students generally prefer to be in small rather than in large classes,
but no differential effect of class size on learning from ITV has been re-
ported in cases where viewing conditions were eqUally satisfactory. Penn
State (16) varied the size of television classes between 19 and 120 students
without producing differential results in learning.

3. DOES TELEVISED TEACHING MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE IN RETENTION
OF SUBJECT MATTER OVER A LONG PERIOD?

One study of military training (48) found that television students
remembered more of the subject matter one month later. Another military
study (13) and five civilian studies (11, 17, 55, 72, 80) found no signifi-
cant differences.

4. IS THERE A NOVELTY EFFECT IN THE REPORTED RESULTS?

It may be taken for granted that there is. In some cases, it can be
isolated. For example, an early military study (1952) found that trainees
preferred to study from, and learned more from, lessons which they thought
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were kinescopes ( television recordings) than from filmseven though
the "films" were identical to, or poorer in quality than, the kinescopes.
Several years later (1955) , the finding could not be repeated (76) . It
was assumed, therefore, that the novelty effect of television teaching had
worn off.

A number of the studies in school system and colleges, however, have
records of three or more years of experimentation with instructional tele-
vision, during which time their students have in many cases taken a number
of courses by television. Yet there seems to be no downward curve of
achievement in these studies. Many observers feel that the growth in skill
at using television counterbalances the loss of novelty effect.

It must be remembered, also, that the novelty effect is not always favor-
able. Many college students have not welcomed the opportunity to study
by television when they have fiat been offered it. Many students have been
made self-conscious and resista1t, rather than achievement-minded, when
researchers have paid more attention to them.

Although we cannot rule out the novelty or the Hawthorne effect, still
there is little evidence to indicate that these might be giving us, over-all,
spuriously high scores from ITV classes.

5. ARE WE MEASURING THE "INTANGIBLES"?

The more "intangible" they are, the less likely it is that they are being
measured. Yet the question is important, and must be faced seriously.

The intangible qualities which people most often talk about in con-
nection with supposed lacks in televised teaching are those related to social
interaction. It is contended that instructional television substitutes for
direct personal contacts, for the give and take of discussion and recital,
a passive relationship of the student to a televised image. Students of
television now tend to believe that the viewer is much less passive than
formerly thought, but the rest of the statement is manifestly true: television
cuts down on interaction within the classroom. What effect does it have?
In the San Francisco study (28) there is evidence that students in television
classes knew fewer of their classmates than students in nontelevised classes.
In the lower grades, where pupils are together all day, and television ab-
sorbs only a minor part of the time, this result would not be expected.
There is no evidence to indicate that reduced interaction in the classroom
has any harmful effect on children's personalities, or on their social skills,
although this is conceivable. Milwaukee teachers rejected overwhelm-
ingly the suggestion that the TV classroom is "cold, or lacking in human
warmth" (62) .

The other set of "intangibles" most often mentioned are those related
to individual differences. It is contended that one of the functions of
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education is to help a child solve some of his own problems. These may be
solved either by personal counseling by the teacher or another official, or
by skills and insights derived from the classroom. The skills may be meas-
ured, but the outcomes are not. Therefore, an important set of outcomes
may not be represented in ordinary measurements of learning. These con-
tentions are manifestly true, and to the extent that television makes it
harder for the student to get individual counseling or to assemble his learn-
ing around his personal needs, then there may indeed be some intangible
loss. The question is whether, in a well-planned learning experience, of
which television is a part, there need be any less opportunity for a student
to solve his personal problems.

The research has so far been unable to locate any other intangible
losses resulting from instruction by television. There has been some at-
tempt to find out whether televised teachingbecause it presents an
"authority" rather than inviting democratic discussionmight develop
authoritarian personalities in students. Carpenter and Greenhill (18 )
found no evidence to confirm this. The same researchers, however, found
that a group of students taught by the discussion group method scored
higher on a test of problem-solving than did a comparable group taught
by television. In general, however, television students have held their own
in tests of critical thinking, problem-solving, and other non-rote aspects
of learning.

6. WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE RELATION OF FORMS OF TELEVISED
TEACHING TO LEARNING?

There is a great deal of research on the forms of effective teaching from
film,* and much of this is undoubtedly applicable. The amount of such
research concerning television is growing. However, the net result so far
is to reinforce the belief that good teaching is much the same on television
or films or the lecture platform.

A student who wants to learn can learn from a great variety of expe-
riences. Williams (97) assigned parallel groups to television, radio, and
classroom teaching, and still another group to read in the library and
attend no classes at all. All these groups learned, although the television
group learned a little more. Stuit and others (85) compared a variety of
ways of studying political science: TV lecture, TV discussion, small and
large group discussion, and lecture. There was little difference in learning.
Brandon (14) compared the same individuals communicating the same

* For example, see May, M. A., and Lumsdaine, A. A. Learning from Film.
New Haven: Yale University, 1958. Also, Hoban, C. A., and Van Ormer, Instruc-
tional Film Research, 1918-1950, Report SDC 269-7-19, Port Washington, N.Y.:
Special Devices Center, 1950.
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material in the form of a lecture, an interview, and a panel discussion, and
found no significant differences.

One trend in the literature is toward simplicity of treatment. Although
Klapper (52) found that students liked TV-teaching better with a number
of visuals than when it was straight lecture, Carpenter and Greenhill (18)
found that lecture and blackboard alone made for more learning than lec-
ture plus charts, plus models, plus training films, plus visiting speakers,
plus dramatizations, and so forth. A replication of this experiment in
another class, however, resulted in no significant difference, which is itself
a useful finding. The implication is that complexity of presentation, and
a great variety of visual cues, may distract a student from the main prin-
ciples of the presentation. This was tested by Kumata (74) who presented
two advertisements, one with visuals in color projected on a large screen,
the other with black and white visuals projected on a television-size screen.
He found that subjects remembered more details from the colored version,
but remembered principles better from the black and white version.

One of the rules held to by television professionals seems not to apply
to teaching by television. This is "eye-contact," meaning that the speaker
looks the viewer directly in the eye. Westley and Mobius (93) found this
made no difference in learning.

WHAT WE KNOW AND MOST NEED TO KNOW ABOUT LEARNING
FROM INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

On the basis of this information, what can we say about the p;ocess of
learning from instructional television?

We can say confidently that students learn from it, and that they learn
fast and efficiently. But of that we have been fairly certain for some time.
The further step we have now taken has put us in position to say something
about the conditions under which a student learns more from television,
and something about what he learns from television.

But before turning to those matters, let us consider for a moment the
central fact that apparently about as much learning takes place in a tele-
vision class as in a nontelevision class. In a sense, this is a remarkable
discovery. As Hoban says (43), there is every reason to expect that there
should be less learning in a television class. There is an absence of the
intellectual give and take believed to characterize some of the most effec-
tive teaching. There is little opportunity to adjust to individual differ-
ences, rates, and needs. The student can't so readily feed back his re-
sponses, or signal his lack of understanding, or clear things up with a
question. There is indeed good reason to expect that conditions would
make for a less favorable outcome and a less well-informed student.

However, we have seen that 86 percent of 393 experimental compari-
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sons in life situations have resulted in as much or more learning in a tele-
vision, as compared to a conventional, classroom. Why should this be?Is it something in the quality of the teaching, or something in the nature
of the process?

One of the significant things about the literature of instructional tele-vision is the repeated observation that teachers who are going on television
feel the need to put many additional hours into preparation. Some of these
teachers are given an entire term free of teaching, or put on special ap-
pointment for the summer term, in order to get ready for teaching a tele-vision class. Ordinarily, when one teaches a television class, he teaches
nothing else: one class. And when a teacher is putting one of his courses
on television, a great effort is made with lesson plans, student guide, work-book, visuals, and so forth.

Remember that these teachers are not teaching their television coursesfor the first time. In many cases, they have taught the subject for years,
in the classroom. They have taught it along with half a dozen other sub-
jects. They have never before insisted on a free term to prepare, or trial
films to see themselves teach, or a schedule reduced to one course; nor have
they made such efforts with outlines and materials. Indeed, they have
never had the opportunity to indulge in such relative luxuries.

Regardless of whether the class is televised on open circuit or closed
circuit, it puts the teacher's classroom on open circuit. The teaching is onthe screen for all the teacher's colleagues to watch. The sanctum of the
classroom is opened to critical eyes. And therefore, we are getting better
prepared and more skillful teaching on television, and this is doubtless
overcoming some of the disadvantages which result from lack of classroominteraction.

But let us look further at those disadvantages. What are the great weak-
nesses of television? It doesn't stop to answer questions. It doesn't readily
permit class discussion. It can't very efficiently conduct drill. It doesn't
adjust very well to individual differences. It tends to encourage a passive
form of learning rather than an active seeking.

It also has great strengths. It is very good at bringing demonstrations
to the classroom: it lets everyone look through a microscope at the same
time, gives all the medical students a good view of surgery, handles films
and other changes from straight classroom presentation with a minimum
of transitional difficulty. It lets a school or a college share its best teachers,
rather than rationing them. It provides a change of pace, often a lift, for
the classroom. It brings a sense of timeliness to classes where that helps.
It concentrates attention.

These advantages are not small. They help to explain why televisionhas not done so badly in the classroom as many observers expected it would.
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More important, they help us to understand why certain subject-matter
areas have been taught more effectively than others. We could predict, for
example, that courses which gain from great demonstrations ( as science
does) would gain from television. One would expect science to gain more
from television treatment than, for example, philosophy, which depends
largely on clear verbalization. One could predict that subjects like reading,
writing, and spelling would nst gain much from being televised, because
mastery of those skills depends so largely on individual practice. We could
predict that social studies, which gain from timely demonstration, would
gain more from television than a course in history. This is approximately
the pattern we find in the table on page 54.

Clearly there is an interaction between characteristics of subject mat-
ter and characteristics of the student and the school at a given grade level.

In grade school, television is still fresh and interesting to children. As
a teaching device, it is accepted as simply another instrument from which
they can learnlike the textbook, the film projector, the language labora-
tory, and the blackboard. They have never gotten used to any kind of
instruction that does not include television. They take to it naturally, and
seldom think about alternative ways they might be learning.

Things are different when television comes to high school or college
students. In general, they are less favorable to education anyway. Edu-
cation has lost its edge. Many of them are unwilling learners. Further-
more, they have become accustomed to a different kind of teaching. They
are used to asking a question when they feel the need to ask one. They
have learned to enjoy, many of them, the classroom interaction. In college,
many of the students are extremely serious about career goals, and personal
contact with a professor is something they feel they are paying for. They
tend to regard a television screen as a place to look for entertainment, not
a place to study with a professor.

In addition to this, students at the higher levels typically are aware of
unfavorable faculty attitudes toward television. The college teacher, in
particular, is threatened by the idea of having his classroom opened up
to critical eyes. He sometimes regards colleagues who are successful on
television as showmen, rather than scholars. These attitudes are communi-
cated to students, and it is not surprising that motivation at the higher
levels has sometimes been less than in the early grades or in the case of
home students.

There is a difference that is still more important between the meaning
of television to the lower grades and to the higher ones and college.

In grade school, television is typically thought of as only a part of the
learning experience, and efforts are taken to integrate it, just as the text-
book, the film, the blackboard, the class drill, are integrated. The teacher
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is with the child five hours a day, and only half an hour or so of that is
given over to television teaching. Therefore, the lesson is carefully built
around the television experience. Care is taken to motivate the children
to want to learn from television, and to ask the teacher the questions they
cannot ask television directly. The program is thus prepared for, and
followed up, and is accompanied by other learning experiences ( such as
drill and discussion) which television cannot so readily accomplish.

In other words, it is usually the classroom teacher, rather than the
television teacher, who is in command of the situation. The TV teacher
is a valued ally and helper. But a teaching team is in operation, the dif-
ferent roles are meshed, and the student still has a teacher of his own to
give him personal attention and help him progress in his own best way.

Colleges are much less likely to integrate a television course into a
broader course. Whereas in grade school television is usually thought of
as a resource, and the classroom teacher is still in command, in college
television takes over, and the television teacher is in command. In both
high school and college, the administrations are more likely to put a good
teacher on the screen and let him give a lecture course.

It is interesting to us that no college has yet used this concept in what
seems to be one of its most exciting applications. Recall the pattern of an
English university like Oxford or Cambridge. These universities typically
offer a limited series of lectures each year, voluntary to students, and sup-
posedly given by the greatest authorities who care to expose their ideas
in this way. Some of the students go to a number of lecture series; some
go to almost none. The chief activity of the student is to prepare for a
continuing series of intensive tutorial sessions with teachers, to work in
laboratories, and to read for a challenging set of examinations. This pat-
tern is one to which television seems almost ideally suited. Why not put
the best lectures on television, on a voluntary basis? This would require
fewer lectures, and better ones. It would leave more time for individual
study and guidance. It would put the emphasis where it seems it ought
to be: on active learning by the student.

So far as we know, television has never been employed in that way by
an American university, and in many ways it seems an opportunity lost.
If the colleges are not going to integrate their television teaching into such
a learning plan as the grade schools use, then this voluntary lecture plan
seems one of the most promising ways to use it.

One of the keys to understanding the pattern which we have been
describing in this paper is the extent to which instructional television is
perceived as different and as a threat. It was much more often so perceived
when it was very new, and it is more often so perceived now in college than
in the grades. The schools which have used it for a few years now tend
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to take it in stride. They realize that it can do certain things very welland other things not well at all. The attitude studies referred to in thepreceding pages are full of teachers' criticisms of the way they themselveswere using television. The chief mistake they admit to is the same one,from school to school: not enough "follow-up time." Not enough time toanswer the questions, tc add the necessary drill and relate the televisionmaterial to other material, and otherwise integrate it into the package.When there is a "team" in charge of the teaching, when the classroomteacher is centrally concerned with the total learning experience, then thiskind of problem usually gets solved. Television comes to seem no moredifferent than other aids to good learning. Television is not in commandas it typically is in college-televised teaching; It can be much used or littleused, as works best. It can be leaned on heavily for science, and hardly atall for spelling or arithmetic. It is not threatening; it is a friend and aider.The concept of a teaching team and an arsenal of resources is aboutto be strengthened by the availability of self-teaching programs and de-vices. These will aid the teacher in drill and practice, as television aidshim by contributing expert lecturing and skillful demonstrations. Theywill complement television where it is weakest, and leave the teacher freerto take care of individual learning problems, and to help the student com-bine the various resources open to him.
Neither these self-teaching devices nor television will put the classroomteacher out of business. Indeed, our observation is that the classroomteacher, who wondered if she might be obsolescent when the televisionteacher appeared, is now really more important than ever. We are en-couraged in this belief by reading this statement in the report of the Phila-delphia Public Schools:
"The classroom teacher has emerged as a key entity of the 'teacher team.' Ex-cellent TV lessons are enhanced by skillful handling of pupil questions, lessonextension and application. Pupil learnings and attitudes are determined bythe skill, enthusiasm and attitudes of the classroom teacher. TV will not sup-plant teachers: rather it creates the need for more good teachers." (74)

To the researcher, as well as the educator, this has an implication: thathe would do well to shift his sights from the uniqueness of television to thetotality of the learning behavior and process. We have no intention ofgiving advice to educational administrators, but perhaps may be permittedto say a few words to researchers.
It is still of great importance to clear up, if we can, the interaction oftelevision learning with different levels of ability. It is also clearly ofimportance to find out more about the "intangibles" which may be differ-entially learned or not learned from television and which are not measuredby the usual end-of-term test. And there are a number of questions ofwhat goes on the screen or on the sound track which need to be cleared up.
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But the most important research on instructional television, now, it
seems to us, is research on the total process of which television is a part.
When Carpenter talks about television research as system research (19 ),
he is, in effect, asking how television fits into the learning experience. How
can it be used best, and for what? How can it best be combined with other
experiences, to make learning a given subject most efficient? In other
words, we are really asking how children most efficiently learn to read, or to
spell, or to compute, or to understand the Second Law of Thermodynamics,
or to speak French, or to discriminate good literature from bad, or to in-
ternalize the goals and values of their nation and their culture. We are not
suggesting that nothing is known about those things, merely that much
more needs to be known. One of the great things about instructional tele-
vision, as about self-teaching devices, is that they necessarily focus our
attention on the larger process if we are to understand the part they play
in it.
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TESTIMONY BY WILLIAM BRISH

Before the Television Advisory Panel,
U.S. Off ice of Education
Mr. Brish is Superintendent of Schools in Hagerstown, Maryland, where a

very large trial of instructional television has been made.

VVE HAVE HAD a very interesting experience in our school

system working with television. To us it has been more than just an oppor-

tunity to work with the media, because it has been a focal point that has

let us concentrate on many of the things we wanted to do anyway, such as

working on curriculum, teaching procedures and other problems of edu-

cation. I have had no personal experience with broadcast ETV, except

occasionally to see programs and make supplemental use of some of the

things that the ETV stations and NETRC are doing. We have, however,

been attempting to secure an ETV station for our community, and we view

this as the capstone of our effort. We want to have both closed and open

circuit and to be able to work in the community with the type of things

which we are denied by closed circuit.
It's a little difficult to ask the questionwhat educational jobs can tele-

vision doand expect to get a simple, direct answer. However, I am sure

that as we continue to work with television, it will become easier to work

with the medium. We are finding, of course, that TV is greatly misun-

derstood. It is misunderstood both by educators and by the public. TV

really is a resource; it is not something that you can explain as a specific

job done by a piece of equipment. Now I am sure you are aware that tele-

vision is one of the most promising of the mass media. I think it offers us

in education more than the aspects of most mass media because viewers

react to it as individuals. They don't react to it as members of a large group

or a mob. Many people emphasize that with television you can put 500

pupils in a room, and one person can teach them all. That is just the mass

idea, whereas the characteristic of television which intrigues us is that even

though it involves a group situation, the reactions of the viewers are really

individual reactions, and you can take advantage of this fact. It could be

a great mistake to say that here is a medium which we must think of only

in terms of everybody doing the same thing in the same way. Television

might be one of the very things that can help us work with individual differ-
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ences more than we ever have before. I can't substantiate this, and yet it
is one of the important ideas that our group is thinking about in working
with television. I would like to mention a few ideas such as this rather than
discuss other uses of television in education that are obvious. It's easy to
see how community leaders can be brought to the television studio and
made available to all pupils in the system, or how community happenings
can be made a part of the social studies program, or how commercial pro-
grams can be made available for school use. We expect to use the Inaugu-
ration next week as part of the instructional program because of our closed-
circuit system.

One of the first things that were apparent to us in thinking about tele-
vision was that we were making a mistake if we didn't think of it as an
additional kind of learning experience rather than one which takes the
place of some of the things that are already being done. It is an additional
kind of learning experience, and I think that we can make a strong case
for its use on such a basis. This does not mean that schools stop doing the
important things they have been doing. Neither does it mean that a teacher
in a face-to-face relationship group with pupils is not important. Face-to-
face relationships are important, and ought to occupy, I would say, most
of the school day. But I don't believe it is the only way that pupils learn.
Schools are really not living up to their responsibility in our day and age
if they do not help pupils to establish skills in self-learning. And in the
ways we have organized our schools we do not give pupils much oppor-
tunity for this kind of self-direction.

We in Hagerstown have tried to use TV to provide in some cases even
smaller groups than we have had before during the school day. We have
felt that there ought to be a small part of the school clay when you have a
well-planned experience in which a pupil is to a certain extent put on his
own responsibility. We know that learning is something that goes on all
during our lives. When pupils leave school, they will not have a teacher
organizing things for them, or asking questions and telling them to do this
and that. And so, we are saying that the television experience is going to
be different and is going to give the pupil the opportunity to develop skills
that are important. I think that this is one of the most important potentials
of TV. I believe that it eliminates the criticism that we run into all the time
when somebody says, "Yes, but pupils need to be with people who under-
stand them." True, they need to have that kind of a situation, and they
do have it. But I don't believe that pupils need that same situation every
minute of the school day. And I think that when we use television as I have
described we provide many kinds of possibilities that didn't exist before.

Another thing that we have felt to be important is the idea that when
a part of a lesson is carried by television and goes to every pupil taking a
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particular course, we have a unity that we never had before. This unity
is an advantage to teachers and pupils. In the first place, it has been the
result of much planning; but it also means that all pupils, no matter who
the teacher is, have had a short, common experience. For a part of this
course there is thus a thread that runs through and connects it. I don't think
that this takes the place of the teacher and the need for the personal contact,
but I think that this thread adds something valuable that we have never had

before.
One of the questions in the next five years that we are planning to in-

vestigate is whether or not the small amount of uniformity in fourth grade
arithmetic, for example, the thing which was not there before, is what
makes the difference in reaching a higher pupil achievement. By the way,
everybody knows that you can't teach arithmetic by television. I hear this
statement often. You can teach music and science, but anybody knows
that you can't teach arithmetic. And it does seem that it is so, because you
need practice and personal direction. Well, of course, we have been teach-
ing arithmetic by TV, and what people may not realize is that television
provides in a visual way carefully planned-out explanations of the basic
ideas on which the number system rests. And when you have that in addi-
tion to the other things, you have something that is very worthwhile. In
our system, we now have in some schools pupils who have had part of their
arithmetic experiences in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades by television.
Last June in testing with the Iowa Achievement Test, we found that 42
percent of all the pupils in the sixth grade in the schools which have had
TV for three years scored over an eighth-grade achievement level. We
have never had anything like this before. To us, that represents a substan-
tial growth, because our general pattern at the end of the sixth grade is to
have about 18 percent scoring above an eighth grade level in arithmetic.
So we are thinking here in terms of television as a resource and what we
should do because we are getting these results.

You might be thinking that pupils differ in their ability, and hence
it isn't right to have them participate in the same lesson. We are trying to
develop lessons that challenge the bright pupils and enrich their learning
experiences; and help other pupils to understand a bit better because of
the visuals and the careful organization. For example, here is a fifth-grade
pupil who has never learned the addition of numbers or the multiplication
tables, and you say, "Well, he certainly ought to learn these before he does
anything else in arithmetic." Until he has learned them, if he can't even
add and subtract, why take up fractions? We feel that we can present frac-
tions in such a way that even if the pupil can't add there are some ideas
about fractions that he can get that will make the number system a little
plainer. He will need to know some things about fractions whether he can
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add or whether he can't add. So it isn't quite as bad as it sounds, and the
thread that we run through a situation like this is one of the points thatwe really want to continue exploring.

This leads up to another pointthat in any particular situation all thepupils who are viewing the television presentation are having, in a sense,
a common experience. I believe that in our thinking about individual dif-ferences we have lost sight of the fact that there are some benefits that comefrom having a common experiencenot only the sense of belonging, but
also the ability to make sure that people have the opportunity to see a thingin the same perspective. We, therefore, are now saying that here is an op-portunity to use this common experience as a basis for working with indi-
viduals more than we have ever done before. It is just like reading: read-ing isn't having a youngster memorize some sounds and associate them
with symbols. You have to have some experience to interpret, and our goodteachers of reading in the elementary school are those who are developing
experiences and talking about those experiences so that the children under-
stand what it is that they are talking about. Then they write it down andit becomes a basis for reading. I think that this common TV experiencegives us the same opportunity. I have often used the illustration of a young-
ster coming to school in the morning, finding a little turtle, bringing it toschool and everybody getting excited about it. The teacher puts the turtle
up on the front desk and gets the youngsters to talk about it, write some-thing about it, then read what they write. The television common expe-rience can be something along that line, and it can be very well plannedin advance.

I think that many of the advantages of TV are self-explanatory. Wehave tried to enrich and broaden our program, and we have added courses.We have devoted a great deal of attention to courses for gifted students.In some cases, some of these courses would be appropriate, maybe, foronly three or four pupils in a small school. In the past, we would have said,"We just can't offer the course in this school; the faculty is not large enough
to make possible such small classes." But now we put such courses for
gifted pupils on television, and even if there is only one interested personin a school, that person can take the course. Since we are talking about
gifted pupils, I might also mention that we feel one of the most important
things we can do for them is to put them on their own and make them
accept responsibility.

Television has been very effective in in-service education and as anin-service training device. We believe in academic freedom and regardthe classroom as the castle of the teacher. What the teacher does in his
classroom is the result of his planning. As a result, in education we havetended to build up insulation and isolation; and in a way this is good and
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in a way it is bad. Businessmen wouldn't work in this way. Now this situ-
ation is not entirely comparable; because the teacher is working in a very
subjective area with human beings and not with inanimate materials. Here
is a problem that could be very intolerable for teachers and yet pupils
need the continuity of a well-planned program. They have a right to expect,
for example, if they take a course in American history that the teacher will
not spend five or six months on the Civil War and then take whatever time
is left for the important happenings since the end of that conflict. I think
pupils have a right to see the sweep of American history, and with television
it is possible to pace the course to accomplish this. We didn't realize before
just how few times a teacher has had the opportunity to see other teachers
teach. We have had a program whereby we send teachers to watch other
teachers teach, and yet when we raised some of these questions we found
that many of our teachers have seen another teacher only three or four
times in 30 to 35 years. They know what the teachers were like when they
were in college, but they really haven't seen teaching since then. I believe
that it is good for them to see teaching and that even the best can profit from
such an experience because it provides a basis for discussion especially
about new ideas. I heard a teacher say, "Well, I don't like the way that's
being done, but seeing it gives me a better idea of how I would do it."
Another teacher said, "I have heard this idea talked about and I have
always said I've never understood it. But if that's what you mean by it,
I see what to do." One of the most important results, however, is the moti-
vation it provides for curriculum work. When teachers got together in the
past to talk about the science programs in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grades, they relied mainly on the experiences that happened in their own
classrooms. Now they have the common experience of the telecast as a
basis for working on the curriculum.

We have been very conscious of financial problems. We have closed
circuit in a county system with 462 square miles and 51 schools. Most of
our schools are in the Hagerstown area and with less than 50 miles of cable
we can reach more than three-fourths of our pupils. It will take another
125 miles of cable to reach the last quarter of our pupils. Thus, when we
get out into the rural areas we are going to more than double the cost just
to reach a very few pupils. Our cable cost for the present 80 miles, which
reaches 17,000 pupils, is $115,000 a year, and it will cost us with the
extensions about another $40,000. We are making some consolidation so
that we will end up with a cost of about $150,000 a year for the cable.

Now when I said that our major concern was not saving teachers I
didn't mean that we would not take advantage of the fact that we are doing
things in a different way. We do not employ teachers just to employ a cer-
tain number. We employ what we need and redeploy the savings resulting
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from using a few less teachers to pay the cost of the cable and for produc-tion work in television. We set up our television instruction on the basisof bringing pupils together in large groups for a part of their lesson ex-perience and in small groupssmaller than we have had beforein face-
to-face situations for the other part of their work. The combination of largeand small groups uses fewer teachers than would be used if classes wereorganized in the normal way. I think we need to justify the fact that pupilscan profit from this experience and that they are not short-changed. In
television experiences in which the pupils are reacting to the instruction
as individuals, I think they are getting opportunities that they didn't getbefore. We have had opportunities for planning that we have never hadbefore. I was talking to a group of seniors in one of the Hagerstown highschools last week where they get three hours of television a week. The onlylessons that they receive by television are in senior English. They have
a combination of three hours of television in large groups and two hoursin small groups in a face-to-face situation. They said, "This is the bestEnglish course we have ever had."

By spending money we would have been spending otherwise we areable to provide services which we would not have been able to provide ifwe had not used television. Actually, we are effecting some savings; weale using about 30 fewer teachers than we otherwise would have used. Insome of our high schools we are saving just one teacher, but, you see, itadds up when you put all the high schools together. We have saved 30out of roughly four hundred teachers. We are also reducing the numberof classes that some of our teachers meet. This is a saving, too, enablingthem to devote more time than before to the individual differences andproblems of students.
We use our junior college students for the operation of the equipmentand production. We set up a course in the junior college with a trainedengineer who works with boys who are interested in the technical aspectsof television. As a part of their course in electronics they are studyingrepair and maintenance of the equipment. We have two staff memberswbo have college degrees in television production. They train the juniorcollege students who are interested in courses in production for handling

the operation of the studios. This means that our costs are partly coveredby laboratory work. Students are paid for the rest of the time they work.Our total cost of operation, including power and salaries and so forth, runssomewhere around $30,000 per year.
Of the greatest importance, however, is the fact that television has beenthe motivating force for doing curriculum work. During part of the daystudents are in a situation which is not dominated by a teacher-answersituation in which the teacher asks the question and the pupils respond.
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In the television experience we can teach some things about paying atten-
tion, about listening, about concentrating, about taking notes, about with-
holding judgment. We feel that television is resulting in more independent
study. We are keeping notes to find out whether pupils are going to the
library on their own more now and looking up things and reading more
books.

Our assumption has been that students ought to have some experiences
in which they are in large groups part of the day, in small groups part of
the day, and engaged in individual study part of the day. Television helps
us with the large groups in a very effective way. What we have tried to do
with television is to concentrate on the aspects of the presentation that can
be handled very effectively in television. We decide what these common
learnings are so that a teacher who will teach small groups through the day
will not have to do them over for each lesson period. We do them once on
TV and then let the teacher have other time for the kind of activities that
are profitable in the face-to-face situation.

There is also an opportunity in television to coordinate various kinds
of audio-visual aids and to put them under fingertip control so that the
small segment of a movie that is needed fits into the lesson exactly. The
television screen gives the teacher an effective means of directing and con-
trolling the attention of the pupil. It provides a special, central point of
concentration for group instruction. The pupil can see on television just
what it is the teacher is talking about, and nothing else. This cannot be
done in any other kind of a situation. You can't look at me as I stand here
without seeing the ash tray and cigarettes and all this material; but if you
put your eyes on the television set you are seeing just the thing that I want
you to see. The television camera can greatly magnify a small part of the
area to be shown. During the dissection of the eye of a calf during a biology
class, the enlargement was so great that students could actually see the
little lens in the eye pop outthe teacher said that the students gasped at
seeing this. In a conventional class only two or three would have seen it,
but even then it would not have been as dramatic as this.

I don't know the real importance of the eye-to-eye contact that you get
with television. It is a fact that when the teacher looks at the camera, she
is looking straight into the eye of each pupil. I think there is a bit of psy-
chology here that we know very little about.

I think that the TV opportunity to present the right kind of visuals
sometimes leads people to go to extremes. I don't think that you should
have visuals in a television lesson just to have visuals.

I do believe that there is a place in education for television. I sincerely
believe it, but that doesn't mean that TV takes over and monopolizes the
school program. It is just as important to have television as a part of a

1 ;
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school program as it is to have textbooks. Now, textbooks are of extreme
importance and can become even more so as we move on in education. I
think there are all sorts of resources that we ought to put in proper
perspective. One of our big problems is how we are going to coordinate
television with other important resources so that it makes a contribution
and isn't just something that provides the opportunity for putting on a
show. We are using team teaching, and that is a very difficult thing to
work out. Pupils have to develop skills in using television as a resource
and using it intelligently. Finally, I think we must make television more
than just a passive experience in which people sit quietly looking.



TESTIMONY BY FRED HECHINGER

Before the Television Advisory Panel
Mr. Hechinger is Education Editor of "The New York Times."

THE PLACE OF TV in education should be the same as that
of books. Bad books are of no help in education. There is a thin line
between learning and entertainment in TV because of the place which TV
has in the home. Its appeal is very much to the relaxed. Television in the
home very rarely becomes purely educational unless it makes some specific
demands on the viewer. The amount of education and learning it provides
is strictly in the mind of the viewer. This is true of all media. You have
to make some direct demand on the viewer. That demand can be implied
or it could be a compulsion of assignments, such as where commercial TV
is used by the local university for credit courses.

TV, to be really of value, has to be thoroughly integrated into the edu-
cational program. Because of the feelings about the new medium it is
customary to talk about ETV as enrichment only, a supplement only. In
the strictest sense, we could say that books are only a supplement to edu-
cation; but we don't believe that. Books are as much a part of education
as the teacher. That is why there must be thorough integration of the
medium into the educational process.

There are some things that can't be shown in education except through
TV. It can place you on the scene when an event is happening.

Not many of us realize at the present time that not one State in the
Union requires of its language teachers that they be able to speak the
language that they teach, although there are some cities which have this
requirement. There is no teacher who could get away with this on TV.

In the field of medical television, many students now get a better view
of an operation by watching it on TV.

Bad teaching is magnified many times over on TV. By the same token,
good teaching is not only magnified by TV, but becomes contagious. In
spite of the difficulties and problems faced in the Washington County,
Maryland, TV system, there is a beneficial effect of TV, not only on the
carefully trained TV teachers, but through the effect of these teachers on
the other teachers. This doesn't merely mean that the TV teachers are the
superior teachers, but it means that we have broken the confinement that

es
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has forced teachers to become locked up in their classrooms (after theyfinish their practice teaching) with no criticism of their work. This criti-cism is something TV is offering us now by opening an avenue of com-parison.
Another problem is the timing of TV on commercial stations. Educa-tional programming has not been on at times when the general, or eveninterested public, has the opportunity to take part in it. The timing ofreally educational programs has to be solved if they are to be more thana bone thrown in the direction of public service.There is another problem: the amount of material which TV involves.Even if we had enough money, we do not have enough talent to keep TVstocked with superior performance, educational or otherwise. TV shouldbe cut up into smaller segments so that an expensive production would notbe a one-time show. This would be one way out of the cost dilemma ofETV. In terms of in-school TV, one of the greatest hopes of the future isthe prospect of relatively inexpensive video-tape equipment so that schoolscould shoot and bank some of their own better TV performances. Thiscould lead to an exchange of talent. There is greater potential in that sortof thing than in the Airborne experiment.

In looking at TV and ETV particularly, we want to study very carefullythe lesson of the BBC. The British have used school radio for a long timebefore we "discovered" it, and used it with great effectiveness. They mightbe watched in what they are doing in TV for exactly the same reason.In whatever we do, in TV, we have to expect opposition from some ofthe more conservative people in the schools. The only way we can over-come this is by demonstrating what has been done. There are two motivat-ing forces in teaching: insecurity and ham. Our job is to play down theinsecurity and play up the ham.
In the main, we have failed miserably in integrating into educationall of the other media, other than the book. They are extras. The teacherusually couldn't get what teaching aids she wants when she wants them.It sometimes takes over a year to get science films into the classroom andby that time the teacher no longer needs them. Some classrooms are notequipped for blackout. A good many teachers are not very mechanicallyminded. TV has to be part of the classroom. You would have movies, forinstance, only on days when you have nothing else to do. You have eithera poor kind of integration or none at all.

What was wrong with some of the books I examined, essentially, wasthat they assumed that history could be taught by stringing along a seriesof inoffensive facts, that history could be taught without opinions and with-out interpretation. This just cannot be done. The other group of textbooks(early readers) were prefabricated committee jobs rather than written
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books. TV has an answer to this. On the social studies side, TV is an
obvious answer: for instance, the Omnibus show "They Shall Have Power."

This has tremendous potential in teaching. It is great teaching. In the
other area, that of the early reader, TV applies indirectly. If TV can teach

foreign languages, it can be used to teach English and reading, too. At that

point, good books become even more important. Comic books provide
action, whereas school readers often go on for 30 pages or more and

nothing happens.
If television has the same weaknesses that textbooks have, it will result

in the same weaknesses in learning. In a school system, there is no medium

which can effect these changes more potently and directly than TV. There

is nothing that is as communicable a disease as TV.
Is there any precedent in the land-grant college act and the problem

of financing ETV? Obviously, the land-grant matter is a precedent on all

matters of federal aid to education. There might be another parallel to
look into, since the land-grant Act dealt with the disposition of government-

owned land.
How do I feel about the issue of control that is implicit in federal

money for ETV operations? It is always wrong to say from the outset that
federal money brings or does not bring controls. Whenever you accept
money, there is always the danger of some control. In the NDEA (for good

or bad reasons), there is some measure of control through the pinpointing
of science, math, and foreign languages. None of this is necessarily bad,

but it is a measure of control. There is no danger in federal grants per se.
But there is danger in any legislation if the grants are given in a way that

attaches strings to them.
Is there evidence in any way that the American people are against fed-

eral aid? A great many might say that they were against federal aid, but

they would say so because a label has been used to create an impression of

something that isn't really so. Even the most ardent supporters of federal

aid imply the danger of controls.
How do I feel about sources of money to train people for ETV? Should

we continue to depend on the foundations or should we be more active with

the taxpayers' money? The financing cannot be done in any other way
than by the use of public funds on all levels.
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Before the Television Advisory Panel
Dr. Revell* is Director of the Scripps institute of Oceanography, and Dean of

Research, University of California.

MY JUSTIFICATION for taking a somewhat pessimistic view

of commercial television is basically a Christian one. Man is not only partly

divine; he is also partly an animal. The Christian doctrine that he is born

to sin and suffer has a great deal of validity. People have potentiality for

both good and evil. If we put this in biological terms I think that it is quite

proper to say that the animal most analogous to a man is a rat. Both men

and rats are infinitely adaptable. Commercial television in general, it seems

to me, brings out the very worst in people. There is some fundamental sin-

fulness about the medium.
We need diversity, but commercial television is tending to bring a

very low level of conformity. Newspapers offer something for everybody
various columnists, editorials, news. But in television there is lack of diver-

sity and lack of controversy.
The second sin of commercial television is superficiality. I've been

on many television programs, and the thing I am always struck by is the

lack of time. You never have time to get below the surface. A half-hour

program always turns out to be twenty-four minutes, and it attempts to

cover such a tremendous field that you can't say anything about anything.

This results in appalling superficiality.
There is also lack of competition, particularly lack of competition for

quality. This is coupled with high unit cost of the productions. One com-

mercial TV program costs as much as one book.
Changing the subject now to educational television, I agree with Mr.

McGill that there has been a tremendous decrease in the hostility of edu-

cators to this during the past few years. This is because they are beginning

to realize what educational television can and cannot do. It is not a sub-

stitute for the free give and take between teacher and student, but it is a

supplement to textbooks and formal lectures. I'm not sure that one should

look for great actors among professors as lecturers on educational tele-

vision. It's quite true that great professors usually are great hams, and

they could use a much wider audience than they usually enjoy. But if you

look at "Continental Classroom" and consider the character of Harvey
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White you will see that he is not a great dramatic personality. What he is
good at is the clear presentation of facts. Nobody is ever going to get
inspired by a lecture of Harvey White's, but they are going to learn some
physics. The same is true of Baxter in chemistry. Nobody would ever think
of going to Florida because Baxter is teaching there, but many people do
nevertheless learn some chemistry from his television lectures. Television
is a good medium for the presentation of fact" and this means that what
it can do will very much change the character of American educationI
think very much for the better, because it will reduce the need for formal
lectures. The requirement that professors should have a teaching load of
at least nine hours could conceivably disappear. The formal lectures could
very well be carried by television, and what you could substitute would be
the British system of smoking at one student in a tutorial conversation
or at small groups of students in a preceptorial discussion. I doubt that
educational television will actually lead to much economy, but it is possible
that it could lead to a very great improvement in American higher edu-
cation, by freeing many professors from formal lecture and thereby in-
creasing the personal, conversational, and really intellectual and spiritual
contact between the teacher and the student. Educational television should
also make it possible to increase the student-to-faculty ratio. This is essen-
tial in our desperate educational situation.

ETV can be used very successfully in many of the sciences for labora-
tory demonstrations which, ordinarily, large classes can barely see.

For the above reasons I would express myself as wholeheartedly in
favor of educational television as a revolutionary teaching aid. I would
feel that much larger amounts of money could well be spent for it at all
levels, from the local school system to the federal government. I am not
particularly concerned about who does it. We have sufficient safeguards
against the federal government's controlling education. It really doesn't
matter where the money comes from.

In regard to the need for channels, I would say that for research pur-
poses as well as for communications our need for channels is essentially
limitless. It would be foolish for a panel such as this to try to say how many
channels will be needed ten years from now, because no matter how many
you have you haven't got enough. What's really needed is technical change
in the use of the electromagnetic spectrum, and I think that this will happen
within the next few years.

I feel that the idea of taxing commercial interests for their use of TV
channels is a good one. Not only is there precedent for this in our national
forests and grazing lands but also in the gas tax for building of our public
roads. (In reply to a question, Dr. Revel le indicated that he regards the
present public service requirement in commercial TV as a weak substitute
for a tax.)



III. EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION'S COMMUNITY JOB

What is the distinctive responsibility of noncommer-
cial as opposed to commercial television in represent-
ing the public affairs interests and needs of the com-
munity? What are its distinctive responsibilities in

art and culture? What can we reasonably expect of
educational television in these areas? Such questions

as the are taken up in the following pages.
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THE FUTURE. OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMS

By Harold D. Lasswell
Dr. Lasswell is Professor of Law at Yale, and a long-time student of mass
media and public affairs

HOW IS IT POSSIBLE to harmonize the public affairs pro-
grams on TV with the goals of American society as a whole and with
policies toward general media of communication?

Note first of all that we speak of American society rather than govern-
ment since our ideology emphasizes the primacy of the people, the whole
of the commonwealth, over government, law, and politics. The latter are
specialized social institutions which are viewed with reserve, even with
suspicion, as a result of national unease in all that touches upon power.
Powerso the tradition saysis "corrupt" or rather, it is corrupting.
Therefore, even though it is impossible to live in a divided world without
perpetual preparation against the eventuality of war, it is of the first im-
portance to circumscribe public power, the power of government, by pre-
cautionary measures. Hence the division of authority between federal
government and individual states, the separation of authority among the
legislativ a, executive, and judicial branches of government, and the limi-
tations sought to be imposed upon officials of any kind on behalf of private
rights, among which rights in communication are among the most obvious.
In addition to these arrangements, of course, is the basic commitment to
popular government, and to an electorate that is organized to express
the majority opinion by ballot. Whatever variations there may be among
Americans in regard to their institutions, they are well aware of the nega-
tive aura that surrounds the fact of power.

In no domain of policy are the ideological subtleties and complexities
of American life more visible than in regard to television. These nuances
are obvious on several grounds. Television is new; yet it is already subject
to a complicated set of controls which are believed to be justified in the
light of past experience and precedent in dealing with previous instru-
ments of communication, notably the news press and the motion picture.

Television is not only news; it is, in a sense, the final advance in net-
work communication. It is final in that it combines the versimilitude of
film with the simultaneity of radio. It is network communication because
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it interposes between the audience member and an event an organized
network that selects what is available for an act of communication to be
completed. The network limitation would disappear if each individual
possessed a "super-eyeglass" that he could focus at will upon Washington,
D.C., or the Kremlin, and participate without intermediaries in whatever
proved of interest. At the moment the technical prospect of perfecting
the "super-eye" is not believed to be good. Hence our present discussion
of communication policy proceeds upon the assumption that a network
of intermediate agencies will continue to select what the citizen may see
at any moment and as a necessary correlation of selection to exclude him
from other alternatives.

Properly managed TV public affairs programs can provide members
of the body politic, wherever they live, with direct participation in cur-
rent happenings of crucial significance; and, in addition, employ the
sensory richness of the medium to make the contextpast and future
come alive. If we exclude "spot news" coverage from the realm of public
affairs broadcasting the peculiar contribution that TV can make to civic
enlightenment is cast into high relief. Public affairs programmingto
use the expressive clicheaims at giving "the facts behind the facts," that
is, a view in depth historically and prospectively of the present moment
in man's destiny.

It is not necessary to labor the point that human beings differ enor-
mously from one another in capacity for receiving a message communi-
cated in print or by means of the unaided voice. Enlightenment means
context: it includes the clarification of goal at every levellocal, regional,
national, international, universal; it includes the presentation of yester-
day's relevant eventtrends to date; it embraces the analytic examination
of factors that condition the pastcomparable case histories in national
development, for instance; it covers the projection of future potentialities,
and the presentation and evaluation of alternative policies. TV is inclusive
and vivid by its technical character; it lends itself to the contextual ap-
proach to the understanding of our place in the passing stream of local and
cosmic events.

Up to the present no one can responsibly claim that TV has been em-
ployed to a degree that approximates its potential. One way to emphasize
the situation while at the same time providing an indication of ideological
factors is to imagine a simple design for the handling of TV.

An imaginary design

Imagine a multichanneled TV network that gives everyone an oppor-
tunity to stabilize his viewing habits according to an ample and established
minimum schedule of programs presenting news, public affairs, and edu-
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cation. In such a pion. license to profit fttim TV stations depends upon
keeping certain prime viewing hours, at least, available for such programs.
Today, of course, commercial TV sells the most desirable time, which
relegates public affairs programs, for instance, to less advantageous hours.
Such programs may also be "bumped" when their time is sold, which is
a huge roadblock in the path of audience building. If access to channel
time is guaranteed, it becomes possible to conduct audience-building
campaigns.

The procedure originally developed by advertising agencies in rela-
tion to radio is adaptable to the purpose of raising the money required to
do a good job. Imagine that 15 percent of the gross income for advertising
on commercial TV is made available to a national fund administered by
an American Public Affairs Foundation, and that the Council is author-
ized to prepare programs directly or by contracting with services which
compete with one another for excellence in this field.

Since a multichannel system requires the use of frequencies through-
out the entire range, listening equipment must be capable of receiving all
frequencies. Hence equipment manufacturers are appropriately required
co include all capabilities in all sets.

Because of the close connection between public affairs programming
and educational broadcasting, the public affairs plan is closely linked with
national policy toward specialized educational stations. Comprehensive
coverage for educational purposes requires reserve frequencies for educa-
tional TV in every community where TV stations of any kind may exist.
Capital grants are made available to educational TV channels when the
locality is willing to assume certain minimum obligations.

Public affairs programs are not properly limited to audiences resident
in the United States since Americans travel and live abroad, and the peo-
ples of other countries deserve access to our agencies of enlightenment
even as ideally we might have access to theirs.

Our tripartite system

The present pattern of national TV is far from exhibiting the simple
design outlined in the preceding paragraphs. In harmony with our ideo-
logical concern for pluralistic rather than monopolistic control, the system
exhibits three control schemes: private profit; private civic (nonprofit) ;
governmental.

Our system of public order allowsindeed obligatesprivate busi-
nesses to seek profitability. But this is not done because our social order
wants to encourage selfishness. We do this in the expectation that the pur-
suit of private profit can serve the common good. Our policy is based upon
the expectation that American productivity will be enhanced; and further
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that non-monopolistic private business safeguards popular government
since it is relatively independent of the favor of public officials.

At the same time, we have learned not to put all our eggs in one basket.
We supplement, and sometimes supplant, the private profits channel by
the government channel or by the civic (nonprofit) channel. It was long
ago recognized that the channel of private profit was not well adapted to
education and enlightenment. Hence for the most part public policy relies
upon the government channel for the huge network of tax-supported
schools, colleges and universities that we have today. Policy also looks
benevolently upon the civic channel in these matters; we have a supple-
mentary educational network supported by private gifts and administered
for nonprofit purposes. To some extent, of course, the civic channel is in
fact tax supported, since exemptions are given for gifts. It is true that
profit-making schools do exist; as a rule, however, in fields such as dancing,
music, and mechanics.

There is nothing novel about the use of a three-channel system in con-
nection with TV news, public affairs, and instruction. The tripartite sys-
tem of control is well established in many areas. Consider health, comfort,
and safety, for instance: Hospitals are supported by taxes, gifts and,
payments; they are government al, civic, or profit-making. In some mat-
ters, we note, it is believed to be n'ost inappropriate to rely upon the private
profit-seeking channel at all. For many people it is shocking to think of a
profit-seeking church or of a famili organized for profit.

A tripartite arrangement presu?poses public regulation as a means of
correlating channels with the common interest. Although commercial in-
terests are licensed to conduct business with an obligation to serve the
public interest directly, they have not been held strictly accountable. It
is true that the Commission may refuse to renew licenses. However, the
Commission is actually handicapped by the enormity of this sanction. As
matters stand, the FCC has few sanctions between a slap on the wrist and
annihilation. The FCC does not have at its disposal, and has not insisted
upon having, the diversity of means required for a complex regulatory
task. Moreover, the Commission has not been as helpful as it might be in
clarifying the program obligation. Such timidity is characteristic of Amer-
ican officialsadministrative, legislative, or judicialin dealing with the
media of general information, since our history has made us fearful of
the cry of censorship; and the Supreme Court has been slow in stabilizing
policy expectations regarding the vague criteria in the Bill of Rights.

The responsibility for public affairs broadcasting is confused and dif-
fused. Censorshipthat is, the actual exclusion of potential news and
commentdepends upon network officials who are obligated to reconcile
their profit-making possibilities, which are relatively definite, with rela-
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tively ambiguous criteria of civic enlightenment. American experience
with educational and civic affairs suggests that a different control mech-
anism is more suitable to the service of the common good. Hence the
recommended use of a national foundation composed of devoted and out-
standing educators and independent men of affairs.

The importance of TV for national objectives

Today we are increasingly aware of the significance of the media of gen-
eral communication for the survival and growth of the American people.
It is not to be forgotten that the American republic began as a revolu-
tionary commonwealth. An aspiration that held it together was the chal-
lenge of providing a model of free government so impressive to all men
everywhere that the people of the world would take public affairs in their
own hands and eliminate monarchial rule from the face of the earth.

There was a time, not many years ago, when it seemed certain that the
battle for free government was won. More recently, however, the future of
freedom appears far from sure. As a slogan, yes; as a practical reality, no.
The slogan of free government is part of the public vocabulary of nearly
every significant government and political party. In many parts of the
world men are denied freedom in the name of freedom. If Americans are
to be informed of the facts of life we must see rhetoric in the context of
effective, rather than formal, participation in decision.

The first applies as pungently to the internal affairs of the United
States as to the domestic politics of the new states of Africa or the com-
munist lands of Asia. During the coming decade, for instance, the arms
race with the So viet world may or may not be settled by negotiation. If
the race is unsettledand especially if it is left in an ambiguous state
the internal role of the security forcesthe military and the policein
the United States will be critically important with the advance of automa-
tion and other devices of concentrated and centralized control, and the
emergence of coalitions of engineers, scientists, public relations specialists,
organization, and personnel managers. Current transformations will be
greatly accelerated. If leisure increases ( and income remains stable or
rises) the question will be whether most Americans join a laughing crowd,
divested of responsible concern for the community, or accept membership
in a public.

Every autocratic regime pays tribute to the potency of film, radio, and
TV by subjecting these media to public monopoly. The policies of the
monopoly are highly illuminating. First of all, the power to monopolize
is the power to exclude, the power to deny to the mind of man the challenge
of personal responsibility that inheres in the task of choosing among di-
verse versions of "fact" and varied recommendations of policy. In the
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public order of autocracy or of totalitarian states the focus of public at-tention is captured for the purposes of the ruling few. Rival versions ofthe past, competing estimates of the future, diverse specifications of ideo-logical goal, alternative policies for the future: this richness is denied thetotalitarian subject, who is held in a state of tutelage by sell-appointed
superiors. Monopoly control makes it possible to whip up a twenty-four-
hour rage at the latest alleged atrocity by the American enemies of theSoviet. Under conditions of the kind it is easy to see why Soviet authorities
think of the "mass" media as instruments of "crowd" psychology; that is,instruments for conditioning the emotions of uncritical masses. From thepoint of view of totalitarian rulers, television is a regrettable innovation;
despite the obvious impact, they find it, after all, redundant. But for thecircumstance that TV is a sign of technological eminence, Soviet authori-ties would be willing to overlook it entirely.

In theory the situation is very different in a democratic commonwealth.
We have said that TV has not been employed to a degree that approximates
its potential. No conspiracy is involved; the situation is the blind resultof poor balance in the adjustment of American ideology and American
institutions to the changing facts of life.

The gravity of the discrepancies between the desirable and the actualis not to be ignored. Suppose you were an enemy of the United States andwere hired to demoralize the American nation. What strategy would youuse? In all probability you would do what you could to keep the presentsituation as unchanged as possible. You would know that the essentialpoint is to blind the eye of the American people, which is largely a matterof distracting public attention from responsible understanding of the factsof life. This is accomplished not by the tactic of the Big Lieas in NaziGermany or the Soviet worldbut by the tactic of the Big Laugh. Not thatlaughs are demoralizing in their proper place, which is in balance withgenuinely informative and gripping presentation-, of the life and deathfacts of
The standing alibi of commercial TV is that Americans want to laugh;"the audience," not we, want to laugh ourselves out of history. But this is

not necessarily true. In a nonrecreational frame of reference Americansare quite capable of acting responsibly. The new expansion of public af-fairs programs on educational TV is an indication of this.

Educational TV and public affairs
Public affairs programming has benefited from noncommercial edu-cational sponsorship because it has been allowed to develop in a different

context from the commercial market. In the national market advertiserstypically think of success in terms of the potential national audience. The
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press for universal coverage has a disastrous effect upon informative broad-casting. When the target is the largest possible viewing audience the safest
programs are recreational. They aim at common denominators which,since they are common, are least differentiated. When the theoretical na-tional audience is the goal, there can be little cumulation from one programto the next, or little introduction of material that is adapted to higher levelsof education and experience. Cumulation takes the form of stressing the
personality of a performer, and acquaintance with his style of speech andgesture. In this sense each program series that is aimed at the "mass"
audience becomes a special subculture within the whole of popular culture.
It lives by appealing to the unconscious predispositions, of the audience;and these are most safely aroused by allusive rather than explicit, directstatement. Humor establishes a mood of irresponsibility, of unrealitywhich, since the program is not to be taken seriously, widens the area ofpermissible allusion. However, as every entertainer knows, there are limitswhich, when exceeded, evoke a storm.

The requirements of public affairs programs are quite different. Here
the emphasis is upon direct statementupon realism, judgment, responsi-bility. At their best public affairs programs are cumulative, building upon
a common audience framework of knowledge to which it is possible to add
informative and interpretative detail. Effective programs do not aim at a
universal audience; they are directed at the stratified components of thepotential audience. Audience building means that a given stratum of the
community is trained to view programs at definite times, and to stay outof the audience when little of interest is going on.

It is not too much to say that educational TV begins at the opposite
pole from commercial broadcasting, although both necessarily overlap. In
educational programming it is taken for granted that, for the most part,the potentially universal audience is to be serviced piecemeal through time.
The commercial approach, on the other hand, is to aim at universality everytime. Phrased in this extreme form it is obvious that commercial broad-
casters have long since reconciled themselves to half a loaf. They do, infact, often aim at selected audiences, not at the hypothetically universalaudience. In practice, the housewifely audience is assumed to have an in-satiable hunger for new ways of preparing spaghetti; kids love horror andsuspense; and the old man is supposed to dote on ballsbasket, foot, andbase. The commercial approach, however, is never reconciled to the lim-
ited audience; all kinds of devices are used to get parents into the audiencefor child shows, and to trap more women for sporting events.

Educational broadcasters, in turn, begin by aiming at selected targetaudiences, often in the classroom. But they know very well that community
support will be stronger if they diversify their appeal and multiply thecomponents of the community who dial educational stations. They figure
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out ways to bring parents and children together to learn languages; theyangle science programs to catch inquisitive adults as well as school chil-dren. And there are subtle pulls to get a bigger at-the-moment audienceby shading educational standardson some musical programs, for in-stance. It is to be noted that public affairs programs often widen the audi-ence coverage of educational stations by appealing to educated adults, andespecially to professional and managerial groups. At the same time thecore audience may continue to be classes in contemporary history, civics,or social problems.

According to the stereotype the commercial broadcaster is a man whowould sell his mother for an ad; the stereotyped
educational broadcasteris a man who bores his audience to death for their own good. NOW thesestereotypes have kernels of truthotherwise they would have no vitality.The supreme value outcome sought by the commercial broadcaster is, andmust be, profits for the station owner. The supreme value outcome of theeducational broadcaster is professional respect for skill in education andenlightment. The institutional structure of the commercial industry issuch that if it does not strive to earn profits for the stockholder it actuallyviolates a legal obligation. The institutional structure of educational broad-casting, by contrast, is nonprofit and professional: it is legally and morallyobligated to serve the common good directly.

Wherever educational TV stations have taken hold they have begun tomake a genuine difference in the public affairs programs available to localcommunities. The fact is that educational stations got under way slowly,though recently they have begun to multiply with some speed. In part theslow start is to be attributed to the decentralized structure of educationin the United States; in part to the reluctance of educators to adopt newmethods without a trial period. Fortunately, a large private foundationstepped into the breach and made enough capital funds available to permita few stations to operate pioneer stations. The pioneers had a complex job.It was necessary to re-train talent originally recruited for other purposes,and to attract and train talent for the new instrument. They also experi-mented in local communities and regions in order to mobilize educationaland civic support. They have been increasingly successful in obtaininggifts and in sharing school appropriations. They have developed a back-log of indispensable program material and joined hands with foreign edu-cational networks in furthering common aims. The pioneers devised newtechniques of coordinating station programs with school needs. Specifi-cally, too, they have moved steadily into the news and public affairs area,especially the latter.
In this connection it is informative to contrast New York City, for in-stance, which has no educational outlet, and San Francisco, which now hasa vigorous educational station. A study of the programs available during
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the week of January eighth shows that in New York City about 4 percent

of TV time was devoted to news during a recent test week; 31/2 percent

additionally dealt with public affairs. San Francisco commercial stations

gave slightly more play to news (4.21 percent) than New York City. The

educational TV station had a higher figure (6.84 percent) ; but the most

significant contrast was in public affairs programs. The commercial sta-

tions averaged 2.25 percent of program time; the figure of the educational

station was 16.73 percent. The San Francisco and New York commercial

stations performed at about the same combined news and public affairs

level (6.47 and 7.47). For the San Francisco educational station the

combined record was 23.57.
The practice of the San Francisco TV station accurately expresses the

willingness of educational TV managers to move vigorously into the public

affairs field, since they recognize the obligation to supply context in order

to supplement spot news. Presumably the percentage of its total program

time would diminish somewhat if the station were active more hours per

day. But it would undoubtedly continue to run higher than commercial

stations.
The art of public affairs programming is in a primitive stage of develop-

ment. Fortunately it has been enriched by initiatives from many sources,

not the least of which are other democratic commonwealths. Notable ex-

amples of technique are some of the documentaries prepared by the British

postal authorities and by the Canadian Film Board. In this country the

dreary round of newsreel horse races, disasters, fashion shows, and sports

was briefly punctuated by "The March of Time," prepared under the aus-

pices of a news magazine. Private foundations subsidized the preparation

of experimental TV shows that were screened on Sundays over commercial

networks and established important prototypes for the use of the medium.

Commercial TV networks, despite all pressures, have often shown what

might be done by courageous leadership. Occasionally privee commercial

sponsors have taken a chance on controversy. But the advice of hard-
headed market advisers is to shun the controversial for fear of audience

reaction against cigars whose virtues are plugged by debatable masters of

ceremonies, or cars whose compactness can only be fully appreciated by
buyers who associate it with love of mother instead of debates over national

security.
At times general attention is sufficiently focused upon public affairs to

render it commercially advantageous for profit-seeking channels to present

background information and interpretative comment, besides giving spot

news coverage. A protracted electoral campaign, or a prolonged crisis in

domestic policy or international affairs provides such an occasion.

Crisis coverage, however, leaves much to be desired from the point of
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view of informed public judgment. If the community is taken by surprise,
sudden mass coverage can endanger public order by encouraging the for-
mation of a "crowd mind." In local communities this happens when senti-
ment is highly unified against other communities, which may give rise to
sectional conflicts imperiling national unity, or foreign relations are made
more complex. Crises are not to be avoided; but the chances of destructive
results, domestically or internationally, can be reduced by wise anticipa-
tion of the critical challenge and proper preparation. This is the true chal-
lenge of all media of public information in a democratic society. It is the
true test of adequacy.

In the Soviet world audience tutelage is a matter of public policy; in
the United States audience tutelage in irresponsibility is a by-product of
market strategy. We have, however, underscored the point that it is well
within the pluralistic tradition of our country to supplement the market,
when the market transgresses public interest, by nonmarket channels of
actionpreferably by civic rather than governmental channels.

During the next few years when the independence, even the existence,
of America is at stake, it is not unreasonable to propose that existing initia-
tives for the responsible consideration of public affairs shall be encouraged.
Educational TV has demonstrated the steady growth that is possible even
within rather primitive limits of technique, and in the absence of key sta-
tions in New York City, Washington, D.C., and Los Angeles.

Policy program

The national interest requires the expansion of public affairs programs
throughout the nation; and in view of the history to date this points to the
importance of national coverage by educational TV networks. Educational
TV has the continuity of dedication that is required to build a steadily
enlarging core of viewing audiences in every community composed of
responsible opinion leaders willing to devote themselves to the consider-
ation of fundamental issues and to the interpretation of these matters for
the benefit of their neighborsneighbors who may themselves be drawn
progressively into audience participation. In this way the American people
can retain and build public opinion. They step out of the "mass," the
"crowd," and function as citizensas members of the "public" with "opin-
ions" to supplement their "sentiments."

To the extent that public affairs broadcasting is linked with the destiny
of educational TV the following policy measures are obviously necessary:
(a) require all receiving sets that are manufactured to include facilities for
the reception of ultra-high frequencies, in addition to high and standard
frequencies; (b) reserve frequencies for educational TV in every com-
munity where TV stations ofany kind may exist; (c) provide capital grants
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for educational TV channels for all communitiespreferably on a matched
basis that invites local initiative.

To the extent that responsibility for public affairs programming re-
mains in private commercial hands, some steps at least can be taken to
guarantee minimum adequacy of performance: (a) provision for prime
time to be made available for news, educational, and public affairs pro-
grams; (b) diversification of the sanctions available to the FCC for the
proper performance of its functions; (c) clarification by the FCC of stand-
ards of public service.

We have drawn attention to another solution to the problems presented
by public affairs broadcasting: establish an American Public Affairs Foun-
dation responsible for appropriate program services, financed by 15 per-
cent of the gross receipts of commercial TV for equivalent time. This
would mean, obviously, that of every billion dollars spent for prime TV
advertising one hundred and fifty million dollars would be available for
public affairsplus newsbroadcasting purposes during prime viewing
hours specified for all stations. Private TV interests might conceivably
make arrangements of the kind, especially in the early stages of a new
technical innovation like "pay as you see" TV. More entrenched commer-
cial interests may find it less congenial, though it can reduce their great
vulnerability to attack. It may be necessary to make the new arrangement
by statute.

As a means of keeping informed of the levels of performance on TV
it is important to provide adequate current surveys of TV programs. To
some extent this auditing task is a proper function of the Federal Com-
munications Commission. Official appraisals, however, are somewhat neg-
ative since they are very conscious of official standards and look to the
discovery of violations. A more positive approach is also needed. Such
an appraisal program would be under the control of an independent civic
board since it is designed to operate informally. The board would take
responsibility for clarifying its own working standards of public service,
and for reporting on current trends toward excellent or inadequate TV
achievement.

To say that time is running out is not the same as prophesying that all
is lost because many golden years of opportunity for America are lost
through private cupidity and public negligence. There may be a time to
supplement frivolity by responsibility in all that concerns civic enlighten-
ment.



TELEVISION'S PLACE IN ART AND CULTURE
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I

THIS REPORT OF MY own thoughts and, I suspect, of the ideas
of other people, is bound to be colored by a certain prejudice.

Except as ail arm of in-school instruction, separate channels for ETV
seemed to me unewsirable. I felt (ten years ago) that the creation of such
channels would widen the already dangerous gap between the reasonably
well educated and the deplorably ill educated. Also that (no matter what
the law or the FCC said) the arrival of an ETV station would tend to relieve
the commercial broadcaster of some of his cultural obligations and might
also tend to encourage educational broadcasters in their dislike or fear of
all the processes by which TV attractsbefore it begins to entertain or sell
or educate.

My hope was for a desirable cultural programming imbedded into the
commercial programs so that the same people who were attracted to the
latter might catch and perhaps come to care for the other.

It became clear to me that commercial TV either would not or could
not accomplish such an exposure.

I am, consequently, a "reluctant convert" to the idea of separate chan-
nels. By now, I have found much to admire in the functioning of ETV.

But it will be clear that my whole drive is still toward some form of
integration.* (When UHF becomes the single system, the first step will
have been taken. If not on the same station, two kinds of programs will
at least be in the same air.)

II

This prejudice is associated with my own formulation (for propaganda
purposes) of the generally accepted idea that education exists outside of
the school system.

In order to justify the demand I make for a constantly increasing ex-

* One of the prime functions of ETV is to contribute to making commercial TV
more useful to the comn.'inity. ETV can do this by forming more critical, more
intelligent, and more demanding audiences for commercial TV.

103
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amination of all TV, I put it that we have a pluralistic system of education
in which pre-kindergarten to postgraduate is only a segment. The others
include advertising, magazines, the pulpit, our political campaigns, and
many others. And, of course, broadcasting. The propaganda is that nopart of this pluralistic system can be permitted to function without constant
examination by a "major minority." In a sense, all my professional work
is intended to increase the number of and the awareness of that minority
group.

III

I am not qualified to discuss ETV as a means of instruction. If we do
not already know, we soon must discover what subjects are useful and into
what areas ETV is merely an intruder.

But direct instruction cannot be dismissed from a total view of ETV
in relation to our arts and culture. In particular, we will face in the next
decade a variety of machines for teaching. It may well be that ETV, nowconsidered a mechanistic process tending to displace the human element,
will become the mediator between the new machines and the older kind of
teaching, that ETV will be much more on the "human side" by contrast
with these machines.

The guiding principle would again be for ETV not to attempt what
can be better done in other ways. Such subjects as can be best acquired
by use of the teaching machines should be left to themas such subjects
which cannot be taught without the teacher, such subjects with which ETV
interferes, should not be attempted.

Since the attitudes and the capacities of adults are formed or influenced
in childhood, the bearing of in-school ETV on the general culture is sig-
nificant. At the moment, I believe that the principles governing this side
of ETV will closely resemble those governing the general activity of ETV
in adult education or cultural broadcasting. But I am not sure.

Granted that instructional programs must be created with the needs of
a special audience in mind, that nothing which can diminish their effectmust be added ( or omitted), it is still possible that programs addressed
to high school and college students may be useful to a nonschool audience.
The rule here would be that such programs should be available, but that
no great effort to attract the outside audience should be made.

Except where specifically noted, the rest of this memorandum is con-
cerned with that side of ETV which can be called cultural, the area of adult
education being included in that term.

IV
A simple way to block out the functions of ETV is to assume that it need

not duplicate the work of C (for commercial) TV and to discover what CTV
cannot or will not or perhaps should not do.
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On the positive side, the overlap is extensive: both C and E TV canand should arouse interest in a variety of subjects, for instance. But it
may be impossible for CTV to satisfy all the interests it arouses and it may,therefore, be one function of ETV to capitalize on this arousal-function
of CTV.

I have put CTV in my list of elements in a pluralistic educational sys-tem. It is clear from the other elements listed that being a segment of the
system does not imply the use of the same methods in pursuit of a singleaim. One of the methods of education which is not often used by broad-casters (in prime listening time at least) is teaching. It is my conviction
that this is proper and that in such fields as economics, for instance, CTV
should be discouraged (if it cannot be forbidden to teach) and in certain
others, such as abnormal psychology, it should work under the strictest
outside supervision.

(By teaching economics, I mean something approaching indoctrina-tion. It seems to me improper that doctrine affecting the relations of em-ployer and employee should be promulgated under the sponsorship of acorporation or of a labor union.)
It should not be difficult to make a list of the relatively few areas from

which CTV should absent itself.
If ETV can be effectively used in these (excluded) areas, it should be

used. However controversial the subject may be in itself, the pursuit of
knowledge must be untrammeled. The unique and invaluable quality of
ETV is that it is disinterested. It was unrealistic of me to suppose, whenI was against separate channels, that this quality could exist in the at-mosphere of commercial broadcasting, even on sustaining programs onCTV.

We can set aside such programs as Sunrise Seminar and ContinentalClassroom which are in many ways precisely what ETV has done or should
do and constitute, in a way, a votive offering of CTV, an expression ofgratitude for possessing channels largely closed to ETV.

In addition, CTV has produced more and more programs recently
which are of pronounced cultural interest. They depart from the intentions
of ETV because they are not presented in a planned orderan order, that
is, in which the complete apprehension of the fifth in a series depends on
familiarity (at least) with the preceding four. (A few exceptions exist.)And as they are not cumulative, they are not and do not pretend to be in-
clusive. That they are taken to be complete, rendering further attentionto the subject treated unnecessary, is a grave fault. In part it stems from
the atmosphere: even the most tightly woven of CTV's dramatic or comedyseries is presented as complete in itself.

Some presentations, with the most pretentious auspices, not only departfrom, but go against the grain, of all education. The series on science
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sponsored by Bell Labs with the names of learned societies at the end is
the most flagrant offender.

Anticipating a point I shall develop later, I would say that one of the
functions of ETV is the correction of such distortions.

The egregious vulgarity of the Bell Labs program is important to us
because that program brings into high relief some of the elements which
far better cultural programs on CTV feel obliged to incorporate.

The function of these elements is first to diminish all demands on the
audience and then to eliminate any sense that learning of any kind requires
work. Even such programs as Bernstein and the Philharmonic are to an
extent constructed so as to dissipate attentionor to make sure that atten-
tion attaches itself to a rapid succession of different objects.

We must keep in mind the possibility that CTV cannot put on programs
calling for attention concentrated over a relatively long period and that
it can only indirectly encourage its audiences to seek further knowledge
involving study and the unaccustomed activity of thinking.

And this, in turn, lands us in a difficult situation: we must decide
whether we are to have two totally different kinds of broadcastingdiffer-
ent in tone, in presentation, in the demands they make.

If we reject thisand I think we must because separate kinds of broad-
casting multiplies the disasters which I feared in separate channelswe
must fir the ways in which the two systems can each use the other. In the
case n 'TV, how it can use certain elements of CTV without sacrificing
its primary purpose.

V

Before making assumptions about the process of assimilationwhich
on the bad side means that ETV incorporates some of the more attractive
faults of CTVwe must observe the fundamental merit of our commercial
system of broadcasting: that it can and does change. (Even if it changes
for the worse at times, it is a non-rigid system which means that the direc-
tion in which it changes can be influenced from outside itself. )

If CTV changes in certain aspects, the borrowings and adaptations ETV
will make need not be at all injurious.

This returns me to my footnote on page 103. I put it then on the
grounds of usefulness to the community that ETV should take part in
altering the nature of CTV. I put it now on the second ground, that the
two systems should be able to live together and this will be easier to ac-
complish, will involve less sacrifice of essentials, if CTV, to an extent,
changes in such ways as to share more common ground with ETV.

The most effective waythe one, also, which requires the most tact
and discretionis this: ETV should be a direct and open critic of CTV.

Considering how hostile many people, totally outside the field of edu-
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cation, are in their reactions to CTV, it may seem excessive to ask educators
to insist that criticism is an act of judgment involving appreciation and
correction. This is the area of tact. We must make it clear that we under-
stand what CTV is doing, are aware of its efforts and successes.

This critical appreciation I want should exist in both spheres of ETV
it should reach into the schools and to the adult community.

In the schools, ETV might accomplish what otherwise seems to me
after five years of tryingimpossible. That is the introduction of the ma-
terials of the mass media into the curriculum of grade and high schools
(with the consequent appearances of courses in communication as regular
events in the colleges ).

This is not the same thing as using special TV programs ( a production
of Hamlet, e.g., or a special on geophysics) . It means courses on the West-
ern in American Entertainment fir`om the Dime Novel to the TV Serial
the incorporation of the usual materials as objects of study. If ETV took
the lead, place might be found for such study in high schools at the latest.
The development of a critical attitude toward TV ( and the other mass
media) would be a natural result.

In a different atmosphere, the subject can form a constant part of the
service rendered within its own community by individual ETV stations
apart from what is done by NETwork ETV. As in the schools, television
is studied in the way the English romantic poets or Roman history is stud-
ied, so in the home, television is discussed and analyzed as economics and
music may be.

(One such program is now being planned by Station WHYY. It would
at times be a review of what had occurred on the air within a recent period,
would bring representative citizens into discussion with representatives of
the producing stations and networks. )

The wished-for result is the enlargement of the critical public. Ideally
such a program as that planned by WHYY should appear on the com-
mercial stations, but ( again after some five years of trying) I find it im-
possible to persuade stations to undertake such self-criticism.

In attempting a judicious and critical report on CTV, in which ample
opportunity is given to stations to present their view of their own accom-
plishments, ETV lays the groundwork for another form of cooperation.

VI
In broad terms, ETV can invite CTV to make the public aware of what

ETV is doing. As an institution profoundly "affected with the public in-
terest" ETV should be subject to public criticism and this can properly
occur both in the daily press and on CTV stations.

It is unlikely that the programs of ETV will be regularly viewed on

770-244 0-65-9
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commercial stationsthe parallel reverse situation will not persuade CTV
operators to devote that much time to the subject.

But it is possible to get local CTV stations to publicize what ETV is
doing. Without pressure or argument, Station KING in Seattle gave an
hour's preview of the ETV schedule at the beginning of a seasonas a
result of a casual suggestion.

VII
Reciprocal programming, an extension of the above, is possible on a

considerable scale.
The difficulties are obvious. I take a sample case: a CTV station is to

present an hour program on space-flight. In all probability, the station does
not know when its network will schedule this program. Nor will it want the
ETV station to cut into the potential audience by doing a background
studyeven if this study specifically stops short of the ground covered by
the CTV program.

But if the ETV station knows far enough in advance, it can schedule
a program or programs after the CTV presentation to capitalize on the
interest aroused. And the CTV station will publicize this further attention
to the subjectsince it is, in effect, a testimony to the significance of what
CTV has done.

In some instances the CTV station may invite ETV to attack the subject
in advance. Again the publicity value is high to both sides and skillful
editing can dovetail the two kinds of program so that each leads into or
out of the other.

However these reciprocal actions are scneduled, they serve a basic
purpose: through them, ETV undermines the conviction which, as I have
implied, CTV must transmit to its audiencesthe conviction that in a
single program or a single series the entire subject has been covered, that
nothing of interest or concern has been omitted, that the viewer has nothing
more to do. It is a prime function of ETV to persuade viewers that neither
knowledge nor understanding is ever finished.

VIII
This function ETV performs quite apart from any stimulus provided by

CTV. If we define this function in the simplest terms it is to perpetuate the
sense of the continuity of our culture. ETV does this ( again in simple
terms) when it makes people aware of the nature of the arts and the satis-
factions to be drawn from them.

And, of course, one of the arts which it must deal with is the art of
education.
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IX

We have here a special case because ETV is itself a part of the educa-
tional system. But I believe the general principles, the approach and in
great part the methods, will conform to the same elements in dealing with
this art as in the others.

Perhaps the chief difference is that here we can say with considerable
confidence that we want people to know aboutwithout pretending we
will bring them to knowthe subject. It is possible that in all the out-of-
school work it does, ETV will function best at the know-about level, and
its value will lie in that knowing-about is a necessaryan essentialstep
beyond hearing-about, which CTV accomplishes.

Knowing about in ETV is knowing the truth about, the essence of, the
relations of, the significance of.

In the special case of education, ETV must add perhaps a stronger
element of correction. Just as the popular image of the teacher, the one
presented in popular iconography, is a caricature, the concepts of educa-
tion, what it is and does, what it is useful for, its part in a complete life
all these are distorted. ETV has already suffered from this. It is "tuned
out" before it is ever tuned in because of the associations with its name.

The alteration I am considering, a change in the atmosphere in which
education has its being, will be brought about by everything ETV does,
particularly by its presentation of the arts and sciences. Possibly this
indirection is a better way than an immediate effort to deal with education
itself. Inevitably if a direct effort is made it will be part of the total cultural
function of ETV; it will n,-)t stand alone. The question is whether it should
be brought in at allor . r we trust to the indirect effect of everything
else we do.

My own inclination is toward using the direct attack also. At every
point the prejudice against school and schooling (which is as old as Shake-
speare at least) is "noise" between ETV and its receivers. The concept
of the educator as the enemy of society is somewhat more recent. One of
the most powerful of accepted ideas is associated with a series of pictures:
teacher's petthe weakling boy prodigythe grind at collegethe
pedant at the end of the process. While it proceeds with other matters,
ETV can accelerate its effect if it undermines and demolishes this series
of images.

And part of the undermining process is, of course, to reduce to a min-
imum the elements which at any time give validity to the ancient preju-
dices.

It is hardly self-serving to include education in the arts which ETV
makes known to the public. The need for interpreting what is current in
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educational practice, of providing some comprehension of the aringes

taking place, puts on ETV the compulsion to interpret its own function to

its public which involves self-criticism.
The over-all purpose is as it would be in relation to music or architec-

ture or mathematics. What satisfactions does the mature human being

get from having hadand continuingan education? What greater satis-

factions from knowing more and thinking more clearly about these things?

I do not, at the moment, know how an ETV station would set about

giving a series of programs on education. I am sure that what is done

should be related to the status of the school system in the community

served.
X

It is useful to accept a recent division between the performing arts and

the others (the graphic and plastic arts in particular, although the arts of

fiction and poetry would also belong here since they can be apprehended

without being performed).
Here as elsewhere we have to pass our own statute of limitations. In

one of its aspects all television is a form of the total dramatic art and,

ideally, can project from the screen all that is projected from the stage.

Quite apart from technical difficulties, it can hardly do as much for paint-

ing or architecture, among others.
Where the medium does not go beyond the scope of the illustrated

lecture, its highest potential may be only to foster the growth of a body of

amateurs whose perceptions are constantly enlivened and whose sensi-

bilities are constantly becoming more acute.
I do not prejudge the case when I say that if this is all ETV ( or any

TV) can do, the methods used can legitimately be shaded toward the

familiar techniques of attracting and, with discretion, diverting, the at-

tention. The general rule is that whatever attracts without interference,

whatever seduces without corruption, should be used. The caveat is that

no program can safely arouse expectations without fulfilling themthe
mode of attraction must be correct for the mode or tone of the subject.

ETV programs have in the past erred in both ways: some seemed

based on the presumption that whatever persuades an audience to stay

with a program is of necessity a corruption of the program's essence;

others have imitated, none too well, the techniques of CTV, even to sug-

gesting the tones of the commercials, and have proceeded from that point

to sedate instruction.
XI

It is impossible to put down rules suitable to the various arts. One

enterprise ETV can undertake, in cooperation with public and art schools,
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is keeping alive the capacity for simple creation which, it is now under-stood, tends to decline and even disappear long before grade school is over.This would again be an encouragement to amateurisma risk ETVcan easily afford to take in this field. (As I have been discussing chiefly
programs for adults at home, I note that this function may be most effec-tively carried out during school hours. Its usefulness at other times maybecome marked in another generation when the fruits of in-school directlessons in drawing, painting, and sculpture are evident.)

If we accept the probability that a person sitting in front of a TV setis not properly placed for getting as much out of a picture as he would bewith a portfolio of reproductions or certain issues of Life and Look in hishands, we can also say that an art program can inspire a visit to a museumor a gallery at least as effectively as the other media.
The late Henry Francis Taylor (who once said that "for the graphicarts, the invention of television is as important as the invention of movabletype was for literature") hoped for more from TV. The Metropolitan

Museum of Art, of which he was then director, was already overcrowded.He thought television could bring the arts into the home. On the otherhand, the programs planned by the Art Institute of Chicago had as theirgoal an increased attendancethe Institute at that time could welcome25 percent more people.
In contemporary popular graphics, ETV can move more easily. Line

drawings, advertisements, and posters lend themselves better to observa-tion. Associating these familiar forms with their relatives in the fine artsand subjecting the popular arts to understanding criticism can well bedone by ETV.
All of this put together amounts to a meagre function for ETV in thegraphic arts. To an extent ETV is reduced to the arousal-of-interest factorof CTV with the difference that ETV never makes a closed circle ofarousal and satisfactionit still sends its audiences ahead, elsewhere, tofurther discoveries.
We recognize this with less prejudice in the field of architecture. Inmany ways the most public of the public arts, architecture has endlessfacets of human interest. But the TV screen is not the best place to observe

even its aesthetic factors.
But from the TV screen can come something to make the book or themuseum or any direct observation of works of art incomparably morevaluable: a sense of the relation of one art to another and of all the artsto a well-developed life. Since the TV screen can, within the same limita-tions, do as much for science, it can also relate the arts and the sciences,not pretending to be a prime or final source of knowledge, but being whatit must be, a guide to understanding.
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XII
The place of ETV in those arts which it can render, as contrasted with

those it can chiefly discuss, and its relation to CTV in this field, are not
complicated.

We note a steady movement in CTV toward using more drama of a
very high order and toward productions closer to the intention of the
original. The more significant the play, the less likely any serious falsifi-
cation. We can anticipate productions of the established repettory of
theater equal to those of the professional stage.

Given the economic factor which prevents ETV from engaging the
expensive (and often the best) talent, it would seem reasonable not to
duplicate what CTV is doing. It is also reasonable and desirable to re-
broadcast the CTV productions whenever they are made available. (Here
and in several other fields, the importation of tapes and kines from Britain
and Canada is desirable.)

In contemporary drama, when a single independent station produces
40 to 50 plays a year, it is natural for ETV to transmit rather than to pro-
duce. (The Play of the Week was bought by an ETV station and attracted
so large an audience that the following season, a CTV station in the com-
munity took over. The ETV station management was saddenedbut the
whole process was beneficial to all concerned.)

In the adjacent fieldthe dramatization of stories and novelsthe
history of CTV is mixed.

In general, the process of adaptation combines two purposes: ex-
ploitation of the qualities for which the original is famous and assimila-
tion of these same qualities to the familiar ones of contemporary television.
A novel by Henry James becomes a story of intrigue and Vanity Fair
begins to resemble a daytime serial. The process antedates popular en-
tertainmentthe translations of Homer have also been made in the light
of contemporary taste.

And with the enthusiastic approval of some of our most famous writers,
CTV producers have totally altered the content and significance of the
works they have bought.

Here the corrective function of ETV is evident. In the direct criticism
of CTV which I have proposed. , the significance of these debasements can
be stressed. Whenever possible, faithful presentations should be made.
And (as always) the raising of the general level of taste will eventually
provide so large an audience for the good work that the second-rate will
fall into a low second place.

XIII
These two examples from the graphic arts and from the dramatic,

present, I believe, the typical problems of ETV in relation to CTV and, by
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extension, to other media (mass or limited) which use the cultural materi-
als available to us.

At the beginning I spoke of the division between the things television
does well and those done better in other media. I have watched TV and
other media long enough to know that confinement to what is done best
is impractical. Certain limitations impose themselvesone doesn't use
radio as the preferred medium for acrobatics. But we must recognize
such circumstances as make television, today, a proper if not ideal, me-
dium for transmitting music. It has become better suited to the ballet
than it was 15 years ago. And so on. Each separate art brings its own
problems of technique. All of them, together, bring the same problems:
what we want to do, why, and are the materials at hand suitable?

I recognize the boundaries of this paper: it reflects not only my ex-
perience of the mass media, but also what I think about education as an
art and as a function of our society. In what follows, certain other as-
sumptions are made. I think they will be self-evident. In any case, the
suggestions I make can be considered without definitions of culture and
several other concepts. My definitions are, as I say, implicit in my pro-
posals.

XIV

We shall probably be discussing the sciences and science as a whole in
several other papers. I bring it into relation to ETV's position toward
other institutions of our general culture because I think ETV can do some-
thing here which cannot be done elsewhere.

Again I must omit the more strictly educational use of ETV in the
sciences. It seems accepted that the laboratory sciences in particular are
in the most favorable field for television in general and naturally for ETV
the apparatus and the action are both instantly appealing.

There are some aspects of special importance. That ETV is itself
bound to bring "the two cultures," science and the humanities, closer to-
gether is, I should say, self-evident. For the next dew years it may be one
of the duties of ETV to make sure that in the process of reconciliation, the
humanities do not surrender too much. The placing of the different sci-
ences in relation to one another and to the national culture, is one of the

things that ETV can doby the proportion of significance it gives to
various elements, by the way it constantly brings their mutual relationship
into the open.

The other function is to make science known. To make its nature and
its accomplishments and its potential effects more and more widely known
this it seems to me is urgent.

And I have to note here that even within the past few years I have been
aware of a reluctance cm the part of scientists to accept the obligation of

making their work known.
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What I look forward to is the formation of a joint effort in which tele-
vision (preferably both C and E TV) and organized science will each pro-
vide a group capable of understanding the other.

It is easier for me to describe the group provided by television: a pool
of talent (writers, directors, analysts, and technicians) who know enough
to understand what the scientists are saying, with sufficient talent and devo-
tion to make this knowledge understandable by constantly increasing num-
bers of people, using the capacities of the television system.

(I should like a similar pool available for service to economists and
urban developers and poets as well, but I feel that the problems of science
are the most urgent now. )

In my mind, this pool of talent should be voluntary and should organ-
ize itself, crossing the line between C and E TV in a common effort.

It would be the work of ETV, given its closer contact with certain
scientific bodies, to discover what, at any moment, needs to be said. And,
at times, to urge upon men of science, their duty to communicate.

My maxim here comes not from a communicator, but from a Nobel
laureate in physics: "If, in the long run, you cannot let everyone know
what you are doing, what you are doing is worthless." This was said by
Erwin Schroedinger. I proposed it to J. Robert Oppenheimer whose only
variation was: ". . . if you cannot, in the long run, hope to let everyone
know. . ."

XV

And this brings me to the last of the specific subjects I will mention:
communications.

In addition to acting as a critic ofand collaborator withCTV, we
have the necessary work of analyzing the nature of the process we are
using, of discovering what the powers of communication are, and of mak-
ing people aware of them.

The proposals made in Sec. V are beginnings only. I think that all of
us, no matter how long we have been concerned with the subject, still hold
that we have only made a start in our discoveries in communications.

XVI

Since the subject is to be treated in another paper, I have omitted
reference to ETV in relation to public affairs and to government. To sum
up, I must consider its relation to our society in general terms.

I see little more than a surface ambiguity in the character of ETV
an institution pledged to preserve the basic ideas of education which
involve work under disciplined conditions while using technical means
most often devoted to entertainment, sometimes devoted, perhaps un-
consciously, to undermining the whole process of education.

The difficulties exist. We have to be aware of them even in routine
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operations and the moment we begin to plan new subjects or new tech-
niques we could be overwhelmed by them.

We can overcome them if we think not of how TV is used for one pur-
pose or another, for one seemingly in opposition to another, but as a
method, like reading, which can also be used for the most trivial and the
most austere purposes. If we think of people paying attention to it in a
process which continues as the process of reading continues, not only
from early childhood on, but in our daily lives when we in the course of
an hour may read a comic strip and road signs and symbols and a book of
philosophythen I believe we need not be too troubled by the dual natureof our instrument.

I believe we can be clear as to our aims, and devoted to them, without
being either afraid or contemptuous of the means which television has putinto our hands.

No matter what our declared intent may be, every use to which we put
ETV is going to have an effect on our society. This effect may be only a
reinforcement of the effect of other institutions (of learning or otherwise).
It mayand I think it mustcorrect and counteract some of these other
effects, for one reason because we are all committed to a various, not to a
monolithic, society.

Part of the education we shall get as we use ETV is going to be dis-
covery: we will discover more and more precisely what we want our
society to be. Fortunately, other people will discover what they want and
these wants will not always coincide with ours. If they are more skillful
in the use of the same instruments we use, as at this moment they are, we
will have to learn skill.

But education has always been a patient process. Patience is too ex-
pensive a virtue for me to cultivateand it is easy for me to recommend
it to others. But chiefly I recommend action. It seems to me that we are
making action possible by what we are doing: we are taking thought.

NOTES BY THE AUTHOR

1. In Section I, the implication is thatETV is preponderantly on UHF channels.
This is, of course, not the case. I am the victim of a local situationin New Yorkthere is no ETV station and in Philadelphia it is on UHF. My phrasing reflects my
experience.

It is, however, important to note that the number of UHF channels for ETVwill increase and it is my guess that the proposed action by which the FCC will look
into the possibility of changing a VHF station from commercial to educational usein NYC and Los Angeles, will not proceed very far.

It is still in the interest of ETV to look toward a single (which has to be UHF)system.
2. One of the cultural institutions omitted from consideration in my paper isthe home.
In two aspects, ETV enters the home: programs of instruction supplementing
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those broadcast during school hours and programs which are either intended as
adult education or generally cultural.

In the first, we can assume that one parent (or other adult) is at I,sme and
may be curi9us or interestedthe turned-on set attracts attention to itself. To an
extent the await may watz.h what the child watches. Given the primary purpose of
these broadcasts, they cannot be essentially modified in order to attract adultsbut
the chances are that above a certain school grade the subject will have several points
of attraction. It would, for instance, be proper to refer back to what was known
in a given area twenty years ago compared with what is now known (as in certain
sciences) and this back-reference will be of interest to the adult. And there is evi-
dence that adults are fascinated by the method of teaching itself.

We have an opportunity to develop shared- education. One desirable conse-
quence is the greater participation of parents in the management of the public
schools in their communities.

Through the schools, parents can be informed of the home curriculum and
local newspapers can be influenced to carry the ETV schedule so that it becomes a
natural part of TV viewing. Just as teachers now often let parents know that the
children should be allows. Inr encouraged) to see certain CTV programs for later
use in the schoolroom, parents caii also I t. told what programs the children are to
observe on ETV which will be of special interest to adults.

3. The situation is reversed, with further opportunities of shared education,
when evening programs are transmitted primarily for adults.

Again a certain amount of casual attention can be counted onthe situation
differing chiefly because CTV is in competition for the child's time.

It should be possible, at a minimum, to let parents know that certain ETV
programs relate to specific subjects in the school curriculum, whether these are or
are not televised.

The interrelation of in-school, after-school, and general cultural programs needs
to be emphasized, so that each arouses interest in the others.

4. I have assumed that other papers will discuss the changes in methods of
teaching demanded by ETV. It is not a subject on which I can speak with expe-
rience. One aspect of it is, however, related to my general theme.

Among the institutions of learning with which ETV should have the closest
relations is the school or college in which teachers learn how to teach. It should
be a specific purpose of ETV to make sure that the use of television in schools and
colleges is studied as part of teacher-training and that a steadily increasing number
of teachers learn how to use televisionnot only as the teacher in the room who
watches a program with her students, but as teacher on television and, if at all
possible, as producer of programs.

Without special knowledge, I make the guess that teachers who will not them-
selves be on the screen, but will work with ETV programs in the schoolroom, have
also a need of special trainingin cooperative effort with the TV teacher, in know-
ing how and why certain TV techniques are used, etc.

5. My paper is concerned chiefly with education through high school.
I do not know enough about the situation in college to speculate usefully. An

experiment I am now starting is based on some dissatisfaction I experienced at
college where big courses were either lectures (without small seminars) or sections
without meeting the authority on the subject, only instructors. Obviously a combina-
tion can be made if the course is divided between a speaker on the air and seminars
following with instructors who have watched or otherwise become acquainted with
the televised program.
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I have a favorable impression of closed-circuit TV at Dartmouth, but it is rather
vague. I do not know the Chicago Junior College planbut will try to find out
immediately.

6. That ETV must constantly be self-critical has been implied. An inflexible
set of standards is not required, but when principles of good conduct in ETV have
been discussed and accepted, those concerned with its future need to be constantly
alert.

In the past few weeks I have been told that many producers of series for ETV
are trying to make each single program within a series self-contained. Without
observation I do not know how far this will tend to destroy the orderliness and
cumulative effect of a series.

Perhaps here, as in many other areas, we need inventiveness in techniques.
There is, I would hope, a way of incorporating a review of past programs into new
ones or a way of placing a review program at intervals, which would preserve the
educational validity of a series and still achieve some of the effect of completeness.

7. I emphasize a point made in Section IV of my paper: that identifying CTV
as part of our pluralistic educational system is intended as recognition of an exist-
ing situation. It does not imply identity of purpose. Nor does it imply any judgment
of the quality of the education which CTV provides.

It appears to me that CTV in its programs and commercials sets up standards
of excellence, that it tells us what is a good life, that it establishes norms of behavior
for possible imitation. It does this largely through its entertainments. (We have
from Plato through T. S. Eliot to Himmelweit testimony to the educational effect of
even the lightest entertainments.)

The standards and norms of CTV are often hostile to those of education in the
classic senseas. they are often hostile to those of the pulpit or of the aesthete. It
is necessary for ETV not only to correct the excesses of CTV, but also to make itself
'the center of all the countervailing powers which can give some balance to the total
process of education we go through.

I have suggested that the work of ETV will be more effective if it can modify
and accept some of the methods of CTV. I am not too afraid of ETV becoming "easy
to take" because I feel that at this moment, in dealing with grownups, we are deal-
ing with people far more hostile to education than children ever are. We must lead
them gently at first into areas which the mass media, among other things, have taught
them to dislike or to fear.

But moving gradually does not mean moving off the road.
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IF I WERE ASKED to sum up very quickly the things that I am
anxious about in television as a whole I would use three words: deperson-
alization, manipulation, and homogenization.

depersonalization, because the audience is regarded as a mass au-
dience and not as individuals in any sense.

manipulation, because the aim is to use them rather than to stretch
them, to influence them toward purchasing goods. Such manipulation de-
pends also upon the depersonalization in which the audience is regarded
as replaceable parts. In my book the crucial point that I try to make con-
cerning television in relation to the other arts is that in the other arts you
sell a product to the audience whereas in television you sell the audience.
In an art which is geared to selling the audience it is almost inevitable that
the qualities of mind which are developed in the people who are involved
with this do not make for an educational outlook.

homogenization, because in order to make the greatest sales possible
there is always a tendency to water down.

The thing that interests me most now is trying to sharpen the differ-
ences between these two enterprises, the one that sells the audience to a
sponsor and the one that tries to reach particular youngstersor particular
adults, for that matterwith education.

What I am suggesting now is the need to have somewhere a group of
people----wherever their subsidy will come from it will not come from the
sponsorship of advertisingdoing the total job, perhaps the job of enter-
taining as well as educating. I don't know whether this would be a third
force, in addition to commercial and educational, or not. But Litay would
do the total job from the standpoint of trying to set standards. I believe
we need in America not only a competition of ideas but also a competition
of standards. Recently my colleague, Walter Lippmann, has taken up
basically the same idea and has advanced it with the kind of lucidity and
eloquence which only he is capable of. I would like to approach the whole
thing from the standpoint of national purpose. That is, if national purpose
is important, what are the channels through which you achieve it? National
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purpose is something integral to whatever goes on in the minds of the
people. Thus, the shaping and rediscovery of the national purpose is
integral to the shaping of the minds of youngsters. This is really a Peri-
clean conception: Pericles used to define the state as simply the training
and education of the character of the young. Figures which I have seen
at NETRC on the number of hours per day which our children spend with
television have left me both dismayed and exciteddismayed because of
what it is that they are spending their hours with, and excited because of
what it could be.

Let me approach this from another point of view by asking a few ques-
tions. For instance, what is happening to our population distribution? The
city is becoming a shell of what it used to be. The point about the second
enterprise is that you do care about the individuals, you do care about
their minds, you do care about their personalities. You care very much.
In fact, that's your principal objective. Educational television is the kind
of television which is aimed at the minds of particular people, not in order
to manipulate or persuade or help sell products, but in order to help shape
and develop those minds. Educational television has to be concerned with
both training and education: training being the transmission of skills, and
education being the development of the capacity for meeting problems.
One of the characteristics of educational television, in my experience, is
that the people in charge are craftsmen, people who care about this purpose
of reaching minds. I don't get the same feeling from working with com-
mercial television, even in its public service aspects. I go along with the
great necessity of maximizing as far as possible the amount of public serv-
ice that the commercial people are going to do, but the ,-;Pat difficulty about
it in my mind is that it is the same people who apply themselves to it. So
that the fact that they label it "public service" does not, for me, render the
product terribly different in quality. You cannot have educational televi-
sion ulJess you have people who are not conditioned in these ways but are
conditioned as craftsmen, as artists, as thinkers, as scientists. I hope that
the American people begin to understand the difference. It's a question of
"Who's running the show?"

On the Educational Policies Commission which I just joined this year
we listened to a report from the superintendent of schools in one of our
giant cities, and it was a hair-raising experience to hear what education
in that city really is these days. Thomas Jefferson wouldn't recognize it.
Much of education there is just policing delinquency, much of it is social
work among rather ignorant and uneducated groups, much of it is just
language training, and so on I think that we have to approach the problem
of ETV partly from this angle. What do you do in the cities? What this
superintendent is trying to do is to use his small group of good teachers
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on television so that other teachers can watch them in a form of teacher
training, as well as a form of student education in the classroom. Another
thing that ETV can do in such places is to reach the mothers and fathers in
the housing projects with the same education that their children are get-
ting. To me this is thrilling. It couldn't have been done without television.
In other words, this is no longer a luxury. It has become a prime necessity,
a central mechanism that we have to use.

Now what about the people who have left the cities and gone off to the
suburbs? You get in the suburbs more of a feeling of community-centered-
ness than you do in the city. People who had never gathered together be-
fore in the city do gather together in the suburbs. I can see the possibility
of ETV being used here in combination watching and study sessions, in
which reading material associated with the programs is also distributed.
I have a feeling that more and more ETV can be watched in discussion
groups in this way.

What about the small towns? They are shells, too, in a way, with so
many people leaving them to go to the big cities. This makes it all the more
imperative that they be reached in some wayand reached not just by
what goes by the name of entertainment but reached in more meaningful
ways as well.

Take one other approach, and that is from the standpoint of the life
cycle of Americans. It is interesting to note the points of convergence of
culture and personality. This happens in a series of stages in our life his-
tory. There are certain vulnerable and very decisive stages, particularly
in the growing-up years. This is where I am most deeply concerned now.
I think that most of us who have studied it at all are agreed that there has
been a decline in community in American life and a failure of norms among
young people. Perhaps it is because of this that television has made such
an impact on the young. My hunch is that youngsters don't want to be
entertained; they want to learn, and I think that what they are learning is
values. If there is this vacuum of values for many reasonsand there are
many, many reasons for thiswhat the youngsters get from TV is likely
to move into that vacuum. Again, we're very anxious about the nature of
those values. What happens afterward is equally important, not only those
years but other life stages of Americansfor instance, the middle years,
particularly now whew* children grow up and the mother is still relatively
young and when the life span of both sexes is increasing. There is an op-
portunity for a kind of recapture of the excitement of life in those years for
both mother and father. This has never been true in American life before.

I've been taking a number of approaches, you see, and I'm going to
take one more. There is great preoccupation with the mass quality of our
society, but we are more than a mass society. Within the mass there is also
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a minority culture, creative America. I am more interested in that minorityculture right now than I am even in the mass culture. In the present crisis
of our national life the whole problem of education has shifted. We havehad one long revolution in education ever since the beginning of the nine-
teenth century, giving a minimum of education to the children of all of
our ethnic groups. We have succeeded in that largely, and we should be
proud of it. But the problem now has become a sharper one. The problem
now is that we have a relatively short time in which to achieve certain statedgoals in diplomacy, in political leadership, in economics, in education,
churches, art, etc. These goals can be achieved only by a relatively small
number of people, by a minority rather than the mass. Our second educa-
tional revolution lies in the task of developing this minority culture rather
quickly. We have very few teachers trained, for instance, in the difficult
discussion method of teaching, and the only way that you can train teachers
in this is by having them watch it in action. ETV seems the best hope for
doing this quickly. There are many technical difficulties in all of this, but
overcoming technical difficulties is what we are good at.

Incidentally, if we ever are subjected to thermonuclear destruction
we may discover in ETV a very real potential which no one had thought
of before, the potential of helping with the tragic but necessary task ofrebuilding.

I associate myself completely with Mr. Frederich Ford on the necessity
of stirring up the educational profession to asking for more, and for allo-
cating to them as much as we canand I may say that even if they are not
able to use it terribly well at the beginning they will learn how to use it well.
They will learn because if the job is urgent enough there are a number ofthem who are dedicated enough to do it.

( In reply to a Panel question concerning the goals of the minority
culture: ) Lenin used to say that in Communist societies the question was
"Who whom?"meaning, "Who does what to whom?" "Who liquidates
whom?" "Who rules whom?" I suspect that our question so far among
many of our youngsters has been "Who gets what?" "What's in it for me?"
I would say that part of the process that we are dealing with here is to
change the question. . . . It is difficult to pinpoint the 10 to 15 percent
of our students who are mentally gifted. Some of the flashy ones turn out
to be not terribly good after a while. They were just flashy, that's all. Someof the bright ones are bright only in the sense that they give back your
answers to you. Sometimes the very best of them are the ones who have a
fire burning in their bellies, as Carlyle used to say. They may not be ter-
ribly fast, but they've got the fire, and the fire comes out eventually.

Educating this group is really a very egalitarian idea. Thomas Jeffer-
son used to say that what counts in a democracy is the aristocracy of virtue
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and talentnot the aristocracy of blood, of heredity, of power, of money,
of color, of religion, but of virtue and talent. That is true egalitarianism.
Get at the youngsters with character and ability and get at them no matter
what their skin is like or their name is like or anything else. And pay as
much as needs to be paid to develop this. If your purpose is national, then
your means needs to be national. If this is our treasure, then we had better
use it properly. To me, this is a completely democratic idea.

Let me illustrate it by telling you what happened to me in Warsaw a
couple of years ago, after my book was published. A group of Communist
journalists and professors said to me, "We've heard about your book, but
we haven't read it. It's a long book. . . . Tell us in one word what is the
essence of American civilization! That was a tough job, to condense a
thousand pages into one word. I thought very hard, "What is it? Freedom?
Authority? Democracy? Tolerance?" Then I finally heard myself saying
"Access."

They said, "We've heard of American success, but we've never heard
of American access." I said that we have a Declaration of Independence
which says that all men are created free and equal. I hope that we are cre-
ated free, but I know that we are not created equal. As a parent I know it;
as a teacher I know it. Every businessman knows it. We have very unequal
potential. But I said that we have a very curious idea in our democracy
and that is that there ought to be equal access to equal opportunity for each
of these people with very unequal potential to develop this unequal poten-
tial to the fullest.



IV. THE PROBLEM OF IMPROVING PROGRAMS

How do educational television programs look to a
friendly critic? To a commercial program producer?

To a noncommercial station manager? To the national
program center? To a distinguished adult educator?
And how do these different observers think that pro-
grams may be improved?
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A FRIENDLY CRITIC ON ETV PROGRAMS

By Sydney W. Head
Dr. Head is Director of Broadcasting and Film Services at the University of
Miami.

PART I OF THIS MEMORANDUM attempts to clarify some
questions of principle and practice concerning the function of noncommer-
cial television broadcasting in relation to commercial television broadcast-
ing. Part H attempts part of a working definition of ETV. Part III consists
of a series of recommendations based on the implications of the definition,
and Part IV adds some further recommendations.

I

When television criticism follows the model of traditional literary and
dramatic criticism it is likely to go wide of the mark, for television is ex-
perienced by most viewers not as a series of isolated events, like so many
separate books or stage plays or theatrical films or concerts, but as a con-
catenation of related events. Any given program is likely to be viewed
in a setting provided not only by adjacent programs, but also by an estab-
lished viewer-orientation toward the service as a whole. Current theories
concerning the effects of mass media emphasize the importance of non-
content influences which modify the perception of media content, the inter-
vening variables other than content which affect the meanings of messages
for audiences. One of the recognized intervening variables is the medium
itself, more precisely the particular representative of a medium to which an
attd:eace is attending at the moment.

This notion has almost from the beginning of broadcasting been an
important factor in the strategy of commercial broadcast station manage-
ment; more recently it has been articulated in the concept of "station im-
age" and subjected to considerable analysis. The attitudes audiences form
which go into making up a station image are the product of many influences
other than the specific content of programs. For example, the "personali-
ties" heard and seen on a station and with whom the audience identifies the
station have a powerful influence; so do publicity and promotions, network
affiliation, visual impressions, the pacing and "sound" of continuity, the
status of sponsors using the station (they have their own images which can
enhance or detract from the station image) .
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It follows from the experience of commercial broadcasting that a criti-
cal evaluation of ETV programs necessarily leads one to consider non-
content factors, which really means evaluation of general management
policies as a whole. These policies in commercial broadcasting revolve
around the unitary motive of commercial profit, which provides a relatively
clear-cut, mensurable goal so that the relations of policy to programs and
programs to audiences are relatively easy to define. Legal regulation in
the public interest modifies this goal but does not actually obscure it. Edu-
cational broadcasting, however, appears not to have such a clear-cut goal,
as can be seen by the wide divergence of polies among the existing sta-
tions, most strikingly the differences between community-sponsored sta-
tions and state-sponsored networks of stations.

Yet much as one ETV station may differ from another in its objectives
and program policies, there is at least one thing all have in common: ETV
stations, by definition, are expected somehow to differ crucially from com-
mercial stations. This difference is their justification for existence. Meas-
urable differences certainly exist in practice. Schramm has enumerated a
number of them: ETV stations are on the air, on the average, less than
half as long as commercial stations; they use only about half as much
national network programming (and even this is not network program-
ming in the technical sense ), they produce about three times as much live
programming proportionate to their total programming, over three times
as much informational programming but less than half as much news, their
audiences are minuscule compared to audiences of commercial stations,
and so on.

None of these differences, however, helps us in definitively classifying
a given, single program. We cannot, in practice, look at each individual
program in isolation and always say "This is uniquely a commercial station
program" or "This is uniquely an educational station program." Commer-
cial television has its "Continental Classroom" and ETV has its dramas
and quizzes. The practical distinction between the two services lies, appar-
ently, in unspecified differences of degree and differences in program or-
ganization: commercial television is not likely to devote more than a small
fraction of its total air-time to "Continental Classrooms," nor is it likely
to schedule even one "Continental Classroom" at 8:30 in the evening.

Since the crucial difference in the services appears not to lie in the
content of particular programs but in the more abstract realm of relative
quantities and temporal relationships, let us look for a definition in the
area of those principles which are needed to form judgments about these
relativities. In other words, what in principle differentiates ETV from
commercial television, and what does this in turn imply about practice?

In terms of public policy, the reasoning underlying the decision to
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withhold a minority of available television channels from commercial serv-
ice appears to be the belief that commercial motivation necessarily imposes
limitations upon the scope of the service it produces. This is not neces-
sarily a value judgment, in the sense that it is immaterial whether the limi-
tations are "good" or "bad" as long as limitations exist. We regard it as
axiomatic in our so-iety that public communication should be as free from
restraints as possible, leaving it to the free play of the competition among
ideas to produce the maximum variety and leaving it to the individual to
make his choices among the options provided.

Experience as well as a priori assumptions leads us to believe that the
commercial motivation does in fact impose limitations on broadcast pro-
grams. We expect, for example, a certain imbalance in content due to the
reluctance of advertisers to take chanceseither on new ideas or on con-
troversial or unpopular ideas. We expect that, most of the time, when there
is a choice between two programs, one of which will be more popular than
the other, the more popular program will be chosen, irrespective of the
intrinsic merits of the two programs. I suppose no one was so naïve as
to imagine that setting up a class of noncommercial broadcasting stations
would automatically compensate for all the limitations presumed to be
inherent in commercial programming. Nevertheless, we felt justified in
expecting that the noncommercial service would be demonstrably different
from the commercial servicedifferent, moreover, in the direction of pro-
viding some of the aspects of service which commercial programming, by
its very nature, seems likely to lack altogether, or at least to lack in appro-
priate quantity.

Before pursuing the implications of this position regarding the raison
d'être of noncommercial channel reservations, I must digress briefly to
dispose of a somewhat different position. This is the cynical argument that
it makes little difference what kind of service ETV provides because its
real function is not so much to provide a service itself as to pose a con-
tinuing threat to the commercial service. In this view, ETV's function is
that of a whip, poised to lash the commercial stations into line when they
get too greedy. This view may be more widely held than we would like to
think. It surprised me to hear it voiced at the conference of the panel which
is writing these memoranda. It hardly requires adding that there are surely
more direct and efficient and suitable means of controlling commercial
broadcasting than this one.

One other digression before returning to the main theme. In this mem-
orandum I am looking at ETV programming from the point of view of
broadcasting as such, with all the implications this concept has with regard
to public policy and the essential nature of the services involved. When
an ETV station is used simply as a relay device to feed in-school programs
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it is not fulfilling the broadcasting function. The same purpose could be
accomplished by other methods without occupying a broadcasting channel.
In so far as ETV stations are used for this purpose there is no point in
attempting to evaluate their programming from the broadcasting point of
view.

This, I realize, is a rather radical statement from the standpoint of
those concerned with the viability of the ETV service. In my own com-
munity, for example, we might well have no ETV station at all were it not
for the fact that most of the time the station is used for precisely the relay
purpose I have described. Pragmatically, if asked "What would you rather
havenon-broadcast use of the channel during the day so that the school
system can save money and improve teaching, with the dividend of a
broadcast service in the eveningor no ETV station at all?" I would have
to choose the first alternative. But this does not make it a desirable situa-
tion, nor does it justify the situation in principle.

It is unfortunate, I think, that a dichotomous point of view has been
allowed to develop within the field of ETVthough perhaps it was inevi-table. There seems to be a distinct trend toward a pulling apart of ETV
interests into separate campsin-school teaching on the one hand and
noncommercial broadcasting, as such, on the other. We see this in the
sharp contrast between community-sponsored and school-sponsored sta-
tions; we see it in the tendency to erect a mystique of television teaching
as a form of communication by television with unique characteristics set-ting it apart from other forms of television production; we see it in the
rivalries between broadcast-oriented personnel and education-oriented per-
sonnel. The widespread use of closed-circuit television has, of course,
greatly encouraged this trend toward divided viewpoints.

Returning now to the main theme, I proceed from the proposition that
the justification for noncommercial channels is the need to insure that the
country's television broadcasting service will not be constricted by com-
mercial television's supposedly inherent programming limitations. Let us
examine some of these presumed limitations and the extent to which ETV
appears to fulfill the role of ameliorator.

One of the most essential ingredients of the public communications
media from the viewpoint of public policy is the exposition of conflicting
opinions on subjects of general significancein short, controversy. Itis generally believedand evidence is not lackingthat the commercial
service has a natural tendency at best to avoid controversy, at worst to
suppress it. It is understandable that advertisers do not wish to give of-
fense, even to small minorities; it is understandable that, when the object
is to reach majority (or at least very large minority) audiences, unpopular
opinions are likely to be neglected; it is understandable that a medium
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which is itself a private commercial enterprise is likely to reflect the pre-vailing commercial philosophy. Nevertheless, under the pressure of regu-latory standards, commercial broadcasting does give us at least a smatter-ing of controversial material in its programming. Whether it covers aswide a range of subjects as it should and whether it occupies as large andprominent a place as it should relative to other types of program contentin the commercial service is the debatable point.When we turn to the practice of noncommercial stations, a surprisinglyparallel set of statements might be made. ETV, too, has its reason foravoiding controversy; ETV, too, does nevertheless program some contro-versial material. And again, it remains debatable; whether this materialis as prominent or as frequent in the noncommercial service as it shouldbe. We find in noncommercial stations a more varied set of inhibiting con-
.

siderations, perhaps, but nevertheless they are there. If the station dependsupwi community support it has to be very careful not to get into contro-versial areas that might alienate its chief supporterswho, ironically, maywell be representatives of those same business interests which influencecommercial television. If the station depends upon tax sources, it has tobe very careful not to embarrass elected officials or representatives whoseconstituents might question the use of public funds to further points ofview with which they are not in sympathy. In the absence of comprehensiveobjective quantitative comparisons between the two services (meaningfuldata would be exceedingly difficult to assemble) one can do no more thanmake an informed guess. My guess is that, at the very least, commercialtelevision does as good a job in handling controversy as noncommercialtelevisionpossibly a good deal better job. At the worst it can certainlybe said that ETV does not represent any dramatic improvement over com-mercial TV in this area.
From this pessimistic conclusion flow several possible further deduc-tions: (1) ETV is, to this extent, a failure and an unjustified burden onthe frequency spectrum; (2) ETV has not succeeded in this area so farbut must and can do so in the future as it matures; (3) the neglect ofcontroversial program material is not exclusively the by-product of com-mercialism in the television service, but is in fact due to factors moreintrinsic to the nature of television itself.

My opinion leans toward the last of these deductions. I think that thecritics of broadcasting, over the years, have tended to start with historicalantecedents in mind and have not made sufficient allowance for the uniquecharacteristics of broadcasting as a public medium as compared to theolder public media. I have discussed this viewpoint at length elsewhereand will merely reiterate here the conclusion that John Stuart Mill's singledissident among the whole of mankind "might talk on a street corner, cir-culate pamphlets, make a documentary film, or use many other private
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avenues of expression; but he could not reasonably assert a right to usethe public facilities of broadcasting." In other words, no matter what thesponsorship of a broadcasting stationadvertisers, taxes, or donations--that sponsorship is bound to have some restrictive influence on the station's
programming, directly or indirectly. Timidity about causing trouble, re-luctance to offend, fear of economic or other reprisalthese are inevitablein any undertaking as large, as expensive, as complex, and as replete with
public ramifications as a broadcasting station must be. If a program issuppressed or a subject avoided it makes no essential difference whetherthe reason was fear of not getting elected again or fear of having an adver-tising account canceled.

This conclusion does not imply that ETV should be relieved of theobligation to program controversial, or potentially controversial, material,any more than commercial broadcasting should be relieved of that obliga-tion. It simply means that it was a mistake to assume that ETV was destinedto compensate fully for this particular weakness of commercial broad-casting.
Moving on to a second program area where it is generally held thatcommercial broadcasting is limited because of its commercialism, let usconsider the area of inventiveness and novelty in programming. This canbe variously expressedthe need for experimentation on the one hand,or the fact of stereotyping and slavish imitation on the other. To whatextent has ETV lived up to expectations in this area? Again, objective dataof a comprehensive sort would be hard to come by, but my impression isthat ETV has created precious little that is genuinely new and exciting,while commercial television has done a good deal in this direction. I amsure the ETV program people who have worked so hard and devotedly to

do much with little will challenge this conclusion, but I believe it is broadlytrue. Moreover, it is perfectly understandable and forgivable; for it isliterally not possible to be creatively original very often or very consist-ently, and if you haven't the money for the exploration of many dead-endsand for jettisoning many aborted efforts it's all the harder. So I do notmean to underestimate or to dispose lightly of the real achievements ofETV in this area but merely to point out that, once again if we thoughtthat imitativeness, lack of originality, and conservatism il, programs wasexclusively the product of commercialism in broadcasting we were over-looking the much more fundamental cavise in the nature of the mediumitself.
I turn now to a third progra.n area -.vhere ETV was expected to makeup for the deficiencies of commercial broadcastingthe frequent produc-tion of programs of high cultural value. During the years of the initialpromotion of the idea of implementing the reserved channels, a favoriteselling point was that opera and ballet would at last find a home in broad-
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casting. Evaluation of the performance of ETV in this area in particular
(but certainly in the two previously discussed areas as well) requires con-
sideration of the size of the audiences of the two services. For example,
how long would it take all the ETV statiqns together to reach the audience
of a single NBC Opera production, and how many comparable productions
has ETV had to offer? The comparison, I realize, is unfair, but it should be
made if only to lay to rest the unrealistic and illusory promises that have
been put forward in the name of ETV in the past.

Let us consider a little further the question of the ETV audience
its size and its composition. The published data on ETV circulation, while
understandably put in the most optimistic statistical form possible, if
coldly appraised indicate an extremely small audience. Generally the au-
dience for any single program is so small as not to be quantifiable by
conventional audience-size measurement methods used in commercial
broadcasting. This limited reach cannot, of course, be ascribed alone to
failure of ETV programs to attract audiences. Hypothetically, 50 stqions
could blanket the country, reaching over 90 percent of the population, but
ETV stations are neither so powerful nor so strategically located as to have
this physical reach. But even within the larger metropolitan areas, the
audience for the individual ETV program is generally so small as to raise
a question about the justification of the expense of reaching it.

However, ETV does not, like commercial television, regard viewers in
purely quantitative terms. It appears that, small though the ETV audi-
ences may be, they are qualitatively significant in that they tend to include
that stratum of the population in which the opinion leaders are found.
Again referring to current theories on mass media effects, it is recognized
now that the mass media do not replace personal influence, that the audi-
ence of the media should not be regarded atomistically. Nevertheless, tele-
vision is a mass medium. Any television station has the potentiality of
reaching from 70 percent to over 90 percent of the population within its
signal area; with this potentiality, it would seem exceedingly inefficient
and wasteful of resources for a station to settle for an audience of only 1
or 2 percent.

II

In order to get sharp focus on issues, I have deliberately put the fore-
going generalizations in the most pessimistic forms possible. I feel this
kind of negative emphasis is a necessary corrective for this reason: the
whole history of ETV has been one of a constant struggle to sell and pro-
mote an idea, and I have nothing but respect and admiration for the ideal-
ism, enthusiasm, and perseverance of those who have led in this struggle.
But, as we look forward to future growth and progress in ETV, it is impor-
tant that we don't let this promotional aura obscure our own judgment.
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The previous section was intended to lay the groundwork for a realisticdefinition of the function of ETV because it seems essential for its futuredevelopment to arrive at some kind of consensus about what ETV is inrelation to commercial television. I think first of all it should be obviousnew that ETV is not the cure-all for the deficiencies of commercial televi-sion. It cannot, by virtue of being noncommercial, automatically rise abovethe limitations inherent in the medium of television itself. And even if itcould, no purpose would be served if it did not reach audiences of signifi-cant size, a size appropriate to the costs of erecting and operating the ETVstations.
Two requisites are necessary to the realization of ETV's potential as avalid, full-scale alternative service: first, a suitable definition of goal interms of service, second, sufficient freedom of action to pursue that goalwith minimum restraints from the forces which always threaten program-ming freedom.
The goal of ETV, to put it axiomatically, is ( or should be) to providefirst of all a servicenot just a conglomeration of programs, but a sequenceof events which relate directly to the needs cf its audience as they emergethroughout the day, the week, the year. To this extent, ETV's function isno different from that of commercial television. The difference lies in theidentity of the audience and the kinds of needs served.
A second axiom is that it's the function of ETV to serve a specific audi-ence, representing perhaps the upper quartile in terms of education andsocial awareness. ETV cannot be all things to all menthis is the problemof commercial television. But having identified that minority ETV seeksto serve, ETV must really serve itnot only provide the service, but buildthe audience for the service. It's a matter of defining a limited objectivebut also of reaching that objective fully.
The audience-objective must necessarily be a matter of local option.

Obviously Boston has a different potentiality than Chapel Hill in terms ofaudience. But in each service area an appropriate audience-goal needs tobe set up, both quantitative and qualitative. Each station should aim at aminimum number of viewers on the average per program, representing adefined segment of the total population in its area.
Freedom to develop these goals requires that station management beas independent of irrelevant pressures as possible. This means managerialpersonnel with a highly developed sense of professionalismbroadcasters,

not school administrators or political appointees or fund raisers. The sta-tion management should act as a buffer between the inevitable pressuresfrom special interests and the integrity of the service. The loyalty of man-agement should be first to the audience sought to be served. Managementshould not have a divided responsibility such as occurs when, for example,the same man has to cultivate the favor of a donor as has to make a pro-
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gram decision which will affect that donor. There should be an arm's lengthrelationship between the two functions.
Without something approaching this degree of programming freedomit is hard to see how ETV can justify its existence, in the long run, as avalid complement to the commercial service. The alternative is the degen-eration of ETV into a relay facility for in-school systematic teachingaperfectly legitimate and desirable use of television, of course, but a non-broadcast use and a radical retreat from the admirable ideal of ETV whichanimated its pioneer proponents.

III

Applying the notion of service, as developed above, to one's impres-sions of current ETV practices, some specific suggestions for future devel-opment can be deduced. I realize that the flat generalizations on whichthese suggestions are Lased need to be softened and qualified by the recog-nition of many exceptions in the actual practice of some stations, but againI think it healthy at this juncture to face criticism in its most challengingform.
For one thing, the ETV service has been too intermittent. In order toserve ideally it should always be there with something appropriate to theneeds of each part of the day, the week, the year. Most ETV stations pro-gram sporadicallythey close down entirely on the weekends (just whentheir service might be most useful), they go on and off the air erratically.It is fundamental to the nature of broadcasting to be consistently availableand ETV simply does not meet this criterion.

Second, the ETV service has been too unpredictable. This commentcovers a multitude of practices which in general amount to the point thata viewer cannot count on receiving a logically and aesthetically satisfyingsequential service. For example, he may settle down to a stimulating dis-cussion program only to find himself thereafter faced by a course of formalinstruction in some subject of extremely specific and limited interest. Ifhe is not one of the limited few, the service has, for him, been interruptedand he may well abandon it for the rest of the day, if not the rest of theweek. Or he may adjust himself to a program in one style or at one levelof production only to be brought up with a disconcerting jerk by a pro-gram in a totally different style or at an entirely different level of produc-tion. Variety is essential, of course, but not variety which is arbitrary,meaningless, unplanned, unpleasant.
Third, the ETV service has been too inflexible. In adopting the con-ventional program lengths, ETV has submitted to an inflexible programstructure which it might well have escaped. Not having to worry about themultitude of commercial commitments which necessarily rigidify commer-cial television, ETV could have come up with a more flexible programstructure allowing for more responsive service.
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Fourth, the ETV service has been too pompous. This term is intended
to cover a multitude of practices, errors of both commission and omission.
For example, not infrequently you see a program introduced with a cere-
moniousness appropriate to the launching of an aircraft carrier, only to
find that the ship being launched is a simple little rowboat. More impor-
tant, however, is the omission of elementary everyday services which could
help a great deal to build the habit of ETV watching. These could be
merely such routine information as time and weather checks, or could get
into more elaborate services such as authoritative current market informa-
tion for the housewife, news reports, consumer guidance, and so on. An-
other important area is the choice and build-up of the on-camera and off -
camera spokesmen for the station, who more than any other non-content
factor are crucial in establishing station image. They are the humanizing
influence, the basis for establishing direct personal rapport with the sta-
tion. I have the impression that the personnel assigned to this crucially
important role are often far too conscious of their educational responsi-
bilities and not at all conscious of the realities of television communication.

Fifth, the ETV service has lacked appropriate style. All of the previ-
ously mentioned topics as well as many more might be subsumed under this
heading. Certainly a pompous style would be undesirable, certainly un-
predictability involves a lack of consistency in style. ETV stations should
be style-conscious and should seek to impress their service with a unique
style, recognizably different from the style of all competing stations; what-
ever its particular genre, it should at least be a style which dramatizes the
idea of service.

Sixth, the ETV service has not been sufficiently competitive. I mean
by this that it has not sufficiently recognized that television's competition
is every possible other form of human activity. Obviously watching other
TV stations is one of the most damaging forms of competition because
watchers are by definition television-prone. Thus it behooves the ETV
station to program competitively as against its commercial colleaguesin
general to devise a service which will be either different or better than that
which is available from commercial television for the ETV target audience.
But all the other forms of competition have to be considered, too; here
station promotion becomes important, and station promotion should be
considered as much a part of the television service as the label is a part
of the package, the cover a part of the book, the stop-sign a part of the
traffic artery. I realize that all ETV station managers are aware of the
importance of promotion and a good deal has already been done to help
improve it, but I question whether this aspect of the service has been any-
where near fully developed.

Seventh, the ETV service has not found its proper role in the area of
news and current aftairs. This, I confess, is a most difficult problem be-

IJJ
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cause news is a major ingredient of both local and network commercialprogramming and ETV cannot conceivably afford to compete directly withthese expensive operations. Yet ETV can never acquire the status as aservice that it needs if it neglects the news and current affairs function.Somehow it needs to find its own special brand of service in this areaone which will not be merely repetitive of the commercial service and onewhich will be especially suited to ETV's target audience.

IV
Finally here are a few concluding recommendations on other pointsthat have been alluded to, or at least implied by, the observations in thismemorandum.
In-school broadcasts. It should be a matter of policy that broadcasttelevision stations should be eventually relieved of the responsibility ofacting as relay stations for in-school programs. All formal instruction onbroadcast television stations should be at a level and in a style suited togeneral adult consumption, even if the primary purpose is to serve in-schoolaudiences.
Network programs. It is fundamentally unhealthy for ETV to dependupon a single network source of programming. Competition is needed, yethow to obtain it in a noncommercial setting is a difficult problem whichrequires study.
Live programs. Stations are attempting entirely too much live pro-gramming for their resources, even granting that a large proportion of liveprograms are no more than lectures in televised courses. More syndicatedmaterial is needed from more sources.
Station image. Studies should be undertaken of station managementpolicies in relation to station image looking toward greatly expanded reg-ular audiences.
Personnel. ETV should (just as commercial television should) be agreat deal more concerned than it is about the fundamental training offuture station personnel, looking toward a high degree of professionalism.Remotes. Direct pickups from the scene-of-action of real events is thepurest form of television. ETV should do more of this kind of television.Some stations have been notable for achievements in this area. ETV hasan opportunity here for a distinctive service because commercial televisionis too inflexible to exploit these possibilities fully. In the same connection,a true national network (i.e., interconnected) is badly needed to give theETV a chance to reach its full potentialities in this area. We should begetting daily live programs from Washington, for example. The networkcould feed blocks of live remote programming which local stations couldcut in and out of at will. Skillful use of edited tape can add greatly to theflexibility and impact of actuality programming.



A COMMERCIAL BROADCASTER ON
ETV PROGRAMS

By Irving Gitlin
Mr. Gitlin is an outstanding television producer, now on the staff of theNational Broadcasting Company.

THIS PAPER REFLECTS some of the things that a commercialbroadcaster of public service programs has observed about educationaltelevision station broadcasting. It offers a few suggestions for considera-tion as we look ahead for ten years. Such a procedure is neither pregump-tuous nor fantastic for a number of reasons. In the first place, educationaltelevision, by overcoming tremendous obstacles, has earned the amazedadmiration of many commercial broadcasters. Also it should be remem-bered that many public service programs are not sponsored, and when theyare, the broadcaster, not the sponsor, controls program content. In otherwords, the job of a public service department is not so radically differentfrom that of an ETV station manager in regard to programming.There are differences, of coursemany and vast onesbetween theoperations of a commercial public service department and an ETV sta-tion, but it might be useful to look at the similarities as well. The pro-grams of a commercial public service department manager are only a partof the total schedule of the station or network. An ETV station manageris responsible for the total schedule. You don't have the cushion of anover-all schedule to fall back on. But this very fact is an advantage to theETV manager. He can arrange his program schedule to suit the time ofthe audience he wants to reachand once he determines what that timepattern is, he can keep it consistent.
Nevertheless, no matter where we are in television programming, wemust face certain of the same decisions. We have to know what our audi-ence isto know to whom we are talking; we must have producers andwriters; we have to meet basic costs of production and tailor the formatand quality of production to fit the amount of money we have available.The way we meet these problems may be similar or quite different, depend-ing upon our goals and our special interpretation of audience needs.A number of research studies have demonstrated that the audience foreducational television is about one-third of the total potential audience in
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a community. And some researchers appear to be of the opinion that is
almost as big an audience as the ETV stations can get at the present time.
Commercial public service broadcasters (both in radio and television) have
accepted this figure gladly for years. This is the elitethe doersthe "in-
fluentials" in the community. I question the wisdom of this decision. In
the first place, it seems doubtful that educational broadcasters are meeting
the needs of the community if they reach only this elite group, because it
seems to me that these active segments of the various communities can and

are getting the information they want in other waysfrom discriminating
reading, lectures, courses, and even from conversations with like-minded
friends. If ETV can reach only this group of adults, perhaps it should con-
centrate on the young where the need for education is the greatest. Also
this concept of serving only one-third of the potential audience seems to
pull the rug out from under the hope that educational television can ever
be properly supported. And I am not implying, as someone has suggested,
that the people ETV is reaching do not need any more education, nor in-
deed that there are any people who do not need more education. I am
merely wondering whether or not this one-third elite may not be getting
the continuing education it needs from other sources"Harper's Maga-
zine," "The Atlantic," and the other things I mentioned. Perhaps they do
not need educational television as much as other parts of the general po-
tential audience.

Moreover, isn't there a danger that even this audience, which is dis-
criminating by definition, eventually will be lost to ETV stations which are
forced to limit the quality of their production because they lack sufficient
income? I am simply saying that we must find a way to put an economic
floor under the support for educational television, and that we will not do
it if we are content to reach only one-third of the potential audience.

My network and others have discovered recently that we are beginning
to go into another stage of public service audience size. With some pro-
grams in prime time we can reach a much larger percentage of the total
potential audience. I admit it isn't only a matter of dollars. We must have
writers and producers with talent, imagination, and courage. The CBS
Hong Kong programproduced when I was still with CBSis an illustra-
tion. William Holden told the story of Hong Kong and that made the pro-
gram. A large audience watched it because they wanted to see him. Nor
was using Holden just a gimmick because he had lived in Hong Kong. He
still has some financial interests there and cares about the place. Here is
an example of how educational broadcasters can convert a natural interest
in the glamour of a subjectin this case Hong Kong and William Holden
into an educational experience. I am sure that the people who watched
that program learned more about Hong Kong than any tourist spending
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two weeks there. We got into the heart of the city, its real problems, itsreal people, and showed actually what happened from day to day, fromweek to week.
In my opinion the educational television stations will have to decidewhether they want merely to be repositories for the high points of culturein our society and always live under a deficit, or whether they will give

themselves a broader base. Some people have asked me if I mean by thisthat the ETV stations must appeal to the largest possible audience. Myanswer is that this is one answer, although not the only one. Shouldn't weperhaps tax ourselves to educate for the future and use television for more
in-school programming, for programs for the handicapped, and many othergroups? The point is there is a basic economic problem which must besolved if educational television is to survive. I am convinced that educa-tional television requires a sufficient fall of dollars to pay for all kinds of
excellent programming, whether from tax support or broad-base audience
support.

There are plenty of bright young men and women who could produce
such quality programs, but it takes money to hire them. The money mustcome from somewhere. What are we going to do to get it? I agree that thebasic, interested audience for public service is the elite one-third of thepotential. If theprograms are great, if enough dollars are spent to get truly
creative producers and writers, educational television can reach into the
other two-thirds. The problem of television is showmanshipin the bestsense of that word. We have set too narrow goals. We have limited ouraudiences. When we start fighting for audience not for its own sake, butbecause we have a worthwhile program produced artistically and becausewe have found some way to get motivated audiences, then we will begin toget somewhere.

I don't mean that the whole educational television schedule should con-sist of big, expensive productions. There are some very good things being
done around the countryon local commercial stationswhich are pro-duced for little money. A group of people who know the subject sit aroundand indulge in good loose talk. But have they checked what is going on inlocal communities? Sometimes it seems as if the ETV stations are afraidof experimentation, afraid of a broad base of production.

Is it because the ETV stations lack independence? Are they subjectedto their own kinds of pressures and, therefore, feel they must conform torigidly set patterns? Possibly this problem of independence can be solvedin part by the National Educational Television and Radio Center, becauseit is true that commercial television has much greater freedom in news andpublic affairs than do governmental or quasi-governmental broadcasting
operations. The Center can do things, perhaps, which the local stations
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would have difficulty with. I believe that in both commercial and educa-
tional television there will always be issues which a community cannot
handle locally but will accept from the national level. For example, we at
NBC did a study of sit-in strikes in Nashville. The program was shown in
Nashville and Atlanta, which were experiencing sit-in demonstrations at
that time. I doubt very much whether the local stations could have pro-
duced this program at the time.

I have heard some ETV broadcasters say that pressures would be less-
ened if the stations all had a broad base of financial supportmore money
from more sources. That might be. Certainly a program manager for a
station not entirely dependent on the state legislature or the public school
system is not in the same position to be dictated to as the man whose sta-
tion can be closed down because a state governor or school superintendent
is offended by a program and can cut off fundsor threaten to.

Yet I have heard also that even community stations, where financial
support comes from many sources have pressure problems at times. Money
alone, even if it were a great amount, could not guarantee independence
at the local stations. Individuals do not develop in a vacuum. Neither do
social structures. The American civilization is by principle composed of
varied patterns. Communities, even within nearby regions, often differ
radically. And of c_ourse these differences are reflected in the character
of the educational television stations. Each community has its inherent
pressures which affect all the social structures within the community to
some extent. And, as there are differences between communities, there are
great differences within communities, especially in these times of great
mobility of population. This is what makes it even more important for
educational television stations to reach out and interest the other two-thirds
of their potential audience. If a wide and deep base of financial support
is necessary, and I believe firmly it is, loyal, stalwart, and far-reaching
moral support from their communities is even more important to the edu-
cational television stations. However, as we learned from the song, like
"Love and Marriage," you can't have one without the other. Unless edu-
cational television stations can find some way to produce on a regular basis,
dramatic, artistic program series which will become a habit for most of the
television set owners in their communities, they will not get either the
money or the loyalty they need.

I urge you not to put all your eggs in one basket. Don't appeal con-
sciously and exclusively to your one-third elite basic and ongoing audi-
ence. They will stay with you. You understand how their minds work
up to a point. However, I sometimes wonder whether those of us in public
service programming do not sometimes stand in awe too much of this intel-
ligentsia. Don't we get a little precious about them? After all, educational
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broadcasters, for the most part, are from the same stratum, and we are not
likely to turn off exciting, well-done, even humorous programs, if they are
solidly based in fatt, philosophy, and art.

We broadcasters arp communicators. If we do not have something of
importance to say to everybody, we should not be in the broadcasting
business, because the FCC ruled that all TV stations, especially the educa-
tional, noncommercial stations must serve the needs of the total com-
munity. It seems to me that educational broadcasters have an obligation
sometimes to talk to everyone in language everyone understands. Such
conversations are bound to pay off in both moral and financial support.

Nor am I saying that ETV stations should do more of the same things
the commercial stations do. You have your creativityyour own reasons
for existenceyour own ideals. Don't be afraid of them. Examine them
with your listeners. Build their understanding and develop your own
image in the community. - I would suggest that you do notperhaps should
notalways deal with t most controversial issues in the community.
Look at all the issues in the area. Get close to the people who must sup-
port you and learn what their most urgent concerns are. Edge into the
*local issues and build confidence in your station by taking a balanced
position on them so your audience can learn to clarify its own thinking.

On this point of getting to know your community, Lyman Bryson used
to say that all broadcastersas well as scientistsare too inclined to talk
for themselvesand to themselves. Perhaps educational broadcasters are
even worse offenders because they even do not talk very often with commer-
cial broadcasters. The local commercial stations have many of the same
problems as the educational stations, especially the same budget problems.
You may not like the ways they try to solve them, but I believe if all of the
television managers in a communitycommercial and educationalwould
examine their problems together on a periodic basis, all would learn things
of value.

Meetings of this kind would be of no value if false pride entered in.
Yet, I feel that either in single sessions or on a more or less regular basis,
if the ETV stations would take the initiative in getting together the top
television professionals in their communities, both sides could serve as
useful mirrors for each other. These sessions would have to be on a no-
holds-barred basis, however, to do any good. They could well result in
developing very useful complementary television services for each com-
munity.

One surprising thing I learned in a recent trip to Moscow is that Mos-
cow Television uses a similar technique. How effective this is is open to
questionbut at least once a month the Moscow broadcasters meet with
selected representatives from factories, stores, and all sorts of places to

770-244 0-65-11
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pull apart Moscow Television's programming. In this way, the television

producers have audience contact which is most valuable. Whether they

pay attention to the criticisms or not, these meetings are a very useful com-

munity relations gambit.
Implicit in all I have said is my conviction that television is more than

a vehicle of dissemination. It's an independent medium, a creative force.

Television makes news, for instance, as well as conveys it. Educational

television has, therefore, a special responsibility to summon to its ranks

the best of all the intellectual talent it can, the finest creative talents with

the greatest moral integrity possible, in order to meet the challenges of

these times. Educational television has a responsibility to recognize crea-

tive ability and the individual who has it and uses it because the creative

individual puts his impress on each program he is associated with. This

responsibility transcends the medium itself and, indeed, transcends the

mechanics of the educational system. The challenge increases with the

conipl-k'ations and growth of our educational needs. To meet it will take

courage, dynamic leadership, and money. The problem of where to find

these jewels belongs to the educational television managers themselves.

And I am sure they can.



A STATION MANAGER'S VIEW OF THE
PROBLEMS OF PROGRAMMING

By Hartford N. Gunn, Jr.
Mr. Gunn is Director of educational television station WGBH, in Boston.

THE DIFFICULTIES OF WRITING about educational televisionprogramming are considerable. It seems appropriate, therefore, to reviewsome of these difficulties because they directly affect the viewpoint of thewriter as well as all those who seek to comment upon or evaluate the pro-gram efforts of ETV.
We are agreed generally that the primary "business" of ETV is pro-gramming and the effect this programming has on the audience in termsof the amount and value of the information supplied, attitudes modified,and action precipitated. We are agreed, one would hope, that ETV is con-cerned with the general improvement of the society in which we livethrough the education and instruction of the individual. However, whenwe leave this broad plateau of comfortable generalii es to confront thelocal ETV station, its policies and philosophies, we find substantial disa-greement on what ETV programming should be and how best to accom-plish it.

Some stations see their role as exclusively programming to school andcollege classrooms via direct instruction. Within this group there arisesthe question of whether this is best accomplished by total instruction (sub-stitution for the classroom teacher) or by supplementary instruction andenrichment. The shades of meaning and the differing philosophies aremany in this field, and more than one ETV broadcaster has found himselfsnarled in a battle of semantics and learning theory.
Other stations see their role as that of programming primarily for adultsat home. Here, too, there are questions of how this should be accomplished.Some stations place the emphasis on credit courses; other stations on non-credit and more informal presentations.
Many, if not the majority, of ETV stations at this time program theirstation with a combination of all of the above plans. The result is anextremely complex program arrangement which defies useful generali-zations to a considerable extent and complicates any evaluation of ETV.There are other complicating factors; particularly the fact that themeans of producing ETV programming are not equally distributed and,
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further, that these means ( or lack of means) may not be within the power
of the local station management to control. This point is quite often over-
looked by the critics of ETV programming. ETV stations differ widely,
for example, in size and quality of staff, equipment and studio facilities,
educational talent and resources, money, FCC allocations (VHF vs. UHFand high- vs. low-band channels) , effective policy-making boards, and sta-
tion experience. These problems are further compounded by the lack of
good current research, both qualitative and quantitative, on ETV program-
ming and station operations.

It is against these many program philosophies and the varying means
to carry them out that the writerwill attempt his commentary and criticism.
Necessarily, they must be viewed in this context and be recognized as one
manager's opinions.

Looking at ETV programming in 1961, one can see that considerable
progress has been madeagainst some major obstacles. It is not as much
progress as the enthusiasts and critics would like to see, nor is it as much
as might have been accomplished had we in ETV and those who have sup-ported us been more farsighted and perceptive. Nevertheless, there is evi-
dence of something worthwhile being done and at a reasonable cost.

As of May 1, 1961, there were 56 ETV stations on the air, programming
approximately two thousand hours per week to a potential audience in and
out of school, adult and child, of approximately 26 millions* of people.If we can project Professor Pool's recent audience study ( 4 ) at M.I.T. of
the audience for WGBH-TV in Boston, approximately a third of the 26
million are regular viewers of ETV programs. Exactly what this ETV audi-
ence receives and the impact upon their attitudes and actions are not
known, but information from the remaining sections of the Pool audience
study that are as yet unpublished indicates that something more than pas-
sive viewing is taking place. The complete data will be available shortly.

We do know, however, that the regular adult audience for ETV is a
special and most important one. "They . . . seem to be characterized by
a trait which might be called involvement, activity or alertness" (4) . They
are the doers, the influential, the controlling group of the community. ETV
viewing by this group is selective and purposive rather than continuous
and passive. ETV does not make good background noise for other activi-ties. If it is tuned in at all, it requires a high degree of concentration.

These findings taken together would lead one to believe that a substan-
tial number of people who determine the activities in many fields are re-ceiving and concentrating upon programming of some substance.

The writer does not have the equivalent figures for the in-school usageof ETV programs, but believes it to be substantial. For example, the in-
* From NETRC data, 1960.
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school television programs of the "21" Classroom school broadcasting
service in Massachusetts reaches 160 separate school systems in parts of
four states. Some 50,000 or more elementary school children receive their
instruction in French by televisionjust one subject in one school TV
project. Considerable research has been and is now being prepared on the
impact of ETV on the school audience, a substantial proportion of which
already indicates a favorable response to ETV, if not an enthusiastic one,
in many instances.

There are other measures of accomplishment in ETV programming
the larger number of national program awards, greatly increased attention
from other media (particularly newspapers) and substantial community
support. Each ETV station can also point with not unwarranted pride to
certain programs that have measurably and importantly affected their com-
munities; for example, the programs in the South on literacy.

While programming in one sense must be judged by what it is and
what it does, it is necessary ( as the author has noted) for constructive
critics and commentators to put the accomplishments ( or lack of them)
in the proper framework.

Eight years ago when the first ETV station went on the air nobody knew
very much about it. Everybody had his own idea or dream of what it could
or should be and some even had had experience with ETV's electronic
relative, educational radio, but everybody eventually was to find at least
a part of his dreams impractical or disappointing in practice.

ETV had (and has) other problems besides its newness and the enthu-
siasts' great expectations. ETV programming was and is still severely lim-
ited in funds relative both to its educational resources and the need of the
audience for these resources. The only advantage that it has had financially
since its inception has been that it lacked sufficient money to grow too fast
and become too fat, as has been largely the case in commercial television.
On the other hand, it too often has had not enough money to do the job
it was asked to do. This has led to much bitter criticism of ETV program-
ming which many stations were helpless to correct.

Money has a lot to do with many of the other problems that face ETV,
but it is not by any means the cause of all of our difficulties.

Money, for example, would have helped to get better ETV station per-
sonnel but would not have solved the problem completely. ETV was a new
medium and there was no trained group of people waiting to propel it
forward with the required taste, imagination, intelligence, and dynamism.
This training took a great deal of timecompare the kinescopes of pro-
grams made for NETRC by stations in 1955 with those of 1960-61. The
programs show the hard work of five years or more.

ETV is still short of first-rate personnel, particularly in the positions
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of producers, directors, program, production, and general managers. These
ara the people who, along with the talent, largely determine the success or
Failure of ETV programming. We still find it more profitable to raid one
another's stations for personnel. We still find, also, that most college
courses in television omit training for ETV or do it poorly.

Program resources and talent have always been a problem, for they are
not evenly distributed. Some stations have an embarrassment of educa-
tional resources and talent to draw upon. Others are woefully lacking. In
some instances these latter stations have excellent staffs and more than
adequate facilities and yet suffer this lack of sufficient top educators who
have something to say and who can ( or can learn to) say it effectively.
The effects of this situation can be seen dramatically in the national ETV
programs where there wasand possibly still isthe assumption that be-
cause all ETV stations had video-tape and/or kinescope recording equip-
ment, they all can produce with local talent substantial and consistent pro-
gramming of national and international significance. The impact of this
philosophy on the quality of national ETV programming in the author's
opinion sometimes has been somewhat less than even our most ardent en-
thusiasts might have accepted.

The problem of personnel is not confined to the station alone, for ETV
still must fight to attract major educators to participate in its programs.
The academic groves are still ruled by such institutions as "publish ( a
book) or perish," television's low status symbol, the faculty committee on
permanent appointments with its concern for the dangers of "popularity"
and interest in the research-oriented person as opposed to the teacher.
All of these things make it difficult to get the right man to do the right job.
Fortunately for ETV and its audience, this situation is improving, and
many great teachers are speaking out over ETV more frequently and on
more significant topics.

The technical facilities such as studios, cameras, recorders, etc. are
gradually improving and becoming less of a problem. Early program
efforts for the national ETV network were severely limitedin fact, many
were virtually invisible as a result of poor kinescope recording, equip-
ment maintenance, and operation. Video-tape recording equipment and
NETRC's drive for improved engineering performance have helped im-
prove the over-all technical level considerably. It is not unusual, however,
to find stations wiih good educational resources and good staffs working
with inadequate facilities and vice versa. Today ETV programming de-
mands (particularly on the national level) have outrun the facilities avail-
able for their production.

There are two other areas that have helped to determine the framework
within which ETV was programmed. First, thechannel allocation situation
which has just come into some prominence and, second, the policy-making
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groups such as boards of trustees, school boards, and administrators whohave been largely ignored and are deserving of more attention.
To the extent that UHF channels have been assigned to education inVHF areas, ETV programming has been greatly handicapped. Many ofthe largest and most important cities such as New York, Washington, D.C.,

Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Detroit, and Cleveland, have UHF reservedchannels. The result has been that only Philadelphia, Atlanta, Cincinnati,and Detroit have been courageous enough to put in ETV stations for whichthere were virtually no receivers and, therefore, littleif anyaudience.While these stations have managed to build some audience, they find itdifficult to do extensive adult programming without greater support, whichis impossible under such an arrangement.
Under the circumstances it is not surprising that there are no ETVstations in the other cities such as New York and Washington. This hasbeen a critical blow to ETV and its programming, for it denies ETV sta-tions and their network an effective outlet for their national programswhere they can be seen, judged, and have the opportunity to inform andpersuade key financial decision-makers in business, foundations, and gov-ernment. An example of the strange hardship that the New York and Wash-ington ETV desert works is the fact that NETRC's major public affairsprogram Prospects of Mankind could not get important government andbusiness leaders to appear unless the program could be seen by their fami-lies and their peers in these two cities. Special arrangements had to bemade to show the program on commercial stations before they would comeon. The other problem associated with the lack of stations in New Yorkand Washington is that there are no ETV production facilities from whichto originate major programs that require the unique resources of thesecities.

The question of the role and operation of boards of trustees and similarschool policy-makers who own ETV stations is another factor in ETV pro-gram problems and has not been explored adequately. However, the writer
can do little more to raise the point; namely, to what extent does a board
influence programming for good or for bad and to what extent does it sup-port ETV management in their attempt to supply the various resourcesnecessary to produce a top program schedule. Boards in general are notalways known for their courage, their imagination and leadership. Oper-ating an ETV station is a major responsibility to society. It requires greatattention, guidance, and support. One wonders to what extent these boards
have influenced ETV programmingeither positively or negatively.

When we review the problems that have faced ETV, it is the more sur-prising what progress has been made and how significantly and important
ETV programming has become.

We need a context within which to judge present program offerings and
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to point up the need for new ones. Certainly such a context should include
major problems that face the citizen and his society at all levelslocal,
national, and international. One can do no more than suggest some of
these: the need for education of the citizen in international affairs to match
the new role of the United States as leader of the free world, the need for
the greater understanding of science with emphasis on the new areas of
nuclear energy and space research which are completely beyond the edu-
cational background of the average adult, the moral and policy problems
raised by such scientific advances, the urban sprawl, and the problems of
the city.

These and other major problems whose scope and rate of growth con-
tinually increase require our immediate attention and yet they must be
funneled through an American communications system that, despite its
technological advances, seems relatively less and less able to cope with
them. We need more and better information and more and better analysis
and interpretation. The number of newspapers in many cities is shrinking
with the resulting concentration bringing too often a smaller range of
opinion and less interpretation. The changing economic and program
structure of both commercial radio and television seems poorly adapted
to our growing needs in these areas. While the trend has been reversed
somewhat in commercial television, nevertheless the pressure grows to treat
stations as an ordinary investment to be judged by the balance sheet rather
than by its programming. Discussing the problem of setting and main-
taining standards of programming in commercial television, Jack Gould
notes, ". . . all of TV lives in a house without a floor," (2) and in an
earlier article, the ". . . commercial incentive to try to be all things to
all viewers imposes a serious cultural limitation." (3 )

If we include education itself as a part of our communications system,
we see that it, too, is beset by the problem of greater information to impart
to more people, and it has relatively fewer teachers, facilities, and dollars
to do it with.

It is in the context of needs of the magnitude outlined above that we
must design ETV programming for the future. Some of the major program
issues raised by this review are: balance in terms of school vs. adult and
formal vs. informal program presentations; quantity; scope and depth of
programming; and quality of presentation. These issues cannot be dealt
w .th at length here, but some comments may be useful.

It seems to the writer, where a community has only a single ETV sta-
tion (and especially if it is a wide-area VHF station ), there is an obliga-
tion to do an equally comprehensive and respectable job for both adults
and children, both in and out of school. The need of education for adults
(the decision-makers of today) is particularly acute. Their formal educa-
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tion has stopped, and they are poorly prepared to deal with the major prob-
lems that face them.

A station should strive also to program its channel to the fullest extent
possible. Serious consideration should be given to reserving and using
additional ETV channels co that programming can be expanded for all
groups and interests within the community.

The most important program issue is the scope and depth of ETV pro-
grams. John Gardner states in his recent book:

Leadership in the United States is not a matter of scores of key individuals,nor even of hundreds, nor even of thousands--it is a matter of literally tensof thousands, even hundreds of thousands of influential men and women. Theseindividuals, in their own organizations and communities, shape public opinion,create the climate in which public opinion is formed and determine the courseof our national life. (1)

If we accept this statement and recall the special ability of ETV to reach
these individuals, then it would seem that ETV should make a more con-
scious attempt to program for their needs. A service for these leaders callsfor daily national and internationalnews and interpretation. It means ETV
must establish national and overseas contacts to provide the necessary news
and commentary. It means also greater international program exchange
with possible cooperative program planning and production between U.S.ETV and foreign broadcasting systems.

Community problems must be examined and discussed to keep the local
issues in focus along with those of national and international importance.
Unfortunately, ETV programs on community issues are not as numerous
as they should be, primarily because of the more controversial nature of
such programscontroversial in the sense that issues are closer to homeand produce a greater emotional reaction in the audience. Incidentally,here is where a strong board, good station management, and sufficient
funds to insure a complete and accurate reporting job can make a major
contribution to the improvement of their community.

Admittedly, this is defining educational television in a broader sense
than many stations would care to. While a case can be made for stayingwith a very formal and narrow interpretation of the role of ETV, one won-
ders how often boards and administrators find it convenient to define them-
selves out of an area such as community issues that poses real problems
and that demands considerable judgment and skill.

The greatest stumbling block to the programming of community issuesis financial pressure. Most ETV stations get their funds from political or
semi-political bodies such as legislatures and school boards or from the
general public which normally includes a number of major business and
individual contributors who make the difference between financial success

ii
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or failure. The problem presented to the ETV station in the presentationof such programs is obvious. As the key political leader of one state put it:
The price of my support (for your ETV bill) is no programs on contro-versial issues. By controversial issues I don't mean the national and inter-national junk. I mean the local stuff.

This may not be a common occurrence, but the very possibility of suchan occurrence is enough to impose a considerable degree of sell-censorshipin this program area.
The writer is not suggesting that ETV stations necessarily (indeed, itmay not be legally possible) crusade and editorialize directly on commun-ity issues, but rather provide a forum for informed citizens and leaders todiscuss such issues on a regular basis and in depth. Documentary report-ing, which is another approach to community-issue programming, is usuallybeyond local ETV station budgets. It is more difficult and places evengreater responsibility on the station in regard to fairness and accuracy.However, whether it is a commentator, a forum, or a documentary, onemust recognize that even to mention some issueslet alone discuss themis "controversial" to some powerful interests.

There is no easy answer to the problem of community-issue program-ming. It is deserving, however, of greater attention by all organizationboards, and managements concerned with the growth of ETV. The prob-lem becomes more critical when one observes the disappearance of localnewspapers as discussed earlier. How is the community of the future tobe informed of its problems and aroused to its duty? This is a major ques-tion for all responsible citizens.
Other program areas that require attention are the American heritage

and the advancement of our American culture through commissioning andperforming American drama, music, dance, and opera. One continues tobe embarrassed when foreigners visit the world's richest country only tofind that even its educational television system is devoid of the Americanperforming arts and artists. In fact, ETV relies upon foreign broadcast-ing systems for much, if not most, of its great drama.
ETV programming should be given the support and encouragement towork with experimentaltechniques and formats. Attention should be given,too, to more and better programs for children out-of-school and the womenat home during the day. In general, ETV has made only pitiful efforts forthese two audiences. The possibilities of a major service here are enor-mous, as the present radio and television offerings for these groups areamong the most limited and shabby.
Much more could be written on the scope and depth of ETV program-ming, also. The writer closes this part of his paper with a suggestion that

the reader review the obstacles and problems in programming an ETVstation mentioned earlier. It will be apparent that these limitations and
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strictures on program production are still with us and that they affect
directly the programming areas just discussed. These restrictions must be
tackled if ETV is to fulfill a significant role in America's communications
system.

What can be done specifically about ETV programming? Here, for
. the sake of starting the discussion, are some suggestions:

1. A continuing review and discussion through research, through semi-
nars and forums, through journals, through every device we can think of,
of the major issues of ETV programming, including audience balance,
scope and depth, quantity and quality of programs. This must be done not
just by the professionals in ETV but by the leaders in academic, political,
business, labor, and similar fields. Emphasis should be placed on local
programming with a constant exchange of ideas and policies among all
stations. School programs should be reviewed and evaluated by educa-
tional authorities from colleges and universities as well as the elementary
and secondary schools.

2. Regional networking, preferably on a live basis, should be encour-
aged. Regional networks offer substantial possibilities for the improve-
ment of ETV programs by spreading the cost, relieving overburdened and
limited facilities and by utilizing more fully iTidividual talents and re-
sources within a region. The regional network is a means to supplement
the national program offerings so that more hours of better programs can
be made available to a greater number of people. Further, it encourages
the development of new stations and the eventual live interconnection of
all ETV stations on a national basis.

3. The National Educational Television and Radio Center must be
strengthened in every way if it is to provide the leadership and program
service that only a first-rate national network can. NETRC can set the
ETV local program style, tempo, and level through its own example and
in its program acquisition and underwriting. Technical advances as well
as program and audience needs combine to make a review of live or limited
live program distribution mandatory. International exchange which has
been started by NETRC must be augmented. Cooperative planning and
program production on an international scale hold much promise.

NETRC already is reviewing its role in acquiring and producing pro-
grams for in-school use. A materials resource library (including research,
film and tape clips, visuals, and supplementary materials) would be help-
ful to local school producers as would the availability of cooperatively
planned and produced series of a larger dimension than is possible at the
average local station. A re-examination of the means of national ETV pro-
gram production is required, also, in order to tap more adequately the
existing educational resources and talent.

To accomplish this and the many other activities will require a new

1'
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and expanded financial base. The Center operates on a budget which is
the equivalent of a dozen episodes for commercial television of The Un-
touchables, suggesting that there might be a slight imbalance in our scale
values. The support for the Center must be constant, reasonably substan-
tial, have built into it provision for growth and freedom from the pressures
and restrictions that chasing dollars from powerful organizations can bring.
This suggests an endowment of considerable size. It is to be hoped that
one can be found.

4. To improve ETV programming requires more and better personnel
as well as recognition and appreciation for their work. A management ap-
prenticeship program is already being worked on by the National Associ-
ation of Educational Broadcasters and is an essential undertaking. Man-
agement seminars along the lines of the successful National Association of
Broadcaster's classes and case study program at the Harvard Business
School would be useful. Awards might be employed to spotlight the work
of talented directors, artists, designers, and technicians. Only the motion
picture industry has seen fit to recognize the efforts of the people behind
the productions. There is, at this time, no national recognition of the indi-
vidual's contribution to ETV programming.

5. As noted earlier, there are urgent program reasons for securing VHF
channels for ETV in New York, Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, and Los
Angeles. As this is being written, New York is negotiating for the purchase
of a major VHF channel, and Philadelphia is in an FCC hearing to acquire
one. This leaves Washington and Los Angeles to be attended to.

6. Several problems suggest a new but somewhat controversial solu-
tion. There seems to be a need for a number of stations to act as leaders
by providing the test cases and laboratory for new ideas and methods, by
setting the pattern for independence and "academic freedom," and by
setting program and production standards. Further, there are major cen-
ters of population as well as educational and cultural resources which re-
quire more than average facilities and staff. These are the areas of major
national influence as well as the areas of major national program resource.
These areas are expected to lead, to bear the brunt of the national program
production load, and to influence key people favorably in behalf of ETV.
For the most part, these cities are ill-equipped to perform these functions.
In fact, some of these key cities don't even have an ETV station. It is the
writer's opinion that this is a national problem and that consideration
might be given to the establishment of "bellwether" stations with national
production capabilities. Again, for reasons similar to the situation with
NETRC, this should be done by endowment; if possible, the amount of
money available to determine the number of stations, and the specific cities
to be selected by a national panel of distinguished citizens with attention
to the available educational resources, the size and influence of the popu-
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lation, and the suitability and character of the board of trustees or ad-
ministrators.

7. A review of the financial structure of ETV and recommendations for
its change and improvement are in order. The writer has mentioned financ-
ing in connection with the NETRC and the possible "bellwether" stations.
All present and potential ETV stations, however, need greater support.
There must be a realization on the part of business, government, and foun-
dations that all ETV requires their support and that it can't be left to the
Ford Foundation, individual citizens, and small local foundations to do the
whole job. It is particularly unfortunate that some people most directly
responsible for the growth and improvement of education have either ig-
nored the medium or have opposed it. One might feel that in view of what
ETV has accomplished that this situation reflects on the nature of their
organization more than on the nature of ETV. ETV touches nearly all
areas of local, national, and international concern. Technically, ETV is
part of one of the most powerful and far-reaching communications systems
that man has invented and, in content, ETV is a part of the great tradition
and inheritance of public and private education. It deserves more atten-
tion and better support from those interested in and those responsible for
these fields.

The general ETV program picture is most encouraging, primarily be-
cause it shows steady improvement. The only question concerns increasing
this rate of growth to keep pace with the need for effective communications
in the United States. This requires new ideas, new methods, constant re-
evaluation, and increasing concern and support.

One perceptive observer of American life has said:
At just this moment in history when we need all of our vitality and drive and
capacity for sustained effort, we are in danger of losing our bearings, in danger
of surrendering to a 'cult of easiness' . . . . Virtually everyone agrees that
we need a re-affirmation of our shared purposes and a re-dedication to their
accomplishment (1).

Is there a place in our society for a major communications system,
local in control and execution, national in scope and influence, dedicated
solely to our cultural and intellectual growth, and supported by private
philanthropy and public funds and programmed by our great educational
community?
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HOW THE NATICSNAL PROGRAM CENTER
SEES THE OUTLOOK

By Robert B. Hudson
Mr. Hudson is Vice-President in charge of programs, National Educational
Television and Radio Center.

RECENTLY, IN REVIEWING NET programs for 1960, I was
able to observe that "Educational televisionprograms are better than ever."
This paraphrased slogan of the motion picture industry was applied for
comparative purposes, obviously, rather than as an indication of superla-
tive accomplishment. It was applied as a trend indicator to show that the
program quality curve is up. I took occasion to cite two factors that sup-
port this view:

First of all, the production staffs of the educational stationsour principal
producersappear to be stronger across the board. The increased strength
and skill is especially evident in the half dozen stations that have supplied the
larger number of programs to the national program service. With these latter
stations it is not just a matter of their having another year of experience behind
them (that has helped, too) ; rather it is a willingness to separate production
for the Center from the ongoing business of the station and the assigning to it
of highly qualified persons from within or outside of their staffs.
A second factor bearing on improved program quality is the increase in the
number of independent television and film producers now contributing to the
NET program service. Part of their involvement may be attributed to an in-
crease during the year of program support grants that frequently called for
program series to be produced on film, but equally important there is a growing
number of new producing organizations that know how to create programs that
capture the spirit and serve the ends of educational television.

Add to the above trends the wealth of foreign television films and video
tapes of an educational nature that are showing up on NET stations in an
ever increasing flowfrom England, France, Germany, Italy, Canada, Aus-
tralia, Japan; from all of the members of the European Broadcasting Un-
ion; from some of the Iron Curtain countriesit is evident that the, quality
of the national program service is richer and more diverse than at any time
in the past.

The increased strength across the board of the program and production
staffs of educational television stations is most telling at the local level.
They are gaining in experience and confidence and for the most part ex-
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hibit professional attainments. All of this shows up in the daily schedule
(at least in that part of it that the limited staff can concentrate on; nearly
all stations are under-manned) .

All of the above suggest that the viewer has reasonable grounds for
expecting more from his educational television station. He does indeed.
His growth stock is growing, but the "growth stock" of educational televi-
sion is so flagrantly undercapitalized in people, facilities, dollars and, in
some instances, commitment on the part of educators of small vision and
ritualistic traditions that its true potential may not even be sighted for
years to come. In short, the program outlook for educational television is
a gradual "bootstraps" improvement until there is a dramatic break-
through.

The breakthrough which is needed involves: 1) trained staff personnel
in adequate supply; 2) a faculty and performing artists assigned on a
rotating basis and observers of the contemporary cultural and political
scene; 3) studio and transmission and reception facilities and money with
which to operate them in all major localities; 4) a nation-wide intercon-
nected educational television network; and 5) a commitment by educators
to use the television instrument as a tool of education, and by citizens to
look to it and accept it as a window to the world of ideas, to the arts and
joys of mankind, and to both the humane and the harsh aspects of reality.

All of the papers compiled under these covers are concerned with the
breakthrough imperatives in greater or lesser degree. All of them, ulti-
mately, have a bearing on program quality: it takes perceptive and skilled
personnel to produce quality programs; it takes the very best local and na-
tional technical facilities to deliver to the viewer a quality product; it takes
imagination and courage on the part of school administrators and teachers
to plan and enrich the instructional program through the use of materials
from remote sources, but the rewards are great. All of these factors work
singly and in combination to affect program quality. But assuming their
presence, the critical factor is the availability of a faculty and of perform-
ing artists on a rotating basis, and a corps of observers of the contemporary
cultural and political scene.

Buildings do not make a university. The faculty is the university. The
faculty employed by educational television will give validity and substance
to programs. It will be the best faculty in the world today, coming from
many disciplines and from many parts of the world. Faculty members will
spend a tour of teaching and recording duty for a term or an academic year
in a production center and return to their permanent posts. Obviously; this
plan holds for persons preparing instructional programs for use ire class-
rooms. Already Mme. Anne Slack has spent three full years in Boston pre-
paring and recording Parlons Francais for elementary schools; and Prof.
Harvey White spent a year in Pittsburgh broadcasting and recording a
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high school course in physics and another year in New York presenting a
television physics course as graduate training for teachers.

Nor does the "faculty" idea confine itself to instructional television.
John Dodds took a year off from the Humanities Program at Stanford to
work on American Memoir; Huston Smith and Ralph Patrick, philosopher
and anthropologist respectively at Washington University, required a se-
mester each in the preparation of Search for America; Martha Myers was
given a year's leave of absence by Smith College to play and produce the
A Time to Dance series; Roy and Johana Harris accepted as part of their
teaching assignment at Chatham College a full year's music appreciation
course on WQED; and Prof. Zechariah Chafee Jr., literally gave the last
year of his life to broadcasting and recording his Harvard course on con-
stitutional law.

The educational television faculty idea has been tested. It has proved
sound and needs only to be implemented on a carefully planned, long-term
basis. Consistent excellence in the presentation of substantive material is
an achievable goal for educational television.

Television is a superb medium for the artsall of the arts, but espe-
cially for the performing arts. Any national program of excellence must
cater to and draw upon these lively arts. The proximity and the potential
relationship of the NETRC to the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
the Metropolitan Opera, the Philharmonic, a Repertory Company, the
Juilliard School, and others augurs well for the wedding of educational
television and the arts. The plastic arts too are welcome in television but
better ways of presenting them can and must be found.

Just as educational television must have its own drama repertory com-
panies, so it must seek out and televise the great orchestras from coast to
coast and serve as patron to its own chamber and combo groups. Recent
NET program series with the Fine Arts Quartet rehearsing and performing
Beethoven and Bartok, and with Max Morath on the Ragtime Era are cases
in point. The great music festivals of the world must be brought to educa-
tional televisionSalzburg, Vienna, Prague, Zurich, Edinburgh, Stras-
bourg, Spoleto; and opera from La Scala and Vienna, Bayreuth, Glynde-
bourne, Covent Garden, Paris. More than this, the great performing artists
of the world must be seen and heard through educational television
Casa ls, Heifetz, Rubinstein, Sviatoslav Richter, David Oistrakh, Birgit
Nilsson, and countless otherstheir performances preserved for enjoy-
ment tomorrow as well as today. The younger artists in this country and
abrOadwinners of the Brussels, Leventritt, and other international con-
test awardscan find in educational television a natural, ready medium
for conveying their gifts to a wide public.

Observers of the contemporary scene should have high priority as edu-
cational television hitches its star to individual need and national signifi-
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cance. Keeping informed, understanding events, holding perspective, and
maintr.ining values in the whirlpool of the twentieth century tries many of
us bel 'ond our available time and capacities and we need help. Television
in general has failed us though there are bright spots. Educational tele-
vision has made some fresh approaches, but it has scarcely entered this
field.

There is some evidence around us that the individual suffers because
modern society tends to relate to the individual through group orienta-
tions. He is bombarded daily with messages which seek to stimulate his
action in behalf of this or that worthy (and often unworthy) enterprise.
Yet, his individualism often having been minimized, he is hesitant to act.
Often he simply cannot, for he does not know how. He is not sure in whose
name he is called upon to act. As we in this country support our national
effort through democratic action, it is fundamental to our way of life that
each of us as citizens is capable of making immediate evaluations in the
context of a swift and vital moment. These decisions, however, must flow
from our confidence in our own personal system of values. Thus, the very
meaning of this culture and its people is sustained by the individual who
knows and respects himself, and who is capable of determined and selective
self-action. By seeking always to discover the needs of the various publics
within the broad public which is America, educational television must help
the individual to hold his perspective and to maintain his values in this
marvelous but dangerous moment which characterizes the time of our
planet in this mid-twentieth century.

More and more those who populate the world of educational television
must seek to discover ways of enlarging the vision and enriching the scope
of the individual. As those of skill and insight become more familiar with
the television instrument, they will devise ways of entering the American
home as welcome agents charged with the joyful task of identifying and
sustaining human dignity.

For quality programs, educational television stations must be intercon-
nected. In the area of public affairs, this will enable a timely and a national
impact. There must be a corps of observers (model: American Universi-
ties Field Staff; Christian Science Monitor regional bureaus) and docu-
mentary teams reporting regularly, not only on political and special events
but on people and the things that are important to them.

The federal government must be covered, not just for hard news but Ls
an institution that both reflects and shapes our lives. The process of deci-
sion-making must be examined and illuminated. The moral code and be-
havior patterns, and issues of private and public morality require the
attention of educational television, as, indeed, do most public policy ques-
tions before the Congress and before the people.

Public affairs programming has the unique opportunity of serving in
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formulating thought and opinion, providing a basis for the making up of
minds, a fix on which successful public policy must rest. But it takes more
than "in depth" news reports and "slice of life" programs to guide us
through these turbulent times when the human mind is prepared to wrap
the whole planet in a shroud. Thus far all of our best efforts and ingenuity
have produced no assurance whatever that it will be deterred from that end.
The prolonged failure of traditional means of getting through to people on
our great problems does not prove useless our communications devices.
It does suggest their sterility in conception and ineffectiveness in applica-
tion. Some new creative approach is indicated. Substantive and psycho-
logical research must be undertaken. Models must be created and tested.
Perhaps a swing away from the "event" orientation toward the "chain of
events" perspective, toward the careful study of trends and of their pre-
dictive aspects would help. But whatever the new creative approaches to
be developed, they must be rooted ultimately in a tradition of private, pub-
lic, and international morality. Quality programming in this direction is
a clear and present goal of educational television's corps of observers and,
indeed, of education itself.



TESTIMONY BY C. SCOTT FLETCHER

Before the Television Advisory Panel
Mr. Fletcher was President of the Fund for Adult Education, until that enter-prise was terminated in 1960. He also served as chairman of a task forcewhich produced the four preceding papers.

AS TO THE QUESTION OF A CLIMATE of constructive rela-tionships between educational and commercial stations, the more there isa sharing of ideas among the people who are connected with this type ofmedium, the more the public will benefit. We are dealing with a mediumwhich is in its infancy. It depends on the people behind the camera. Therelationship between educational and commercial stations is developing
every day and in a healthy fashion. At one time, people in commercial TVsaid that ETV would not work since there would be no sponsors to pay thebill. Few people really understand the medium and how best to use it.On the question of public affairs I would say that certain media do agood job in the field of national and international affairs, especially cer-tain newspapers. A few good programs have resulted from collaborationbetween local newspapers and the local TV and radio stations. The com-mercial stations are operated for profit and they cannot do more than acertain amount in the area of public affairs, but they are doing more inthis area and are finding it profitable. In some instances no public affairs
program can go on the air unless it is the product of the members of thestaff of the network. CBS, for example, will not put any public affairs pro-gram on the air unless it is produced by the staff of CBS. More and morepublic affairs programs are being paid for by sponsors. It is part of thewhole idea of ETV that ETV stations will, in the future, bring such publicaffairs programs to the public, and at a prime time. There has been somelack in ETV in this area. If you use education in the true sense of theword, you cannot say that information programs are education. ETV, be-
cause of the way it was established, can provide real educational TV pro-grams during prime time which the commercial stations cannot do. TheETV potentialities are hard to predict because they are so great and sovaried.

When you ask what educational jobs TV can do best, it seems to methat one advantage of TV over movies is that you can see things as theyhappen and that one studio TV camera or motion picture projector can
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serve millions at one time. Everything depends on what the people who

have the means in their hands do with it. A TV set can be counted upon

to do many jobs, except take an interest in the audience that it serves.

In reply to your question on the organization and support of ETV, I

would say that, to date, the initiative, with some exceptions, has developed

locally, with some national implementation, such as that provided by the

NETRC, JCET, and NAEB. The money came from many local sources for

the support ofETV stations. Financing was not sufficient to begin with and

has not been sufficient since then. ETV was brought into being to serve the

community as the library serves the community. One aspect of financing

is that there should be a national headquarters to plan an annual drive to

get funds, community by community, for the financing of local stations.

The future financing of ETV has not been thoroughly discussed. It should

involve a national drive for a national concept and movement. The poten-

tialities of ETV, as we now know them, should no more go out of existence

in a community than a library should. These are such valuable assets that

we have to get it into the minds of the public that here is an asset whicla

must be financed in various ways. We should never be placed in a position

where the policy control of what goes on a station would be affected by

funds. The control would remain local.

Concerning provisions for highest quality programs, I feel that tal-

ented young people should be given an opportunity to show their creative

abilities without being hindered. The finances should be in such a shape

that we can attract these talents and hold them. Research indicates that,

given the same teacher and provided that teacher is a good teacher, the

youngsters or adults in the TV classroom will do as well and sometimes

better than the students in the regular classroom. Teachers have to be good

teachers in the first instance and should be able to use TV when they want

to use it. They should have the right to decide how and when they will use

TV. TV should be placed in the hands of skilled teachers, for use as the

teachers deem advisable. We have to be everlastingly at work to show the

teachers of our youth and our adults how they can use TV more effectively.

In general, I would say that, with some notable exceptions, ETV, on the

whole, has not measured up to its great promise. The tendency is to turn

off something which is not interesting and to forget the educational chan-

nel unless something notable appears. When there is an organized effort,

the audience can be held and the invitation to learning can become an invi-

tation to organized participation.
We cannot predict how long the present situation in the public affairs

field will go on. Consider the three major networks and the time slots

where their good public affairs programs usually appear. There is no rea-

son why arrangements cannot be made to make these programs available
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,o ETV stations at prime time but without the commercial. The commer-
cial stations cannot afford to give prime time free. But ways can be found,
so that those who want them can get these kinds of public affairs programs
and others which are basically educational.

At the present time, no local educational station could afford to put
on the kind of costly public affairs program of which I have been speak-
ing, nor could the NETRC afford to produce this type of program. How
then do we secure funds to develop more quality programs for ETV? In
Ohio, all motion picture theaters were taxed and the money was made
available to the State Department of Education which used the money to
buy films to be made available to the schools. ETV stations should not be
supported as a result of a tax imposed on commercial stations. Any funds
provided to support ETV would be welcomed provided the control re-
mained in the hands of local authorities. This is the way we handle our
schools and libraries. In California, the money from gasoline taxes can,
by law, be used only for the improvement of highways in the State of Cali-
fornia. Provided an equitable means is found to make private and public
funds available for this vital instrumentality of ETV, it should be done with
the above proviso.

(Mr. Hechinger gave the example of the tax on radio and television
sets in England which is then used to support the BBC. Mr. Fletcher point-
ed out that the main difference is that everyone in England who has a TV
or radio set can receive BBC programs, whereas not everyone in the United
States who has a receiver can receive ETV stations. He added: )

If you want to have quality programs, you need three things: a climate
which will entice the talented to give the best possible vent to their talents;
a willingness to pay; and a determination to produce programs that will be
great.
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V. THE PROBLEM OF FINANCING

What does it now cost to support educational televi-
sion? What future costs may be anticipated for capital
expenditures and for station operation? What further
increase in expenditures will be necessary if educa-
tional station are to operate at an "adequate" rather
than a "minimum" level? And what are the possible
sources of such support?
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THE ORGANIZATION AND FINANCING OF
ETV IN THE NEXT TEN YEARS

By John F. White
Mr. White is President of the National Educational Television and Radio Center

WHEN ONE ATTEMPTS TO PROJECT the development of
ETV over the next ten-year period, he cannot confine himself to a dis-
cussion of programming and instructional services but must, in fact, first
determine the probable organizational and financial development.

Each of these aspects, the organizational and the financial, must be
considered on both the local, or regional, and national levels. And at both
levels we will see the strengthening of present units and the creation of
new ones. In the 1959-61 period the operating budgets of ETV stations
on the air were increased on the average by approximately 30 percent; a
similar figure applies to their capital investments. At the national level,
the National Educational Television and Radio Center has in that same
period shown budget growth of about one-third. In my opinion, there is
nothing either magical or surprising about this. The older stations have
matured to the point where they now set higher standards for newer sta-
tions, while all stations are overcoming institutional fears or prejudices
and are rendering community services that earn for them increasing sup-
portand bring demands for still greater service.

Local and regional

What will happen in the next ten years? There will continue to be a
growth in station activationto the point where, in that period, all sections
of thi3 country will receive ETV service. Specifically, I anticipate the fol-
lowing developments:

1. Solution by the FCC of the UHF-VHF conflict, so that by 1971 ETV channels
will be competitive wherever they exist. We will see the activation of ETV
stations in such metropolitan areas as those of New York, Los Angeles,
Cleveland, Baltimore, and Washington. These stations will ,be supported
at least in part through voluntary contributions.

2. Because most of the blank spots on the ETV map represent' regions that are
sparsely populated and, therefore, are without financial resources for acti-
vation, we will see grants of federal and state funds for this purpose.

3. Because in these same regions there is also a shortage of cultural and in-
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structional resources, we will observe the creation of a number of state andregional networks. These will consist of the principal producing stationsand booster stations in places where production resources are limited.4. The creation of state and regional networks will also serve to cut down theoperating costs of the individual stations. These operating dollars will bederived from a variety of sources in return for services rendered, i.e.a. from school systems and colleges in return for instructional services(including adult education, to which I believe there will be a grow-ing commitment).

b. from state sources, probably on a matching basis, for the aboveservices and through direct appropriation for state-wide and inter-state services.
c. from local foundations, business, and industry for the productionof programs in specific areas. (There also will be some generalsupport from foundations, business, and industry.) In addition,individuals and groups will make voluntary contributions.

This diversity in financial support is not only likely; it is to be fos-tered. Through such diversity we can best maintain the freedom that isso essential to the production of significant programs. Moreover, if thestations perform well the services open to them (and they will), this di-versity of financial support is their best guarantee against economic crises.It is also the best guarantee of quality, for station managements will beforced to "earn" support and will be less likely to be "comfortable" andaccept mediocrity as a means to "security."
The same diversity will be found in station controls. In 1961 approxi-mately 65 percent of the stations are controlled by universities, publicschool systems, state ETV commissions, or other tax-supported bodies,while 35 percent are independent, nonprofit corporations. No matterwhat form of control exists, however, individual stations will in the nextten years seek operating funds from the diversified sources discussedearlier. It is apparent even in 1961 that independent stations must dependupon tax dollars for the operation of their instructional services; on theother hand, publicly owned stations have come to recognize that theyrequire foundation, corporate, and individual grants to underwrite certainlocal program costs.

In the matter of station controls, it needs also to be stated that in thenext "¶ -year period the addition of stations will stem largely from public(that is, governmental) and institutional sponsorship. At the same timea battle must be waged to retain the independently controlled stations and,wherever possible, to add to their numbers. There will be those who viewtax support as the easy way out, but they must be resisted, forjust aswith the state-supported and private universities and colleges in this na-tionthe coexistence of public and independent stations provides an es-sential climate in which these stations work together, but challenge one
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another; lead one another, but follow one another; compete with but pro-tect one another. And all of this adds up to a stronger, freer, healthier,
and more effective total service.

It should also be noted that in many (but not all) areas one channelwill not meet the total demand and that, therefore, we will see the activa-tion and operation of multiple channels. (Oklahoma City and Pittsburghalready have two ETV stations each.) Such additions will not cost exces-sive amounts to operate when "built into" existing facilities.
National

All of these facilities will depend upon a national source for importantprogram material of two typesinstructional and cultural. Now, in 1961,there are a variety of such program sources and these will continue togrow, but in the years aheadas nowthere will be one principal sourcewhose purpose it is to respond to station requirements, whose function itis to provide national leadership for this ETV movement. In other words,I believe that the next ten years will see the development of a larger,stronger, better-financed NETRC.
In that period a nation-wide interconnection of ETV stations will be-come operative. General programming and certain instructional material,when local demand justifies it, will be distributed by this device. The localstation will record the material it desires from these lines and telecast itin accordance with its own program schedule requirements. There alsowill be a library service of instructional materials, and each spring thelocal school authorities, in cooperation with local ETV authorities, willselect from catalogues the offerings they wish to screen and, if these arefound acceptable, have delivered at specified times during the followingschool year.
Obviously, it will require many more dollars than are available at themoment to meet the demands for quality and provide increased service.This money too will come from many different sources. An emerging pat-

tern of industrial and foundation support for program projects will con-tinue to develop and expand. At first there will be a strong, and to someextent justified, suspicion among educators of instructional materials de-veloped through support from these sources. But the quality ofethese
materialsthe result of careful planning by competent professional edu-catorswill do much to erode the last of the many fears that have plagued
the development of this new teaching instrumenttelevision.

One will also see federal dollars available at the national level for the
development of televised instructional material. It is perhaps only at thenational level that federal money can be obtained for ETV programming.
With dollars secured by contract from specific governmental agencies for

it
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program projects, one can predict with confidence that government will
play an important role in the development of educational television in the
next decade.

Provision of a strong and professionally qualified national agency to
attract these funds and supply the leadership and service necessary is
almost sine qua non. The NETRC is at present fulfilling many of the func-
tions of that agency, but it will require major basic financing for research,
program development, and proper staffing if it is to do the job that should
be doneif it is to exert national leadership of the ETV movement itself.

What leadership will be necessary? Station activation and stimula-
tion, legislation, experimentation, and fund raisingthese are just a few
of the areas that will cry for attention. Over the years this will involve
expenditures of millions of dollars. And these dollars must be earned
through performance; they cannot be obtained because ETV is a nice
idea or "good thing." But they will be earned. The money will come.
And it will come from a variety of sources, thus insuring the future of non-
commercial, educational television as a free public-service asset of all the
American people.

1



THE FINANCING OF EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION

By Lyle M. Nelson
When Mr. Nelson wrote this, he was Vice-President of the University of Michi-
gan. He is now Director of University Relations, Stanford University

NO ONE WILL BE SURPRISED with the statement that financial
support remains educational television's greatest single problem. From
community ETV stations to closed-circuit installations, the story is the
same. Inadequate financing has made it necessary to cut corners in oper-
ation, to eliminate everything except bare essentials and even to compro-
mise with program quality.

Yet the record is an impressive one. Even to those accustomed to
measuring success by the balance sheet, the evidence is daily mounting
that educational television is a national asset of considerable value. A
dollar and cents tag can be placed on it, and this value is increasing with
every inventory.

As of the moment of this writing, there are 55 educational television
broadcasting stations on the air. By the time this report is printed, the
number undoubtedly will be larger because such is the growth of the
medium. What is even more significant, however, only one station (KTHE,
Los Angeles UHF) has failed since the first station, KUHT of Houston,
went on the air in 1953. A record of 55 successes and one failure is a fairly
good one by most standards.

ETV BROADCASTING STATIONS
While complete figures are almost impossible to obtain, there are at

least some raw data on the total value of educational television stations
presently operating. The National Educational Television and Radio Cen-
ter as recently as March 1961 surveyed its member stations in an attempt
to obtain a reliable inventory of the nation's ETV assets.

From this survey, and from cross checks made by the author, a con-
servative estimate would place the capital value of the 55 ETV stations
then operating at approximately $29,400,000. On a similar basis, the
annual operating budget for running these stations for the 1960 calendar
year was about $14,800,000.

Although averages are mostly meaningless, they sometimes help to
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make total figures more easily comprehensible. It is interesting, but per-haps not significant, that the total figures given above represent an average
capital investment of approximately $530,000 and an average annual oper-
ating budget of approximately $270,000.

NETRC study gives ranges
Much more revealing is a cost breakdown of the 1961 survey by the

NETRC covering the 53 stations affiliated with that organization. It reveals
the following:

1. Seventeen of the stations were community-operated.
a. Their 1961 total capital investments ranged from $153,000 to $1,358,000with the median at about $497,000.
b. Their 1960 operating budgets ranged from $76,000 to $1,010,000 withthe median at $275,000.

2. Nineteen of the group were college or university-owned stations.*
a. The capital investment of this group ranged from $268,500 to $980,000

with the median at $250,000.
b. Their 1960 operating budgets ranged from $50,000 to $569,000 with themedian at approximately $175,000.

3. Eight of this group were operated by school systems.
a. The total capital investment of these stations ranged from $153,000 to$800,000 with the median at about $553,000.
b. Their 1960 operating budgets ranged from $122,000 to $455,000 with amedian at about $293,800.

4. Nine stations were licensed to a state authority.
a. Capital Investment

Their 1961 total capital investments ranged from $529,000 to $900,000,
with the median at $697,000.

b. Operating Budgets
`Their 1960 ,)perating budgets ranged from $80,000 to $842,900.
A median 'Jere would be misleading because of the wide variations in
operating costs and multiple -unit operations.

It must be emphasized, however, that figures vary greatly from station
to station. Obtaining some basis of comparability has been almost an im-
possibility. Direct comparisons are therefore only partially accurate and
can lead to unwarranted conclusions if not carefully made. Especially is
this true of operating budgets. Whereas some stationsparticularly com-
munity stations which are independently budgetedinclude generally all
administrative and maintenance charges, in university or school-system-
operated stations, such charges are sometimes absorbed by the parent in-stitution.

Ranges on the other hand do provide some guide to communities and

* One station is dua.11y licensed to both a university and a public school system.
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educational groups contemplating establishment of similar operations. In
this connection it is perhaps significant to note the lowest and the highest
budget figures for each of the three groups of stations, both for capital
expenditure and for operations.

Type of Station Capital Investment
Low High

Operating Budget
Low High

Community-operated (17) $153,000 $1,358,000 $ 76,000 $1,010,000
College-university

operated (19) 268,500 980,000 50,000 569,000
School-system

operated (8) 153,000 800,000 122,000 553,000
State authority

operated (9) 529,000 900,000 80,000 842,900

It should be added that the extremes at either end of the ETV station
price range have not necessarily been reached. The proposal to buy out
an existing commercial TV station to provide a VHF educational outlet
for New York City, for example, runs into considerable money. An offer
of $6 . 2 million reportedly has been made. Jack Gould, television writer
for The New York Times, has estimated the annual operating cost of such
a station at "conceivably more than $1,000,000 a year" (1 ).

At the other extreme, the possibility of a low-cost UHF station which
would operate with much less power than any presently on the air has been
advanced by the National Educational Television and Radio Center. In a
book, ETV and the Schools (6), NETRC points out that capital outlays
of $50,000 are within the realm of possibility and that two current appli-
cants estimate their over-all operating budgets at $30,000 and $35,000.

Suggested budgets for ETV stations

'tables A through F attempt to translate some of the operating data on
present ETV stations into guides for those planning similar installations.
The first set of tables (A through C) sets forth what is considered a real-
istic budget for a minimum-limited operation. The second set of tables
( D through F) is based upon professional standards and operations and
a wider geographical service area.

To prepare these tables certain assumptions had to be made. These
are noted on each table and documented where necessary. It should be of
special interest, however, that estimates are based upon a VHF station with,
in one case, 18 kilowatts of effective radiated power and, in the other,
316 kw ERP.

It also should be pointed out that salary figures, and to a certain extent
personnel requirements, will vary considerably from community to com-
munity. In addition, there also will be a difference depending upon
whether the station operates under a union or a non-union contract.
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CLOSED-CIRCUIT SYSTEMS

If cost figures vary among ETV broadcasting stations, the spread is
even wider in the field of closed-circuit television. To bring about any
measure of comparability in the reports available would require an expert
cost accountant about ten years. By then, of course, he would have to
begin all over again with an entirely new situation.

There are no reliable figures on the number of closed-circuit systems
now in operation. Estimates range from 135 to 350 in use for formal edu-
cational purposes. Most of these estimates do not include industrial closed-
circuit installations, even when they are used for training purposes. They
do, however, include installations operated by the armed forces.

The most reliable data on closed-circuit systems in educational institu-
tions is contained in a report by the Joint Council on Educational Broad-
casting. Entitled Current Developments in Educational Television and
issued in February 1961, the Joint Council report ( 8) lists the following
closed-circuit systems:

Year
Inst. having

CCTV systems

No. of CCTV
systems in
these inst.

No. of military CCTV
systems used for
training purposes

1956 64 70 7
1958 119 133 21
1960 (July) 185 200 24

Figures for 1956 and 1958 are based on questionnaires returned in
surveys. Those for 1960 are based upon a count of additional CCTV in-
stallations reported in newspapers and magazines and in direct corre-
spondence with the Joint Council. None of these figures include CCTV
systems currently in use for medical diagnosis, scientific research, and
other purposes not strictly instructional in nature.

Based upon these data, a conservative estimate would place the total
number of CCTV installations in use for educational purposes at between
250 and 300 as of April 1961. These systems, it should be added, vary
from a single camera connected to a few receivers to well-equipped studios
with cable links to elementary and secondary schools in different parts of
a county.

Value of CCTV installations

On the basis of these data, and a careful study of the equipment listed
for the 133 CCTV systems included in the 1958 study of the Joint Council,
a total capital value of approximately $10,750,000 can be placed on the
250 (using the low estimate) CCTV systems now in operation in educa-
tional institutions. The annual operating costs probably run in the neigh-
borhood of $4,250,000.
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Again, however, ranges are more important than totals or averages.
Some of the systems list capital costs at under $8,000, whereas others, such
as Hagerstown and the University of Texas, run to as high as $250,000.
Annual operating budgets likewise vary from $6,000 to $215,000.

At the risk of oversimplification, there appears in tables G and H the
author's estimate of the minimum capital and operating budgets for pro-
fessional quality closed-circuit television systems. It will immediately be
claimed, especially by manufacturers of certain lines of inexpensive equip-
ment, that these figures are on the high side and that excellent, efficient
systems can be installed and operated for much less than the figures given.*

Perhaps so. On the other hand, the selection of CCTV equipment de-
pends entirely upon the function it is to serve. Low-cost equipment to serve
simple demonstration-type functions only can be purchased for around
$4,000 to $5,000. This equipment, however, is extremely limited in appli-
cation and offers virtually no possibility of recording, supplementing dem-
onstrations by use of film, etc.

In consequence, the author believes that the estimates given are real-
istic ones. They are based upon the recommendation of competent engi-
neers and the experience of CCTV systems currently operating. It will be
noted, too, that the costs are presented in such a way that some items can
be omitted and added later if desirable. The question-and-answer system
is one of these. These estimates also are based primarily on individual
catalog prices. Discounts on specific purchases may apply and can best
be determined by rclotiating directly with manufacturers.

In summary, to install a closed-circuit system for general instructional
purpose (as against simple demonstration-type functions) and to insure
reasonable professional results and minimum maintenance over a period
of years, an expenditure of around $40,000 is required for equipment.
Likewise, a realistic operating budget, including all relevant costs, will run
somewhere in the neighborhood of $25,000 annually.f

Others will claim less, but the school bo&W or university seriously in-
terested in closed-circuit television as a long-range investment and con-
cerned with achieving some measure of professional quality in the final
results would be wise to budget a little more at the outset instead of running
the risk of disappointment in result and a more expensive investment later.
Furthermore, it should be noted that while the estimates of cost of closed-
circuit systems are based upon the use of videcon cameras, a number of
institutions. and school systems have felt it imperative to have image

* One manufacturer now advertises "less than $1,260 buys you a complete
CCTV system."

One of the best studies of equipment needs, facilities, operation, etc. is Design
for ETV, published by the Educational Facilities Laboratories, 477 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, N.Y., 1960.
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orthicon equipment instead. This equipment, which in general provides

as good picture quality as received from a broadcast station, would add
from $20,000 to $40,000 to the cost of equipment. Those who favor image

orthicon equipment point out, however, that the investment is a wise one

in terms of long-run economy and operation.

NETWORKING COSTS AND PROBLEMS

Aside from the production of educational materials for closed-circuit

use and the broadcasting of programs from an ETV station, there arises

the question of how to get the greatest value from a program by recording

it in some fashion and making the film (or tape) available for other pur-

poses. Obviously it would be economical, as well as desirable from a qual-

ity point of view, if programs could be used in more than one geographical

area.

The NETRC service

To meet this need, the National Educational Television and Radio

Center was organized in 1953. Today it provides a minimum of ten hours

a week of program material to the nation's ETV stations. On a national

scale it is the only organization which furnishes such a service.
The Center's budget is a matter of public record. The cost of this serv-

ice, therefore, is readily available (7). For the year ending December 31,

1960, the Center spent $3,632,235 for national program production and

distribution.
At present, the Center's program distribution is by means of video tape

and film. A "live" network would greatly increase distribution costs, but

would provide many advantages not possible under the present distributive

system.
As an intermediate step, the use of telephone company facilities in the

early morning hours to distribute programs to all ETV stations simulta-

neously has been suggested. This proposal, which would require FCC
approval, would seem to have a great deal of merit because it would permit

the same day transmission of programs which could be tape recorded and

used by the individual stations. At the same time, rates should be lower

than regular charges for live distribution.
It should be noted, too, that the Center's budget is a modest one, espe-

cially when compared with commercial network productions. So-called

commercial "spectaculars" have run as high as one million dollars, which

is almost one-third of the Center's yearly budget for 1,500 programs.
Finally, it is important to considerations of long-range financing to

note that of the Center's total budget for 1960, only about 10 percent, or

$362,442, came from station affiliation fees. The remainder came from

Foundation grants, special production contracts, and related sources.

770-244 0-65-13
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Midwest Airborne experiment

Most adventurous in the way of regional network plans is the Midwest
Program on Airborne Television Instruction (MPATI) ). The consolidated
budget for this project, approved by the Midwest Council on Airborne Tele-
vision Instruction at a meeting on April 13, 1961, totals $8,260,000 to
cover the period through May 31, 1962.

There are some indications, however, that the budget is low and that
actual operations will exceed the amounts listed below. In addition, the
capital costs do not include the purchase of two DC-6 planes from which
Airborne's programs will be beamed. These two planes cost approximately
$2,000,000, a part of which will be recovered when and if they are sold
following conclusion of the project

The budget for Airborne is broken down as follows:

Aircraft operations $4,368,706
Educational services (including program of professional as-

sistance to teachers and administrators) and staff service to
area committees 566,384

Production of educational materials (taped lessons and printed
guidance material) 2,158,189

Program service and distribution to participating schools 276,827
General administration including fund raising. .... 526,258
Research and evaluation /4,105
Public information .1135,909
Development of permanent organization. 25,996
Contingency 117,626

TOTAL $8,260,000

It might also be mentioned here that the rationale behind the MPATI
project is based upon the assumption that using the aircraft is less expen-
sive than ccifering the same territory with ground-based facilities. It has
been estimated that it would take fourteen ground-based transmitters to
cover the same geographical area. Comparative estimates of the two sys-
tems have been given as follows:

Airborne
Facility

Equivalent Ground-
Based Facilities

Capital costs $3,463,000 $10,229,000
Annual costs with 5-year

amortization period
Operating $ 776,000 $ 809,000
Amortization

Principal and interest 806,200 2,381,300

$1,582,200 $ 3,190,300
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As for future plans, Dr. John E. Ivy, President of MPATI, recently

discussed three levels of operation in a speech on this subject (3). The

first level would be a rock-bottom minimum operation costing approxi-

mately two million dollars a year. The second level would require about

five million dollars. To achieve maximum usefulness would require about

ten million dollars annually.

Other regional networks

In recent months, considerable interest has been shown in state-wide or

regional networks of educational television stations. If federal support of

some kind is provided for the expansion of educational television broad-

casting facilities, it is almost certain that regional networks will take on

even greater importance.
In terms of program potential and possible economies of operation,

this developrhent is beginning to emerge as one of the most significant since

the early days of ETV. There are at the present time at least a dozen local

networks in operation or in planning stages (5).
Many of these "networks" consist of little more than relay stations

between existing and proposed broadcasting units. Nevertheless they in-

volve a considerable investment of money and hold real promise for pro-

viding an effective pooling of educational resources of a state or group of

states.
From the standpoint of effective program utilization at minimum cost,

perhaps the most interesting experiment now being conducted is the Texas

State ETV network. Serving 11 institutions of higher education, it is ex-

pected to provide 40 hours of programs in the first year.

The Texas system is being built at a total capital outlay for microwave

towers and facilities of $285,000. This, of course, is exclusive of broad-

casting and production facilities. The system will have four points of

origination and will operate on an annual budget of approximately $20,-

000, again exclusive of progiaintnig.
One of the objectives of the Texas project is to study cost factors and

possible savings to be accomplished by a cooperative effort of this kind.

It is an experiment which is well worth watching by all who are interested

in education by television.
On a more limited scale, the experience of the Oregon State System of

Higher Education with a two-station, two-studio network demonstrates the

economies to be gained from operations of this kind. The initial station

(KOAC-TV ), microwave units, two studios on the campuses of Oregon

State University and the University of Oregon, and related equipment cost

in the neighborhood of $200,000. The annual operating budget for 26
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hours a week is approximately $120,000 exclusive of the costs of NETRC
service (9 ).

Since this system went on the air, a second transmitter (KOAP-TV )
has been added in Portland. Capital costs for this station are not available,
but are expected to run around $200,000.

A typical day's schedule for the two Oregon stations includes three
hours of telecourses produced in studios at the University of Oregon and
Oregon State University plus four hours of adult education programs, most
of them from NETRC. The inexpensive operation of the Oregon stations,
together with the high quality of programming, indicates that efforts ofthis kind can play a significant part in educational broadcasting.

THE NEXT TEN YEARS

But what of the future? Will educational television continue to grow?
Will ETV stations now existing on marginal budgets find a more substan-
tial financial basis? Will closed-circuit operations pro: to be economi-
cally sound in meeting some of education's forthcoming pressures? Will
a national "live" network, providing instantaneously anywhere in the coun-
try the finest in cultural and educational programs, be financially feasible?

It is easy to be pessimistic. The amount of financial support necessary
is staggering by most standards. So far there has been no great national
ground swell demanding support for educational television. The only de-
finitive report on closed-circuit costs suggests it is necessary to average
more than 200 students in a TV class before television begins to become
more economical than normal teaching methods (2) .

Yet the future requires that the nation plan ahead in education more so
than in any other phase of national life. Improvements in teaching methods
are a necessity if the nation's schools are to preserve standards of quality
in the face of on-coming numbers. The nation's cultural and educational
development, receiving precious little nourishment from commercial mass
media, also would seem to require a "fourth network."

From a practical point of view it is clearly reasonable to expect at least
another 75 ETV stations on the air within the next ten years.* These sta-
tions undoubtedly will be underfinanced and the growing pains will be
such as to convince the skeptic that they will never live to maturity.

A few won't. But the vast majority will go forward. The idea of ETV

* Some authoritative sources estimate that this number will be reached in fiveyears. Certainly the number is a minimum figure for the ten-year period. If currentlegislation before Congress is passed, it is also possible that the number will behigher.
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is new and, like so many innovations of this kind, it suffers from compari-sons with established concepts of education and from failure to grasp whatit can do beyond the boundaries of present methods of instruction and edu-cation. Progress will be difficult. There will be a long period of littlemovement followed by a substantial breakthrough, then another slow pe-riod of growth. The invention of the printing press did not immediatelyinsure books in every home.

As to the cost, there can be only the roughest of estimates. Dependingupon the number of stations, the availability of federal matching funds,and the degree of improvement of technical equipment, these estimatesrange as follows:

No. of Capital AnnualStations Costs Operating Budgets
Low 50 $24,000,000 $14,000,000Medium 75 36,500,000 18,500,000High 125 55,000,000 31,000,000

In all probability, barring the possibility of substantial federal andstate support, the actual figures will be somewhere close to the mediumsgiven above. This would mean that an additional 75 new stations with acapital outlay of close to $36,500,000 and an annual operating budget ofapproximately $18,500,000 will be on the air by 1970.

An important national asset

Combining these figures with the value of ETV stations already on theair, the nation's total investment in this medium for education is likelyto be in the neighborhood of $66,000,000 by 1971. Annual operatingbudgets should be somewhere around $34,000,000.
How will all of this be financed? The temptation is to answer "some-how" and let it go at that. Certainly such an answer would avoid chancesof disagreement on specific methods. It also would be a safer positionagainst the criticisms of hindsight.
But there is need for practical thinking as well as for vision. It is im-possible to plan for the future without analyzing as objectively as possiblethe problem as it exists today, making realistic projections of what it willbe tomorrow, and then weighing alternative courses of action.
Educational television is in financial difficulty. Any realistic approachto the future must begin with that admission. The degree ranges fromcritically serious to mildly inadequate. Only about ten stations out of 55now broadcasting have what could be considered an adequate, sustainedsource of income. This is no basis upon which to start.
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Sources of income for ETV

Furthermore, an examination of the sources of income for most ETV
stations currently operating lends little encouragement. Reduced to essen-
tials, these sources turn out to be five of major importance. The table fol-
lowing shows how these were distributed for 51 stations in 1961.

Sources of Incnne
Presently Operating ETV Stations*

1961

1. Public schools and boards of education 31%
57% total tax

2. State, county or city appropriation 26% sources

4. Business and industry
5. Civic groups, local foundations and individuals 7% sources

3. Private colleges and universities 8%
5% 20% total "private"

1

6. Fund projects 6%
23% total special

7. Special projects 17% sources

Total 100% 100%

* Includes 51 stations reporting in 1961 NETRC Survey. Source: National
Educational Television and Radio Center.

First, there are payments from school systems, universities, and col-
leges, and other public and private educational agencies. These are the
main undergirding of most stations, but in general they have two disad-
vantages: ( 1 ) They are based, primarily at least, upon services received
for in-school broadcasting, leaving precious little for the broad adult edu-
cational program where ETV can make at least as great a contribution and
(2) This does not represent an assured source of income which will weather
depressions and the vicissitudes of changing educational boards of control.

This source of support will remain, the author believes, the "bread and
butter" account of most local ETV operations. Recent studies by NETRC
indicate that from 30 to 40 percent of the financing of local ETV stations
comes from this source. Perhaps some increase can be expected, but it is
likely to be directly related to expanded services for in-school program-
ming.

Second, contributions from business, industry, and interested civic
groups. Nothing should be said to minimize the farsighted, pioneering
efforts of this group of supporters. Year after year they have shouldered
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a major burden of ETV's cost. They have, in the author's judgment, made
ETV possible, whereas otherwise it would have failed. The nation owes a
great deal to the leadership and generosity of this farsighted group of
businessmen.

But can such support be expected to continue? Probably not on a scale
to match the challenges ahead. It will continue to be important ten years
from now, and it will be a significant factor in the progress of ETV, per-
haps the most significant in terms of "free" money available for those extra
features which spell the difference between good and great. Nevertheless,
these supporters cannot be expected indefinitely to carry such a heavy
burden.

Third, membership contributions from the public. Theoretically this
should be the major basis of support for ETV at least on the local level.
Practically it just isn't so. Only one station today achieves any measure of
financial help from this source and only during the past year has it grown
to a significant item in the operating budget.*

The story is an old one. Why pay for something you can gee free?
How long would public libraries exist on such a basis? How many com-
munity cultural centers and programs would long continue if they were
forced to rely on public subscription?

The answer is clear. This source of income will not long support ETV
in the s;.yle to which it should be accustomed.

Fourth, foundation grants. A major factor on the national level, foun-
dation grants so far have supported most of the activities of the National
Educational Television and Radio Center. They also have served to stimu-
late the development of local stations and to sustain them in time of need.
In this field, the most significant contribution by far has been made by
the Ford Foundation, whose wisdom, generosity, and foresight have ad-
vanced ETV by many years.

Even so, it seems logical to expect foundations to make their continu-
ing contribution, if any, at the national level and not to local ETV opera-
tions. Again, the source of support does not seem to have sound long-run
possibilities for financing the day-to-day operations of ETV stations.

Fifth, and finally, production contracts. These are generally contracts
for programs produced locally for national distribution. The national
agency, almost always the National Educational Television and Radio

* KQED, San Francisco, which now has 12,000 member subscribers who con-
tribute from $10 to $100 yearly. The income from this source now represents about
40 percent of that station's budget.

10
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Center, pays not only the cost of production, but some slight overheadagainst a station's administration and operations.
Continuation of such a source of station support assumes, however,that the money will be available from somewhere for national programneeds. The same dollar cannot be spent twice. Either it must go for na-tional networking services or for local station support. Such help also issporadic and raises a problem of the loss of local control.
Furthermore, to depend upon such a means of support also assumesthat the rewards will be passed around among stations almost without re-gard to program-producing abilities and without regard to the quality ofthe product. The Mutual Broadcasting System idea foundered on such arock. There is no reason to assume that ETV would fare better.
This review of income sources was not intended to be all-inclusive.There are many others: cooperating educational institutions, KQED'sauction which annually nets somewhere around $40,000, private sponsor-ship of individual programs, and even the possibility of endowments. Thelist can be extended almost indefinitely.
It is clear, however, that if ETV is to reach its full potential, a combi-nation of these and other sources of income will be required. Both privateand public support are necessary and desirablenecessary in terms ofpreserving and extending the network of ETV stations and desirable interms of broadening the financial base so as to minimize the danger ofcontrol from any one source.
A realistic look at the future suggests that some form of public supportis essential to the future of ETV. At the risk of stirring up a major na-tional controversy, the author would like to state his firm conviction thatthe future ofeducational broadcastinga public asset of incalculable valueto all citizenshinges upon a combination of local and national tax sup-port.
On the local level, public support of one kind or another is needed toprovide the operatingbase to which private sources are added to strengthenand extend program resources. It would seem desirable, both from thestandpoint of the geographical area covered and also to disperse control,that this base be cooperating school districts, a combination of severalcommunities, or a state council. An ETV station has been compared toa community library in terms of its relationship to the public well-being.This is an appropriate comparison except that an ETV station is muchmore likely to have a wider service area both geographically and in num-bers of citizens reached.

Establishing such a base of support will not be an easy task. There aremany arguments against it and many pitfalls to be avoided in putting sucha program into operation. Yet it probably is inevitable.
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Support on the national level
On the national level, three possible sources of support deserve serious

consideration. Two of these are related in that they would involve federal
government participation of some kind.

The first possibility involves private financing only and assumes thata number of the nation's major educational foundations would join to-gether to take on this commitment as a long-range continuing obligation.
A strong case could be made that no more substantial contribution to the
nation's cultural and educational welfare could be made in any field of
foundation endeavors. Such support, providing it is sufficiently long termin nature, also could serve as the base to attract other private gifts for spe-cific purposes and programs.

However, continuing obligations of this kind generally are not looked
upon with favor by the foundations. The commitment involved also wouldbe a substantial one in terms of the resources even of a considerable num-
ber of these foundations.

An estimate of ten million dollars annually has been placed by oneauthoritative source on the cost of a national program service extending
to an additional 75 stations the same service now being provided to the53 stations affiliated with NETRC. Such an estimate is undoubtedly low
if the service is to be strengthened and expanded.

Based upon extending this service to an additional 75 stations, dou-
bling the number of hours from ten to 20 a week, providing instantaneous
"networking" transmission of programs (probably via telephone companylines as previously noted) and improving the quality of programs, a real-
istic estimate of cost would be somewhere in the neighborhood of $34 mil-lion. A rough budget is attached as table K. It should be noted, too, that
this estimate is well below the cost of any of the existing commercial net-works.

Barring a cooperative national foundation effort, the only other answer
would seem to be some type of federal government support with all the
implications which it raises. One high-ranking government official has
suggested this come in the form of an assessment against commercial
broadcasters for the privilege of using a public resource. The idea won't
be popular, but it deserves consideration as one of several possibilities to
meet the needs of national ETV.

The other alternative is a direct allocation of federal funds, preferably
to an independent agency set up to minimize the problems of federal con-trol. There will be many voices raised against this thought. The specter
of federal control of communications media still is very real and frighten-
ing for most Americans.

To those who say it is impossible, there is the record of federal support
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of the Smithsonian Institution. The BBC in Great Britain and the CBC inCanada have avoided this problem reasonably well over the years. Andthe universities of Michigan and California, both among the world's great-est, are more free than some of their "private" counterparts, thanks to thewisdom of their founders in providing protection against political domina-tion. The counterbalancing influence of strong private networks and sta-tions, which it would be necessary to preserve and strengthen, also shouldbe an important factor.
In terms of the nation's general welfare, the sum is not large. In termsof maintaining for all the people a significant and valuable addition to thenation's cultural and educational resources, it represents a small invest-ment. In terms of political overtones and consequences, however, the prob-lem is a perplexing and difficult one which deserves the serious study andattention of our most enlightened leadership.

Closed-circuit TV's future financing
The foregoing discussion has dealt primarily with broadcast educa-tional television, locally and nationally. What of closed-circuit uses of themedium for instructional purposes?
It seems almost a certainty that closed-circuit television instructionwill have an increasingly important role to play in the nation's educationalsystem. If for no other reason, the numbers to be educated will demand it.Estimates of the number of closed-circuit installations by 1970 varygreatly. Some enthusiastic supporters have predicted that every school sys-tem and institution of higher education will have such an installation inlimited use at least by 1970. Since there are some 40,000 school districtsand 1,016 accredited colleges and universities, this estimate would placethe number at around 41,000.

More realistic estimates, however, based upon closed-circuit installa-tions now in use and the statements of school administrators would reducethis number considerably. Again, three levels of possible development aresuggested based upon what assumptions are made concerning the amountof support available and how rapidly technical breakthroughs will beachieved.

Number of Capital Annual Oper-Installations Cost ating Cost
High 9,000 $265,000,000 $180,000,000Medium 4,000 125,000,000 67,000,000Low 1,000 35,000,000 17,500,000

It should be pointed out that the cost estimates listed above are lessthan they would be if the recommendations included in tables G and H
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were followed. This is based upon current experience of closed-circuittelevision in which some of the costs are written off to regular ongoingbudgets. If a larger number of installations is reached, it also is assumedthat there will be more low-cost units included.
All of the figures above may seem staggering at first glance. They arequite believable, however, when held against the nation's total budget foreducation.
Before any substantial movement in closed-circuit TV can come about,however, it will be necessary for this means of instruction to prove itselfmore convincingly than it has today. To do so will require creative usesbeyond the framework of conventional teaching. The tendency to com-pare CCTV in costs with present methods of education also will have tobe overcome.
If the advantages of CCTV are compared with conventional teachingstrictly on a cost basis as methods exist today, it will be difficult to con-vince the practical, economy-minded school board member and collegeadministrator. Cost analyses are difficult to find in CCTV literature andare not sufficiently convincing to overcome skepticism and the naturalreluctance to change.
Studies done by Pennsylvania State and the Hagerstown Public SchoolSystem still provide about the only systematic answers to the cost ques-tion (8, 10). They don't, at the present anyway, suggest any substantialsaving over present instructional methods until large numbers have beenreached.
Moreover, there is cause for concern that closed-circuit TV, strictlylocal in nature, will work to the detriment of the very thing it seeks to en-hancequality standards of instruction. In the hands of overzealous pro-moters, in the face of attempts to look upon it as a panacea for all of edu-cation's problems, and in the selection of inexpensive equipment and poorlyqualified personnel who have rushed in from other fields, there is real dan-ger that closed-circuit television instruction of a purely local nature willbe weighed and found wanting.
Against this, however, must be placed the far more important factor ofa national exchange of really high-quality programs bringing to all com-munities the finest teachers in every subject field. Existing and proposedregional and national networks, together with other national exchangearrangements, offer real promise of success toward fulfilling the high goalsset for education by television.
In summary, the financing of educational television, closed-circuit orbroadcast, will remain even at best a difficult problem. In practical termsthere is no easy, simple, inexpensive answer. Let no one be misled: thecosts will be great and the returns sometimes will not seem worth the
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candle. In the next ten years the disappointments may almost equal the
successes.

Slowly, however, acceptance of this new means of communication and
education will inch forward, significant and unforeseen breakthroughs will
occur, financial support will be found, excesses curbed, and an appropriate
niche found for a significant contribution to the nation's welfare. In pe-
riods of doubt, of which there will be many, the words of Alfred North
Whitehead still ring true:

"In the conditions of modern life, the rule is absolute: The race which
does not value trained intelligence is doomed.

"Not all your heroism, not all your social charm, not all your wit. . . .

"Not all your victories on land or at sea can move back the finger of
fate. Today we maintain ourselves. . . .

"Tomorrow science will have moved forward yet one more step, and
there will be no appeal from the judgment which will then be pronounced
on the uneducated."

To see that such a judgment is never pronounced upon the American
people has been, and always will be, the primary object of education. It is
an object to which education by television, given intelligent planning,
clear-eyed responsibility and some measure of daring can yet add its little
bit.
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TABLE A
Capital CostsMinimum Operation

VHF ETV Station

Estimated coverage for station with 18 kw ERP
10-mile radius, Class A
18-mile radius, Class B

Equipment excluding land, utilities, or grounds improvement:
Transmitter (1 kw) and allied equipment . $ 50,000
Tower (300 ft.) 15,000
Antenna and transmission lines 23,000
Transmitter and studio building (partially air-conditioned) ,

$35 per sq. ft. 100,000
Studio equipment:

2 cameras, 3-in. RCA image-orthicon . $32,000
Switcher .. 6,000
Film chain, projectors, and 1 slide projector 20,000
Audio 4,500
Master control and test 10,000 72,500

Lighting and studio draperies 7,000
Equipment for film, staging, graphics, engineering workshops 6,000
Office furniture for six offices, typewriters, and duplicating

machine 4,000

Note:
Camera: 3 lens only.
No film production or program recording equipment.
No manufacturer's discount.
Pedestals and mike booms not included.

$277,500
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TABLE B
Operating CostsMinimum Operation

VHF ETV Station
NET affiliation (population below 200,000) .$ 7,200Program services music and sound effects, records, pictures,graphic supplies, staging supplies, properties, trucking, lampsfor lighting, etc.

4,500Engineering supplies, minor parts, audio tapes, replacement parts,tubes, tower maintenance, etc.
9,000Power
3,000Telephone, telegraph, and postage
2,000Administrative costs, office supplies, travel, books, professionalmemberships in broadcasting associations, etc. . . 3,000

$28,700Notes:
a) Does not include stipends for teachers or other talent appearing as part ofregular assignment.
b) Does not include following:

Building maintenance or heat.
Rent.
Depreciation equipment.
Legal or engineering consultative services.c) An additional saving can be made if administrative costs can be assumed aspart of a regular on-going program.

TABLE C
Personnel RequirementsMinimum Operation

VHF ETV Station
Managerprogram director

$ 9,000Chief engineer
8,5001 Producer-director-switcher
5,5001 Part-time director
2,0001 In-school coordinator-producer-writer
6,5003 Engineers-technicians

15,0003 Part-time technicians
7,0001 Office managerbookkeeper
4,5002 Part-time office clerks and receptionist
3,0001 Traffic-continuity writer
4,8002 Cameramen (also help in programming such as music librarian,announcer, artist, etc.)
8,0001 Floor managerstaging assistant
3,6001 Staging and lightingdirectorcameraman 5,2001 Film traffic, editor, librarian
4,5003 Production assistants
5,500

$92,600
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TABLE D
Capital CostsProfessional Standards of Operation

VHF ETV Station
Estimated coverage for station with 316 kw ERP:

35-mile radius, Class A
52-mile radius, Class B

Equipment excluding land, utilities, or grounds improvement:
Transmitter (50 kw) and allied equipment $ 250,000
Tower (500 ft.) 30,000
Antenna and transmission lines 54,000
Microwave link, studio-transmitter 12,000
Transmitter building 30,000
Studio building .. 500,000
Studio equipment:

Three 41/2-in. image orthicon cameras $60,000
Two 3-in. image orthicon cameras (also used for re-

mote) 32,000
Remote truck 8,000
Switcher, studio and field 11,000
Film (2 chains, 3 motion picture projectors, 2 slide

projectors) 34,000
Master control and test (including video and audio

terminal equipment 20,000
Audio 12,000
Special effects amplifier 12,000
Four house monitors plus related equipment. .. 2,500 191,500

Lighting (2 studios and remote-studio draperies) 30,000
Kinescope recorder (double system sound) 35,000*
Three video-tape recorders 110,000
Remote microwave gear 10,000
Film unit (motion picture cameras, still cameras, tripods,

lenses, magnetic tape recorder) 8,000
Film unit furnishings (splicers, projectors, editing tables,

etc.) 2,500
Office equipment and furnishings (10 offices) 6,000
Graphics equipment 2,000
Staging equipment 3,500
Engineering workshop equipment and VTR storage 3,500

* Optional.
$1,278,000
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TABLE E
Operating CostsProfessional Operations

VHF ETV Station
Net affiliation (population 500,000-1,500,000) . . . # 10,700Program services: music and sound effects, film rental, royalties,

pictures, graphics, staging and production supplies, properties,
costumes, lumber, trucking, lamps, etc. 12,500Engineering supplies, minor parts, remote truck upkeep, replace-ment pans, tubes, tower maintenance, etc. 15,000Image orthicon tube replacement 15,000Power

8,000Film: raw stock, chemicals, printing materials, still processing,travel of film crew, etc.
4,000Video-tape supply

20,000Magnetic audio tapes .
400News wire service

1,300Telephone, telegraph, postage 6,000Remote lines
1,500Administrative and office expense, travel, membership in profes-sional associations, books, etc. 8,000Promotionalprogram schedules, printing, mailing 4,000

$106,400Notes:
a) Does not include stipends for teachers or other talent.
b) Does not include the following:

Building maintenance or heat.
Rent.
Depreciation.
Legal or engineering consultative services.

c) Administrative expenses variable depending upon chargee against otheractivities.

TABLE F
Personnel RequirementsProfessional Operations

VHF ETV Station
1 Station manager

$ 15,0001 Program director
12,0001 Special projects manager
10,0001 Production manager
10,0001 Chief engineer
12,0002 Writer-producers
16,0001 Director-producer
7,5003 Directors ...

18,0001 Continuity writer
5,200



4 Cameramen at $4,500 .
18,000

2 Floor managers
8,500

2 Staging and lighting
12,000

7 Engineers

4 Production crew at $3,600

4 Secretariestraffic at $3,500

1 Graphic artist
7,000

1 Announcer-newscaster

1 In-school coordinator

1 Research assistant and music librarian
4,250

1 Promotioncommunity school relations 7,200

1 Business managerbookkeeper
8,000

10 Part-time help: crew, projectionist, film, staging, art, engineers,

NELSON

21,000

39,375

1$7

14,400
6,000

8,000

office
16 90

1 Film supervisorphotographer
8,500

1 Film editor
8,000

1 Film librarian
5,000

$298,925

TABLE G
Estimated Equipment Costs

Closed-Circuit Television System

2 Vidicon cameras, professional type $20,000

1 Camera switcher
4,000

1 Film chain (1 16-mm projector, 1 2x2 projector)B and 11 pro-

jector and Dage chain
12,000

1 Sync generator and test
4,000

Audio-control room (mike boom, $600) 2,500

Lighting
1,500

Staging equipment, draperies, easels
1,000

Film equipmentviewers, editing, storage rack 500

Audition 16-mm projector
700

Distribution system within one building feeding 10 classrooms:

20 Receivers at $175
3,500

20 Stands at $25
500

Cable and amplifiers
2,000

Question-and-answer system
2,000

Off-the-air receiver and antenna
500

$54,700

Notes:
a) Difficult to estimate without specific study are costs for studio remodeling

and air conditioning, conduit installation from control room to viewing

rooms, remodeling of viewing rooms, and draperies.

b) Less expensivevidicon cameras and film chain could reduce cos, by $10,000.

770-244 0-65-14
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TABLE H ..,

Estimated Operational Costs
Closed-Circuit Television System

Tubes and parts
$ 3,000Office supplies, postage, telephone

500Operations staff for six hours a day:
1 Producer-dittctor-coordinator

7,0001 Engineer
6,000Part-time operator and set maintenance 2,0004 Part-time camera operators
2,000Part-time art help
1,000Part-time staging help
1,0001 Secretary-traffic-bookkeeper-director-librarian
3,800Office furniture

500
$26,800Notes:

a) These estimates do not include:
Salaries of teachers and administration.
Special visual aids and film rental.
Depreciation.
Maintenance.

b) Office furniture perhaps can be eliminated if already available or availablefrom other sources.
c) Student and other part-time help can be substituted for secretary and forproducer-director if necessary.

TABLE I
1961 Operating Budgets

NETRC Affiliated Stations
Stations Licensed

to a Comm nity Group

7d, J00
110,000
154,500
223,000 (1960 figure)
225,000
260,000 (1960 figure)
275,000 (1960 figure)
275,000
324,000
327,000
337,800
370,600
424,500
450,000 (1960 figure)
750,000

1,010,000
1,038,400

50,000
76,100
89,300

102,200
102,400
124,000
124,000
167,100
181,000
197,900

Stations Licensed
to a University

(1959) 211,000
232,000
235,700
259,000
320,100
346,900
362,500
519,000
569,000

(1960 figure)
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Stations Licensed
to a School System

Stations Licensed
to a State Authority

122,000 293,800 80,000 (estimate)
131,000 300,000 104,000
234,000 380,000 110,600
293,800 455,000 388,000

842,900

1419

1. Most of the figures were gained directly from stations in 1961. For those
not reporting in 1961 the 1960 figures were used or, in the few cases where figures
were unavailable, estimates based on other sources were made.

2. Figures for WQED and WQEX, Pittsburgh, are combined.
3. Figures for KETA-TV, Oklahoma City, and KOED-TV, Tulsa, are combined.

TABLE J
1961 Capital Investment

NETRC- Affiliated Stations
Stations Licensed

to a Community Group

309,000
389,100

Stations Licensed
to a University

268,500
308,000 (estimate)

Stations Licensed
to a School System

153,000
220,000 (estimate)

411,000 333,000 (1959 figure) 368,500
416,700 333,000 439,700
425,500 360,000 536,200
439,700 370,000 553,000
453,000 (1960 figure) 404,000 617,700
465,000 412,000 800,000
529,800 414,900
550,000 434,500 Stations Licensed
560,100 455,000 to a State Authority*
607,300 (1960 figure) 513,300 529,000
660,000 (1960 figure) 527,500 529,000
668,000 578,000 697,000
720,000 624,000 697,000
955,700 669,400 697,000

959,600 900,000
979,200

1,184,400 (1960 figure)

1. Most of the figures were gained directly from station reports in 1961. For
those not reporting in 1961 the 1960 figures were used or, in the few cases where
figures were unavailable, estimates based on other sources were made.

2. Figures include $53,000 NETRC video-tape recorders.
3. Figures for WQED and WQEX, Pittsburgh, are combit ed.
4. Figures for many additional production centers, a state microwave installa-

tion, etc., are not shown above. Hence the total of these figures would not represent
the total capital investment in ETV broadcast-related facilities.

* Where separate stations exist with separate studios and locations licensed to
one authority submitting a single investment figure, this figure is broken into equal
parts to represent each such separate station.
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TABLE K

Suggested BudgetNational ETV Program Service
I. Program acquisition and development

A. Includes increasing number of hours from 10 to 20 per week,
strengthening and expanding programs offered in music,
drama, public affairs, children's interests, foreign exchanges,
humanities, social sciences, fine arts $15,750,000

B. Program promotion and utilization 750,000
C. Program research, testing, and experimentation 2,500,000

II. Engineering and distribution
A. Extension of services to additional 75 stations and increasing

distribution to 20 hours p.A. week 2,000,000
B. "Long Line" program network (estimated cost of using tele-

phone wires for daily service, off-hours, special, etc.) 2,500,000
HI. Instructional materials budget

A. Production of five full courses per year for in-school use plus
research and promotion 3,500,000

B. Utilization and production of related materials 1,000,000
IV. Administration

A. General administration, scheduling, station relations and devel-
opment, legal, etc. 6,000,000

TOTAL NATIONAL BUDGET $34,000,000
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VI. THE PROBLEMS OF RESOURCES AND FACILITIES

What will be the manpower needs of educational tele-
vision over the next ten years? On the basis of our
best estimate of how much use educational institutions
are likely to make of ETV, how many channels will be
needed in the next decade? What needs can be pro-
jected for the exchange of instructional television ma-
terials, and how can these best be met? What should
educational institutions know about developments in
ETV facilities so that they can plan adequately and
without being quickly outmoded.
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EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION BEGAN, in the United States, with

the decision of the Federal Communications Commission, in 1952, to re-

serve 242 channels for nonprofit, educational broadcasting. In the inter-
vening years, about one-fifth of these channels have been applied for, and

used, with varying degrees of success. In 1961, nearly ten years later, ETV

has emerged from its experimental stage; it is not merely a gadget, or a
luxury; it is, in potential at least, an exceedingly useful instrument for im-
proving American education and for meeting increasing demands on the
educational system in a reasonably economical way. But neither in 1952

nor in 1961 has anyone produced an optimum plan for the use of ETV,

which at present includes not only the VHF stations now operating, but a

number of closed-circuit and some UHF broadcasting systems.
This paper is a part of a study to provide such a plan, certainly for the

second, and possibly for subsequent decades of American ETV.
Projections of student population indicate that college enrollments will

nearly double between 1959 and 1970, and that grade and high school
populations will increase by 60 percent in roughly the same period. If we

juxtapose these statistics with the fact that there was a shortage of 195,000

teachers in the United States in 1959-60, we reach the evident conclusion

that these promised increases mean a tremendous strain on the educational

system, in terms of staff, physical facilities, and money (1 ). Two other
factors add to the complexity of the problem. One is the enormous increase

in knowledge, particularly scientific knowledge, which students now need

to know (2 ). "It is estimated that the body of scientific information to be

taught in the junior and senior high schools of the nation will double in

the next ten years" (3). The other is that money alone cannot solve our

difficulties, for several reasons. Time is needed, as well as money, to de-

velop able teachers; the mere doubling or tripling of facilities does not
necessarily imply high educational standards; competition in all fields for
educated manpower means that we cannot divert our best graduates into

192
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any one profession (4) . We should be much at fault if we did not studythe capability of television in improving education, in extending the effec-tiveness of our available teachers, and in easing the demands for greatincreases in plant and equipment. And if we find that ETV can serve anyof these ends, we must also determine what provision we should make forits future.

I. THE PROBLEM: THE METHOD
This paper, which has to do with personnel and training needs for ETVduring the coming decade, addresses itself specifically to the followingquestions:

(a) What is the order of manpower need which may be anticipated duringthe next ten years as community educational stations become more numerous,and as educational television comes to be used more widely and often inschools?
(b) How can educational television recruit the high-quality personnelit will need if the medium is to be exploited to the full?(c) How can classroom teachers be trained most effectively to use tele-vision in teaching?
(d) What new types of teachers, users, and supervisors must be trained iftelevision is to be used effectively in the schools?
We may summarize our answers to these questions, roughly, thus:(a) A numerical answer to this question, however carefully derived andphrased, would be inadequate and misleading. The personnel problems of ETVare not to be met by training thousands of persons in techniques which arealready well known, by means of courses and training programs which alreadyexist; they will rather be solved if we can determine what skills and attitudeswill permit the full exploitation of ETV, and then devise training courses appro-priate to these findings. Thus, we shall probably need to produce two or threethousand television engineers; from five hundred to a thousand production per-sonnel; twenty -five hundred to three thousand teacher-performers; two or threehundred communication expertsyet not only do the courses necessary to edu-cate these people remain to be devised, but in some cases the very knowledgethey will need remains to be discovered. Our basic problems are research andplanning, and not the mass production of personnel.

(b) While it is true that salaries for ETV personnel need to be increased,the main problem in personnel recruitment is to develop ETV into a professionwith its own peculiar skills, its own values and satisfactions. We sorely needmore people who are committed to ETV as a lifework; they must be assuredthat it is not simply a gadget, to be replaced in a few years by another gadget;they must be made sure that the use of ETV requires skills, understanding,and abilities as valuable and honorific as those involved in any other profes-sion. The problem is not merely to create a "good image" of ETV; the imagemust be true to fact, based om careful research and planning by educators, andon distinguished perforuance by professionals in the field.(c) In contrast to the foregoing problems, the training of classroom teach-ers to use ETV is a mass production enterprise, which must be undertaken byschools of education, probably in collaboration with departments of speech,
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communication, and psychology. Our recommendation is that every prospec-tive teacher in the United States be given proper training in his or her role andskills vis-à-vis ETV; and that practicing teachers, by means of workshops, re-fresher courses, and the like, receive the same training. While some workshopshave been set up for this purpose, we shall obviously need many more.(d) This final question as to what new types of teachers, users, and super-visors must be trained is answered in our conclusions stated above. While thereis available apparatus for training ETV personnel in our universities and col-leges, we need to consider new roles, new kinds of performance, and new coursesof instruction wherever we turn in this important area. Our conclusion here isthat no one to date has done what really needs to be done to make ETV a maxi-mally effective instrument.

Our method of preparing this study has been, in part, conventional:
We examined the voluminous literature of research, comment, and specu-lation on ETV, to discover that relatively little has been put in print on oursubject. We refer to such literature as we found pertinent in the pagesfollowing.

On the assumption that the future of ETV would be determined bypopulation trends in the United States, we examined various projections
of the general population for this period, of school populations, estimatesof primary, secondary, and college and university expansion (5).In the main, however, we proceeded by what might be called "censusresearch"; we assumed from the start that the best predictions of the fu-ture of American ETV during its second decade would be made by thosewho had studied it and been active in it during its first. These people, wethought, would include programmers and managers of ETV stations; engi-ners involved in electronic research; persons concerned with the produc-tion of ETV programs, as with NETRC; specialists in education and com-munication; and teachers concerned with training television personnel.We conducted lengthy interviews with 20 such persons, and have received

extensive written comments and analyses from 40 more. Of the personsfrom whom we requested written statements and analyses, we had responsefrom about 65 percent (6). We have collated the information thus ac-quired and, in the paper which follows, attempt, among other things, to
report the preponderance of fact and opinion, indicating divergences eitherin the text or in footnotes.

II. DEFINITIONS AND FUNCTIONS
Our first effort at defining educational television rests on a distinction

between the intent to inform and the intent to entertain. Obviously, a soap
opera may be regarded by its devotees as instructive, and it is even pos-sible that a television course in shorthand might be regarded by some asamusing. But such observations serve only to blur a useful distinction (7).We therefore regard those programs which are contrived to convey infor-

)1
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oration, or to teach skills and techniques, as educational; and those pro-grams which have other purposesas to amuse, excite, narcotize, and soonas noneducational (8) . We reserve a great and important third areafrom these categorieswhat one of our respondents has called "the shadowarea of the arts," being prepared to recognize a program of chamber musicor a Shakespearean production as neither educational nor entertaining inthe strictest sense of these terms, though certainly sharing in both charac-teristics.

Educational television, so defined, would of course include many ofthe public service and informational offerings of commercial stations andnetworks, including such outstanding programs as "Continental Class-room." However, we do not regard commercial programming as im-portant to the purposes of this paper. Presumably, so long as the legalcontrols on American broadcasting remain substantially uncl anged, com-mercial broadcasters will offer public-service educational programs, to onedegree or another. But there is no indication at the moment that this serv-ice will require much more staff or effort in 1971 than it has in 1961.Our interest here is in the continuance and possible expansion of ETVstations and networks, and of closed-circuit operations; and in the possi-bilities of using ETV as another in the battery of audio-visual devicesthrough improvements in video tape (9).
Educational television will undoubtedly serve many purposes in thenext decade. For example: formal courses for in-school use; "enrichment"programs for extra-school viewing; credit and noncredit courses for con-tinuing education; programs for preschool children; music, drams, and thelike, for general viewing; classroom observation in teacher-training pro-grams, and similar arrangements for the teaching of surgery in schools ofmedicine, typing in secretarial schools, and so on; transmission of signifi-cant lectures to larger audiences within schools and universities; remoteobservation of scientific experiments. The list might be greatly extended.To simplify our discussion, we would first make a somewhat loose dis-tinction between "systematic" and "nonsystematic" uses of television ineducation (10). In the category of "nonsystematic" uses of ETV wewould include programs intended to satisfy the cultural, aesthetic, andgeneral informational interests of audiences at whatever age. The "3ystem-

atic" uses would include programs for in-school viewing, enrichment pro-grams for in-school viewing, enrichment programs when they are designedto supplement a school curriculum, high school or college cowses whetheroffered for credit or not, and so on. The nonsystematic services of televi-sion seem most likely to be offered by ETV stations, as a more or less im-portant aspect of their normal programming, and by public-service pro-grams on commercial stations and networks. The systematic function of

Ij
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ETV is most likely to be served by ETV stations and networks, closed-
circuit systems, and the use of ETV programs as audio-visual aids (11 ).

III. NONSYSTEMATIC USES OF ETV

In part, this aspect of programming in educational television is a kind
of measure of the failure of commercial broadcasters to provide adequate
service to at least some segments of the available audience. A case in point:
educational stations have done relatively little with news, or even with news
commentary, presumably because they cannot and do not need to compete
with the services of commercial stations; on the other hand,, educational
broadcasters have done a great deal with children's programming, a field
in which the efforts of commercial broadcasters have been subject to rigor-
ous criticism. Similarly, we suggest that programs of serious music have
appeared successfully on ETV, as they have on FM radio, simply because
commercial broadcasters on radio and television have not satisfied the pub-
lic demand for them.

It is our strong impression, however, that the majority of nonsystematic
uses of ETV has grown out of a parallel in growth between this medium
and the adult education movement in the United States. Educational offer-
ings reasonably describable as adult education have, of course, long existed
in this country; but it seems fair to suggest that adult education as a large-
scale, popular movement really emerged from the depression of the thirties.
Using to some extent the earlier Scandinavian systems as their models, but
sparked largely by university extension- and farm-edncation nd
by the free evening schools set up by the federal government during the
depression, these programs grew enormously, usually on a fee-supported
basis, in the years following World War H. ETV came in at the very crest
of the wave, circa 1950-55; and as a result, most community- and college-
operated stations were, in their early years, largely devoted to nonsystem-
atic programming designed to satisfy the somewhat miscellaneous needs
of their audiences for stimulation, aesthetic pleasure, and practical knowl-
edge (12). Of the educational stations licensed between 1950 and 1955,
most were operated either by tax-supported institutions (such as WHA-TV,
the University of Wisconsin) or by quasi-public organizations (such as
KQED, San Francisco, Bay Area Educational Television) which had press-
ing and immediate public needs to consider, before the longer-range goals
of systematic education could be worked out (13 ).

Also, it seems clear thit an economic factor has played, and will con-
tinue to play, a considerable part in determining ETV programming; and
that financial support for ETV, after all, only reflects a complex of attitudes
and biases common in our culture, and of political, military, and other
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pressures on the nation as a whole. We reconstruct our major findings
thus:

Adult education, as represented on ETV by what we have here called
"nonsystematic" programming, is socially marginal in the United States;
that is to say, it is regarded at best as a desirable service, but with over-tones of luxurynot as a necessity to survival; and even as a luxury, it is
valued by only a segment of the population (14) . Although ETV stations
early in their history put a considerable stress on nonsystematic education,
they have since tended to favor in-school broadcasting, credit courses, and
the like, because there has proved to be more specific demand and conse-
quently more reliable financial support for the ETV station from the latter
effort than from the former.

Indeed, we suspect that the entire adult education has had cause, since
1955, to realize its marginal nature. In the Sputnik era, grants by gov-
ernment and private foundations have tended to flow into projects for sys-
tematic rather than nonsystematic education; institutions offering adult
programs have succeeded best where they could contrive attractive student-
oriented courses at very low cost to the student (15) ; community ETV sta-
tions have discovered that their operating budgets can be only fractionally
covered by memberships, subscriptions, and other forms of public con-
tribution (16).

Nonsystematic programming, we believe, will probably not increase
greatly on ETV within the next ten years; with this conclusion our respon-
dents seem ultimately to agree. We do not argue that such programs are
dying for lack of supporton the contrary, we observe that many recent
examples have been conceived and produced with real distinction, and
have consequently gained and deserved wide public attention. But we be-
lieve that such programming will continue to be marginal, though impor-
tant; and we believe that where any major increase in stations or other
ETV facilities takes place, it will be justified by its services to formal pro-
grams in schools and colleges, rather than by its contributions to non-
systematic education.

IV. SYSTEMATIC USES OF ETV

The history of ETV as an aspect of formal education is part of the story
of the radio/audio-visual complex in educationa part, however, sharply
to be distinguished from the whole. Films, tapes, recordings, and other AV
devices have of course been used for many years as teaching aids, with
more or less success; they have also been employed as single teaching de-
vices, without the aid of "live" instructors (17) . But ETV, when it came
into being in the early fifties, was quite different from, though obviously
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related to film, radio, and the rest. Perhaps the main initial difference was
quantitative; the decision of the FCC, in 1952, to allot television channels
for educational use in 242 communities promised to create an instrument
for teaching unprecedented in scope and power; and the appearance, with-
in nine years (18) , of even 55 stations seemed to make this promise a
reality. Another difference was more subtle; the twin facts that ETV works
by broadcasting, and that therefore control over program content and style
cannot be wholly in the hands of teachers and school administrators, has
proved important (19 ). This situation has perhaps created some resistance
by teachers and local administrators to the use of broadcast ETV; on the
other hand, it obviously offers a saving in personnel and an improvement
in the quality of programming, and it makes available more expert service
in teaching and production, as compared with either conventional class-
room teaching or school-controlled, closed-circuit operations.

During the fifties, the cold warespecially after the launching of Sput-
nik Icame to seem almost as much an educational as a diplomatic-mili-
tary struggle, with much discussion of the technological and scientific gap
between East and West, the existence of which was attributed in large part
to a difference in trained manpower. This Nvas, as well, a period of great
concern over the defection of American military personnel in Korea to the
Chinesea phenomenon whch became much exaggerated in the discuss-
ing, and which was, at last, partially traced to a failure of education, or
indoctrination, in this country.

The American tendency in this century has been, as a rule, to find
machine solutions to human problems; and of course, these solutions have
not always proved unsuccessful. Consequently, when toward the end of the
fifties video tape and other technical devices appearedthe possibility of
broadcasting from planes and later satellites, for examplethey seemed,
perhaps correctly, to offer a mid-century solution to American educational
problems.

These several factors seem to have combined to create a variety of uses
and projected uses for ETV and similar devices.

1. Television: the machine as instructor

Here we have to examine two closely related questions: whether tele-
vision can or should be used as a sole instrument in teaching; and whether,
if the medium is so used or not, any savings in money, personnel, or facili-
ties can be expected. We shall treat these questions in reverse order.

First, we judge that there is considerable semantic confusion involved
in the various discussions of whether or not ETV is "economical." It
makes considerable difference, in speaking to the problem of economy,
whether one thinks of television as the sole teaching device, or television
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supplemented by the efforts of the classroom teacher; or whether one thinks
of "economy" as involving an absolute decrease in costs, or a smaller in-
crease in proportion to student population than might otherwise be ex-
pected, or a relatively modest increase as educational programs are ex-
panded; or whether one thinks of "economy" as meaning more effective
education at higher price (20) .

Precisely because of this confusion, which will surely persist in gen-
eral discussions of the subject, we think that ETV ought not to be defended
on the argument that it will mean less expensive education. As long as ETV
means the purchase of a video-tape recorder at a price of $20,000 or a
closed-circuit system which could cost several thousand dollars a month,
or a UHF broadcasting arrangement which may involve an initial cost of
from $100,000 to $300,000, one can hardly pretend to be talking in bar-
gain-basement terms. On the other hand, anyone who supposes that the
costs of education in the United States can be cut, or even maintained at
the present level, is simply naïve; we have too many people to educate, and
too much knowledge to impart to them. The most that we can expect from
ETV is that it will help to accomplish the enormous tasks set to our educa-
tional system, efficiently, and at a not-impossible price. But perhaps we
should examine some of the variations on this theme.

The first problem, obviously, is whether television can or should sub-
stitute for the classroom teacher or situation. If it could do so infallibly,
the related problems of educational costs, supply of teaching personnel,
and classroom space would be much eased (21 ).

Even a cursory examination of the history of education reveals that
conventional methods of teaching derive from the pre-Gutenberg era.
These methods assume that the classroom is the natural and inevitable
context of education; the teacher is the source of information; books and
other materials are used as supplements, literally as audio-visual aids to
learning. These assumptions have, with many, the force of natural law,
both because of their 'antiquity and because they support the educational
system as it presently exists. But what if we assume instead that learning
may take place in other contexts, and that the teacher need not be the
repository of information? Let us suggest instead the following: that
learning may occur in the living room, or anywhere else, if information is
provided through a book, an audio tape, a video tape, or a television broad-
cast; and that we do not necessarily need a trained teacher to convey such
information effectively (22).

The dozen years of ETV research have produced a considerable amount
of evidence to indicate that these suggestions are true. Sherburne, in a re-
cent article, summarizes a sizable part of ETV research with wit and accu-
racy:

4
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A perusal of the AVCR Research Abstracts, the NAEB Fact Sheets, or anyother research summaries, shows the enormous repetition of this question.(Does television teach as well as conventional methods?) And as a result wenow know that television can be used to teach high school students, elementarypupils, the Army, the Navy, college students, housewives, student teachers, andIBM salesmen. It can act as a conveyor of learning for subjects includinghome nursing, physics, algebra, dressmaking, college composition, typewriting,psychology, t.nd maintenance of military telephones. It can do this, amazinglyenough, in Florida, Alabama, Pennsylvania, Illinois, and even Canada, England,and France. And apparently students can learn at 6:30 a.m., noon, late after-noon, the early evening, or late at night (23) .

In the face of these findings, the argument has been advanced that theinstructor's skill and experience are the crucial factors in the learning situ-ation: a good teacher can teach either by television or in the classroom.But even this reservation seems questionable, at least for some kinds of in-struction (24).
It is not our purpose here to argue that education should be divorcedfrom the classroom, the live teacher, the experienced teacher, and insteadbe automated. We do not think that any such change either will or shouldtake place. We wish simply to indicate that television can be used, alone,as an effective teaching device; that it can, for some purposes, be turnedinto a kind of teaching machine at no discoverable loss to the learningprocess. And since we are obviously forced to use our resources in teach-ers, material, and money with the greatest economy if we are to accomplishthe massive tasks set to the educational system, these facts are of greatimportance and should determine much of the future of ETV.Some additional evidence on these issues is offered by the experienceof those institutions which have offered courses for college credit viatelevision. ETV courses, offered for credit to home viewers, have gen-erated a certain amount of enthusiasm in recent years. PennsylvaniaState University, San Francisco State College, the University of NorthCarolina, and Iowa State Teachers College all have experimented withthis expedient, and apparently with some degree of success. Perhaps themost elaborate attempt at college education by ETV has been made bythe Chicago Junior College system, in offering a full junior college pro-gram over station WTTW, Chicago.

Evaluation of these programs indicate that it is possible for studentsto learn college subjects as effectively in their living rooms as on campus.The Chicago experiment, to cite only the one case, seems to show that theETV college program can mean a considerable saving in classroom spaceand teaching personnel. Thus far, however, serious interest in this sortof offering seems to have been confined to a few colleges and universities;and we can find little if any evidence that the interest will spread (25 ).
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Our judgment is that these courses are seen as "adult education," and con-
sequently are not really of central importance in the educational picture.

If this estimate is correct, we incline to believe that credit courses will
continue to be offered on ETV, but that they will probably not increase

greatly over their present levels.
We should perhaps add here that, although some ETV broadcasters

may believe or hope that their broadcasts will supplant the live teacher

and the conventional classroom situation, neither the belief nor the hope

is shared by many teachers. We see many indications that there is strong
and frequent teacher resistance to ETV in almost any form (especially,

of course, when teachers see the medium as a kind of mechanical substi-

tute for their abilities and skills ). How effective this resistance may be is

difficult to determine, even in a specific situation; but there can be no

doubt that it exists, and must be regarded as a conservative factor in the

entire ETV situation. In particular, this factor will have much to do with

the extent to which ETV is used in seemingly unconventional ways.

2. Television as supplement

One of our respondents remarks wisely that television is a flexible tool,

which can be used in many ways. Where there is a teacher shortage, or an
outright lack of teachers, he says, television can and should be used to
supply the lack; where there is a need to improve instruction by supple-

menting the efforts of classroom teachers, or to serve overloaded instruc-

tors by reducing the amount of repetitive work they do, it may be used

for these purposes. We quite agree; but would add that we believe that

the principal use of ETV in the immediate future will be to supplement

and reinforce conventional classroom teaching.
Conventional ways of teaching, like conventional ways of doing any-

thing else, tend to persist as long as they produce the desired resultsand
sometimes, of course, long after they have ceased to produce the desired

results. On the one hand, the great problems which American educators
must solve in this decade press for a change in educational methods and

instruments; dit the other, the innate conservatism of the system forces a

continuation of old methods as long as they can be used at all. We should

be greatly surprised to see genuinely revolutionary changes in education

by 1971; we think that there will be a gradual modification of educational

methods, in which television will play an important part; but we think also

that television will be used to supplement and extend where the old

methods cannot quite reach.
Our main task, then, is to look at the present and potential uses of ETV

as a part of the formal educational system, from preschool to the university

and its professional schools.
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It is clearly impossible to predict, in flat arithmetical terms, the num-ber of people whose services will be required by ETV within the next tenyears. The problems of the kinds of people, and/or their training, aremore open to prediction. However, with reference to the problem ofsimple numbers, we may suggest a set of factors which couldbe influential:Population. Clearly one of the main pressures on school adminis-trators at the present time is the increasing student population in theUnited State;. School populations have shown sharp and regular increasesfor some yearsa tendency which seems destined to continue. For ex-ample, Office of Education statistics and projections show a recorded en-rollment in American grade and high schools of nearly 39 million as of1957-58. This figure was expected to increase to well over 44 million by1960-61, and to 54 million by 1969-70. A similar pattern appears incollege enrollments. From 3,364,861 in 1959, they are expected to mountto more than 6 million by 1970 (26). These figures would indicate thatan increase in staff and instructional facilities of the order of 60 percentmust be planned for this period. But this is by no means all: Adminis-trators have to face the problem of providing more effective education forthis vast horde of students, and probably in a greatly increased range ofsubjectsfor example, by 1971 more different languages will probably betaught in American schools than ever before, and taught more efficientlyand at an earlier stage of the student's career.It is, of course, possible to conceive that these problems will be metwithout the aid of ETV; but the idea seems most unlikely. At the veryleast, there will be situations in which teachers, equipment, and classroomfacilities are simply not available to meet educational needs (there aremany such situations at present) ; ETV will certainly supply these needs,faute de mieux. And at most, and best, as ETV continues to prove itselfas an effective
educational tool, it may become more and more importantto the administrator's strategy in coping with his considerable problems.War. Any deepening of the cold war, any threat from relatively minorconflicts, even an obviously dangerous series of setbacks in "peaceful com-petition" with the East, would probably increase, and would certainlymaintain, demands on education generally, and on the engineering ofeducation in particular. Response to these demands would, we assume,come initially from the federal government (at present, much of the fed-eral tax money which is being poured into educational projects is spent inthe name of defense), but ultimately, of course, from state and local gov-ernments.

On the other hand, a successful effort to ease world tensions mightwell result in decreasing demands on educational facilities, decreasingfinancial support, and less demand for personnel. However, we would
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point out, first, that the likelihood that American problems on the interna-tional scene will ease is remote and, second, that the effects of such achange, if it occurred, would not be short-term ones. If, miraculously, theproblems of Latin America, Southeast Asia, the Far East, the Middle East,etc., could be solved at once, demands on the educational system wouldprobably not be much changed by 1962-63, and programs designed tosatisfy these demands would probably not be modified much before1964-65. Pressures and programs, once they exist, tend to perpetuatethemselves.

Depression. Anything from a mild recession to a serious depressionwould tend in one way to increase demands on educational facilities; asjobs become scarcer, some people will inevitably resort to further educa-tion as a way to equip themselves to compete in a limited job market.We hardly suppose that a recession, even a fairly serious and pro-longed one, would make much difference in the deployment of educa-tional facilities; the effect of a really disastrous economic setback, even,is questionable. On the one hand, we note the tendency of government inthe thirties to create jobs, which would mean a stress on human rather thanmachine effort; why develop ETV further when we have unemployedteachers? On the other hand, as one of our respondents points out, theremight be more reliance on machines than men in a depression, if the ma-chines were already in.
In short, though severe depression might mean less use of ETV, ourbelief is that this factor will prove negligible during the period 1961-71.Shift to UHF. Opening of the Ultra High Frequency range for televi-sion would mean that many new channels would be made available foreducational television. The problem is that most present television sets,which are capable of receiving only VHF signals, would have to employconverters in order to receive UHF and that manufacturers would haveto agree, in the future, to produce receivers capable of both. This meansthat the shift to UHF cannot occur overnight as far as general broadcast-ing and reception are concerned. Widespread purchase of convertersseems improbable, and the procedure of the FCC in dealing with set manu-facturers would allow several years before the new UHF-VHF receiverscame on the market. At best, then, ETV broadcasters can expect to useUHF channels to reach general audiences only in the late sixties, if then.Low-power UHF broadcasts directed to specific audiences for viewingwithin a limited areafor example, on a university campusis anothermatter. The University of Utah has already successfully installed such asystem, and other such systems are now in the planning stage. This kindof installation would be, in effect, closed circuit, since the signal would bereceivable only within short range, and then only on UHF receivers.

770-244 0-65-15
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In short, many more ETV channels are technically available than are
now in useand still more may be opened up by the possibility of broad-
casting on three megacycles rather than six. Many obstacles, technical and
economic, hinder the full exploitation of these possibilities; but if, as we
anticipate, the need for ETV becomes more acute and obvious, these dif-
ficulties will be overcome. The fact is that television is technically ready
to meet many of the educational needs which we have outlined above.

New technology. We began by assuming that this factor would be of
prime importance in determining personnel needs in ETV; and so, indeed,
it may turn out to be. However, the data which we have been able to
uncover force us now to a somewhat conservative view; we do not suppose
that the shape of ETV will be radically altered by new inventions and
technical developments, although they will undoubtedly occur. We have
already discussed the implications of UHF; other than this, the most
interesting recent technological developments related to ETV are as
follows:

(a) ETV networks. The term "networks" may be used, though loosely,
to cover several situations which presently exist in ETV. Educational sta-
tions have for some time enjoyed the benefits of a national program service
through NET (National Educational Television) established by the Edu-
cational Television and Radio Center. Networks, more appropriate to the
term, have been in existence for some time. The first of these was in Ala-
bama, whose network reaches 80 percent of the population of the state
and where more than 250 schools are receiving programs. Florida has a
network of several stations connecting by microwave relay the state-sup-
ported universities and colleges. North Carolina and Oklahoma are op-
erating networks. Georgia, Kansas, Ohio, Oregon, Maine, and South
Carolina are developing state-wide networks. A New England network, a
Mid-West network, as well as a thirteen-state Southern regional network,
are in the planning stages (27) . It is certain that other states will follow
these examples. Such systems are, of course, decidedly economical in
that they greatly extend the services of ETV at a modest increase in costs.
The principal objection to them seems to be that they centralize the control
on educational materials too muchan objection which has, of course,
also been made in educational radio, educational films, and state-selected
textbooks.

The interesting possibility here is the prospective appearance of a
"fourth network" which would, one assumes, unite all of these services
into a national ETV system. Again, we hardly suppose that any such de-
velopment will take place by 1971, though considerable progress may be
made toward it. But such progress will not mean greatly increased per-
sonnel needs; existing ETV stations and program services could, by using
relay transmitters, provide much of what is necessary.
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(b) Airborne television. Broadcasting on a multiple-channel systemfrom a plane will be a reality in 1961; the center for the experiment is
Purdue University. In theory, airborne television is to provide the equiva-lent of a regional network service to a fairly large area in the Middle West
which could not otherwise properly be served by ETV.

Airborneand eventually, satellitetelevision will have its fair trial.At the moment, airborne television seems likely to prove an interim device,
since it is obviously less reliable than conventional broadcast or closed-
circuit TV. Broadcasting from satellites, if such a system develops, will
certainly come after 1971.

(c) Video tape. The widespread use of video tape in schools waits onthe development of small and relatively inexpensive tape machines. Atpresent, the cost of video-tape equipment has been cut, on Americanmodels, from about $40,000 to about $20,000; a Japanese competitor
promises to cost about $8,500. There is obviously some distance betweenthis situation and the availability and cheapness of the audio-tape re-corder, a distance which will probably not be made uy, at le\a,/ for manyyears.

Video tape, together with small school closed-circuit set-ups, couldrender obsolete the actual broadcasting of educational materials, exceptfor two general classes of factors. First is the matter of cost. Video-tapeequipment is expensive, and closed-circuit set-ups, both in initial expenseand maintenance, even more so. The cost per student would be high indeed.Only school systems and universities with large financial resourcesandinevitably with very large enrollmentscould afford them. Second, theuse of video tape and small closed-circuit systems would put ETV in the
general category of audio-visual devices; and, while films, audio tapes,and the like have been useful in education in the past, they have hardlyrevolutionized the educational process. The reason: Audio-visual deviceshave been, by definition of their nature, in the hands of teachers and ad-ministrators to use as they wished; and the fact is that they have beenused as a supplement of minor importance to conventional techniques inteaching. There is no reason to suppose that the use of video tape would
be much different.

Followed to its conclusion, this use of small school closed-circuit tele-vision, or video tape used in this fashion, would defeat the basic purposeof broadcast educational television: to provide quality education to largenumbers of students at a relatively low cost per pupil.
In general, we estimate that the main services of ETV in the immediate

future will be provided through broadcasting: networks serving increas-ingly large areas, stations reaching general audiences, low-power UHF
stations serving special local needs. Closed-circuit ETV will probably con-tinue to be used within colleges or universities or in large school systems
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where the buildings are so grouped as to permit the economies and otheradvantages of that system to exist. Video tape, in all likelihood, will con-tinue to service broadcast and closed-circuit ETV, permitting delayedbroadcast, repeated use, and program exchange. Video tape will comeinto much wider use as its cost decreases, but it will not supplant broad-casting. Airborne and/or satellite television will, for the most part, eitherprovide a supplementary service to education, or will be used as an in-terim device, to provide coverage to otherwise unreachable areas.To return to the problem of numbers: educational facilities will haveto be increased by about 60 percent by 1971, to continue educational effi-ciency at the present level; to improve the educational effort, a consider-able additional investment in facilities and teacher training and the likewill be required. ETV, at the present time, is coming to the end of its"experimental" stage; that is to say, it has been tried out in various ways,as a sole teaching instrument, as a supplement to classroom teaching, andso on, and its effectiveness has been studied and demonstrated, but it hasnot been recognized universally or used as a "normal" weapon in the edu-cational armory. The various pressures which we have described, as wellas the ordinary tendency to use more extensively a new and useful instru-ment, should force at least a doubling of American ETV services by 1971.
V. PERSONNEL

The foregoing projections of ETV functions and size indicate that thefollowing kinds of personnel will be needed:
a. Engineers

Obviously, the training of broadcasting engineers is fairly well stand-ardized, and needs no discussion here; the sources of supply are fairlywell set. The principal problem is one of sheer quantity; how do we getenough competent technical personnel? One of our respondents, an ETVstation manager, says in effect, "I can have my pick of directors and pro-ducers, but where do you find a good engineer?" This question is likelyto grow more pointed as time passes; the need for engineers in ETV willprobably increase out of proportion to the need for most other kinds ofpersonnel, since the most probable technical developments in ETV (anetwork operating with relay transmitters, for example) tend to be eco-nomical of production personnel and performers, but prodigal of equip-ment and, inevitably, engineers.
We recommend that a special survey be made of professional organi-zations and schools for electronic engineers, to ascertain their numbers,professional motivations, potential income, and so forth. It seems evidentthat ETV will have to engage in some recruiting activities in this area,
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preferably through one or another of the national organizations concerned

with ETV; the place to begin would be the engineering, trade schools, and

junior colleges that specialize in training broadcast engineers, video and

audio technicians, and cameramen. Student help under some technical

supervisor often will serve a closed-circuit operation, but professional

technicians are needed for broadcast television. The recruiting campaign

would have to be based on a fairly reliable knowledge of the profession.

b. Production personnel

This term is intended to include directors and producers, writers, light-

ing and design personnel. During the first years of ETV ( and, for that

matter, of commercial television), these people came from a great variety

of sources: some had experience in radio, some in films, some in theater;

some were graduates of the various colleges and universities which offer

work in radio, television, and film; some came in with no especially perti-

nent training or experience, and learned on the job.

As we look forward to the second decade of educational television, this

picture has changed considerably. There would now seem to be two main

sources of supply for ETV production personnel.

One is commercial television. The demand for new personnel in this

field seems most unlikely to increase in the next few years; indeed, it is

more likely to decrease. The use of packaged programs on commercial

television, the practice of re-running programs, and the likelihood of auto-

mated stations, suggest that fewer careers will be available in commercial

broadcasting, rather than more. At the present time, for example, outside

the two main commercial centers of productionNew York and Holly-

woodit is probable that the ETV stations do nearly all of the original

production work that is done. There is some tendency, in spite of the

generally lower salaries on ETV, for commercial personnel to shift to edu-

cation (28).
A second source is the college or university which offers professional

training in television. The supply of graduates of radio-television-film

sections and departments seems fairly well balanced with demand at the

moment; the great burst of student interest in the field which was notice-

able in the period 1945-55, and was reflected in heavy enrollments in

broadcasting courses, has now leveled off, and may well not greatly in-

crease in the future without some effort at recruiting. Also, we should note

that most radio-television-film departments are lamentably weak in the

attention they pay to educational television; students are, in almost all

cases, directed toward commercial broadcasting and trained for it.

Of course, if ETV stations increased by 1971 to 100, or even to 200,

this would create a demand for only a few hundred more directors, pro-
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ducers, writers, and so on; we do not feel that this numerical increase is
the crux of the problem. What will undoubtedly be important is the fact
that, before 1970, it will be possible for a young man or woman to think
of making a lifetime career of educational television, where at present he
is likely to see a job in ETV as a more or less interesting but decidedly
interim assignment. Educational television, we think, will by 1971 have
become an institution; the positions connected with it will have been clearly
defined, along with their economic and professional potential. Students
whose motivations, interests, and talents suit them to ETV will be drawn
to it, as others will be drawn to other professions.

The creation of this image of ETV as an institution is mainly the
responsibility of practitioners of the profession now in the field, and we
do not question that they will be successful. But departments of radio-
television-film and schools of education can do much to aid in this process.
They have a genuine responsibility to allot a fair proportion of, first, their
research time and, second, their teaching time to educational television,
its techniques and uses. By and large, this allotment of time even at present
is shamefully scanty.

As for the training of ETV production personnel, though we freely
admit that there may be no difference between the camera trained on an
announcer during a cigarette commercial and one trained on a professor
explaining about French irregular verbs, we feel that the ETV production
man must have a certain background which his commercial counterpart
need not share; for example, he should know something about educational
methods, about the process of communicating information, about the learn-
ing process; and above all, he should know enough about the history, phi-
losophy, and research findings pertinent to his medium to have a deep com-
mitment to it and to its use as an educational instrument. It is this com-
mitment which will make a profession of educational television while the
practice of commercial television remains simply a business; the ground-
work for it should be laid in the course of the student's education.

c. Teacher-performers

We have already noted that schools and departments of education have,
for the most part, failed to provide adequate instruction in ETV. Although
some instructors in such schools have, to their great credit, recognized the
importance of television, they have generally been concerned with the
effect of commercial television on children rather than with the positive
potential of ETV. The training of the teacher-performer offers an example
of what is now required. Although a large number of these people will
hardly be neededa few thousand, at most, over the next ten yearstheir
training and recruitment offer serious problems. We suggest, in the first
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place, that prospective teachers who show particular talent for and interest
in lecturing and demonstration work be given special training in courses
jointly sponsored and taught by speech and communication experts and
educators. Obviously, standards of scholarship in subject-matter areas
must be set high for such persons; simple teaching techniques are not
enough (29 ). Finally, the student teacher-performer should have a sound
basic grounding in the skills of radio-television-film performance and pro-
duction, and he should be familiar with the main concepts developed in
mass communication research. We do not suppose that, in most situations,
the teacher will be called upon to serve as his own writer-director-producer;
but he should know what is involved in these activities, at least sufficiently
to permit him to collaborate well with the professionals.

d. Classroom teachers

Classroom teachers who work in any situation in which ETV is used
must inevitably develop new skills and find for themselves new roles. They
will no longer be in the position of serving as sole information sources, yet
they must be informed to even a higher degree than before, because they
must stand as resource persons able to amplify and to go beyond the con-
tent presented on ETV. They must concentrate their efforts on making
the taped or broadcast material maximally effective. The communication
of the television teacher to the students is only one step in the learning
process. The classroom teachers must lead their students to reflect, to
analyze, generalize, foresee, and imagine; to select among alternatives;
and in these ways to develop their capacities to the fullest. As Clarence H.
Faust put it; "There will always be the need for the teacher who serves, to
use Socrates' phrase, the function of the midwife bringing knowledge to
birth in individual minds." (30) If we view education and the teacher's
function in this way, we may find that ETVlike teaching machineswill
reduce the burden of teachers and restore them to their earlier, more useful,
and more appropriate roles. At any rate, teachers will develop what will
probably prove much subtler and more complex teaching techniques. Ob-
viously, they must be familiar with whatever theory and research is avail-
able on aspects of the communication and learning processes which are
pertinent to their situation, and they must be prepared to reduce this theory
to workable classroom routines. This probably means that schools of edu-
cation must not only offer the appropriate work in psychology, communi-
cation, and speech, but that intensive research programs must be instituted
to augment present knowledge.

Here the training effort will be a great one; it seems obvious that the
sort of education outlined above should be part of every new teacher's
background; and that, as appropriate courses are developed, they should
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be offered to practicing teachers as refresher and professional improve-
ment work. The effort to bring together and collate the appropriate infor-
mation, institute new research, and develop courses will be considerable,
sinceto our knowledgethis program will represent a completely novel
aspect of teacher-training.

e. Television consultants

Finally, some highly specialized persons will be needed in nearly all
phases of ETV as media advisers. These will be of two kinds. The first
might be called the "television consultant," and his function will be to
advise and assist in both the development and the use of ETV programs.
Therefore, he must be expert in the operation of the mass communication
media: he must be well grounded in learning theory, and educational
practices and curricula; he must be a liberally educated man. Perhaps his
special studies of communication and education should be all on the grad-
uate level. Because one of the most serious handicaps to the development
and proper use of ETV has been the absence of trained personnel to provide
leadership, the "television consultant" may be in demand in every school
district involved in the use of television. Several hundreds of these special-
ists will be needed.

f. Communication experts

The second kind of specialist is the "communication expert." He would
need to have the same kind of education as the consultant but extended to
the doctoral level. He would be thoroughly versed in television and the
other mass media, able in communications research, and knowledgeable
in one or more of the behavioral sciences. He would, in consequence, know
a great deal about the mass communication media and instruments, and
he would be familiar with a variety of forms of research and their findings.

Our judgment is that few communication experts will be needed in
ETV by 1971, perhaps only 50 or so; but their importance to the medium
is not to be calculated in terms of numbers. Their decisions may influence
for the better the expenditure of millions of dollars, and the success of
educational efforts involving hundreds of thousands of people. And the
unhappy fact remains that, at the present time, we do not have even a
dozen of them.

CONCLUSIONS

Of the various conclusions which we have reached en route to the end
of this report, we would emphasize these:

(a) In general, the personnel needs of ETV in the next decade are not
to be reckoned in great numbers, and we are notwith one exception
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concerned to set up large-scale training programs. We shall need, at most,
a relatively small number of extremely well-trained and educated key per-
sonnel, a few thousand in all. But we cannot stress too heavily that the
numerical size of this group is unimportant; their caliber, professional
standards, and commitment to their work will be all important. Fifty
thousand average teachers, directors, writers, performers would not insure
that ETV will have its maximum usefulness within the decade; five thou-
sand first-rate professionals could exploit the medium to the fullest.

One exception to this statement is that of the classroom teachers. We
repeat, we believe that every teacher in the United States, present or pros-
pective, should have a sound, basic familiarity with television as an educa-
tional instrument.

(b) While some of the courses necessary to the educational effort we
foresee are in existence, many have yet to be devised. And before some of
these courses of training can be devised, we believe that considerable new
research and a great effort at collating and Evaluating past research need
to be undertaken. Indeed, we do not hesitate to say that the whole problem
of educating for the profession of ETV needs to be thought through from
its first assumptions to the last course assignment.

( c) The problem of recruiting wears many faces. Thus, we are obliged
to consider how we can interest educators in various fieldsspeech, edu-
cation, and communications most notablyin undertaking the programs
we believe are necessary; how we can overcome the frequent resistance to
television as an educational tool; how we can bring to the attention of
able students the concept of educational television as an attractive and
rewarding career. We do not propose, in this paper, to attempt to work
out answers to these problems. We believe, however, that ultimately their
solutions will be expressed in these terms: more knowledge of what edu-
cational television is and can do, through continued research in the field;
more diffusion of the best available knowledge concerning ETV; a vigorous
and concerted effort to improve our training programs and to devise new
ones, both for the benefit of new students and professionals. We do not
believe very heartily in the possibility of creating a "new image" of ETV
through persuasion or argument; we think that educational television will
create its own image, but that those of us concerned with the medium can,
by the means outlined above, help make that image appear as significant
as is in fact the reality to which .It points. .

NOTES

1. For an excellent summary of the situation and the problem, see Design For
ETV: Planning for Schools with Television (New York: Dave Chapman, Inc., In-
dustrial Design for Educational Facilities Laboratories, 1960), pp. 7-16.

2. Teaching by Television (New York: Ford Foundation, Office of Reports,
1959), p. 2.
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3. Educational Development Program (Volume II: Report to the Local Educa-tion Commission of Atlanta and Fulton County, Georgia, by its Education Council,1960), p. 10.
4. Eurich, Alvin C., "Shibboleths in Higher Education," Quality and Oppor-tunity in Higher Education (Boulder, Colorado, Proceedings of the Second Re-gional Workshop on Higher Education, Western Interstate Commission for HigherEducation, 1959), p. 10.
5. Unpublished projections of primary and secondary schools populations,issued August 1960, by the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare;also W. Robert Bokelman and John B. Rork, College and University Facilities Sur-vey, Part 2, Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1960.6. We wish here to express our appreciation to our respondents, who weremore than generous with their time and knowledge. The elaborate and carefullyreasoned analyses which they made on an early summary of this paper have con-tributed greatly to the final draft.
7. We offer this distinction for purposes of study, and not necessarily as a guideto programming practice. One of our respondents suggests that the distinctionshould not be, and indeed is not observed in practice; however, we note the anec-dote, passed on to us by another respondent, of the ETV program director whoargued bitterly against scheduling the NET "Ragtime Era" programs, an excellentseries dealing with preferences in popular music, because they were "too enter-taining."

8. In the main, our "noneducational" category would include what has some-times been called "popular art" or "mass art."
9. The mass production of inexpensive video-tape recorders ,,,d players mightwell, we suspect, create a revolution in the use of ETV materials in the classroomand elsewhere. One of our respondents goes far beyond our own speculations bysuggesting that we contemplate the notion of a sort of home juke Lox with videoscreen, on which one could punch up the desired program: a college education inone's living room. This possibility, oddly enough, was envisaged by a Chief Engi-neer of the BBC, P. P. Eckersley, in a book written in the 1920's. But we hardlysuppose that even 1970 will see the device in general use.10. These are terms of our own devising, since there appear to be no othersatisfactory categories to make the distinction we wish to indicate. In a summaryof this paper, which was submitted to many of our respondents, we used the terms"adult education" (instead of "nonsystematic") as opposed to "formal" education.Several of our respondents pointed out that "adult education," while the term usu-ally suggests some degree of informality, hardly should be used to cover such itemsas symphony concerts or dramatic productions, and is further disqualified by thefact that audiences for these programs may range in age anywhere from preschoolto octogenarian. One respondent argued, in considerable heat, that since viewerscould respond to and use programs in a variety of ways, no such distinction can orshould be made. We believe, on the contrary, that a distinction based on the mani-fest purpose, content, and style of the programs is reasonable and can be useful.11. We judge, from various responses made to our questions and comments,that the status of ETV as an "audio-visual" device is a matter of controversy. Al-though educators writing about ETV often link the two terms, educational broad-casters emphatically do not. We were reminded, by station managers, for example,and correctly enough, that ETV did not develop "out of" educational film or evenradio, and that its most distinguished practitioners were not trained or experiencedas audio-visual personnel.
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We would agree that the present status of ETV owes much to the fact that ithas not been treated as simply one more in the battery of audio-visual devices; butwe would also note our conviction that the future uses and status of ETV dependless on history than on technology: does the future lie with broadcasting or closed-circuit or video-tape playback?
12. This is not to forget or underrate the efforts of these stations in other direc-tions. Donald G. Tarbet, in his Television and Our Schools (New York: RonaldPress, 1961), reminds us of the early attempts, 1952-55, at systematic teaching viatelevision carried on at the University of Iowa, Purdje, and Kansas State, as wellas of later efforts at formal education via TV, such as the Chicago Junior Collegesystem's successful attempt at offering a full two-year college course for credit onWTTW. (pp. 6-9)
13. Ibid., p. 5, et seq.
14. This observation is most true in areas where educational standards havebeen high, the illiteracy rate low, and the adult population fairly sophisticated.Indeed, Geiger and Sokol, in a study done in Boston, suggest an additional com-plexity when "adult education" is offered by TV: If one regards television, as per-haps most prosperous and reasonably well-educated Americans do, as a medium ofentertainment, then educational television is a kind of contradiction in terms, since"Education and entertainment just don't mix." See Kent Geiger and Robert Sokol,"Educational Television in Boston: Memorandum No. 3" in Wilbur Schramm (ed.) ,The Impact of Educational Television (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press,1960) , p. 44 et seq. Our Puritan heritage thus appears to limit ETV in some of itsoperations; for a similar attitude, see note 7 above. However, in districts whereeducational opportunities have been lacking, adult education on television may andshould become a much more central concern.

15. See, for example, the continuing popularity of such programs as offered bycommunity high schools.
16. There was considerable difference of opinion among our respondents con-cerning the present status and possible future of nonsystematic programs. Somereport that the stations with which they are affiliated, or know about, do not deriveprofit from ETV courses, or from their services to schools; others say that they doreceive financial and/or moral support as a result of their nonsystematic offerings;one respondent writes that, in his experience, "adult" programs have usually beenamateurishly done and scarcely worth continuing; one or two others ask what ETVstations will broadcast in the evening hours if not programs for general viewing.The range of opinion and prediction appears to follow this pattern: from such nega-tive comments as "Adult programs are declining because they never had much realform or content" and "Yes, but should we permit them to go?" through such middleground as "They are so far strongly supported here" to the argument that, as schoolsmove to closed-circuit efforts, ETV stations will be forced to fall back on nonsystem-atic programming.

17. For example, many of the uses of film and recordings by the U.S. ArmedForces.
18. By March 1961.
19. Many of our respondentsbroadcasters in all casestend to stress thedifference between themselves and the utilizers of ETV.20. Most of our respondents do not suggest educational television as an econ-omy measure, and the Hagerstown experiment seems to bear this out. What savingsin staff time were realized were used to reduce the student-teacher ratio and to addmusic and art to the curriculum (Teaching by Television, op. cit., p. 45). In Dade
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County, Florida, there was a saving of 27 teaching positions and 29 classrooms,(Ibid., p. 56). Penn State during the years 1956-57 found television less costlythan conventional teaching. The "break-even" point was 200 or more students,(Ibid., p. 25). The same "break-even" point has been reported in other studies.The Army has found that where large groups of trainees are involved television isfar more economical than conventional methods. (Carpenter, Hall, and others,New Teaching Aids for the American Classroom, Stanford: The Institute for Com-munication Research, 1960, p. 127.)
21. Our respondents sew)) curiously divided on this score, in spite of the weightof experimental evidence. Only one seems at all convinced that teaching can beaccomplished by television alone in other than special situations; the others appearto feel that ETV programs are, in the main, most effective when they are reinforcedby good classroom teaching, although they point out that college courses have beensuccessfully taught by television alone, as in the case of the Chicago Junior Collegeofferings, and those of San Francisco State College. One or two offer the hopefulsuggestion that ETV might might be useful as a solo device in other situations.22. Thomas Clark Pollock points out that really good thinking about educationfrom now on must begin with the recognition that oral transmission in the class-room is not necessarily the only setting for education. ("New Patterns and NewMedia for Education," in The North Central Association Quarterly, Vol. XXXV, No.4, April 1961, p. 299.) Roy M. Hail in "The Shadow of New Media on the Class-room," speaks of the schools in the immediate future of having a more widely dis-persed classroom and educational program than in the future. (New Teaching Aids,op. cit., p. 10.)

23. E. G. Sherburne, Jr., "ETV Research in the Decade Ahead," in Audio-Visual Communication Review, Vol. 8, No. 4 (JulyAugust 1960), p. 194.24. Kanner, experimenting with television as a means of training Army per-sonnel, reports: "It is also generally agreed that a good knowledge of the subjectmatter is a prerequisite of television teaching as it is for all teaching. Some yearsago, while conducting a television research study, an occasion presented itself fortesting some of these conceptions. We had previously prepared and tested the useof television for presenting electronics instruction, using experienced instructors.The scripts for these presentations had been prepared on a prompting device, andtests had been developed and used for the major aspects of the study which wasconcerned with using television to reduce teaching time. I suggested that we findsomeone who had never taught before and was not familiar with the specific con-tents of the hours we were teaching. An enlisted man was found with these quali-fications and we gave him two hours of rehearsal for each two hours of instructionwe planned for him to teach. He read from a prompter until the director felt hisdelivery was adequate. We had him teach these two hours of electronic instructionto a number of classes and then gave the students the tests developed for these sub-ject matters. The tests indicated that these students learned at least as well fromthis 'naïve' instructor as others had learned from instructors teaching a year ormore." Joseph H. Kanner, "Future Trends in Television Teaching and Research,"in Audio-Visual Communication Review, Vol. 5, No. 4, Fall 1957, p. 515.25. Our respondents seem to share this view; aside from pointing to the successof the Chicago experiment, they offer little in the way of evidence or argument toindicate that these offerings will expand greatly, and some are rather skeptical ofthe concept of credit courses on television, and of the nature of public interest inthem.
26. See U.S. Office of Education Projections, previously cited.



MALONEY, DONNER 21527. John R. Beery and Arnold Perry, "Open-Circuit Educational Television,"
in Television in Teacher Education (Washington, D.C., 1960), pp. 14-15. Also see
Richard B. Hull, "ETV History and Status," in North Central Association Quar-
terly, Vol. XXV, No. 4, April 1961, p. 295.28. This shift can be explained by the diminution of "live" telecasting by com-
mercial stations and the challenge and excitement of ETV. Our respondents differ
in their opinions of this source of production personnel. One view is that ETV
would be greatly benefited by the wide experience of commercial people. Another
view is that commercial people may give ETV production a certain finish, but they
may lack both an understanding of educational purposes and lack of rapport witheducators.

29. Research is needed to show us what qualities make for a good teacher-performer. Evidence of this kind would be most useful for the selection of teachers
and for their appropriate training. Further exploration of the Army researches into
the use of inexperienced teachers under certain strictures of time and special con-
tent is also called for.

30. Faust, Clarence H., "Educational Philosophy and Television," in Educa-
tional Record, January 1958, p. 5.



ALLOCATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION

By George R. Town
Dr. Town is Dean of the College of Engineering, Iowa State University

THE PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT is threefold: first, to present
a summary of the factors which make television channels scarce; second,
to explain the basic differences between and the relative advantages of
different parts of the frequency spectrum (VHF versus UHF) as used for
television broadcasting; and third, to make suggestions as to what those
interested in educational television should do about the problem of chan-
nels for educational television broadcasting.

This report is written for those who are not experts in the engineering
aspects of television broadcasting. An attempt will be made to keep the
treatment rigorous but at the same time couched in simple terms. The
material presented in Section 1 may appear to be obvious and to be so
well known as not to merit space in this report. An appreciation of this
material is, however, basic to an understanding of the later discussion of
the differences between VHF and UHF television; and therefore a number
of topics have been presented in more detail than would otherwise have
been considered appropriate. Those who already have some background
in the general aspects of television allocations may wish to proceed im-
mediately to Section 2, starting on page 221.

1. SCARCITY OF TELEVISION CHANNELS

To transmit any type of intelligence by radio waves, a band of fre-
quencies is required. These radio frequencies, as far as present-day broad-
casting is concerned, lie in the general region extending from a few hun-
dred thousand cycles to several hundred million cycles (or, in other words,
from a few hundred kilocyclesor kcto several hundred megacycles
or Mc ). The width of the band required to transmit the intelligence de-
pends upon the type of intelligence or signal which it is desired to transmit.
As a very rough, and frequently inaccurate, rule, the width of the band
often may be said to be approximately twice that of the highest frequency
occurring in the basic signal (or intelligence) which is to be transmitted.
For example, the highest pitched sounds which can be heard by the average
person have a frequency of perhaps 15,000 cycles. Actually, very little
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of the power and intelligibility of speech and music are lost if the frequen-cies are limited to 5,000 cycles (5 kilocycles) rather than to 15,000 cycles
(15 kilocycles ). This is the figure used in the design of the standard, oramplitude modulation (AM) ), broadcasting system with which all are fa-miliar. Here each channel is 10 kc (10,000 cycles) wide. The standardAM broadcasting band extends from 535 to 1605 kc; and 107 channels,each 10 kc wide, are provided in this space in the radio frequency spec-trum. As a specific example, station WOI in Ames, Iowa, is said to broad-

cast on a frequency of 640 kc, which is a simplified way of saying that itschannel extends from 635 to 645 kc. It should be noted that all radiofrequencies in this band or channel are quite a number of times as great
as the maximum signal frequency (5 kc) which is transmitted. This is abasic requirement in radio systems.

The fundamental difficulty in finding frequencies for television broad-casting is that the maximum signal frequency which is required to repre-sent the intelligence in a picture is very great. This is not surprising inview of the fact that "a picture is worth a thousand words" in conveying
intelligence. Actually, to represent a picture well, a maximum frequencyof around 4,000,000 cycles ( or 4 megacycles or 4 Mc) is required. .By
means of certain tricks of the trade, a radio frequency channel only 6 Mc
wide (rather than twice 4 Mc, or 8 Mc) can be employed; and there actu-ally is room to tuck in a sound channel also in this 6 Mc band so that thetelevision picture may be a talking picture rather than a silent picture.
Note, however, that one television channel 6 Mc wide is nearly six timesas wide as the entire standard AM broadcast band which accommodates107 radio broadcasting channels. Note also that since all frequencies inthe radio frequency region or spectrum used to transmit television mustbe several times as high as the maximum signal frequency (4 Mc), thechannels used for television broadcasting must be at least as high as afew tens of megacycles. As a matter of fact, the lowest television channel(Channel 2) extends from 54 to 60 Mc. A basic factor in the allocation offrequencies for television broadcasting is, then, the necessity of using awide channel (6 Mc) of rather high frequencies (say in the neighborhoodof 50 to 1,000 Mc). It must be recognized immediately that all of this
space cannot be used for television broadcasting, as many other servicesalso need space in this part of the radio frequency spectrum.

A second basic consideration is that of the range of a television broad-
casting station. This is a matter of obvious importance as it determines
the spacing of stations operating on the same channel. If the range wereunlimited, only one station could use any one channel. Since, however,
the range is actually limited, it is possible to assign the same channel toseveral television stations, provided they are sufficiently far apart. It is
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now necessary to examine the factors which determine how far stationsusing the same channel must be separated.
First, let us assume that there is only one television broadcasting sta-

tion in existence. Its range, or the distance over which it provides service,depends upon a large number of factors. Among these are the power ofthe transmitter, the efficiency of the transmission line or coaxial cable or
wave guide connecting the transmitter and the transmitting antenna, theheight of the transmitting antenna above the surrounding terrain, the elec-
trical characteristics (and especially the "gain" or the practical over-all
efficiency) of the transmitting antenna, the nature of the surrounding ter-rain (flat or hilly, urban or rural, wooded or open) , the type and magnitude
of electrical interferences present, the electrical characteristics (and espe-cially the "gain") of the receiving antenna, the height of the receiving
antenna, the efficiency of the receiving transmission line or "lead-in," the
electrical characteristics of the television receiver and, last but by no meansleast, the frequencies or the channel used. This last factor, that of the
channel used, has an influence on many of the other factors. The nature
of this influence forms the subject matter for much of the remainder of
this report; but before considering it, other matters must be discussed.

One important factorwhich has been listed is "the electrical character-
istics of the television receiver." It is fairly obvious that as one goesfarther and farther from the television transmitter, the signal strength
available at a receiving location becomes less and less. One might be
tempted to believe that this decrease in signal strength could be compen-sated by using a more "sensitive" television receiver; that is, one with
more amplifying tubes. This is true to a degree, but only to a degree. At
some distance, a point will be reached beyond which further amplificationis of no use. The reason for this is that the picture quality available from a
television signal is not determined by the signal strength alone, but rather
by the ratio of the signal strength to the strength of the various types of
interference which may be present. In the case of the assumed single tele-
vision transmitter, there are two principal types of interference which
must be considered. The first of these is electrical noise* external to the
receiver. Static is negligible on the channels used in television broadcast-ing but man-made electrical noise can be very troublesome. The sourcesinclude such things as automobile ignition systems, neon signs, electric
motors, electric razors, etc. Also, radio transmitters of certain types may
produce interference. In addition, there is another type of external elec.

* The term "noise" is a carry-over from radio broadcasting where interferenceis manifested by noise at the loudspeaker. In television, interference causes dete-rioration in the quality of the received picture. Because engineers were too lazy tocoin a new, simple term for this deterioration, it is universally known as "noise."
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trical noise over which man has no control. It originates in outer spaceand is known as cosmic noise or galactic noise. It is the type of "signal"that makes radio astronomy possible, but to the television engineer it isonly an annoying source of interference. The second, and usually the
more important, type of interference is electrical noise generated withinthe television receiver itself: Electrical currents consist of the flow of elec-
trons through electrical circuit elements, including vacuum tubes andtransistors. The number of electrons flowing per second in even a small
current is very great; but nevertheless, each electron carries a discrete,
separate charge and the number passing a given point in a circuit is not
absolutely constant, but fluctuates slightly. These small fluctuations arethe source of an electrical noise which is generated internally in everytelevision (or radio) receiver. The magnitude of this noise can be min-imized by proper receiver design, but there is a theoretical limit belowwhich it is not possible to go. Even the best receivers fail to achieve this
theoretical minimum noise level. The amount by which the internal elec-
trical noise in a receiver exceeds the theoretical minimum is known as the"noise factor" or the "noise figure" of the receiver.

Now, let us assume that to produce a satisfactory picture, the television
signal strength must be 50 times as high as the interference. Also, let us
assume, for simplicity, that the only interference present is the internalnoise of the television receiver. Near the transmitter, the television signalwill be many times as great as the interfering noise. As the receiver istaken farther from the transmitter, the television signal strength becomesless until eventually a point is reached at which it is only 50 times as great
as the interfering noise. Beyond that distance, the ratio of the televisionsignal strength to the interfering noise, or the "signal-to-noise ratio," will
be less than 50 and the picture will not be satisfactory. Moreover, noamount of amplification can make the picture satisfactory, as the televi-
sion signal and the noise are both amplified to the same extent and the
signal-to-noise ratio remains the same. The only thing that can be doneto make the picture satisfactory is to use another receiver with a better
noise factor; and, as has been indicated, there are practical and theoretical
limits beyond which this is not practicable.

To summarize, the range of the assumed single television broadcastingstation is limited by, among other factors, the interference present at the
television receiver. One of the most troublesome types of interference,
and the one which frequently sets the ultimate limit to the range of the
station, is the noise produced within the receiver itself.

When more than one television broadcasting station is in operation,
the other stations are potential sources of interference. Let it be assumed
that two stations are operating on the same frequency and that the distance

770-244 0-65-16
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between them° is, say, 100 miles. (Actually the rules of the Federal Com-munications CommissionFCCwould not permit operation of co-chan-nel stations, or stations using the same channel, at such a small separation.)Near the first station, its signal strength will be high while that of the sec-ond station will be low. It will then be possible to receive satisfactorypictures from the first station as the signal-to-interference ratio will behigh. As one moves from the first station toward the second station, thesignal strength of the first station will become less while that of the secondstation will become greater. Eventually a point will be reached at whichthe signal-to-interference ratio is too low to produce a satisfactory picture.This condition of unsatisfactory reception will persist over a considerabledistance as one continues to move toward the second transmitter. Finallya point will be reached at which the signal strength of the second stationis sufficiently greater than that of the first station that satisfactory picturescan be obtained from the second transmitter. Each station is thus sur-rounded by an area which it serves satisfactorily. Between these areas isan area in which neither station produces satisfactory pictures because ofthe interference caused by the signal from the other station. The rules ofthe FCC relating to the minimum permitted separation of co-channel sta-tions have been established in an effort to provide satisfactory service tothe greatest area. The min imtun spacing permitted by these rules dependsupon the channels which are used.
Another type of interference is that caused by stations operating noton the same channel as the desired station but on adjacent channels. Inthis case, the spacing between stations may be much less than in the caseof co-channel stations. The reason for this lies in the characteristics oftelevision receivers. All receivers include some tuning device or channelselector by means of which the viewer chooses the channel which he wishesto receive. If these channel selectors were perfect, signals could be receivedat any one time from stations on one channel only. Actually, the receiversare also responsive to some extent to signals from stations on adjacentchannels, although such signals are greatly attenuated in comparison withsignals on the channel to which the receiver is tuned. This is why the per-mitted separation of adjacent channels is much less than that of co-channelstations. The signal strength of an undesired adjacent channel station atthe receiving antenna may actually be several times as high as the signalstrength of the desired station before an unsatisfactory picture is producedat the picture tube.

Because of other characteristics of television receivers, they are alsoresponsive to other undesired signals as well as to those found on adjacentchannels. Each television receiver includes as one of its essential parts alocal oscillator which generates a signal at a frequency approximately
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45.75 Mc higher than that of the station to which the receiver is tuned.
Each receiver therefore acts as a miniature transmitter. If the assignment
of channels in a given locality is not made properly, there exists the possi-
bility that a receiver tuned to one station will emit a spurious signal which
falls in the channel assigned to another local station. The result would
be unsatisfactory reception because of interference originating in the re-
ceivers of one's neighbors. Still another result of the employment of the
types of circuits found most suitable for use in television receivers is the
so-called "image response" problem. This means that the receiver is some-
what responsive to stations operating at frequencies about 91.5 Mc above
the station to which the receiver is tuned.

All of these interfering effects, which may be produced as a result of
the operation of television stations other than the one which the viewer
wishes to receive, result in a limitation in the number of channels which
can be assigned in any given locality. If satisfactory service is to be pro-
vided by a station operating on a given channel, stations operating on the
same and on adjacent channels must be kept at considerable distances from
that station. Moreover, operation in the same area on certain other chan-
nels will not be possible because of the local oscillator and image response
characteristics of television receivers. These limitations contribute greatly
to the scarcity of television channels available for assignment.

This section on the scarcity of television channels may be summarized
as follows. Television broadcasting must compete with other services for
space in the frequency spectrum. Because of the inherently great width
of each television channel, television broadcasting requires a great amount
of space for even a modest number of channels. The area served by a
single television station is limited. One of the most important factors in
limiting this area is the electrical noise produced in television receiver
circuits. Other limiting factors are those resulting from interference caused
by the operation of other television stations. To minimize such interfer-
ence, limitations are imposed on the choice of channels available to other
television stations in the area served by a given station. This means that
the number of channels (already limited in their total by the demands of
other radio services) which may be assigned in any given area is limited
still further. The net result is a scarcity of channels.

2. ALLOCATION REGIONSVHF VERSUS UHF

The radio frequency spectrum extends continuously from a few thou-
sand cycles per second to several tens of billions of cycles per second.
Various parts of this continuous spectrum have received rather arbitrary
designations. The region from 30 to 300 million cycles (or 30 to 300
megacycles, or 30 to 300 Mc) is known as the very high frequency (VHF)
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region. That from 300 to 3,000 Mc is known as the ultra high frequency
(UHF) region. The channels assigned to television broadcasting are lo-
cated in these two regions. Their locations in these regions are shown in
the following table.

Channel Frequency
Numbers Range Region

2-4 54-72 Mc Low-band VHF
5,6 76-88 Low-band VHF
7-13 174 -216 High-band VHF

14-83 470-890 UHF

The 13 channels* originally assigned by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) to commercial television broadcasting were all in the
VHF region. As the demand for channels increased, the number available
in the VHF region was found to be inadequate and in 1952 the FCC allo-
cated the space in the UHF region between 470 and 890 Mc to an additional
70 channels. At that time, the FCC believed that these new channels
would permit an increase in the number of television stations sufficient to
care for all the needs of commercial television, educational television, and
the viewing public. For a variety of reasons, both technical and commer-
cial, UHF television broadcasting has not been generally successful. Of
the 528 commercial television broadcasting stations now in operation, 453
are VHF stations and only 75 are UHF stations. Of the 56 educational
television stations in operation, 40 are VHF stations and 16 are UHF
stations.

The propagation of television waves or signals and the characteristics
of television equipment are different at different frequencies. There are
a number of significant differences between the results which are obtained
on the VHF and on the UHF channels. It should be noted, however, that
the change as one goes from the low VHF channels to the high VHF chan-
nels to the lower UHF channels to the higher UHF channels is not abrupt
but rather is gradual. There are significant differences between the high
and the low VHF channels and between the higher and the lower UHF
channels, just as there are differences between the UHF and the VHF
channels. This section of this report is concerned with a rather detailed
discussion of these differences.

The crowded condition of the 12 VHF channels and the ready avail-
ability of UHF channels puzzb many. It is the purpose of this section
to explain the major technical differences between VHF and UHF tele-
vision. These technical differences are in part responsible for the scarcity
of VHF channels and the availability of UHF channels.

* Channel 1 once occupied the space between 44 and 50 Mc. This space was
transferred to other services in 1946, leaving 12 VHF channels.
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Much of this section is based upon material appearing in the Reportof the Television Allocations Study OrganizationEngineering Aspectsof Television Allocations, dated March 16, 1959; in the SupplementaryReport of the Television Allocations Study OrganizationEngineeringAspects of TelevisionAllocationsII, dated June 13, 1960; and in a seriesof papers dealing with the work of the Television Allocations Study Or-ganization which appeared in the June 1960 issue of the Proceedings ofthe Institute of Radio Engineers. Additional detailed source material isfound in Report No. 8432-1 prepared by the Airborne Instruments Lab-oratory for the Federal Communications Commission and entitled Evalua-tion of Receiving Techniques Suitable for UHF-TV Reception; in a pri-vately printed copy of a lecture by Howard T. Head of A. D. Ring andAssociates entitled Wave Propagation and Interference Effects in the Tele-vision Broadcast Bands, which Mr. Head delivered at the Capitol RadioEngineering Institute in Washington, D.C. on February 21, 1961; and inan as yet unpublished paper by William L. Hughes and George R. Townentitled Some Comments on the Technical Realities Concerning TelevisionAllocations.
The most significant differences between VHF and UHF televisionperformance are due to propagation effects, to receiving antenna charac-teristics, to receiver noise factor, and to external noise. Some of thesedifferences (for example, propagation effects) are truly basic in theirnature and are likely always to exist. Other differences (for example, re-ceiver noise factor) are due at least in part to the current status of thedesign of VHF and UHF equipment and may eventually be minimizedthrough engineering research and development.

2.1 Wave propagation

Because it is not subject to control by man but rather is a phenomenonof nature, the propagation of signals is of prime and basic importance inany consideration of the differences between VHF and UHF television.It is interesting to note that within line-of-sight distances from a trans-mitting antenna, theory based on the assumption of a perfectly smooth re-flecting earth indicates that the signal strength at a receiving location isdirectly proportional to frequency. This would indicate that for the sameradiated power from a transmitting antenna, a station at the middle ofthe UHF band would produce ten times as strong a signal as a station atthe middle of the low VHF band. The extensive measurements of thesignal strengths of VHF and UHF stations made by the Television Allo-cations Study Organization (TASO) showed that in areas in which theterrain closely approximated the assumed smooth earth conditions (as,for example along the Lake Pontchartrain Bridge at New Orleans and inthe San Joaquin Valley south of Fresno, California) these theoretical pre-
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dictions were fulfilled. It is a fact, however, that these are far from the
conditions usually encountered. Most terrain is at least somewhat irregu-
lar, and frequently is rough. Many viewers live in shadowed areas not
within line of sight of the transmitting antenna. In hilly and mountainous
country, most people live in the valleys where the shadowing is worst. In
cities and towns, buildings intrude into the line of sight. Even in rela-
tively flat rural regions, wooded areas are common and trees are usually
found in the vicinity of houses where they at least partially shield the re-
ceiving antennas. Under these normally encountered conditions, the
smooth-earth assumptions are no longer valid and UHF signal strength is
lower, rather than higher, than VHF signal strength.

The results obtained under practical field conditions are shown clearly
by an analysis of the data taken by TASO. Extensive measurements of the
signal strengths of comparable VHF and UHF stations were made in eight
different geographical areas, including very flat areas (San Joaquin Val-
ley ), rough areas (Wilkes-Bane, Pennsylvania) and areas of an inter-
mediate character. In each area, measurements were made along an aver-
age of 71/2 radials running outward from the transmitters. In the eight
areas, there were a total of 1232 "points" at which the VHF and UHF
field strengths could be compared directly. Actually, each "point" con-
sisted of a path at least 100 feet in length over which the signal strengths
were recorded continuously and the median values of signal strength ob-
tained. The over-all averages of the results obtained show that for equal
powers radiated by the transmitters, the UHF signal strength was 6.5 db*
below the VHF signal strength. If the UHF signal strength is compared
with the signal strength from low-band VHF stations, the UHF field
strength is found to be 7.5 db lower. All but one of the eight UHF stations
measured were in the lower half of the UHF band. If stations in the upper

* The abbreviation db means decibels. This is a commonly used measure of
the ratio vi two comparable quantities. The number of decibels corresponding t j
a given ratio of two voltages or two currents or two signal strengths or two field
strengths is given by the equation

(no. of db) = 20 log10 (the ratio).

The advantage of using the decibel as a measure of a ratio is that of simplicity since
if two ratios are to be multiplied (or divided), the corresponding number of decibels
are added (or subtracted). In considering the over-all performance of a communi-
cation system, the characteristics of each part of which are known, this leads to ease
of computation. In this particular case, the difference of 6.5 db means that the VHF
signal strength is 2.11 times as great as the UHF signal strength; or, the latter is
47 percent of the former. (It should be noted in passing that if a ratio of two powers
is being considered rather than the ratio of two voltages or two signal strengths, the
multiplier in the above equation is 10 rather than 20. Thus, 6 db corresponds to a
ratio of 2 : 1 in voltage, but to a ratio of 4 : 1 in power.)
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half of the UHF band had been used, their signal strengths would have been
even lower in comparison with VHF signal strengths.

The TASO results are in general accord with propagation curves pub-
lished by the FCC from which comparisons can be made between opera-
tion at the middle of the UHF band and at the low VHF band.* These
curves show that over distances from 10 to 60 miles from the transmitter
(or equally for distances from 20 to 50 miles), the VHF signal strength is
higher than the UHF field strength by 6 db when the transmitting antenna
height is 1,000 feet and 9 db when the transmitting antenna height is 600
feet. The results given by the FCC curves and by the TASO measurements
check well within the expected accuracy of such measurements.

It must be emphasized that the figures quoted are over-all averages of
data taken under a wide variety of conditions. In specific cases, the results
may be quite different. In smooth areas, UHF will not compare as
unfavorably with VHF as is here indicated. In rough terrain, however,
the differences between VHF and UHF signal strengths will be much
greater than those given here. In all types of terrain, the difference between
VHF and UHF signal strength increases with increasing distance from the
transmitter out to the limits of service.

The differences between low-band VHF and high-band VHF propaga-
tion are more difficult to state specifically. No data indicate the average
high-band VHF signal strength to be higher. Data taken by TASO,
by Head, and from FCC curves indicate that the low-band VHF signal
strength is from zero to three db higher than high-band VHF signal strength
for equal radiated powers. The actual value may well be one or two db,
but this is not a very great difference between low-band and high-band
VHF propagation.

These comparisons of median signal strengths do not tell the complete
story of VHF versus UHF wave propagation. The TASO data showed
that the UHF signals were much more variable than the VHF signals.
Recordings of signal strength along the 1232 paths of 100 feet or more in
length showed that over these paths, the average variation of low VHF
signal strengths was 3.8 db; of high VHF signal strengths, 6.2 db; and
of (lower half) UHF signal strengths, 9.4 db.

The shielding effects of trees in the vicinity of receiving antennas has
been mentioned. Data taken by Head for TASO show that this effect is
severe at UHF. Other data indicate that the effect is less severe but still
appreciable at high-band VHF and is of little consequence at low-band

VHF.
Still another, and a most important, factor shown by the TASO data

* The so-called "Appendix A" curves and the Docket No. 13340 curves, respec-

tively.
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is that at the extreme limits, or fringes, of service, the UHF signal strength

falls off more rapidly and more completely with increasing distance than

does VHF signal strength.
One word of caution needs to be expressed. Radio wave propagation

is an extremely variable phenomenon. Scarcely anystatement can be made

which is not contradicted by measurements made under some particular

combination of conditionsterrain, vegetation, climate, atmospheric con-

ditions, obstacles, etc. The best that can be done in describing wave-propa-

gation phenomena is to reach conclusions which are true on the average

and which are reasonably significant from the viewpoint of statistical

theory. This is the nature of the statements which have been made in this

section.
So far the discussion of wave propagation has been confined to condi-

tions which exist within and just beyond the service range of television

transmitters. It will be recalled that one of the limiting factors in television

reception is the co-channel interference caused by a station (or stations )

operating on the same channel as the station which the viewer wishes to

receive. Since to produce a satisfactory picture, the desired signalstrength

must be approximately 20 to 30 times as high as the interfering signal

strength, it is obvious that a transmitter can produce damaging interfer-

ence over a much greater distance than it can serve. This means that the

propagation of signals over rather great distances must be considered in

studying the interfering capability of a television transmitter. In the in-

terfering range, the propagation of signals is even more variable than in

the service range. The most significant fact from the standpoint of televi-

sion allocations is that the frequency of operation appears to have much

less effect at great distances than at the shorter distances in and just beyond

the service range. This means that from the viewpoint of propagation,

UHF suffers a double disadvantage with respect to VHF: (1) its service

range is less and (2) its interfering range is nearly as great.

2 . 2 Receiving antenna

The receiving antenna is a very important, and in fact a critical, factor

in the over-all television system. To see why this is so, it is first necessary

to examine the nature of radio-wave transmission a little more quantita-

tively. In the discussion so far, the term "signal strength" has been used

in discussing wave propagation. The technical term which actually should

have been used is "field strength," where the word "field" refers to the

electromagnetic field set up by a transmitter and propagated through space.

The units of field strength, which are very descriptive, are volts per meter.

Actually, quite low field strengths are satisfactory for television reception,

so another unit, namely millionths of a volt per meter or microvolts per
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meter, is the unit commonly used. The significance of this unit is that ifa uniform field of, say 200 microvolts per meter exists in space, the voltagebetween two points one meter apart is 200 microvolts or 200/1,000,000volt. (Again, the decibel is frequently introduced into the specification offield strength. Here the common unit is the dbu which means the numberof db above one microvolt per meter. Thus, if a certain field strength isgiven as, say 46 dbu, the ratio of that field strength to a field strength of onemicrovolt per meter is 46 db; or, the given field strength is 200 microvoltsper meter.)

With this description of field strength in mind, it is possible to deter-mine quickly the effect of frequency on the performance of certain typesof receiving antennas. The simplest receiving antenna is what is knownas a half-wave dipole. This consists of a metal rod one-half wave lengthlong with a short gap at its center across which the transmission line orlead-in is attached. The wave length is inversely proportional to frequencyand is given by the expression
(wave length in meters) = 300 ÷ (frequency in Mc) .

The "effective length" ofa half-wave dipole is
(effective length in meters) = (2/3r) X (length of dipole in meters )= (2 /n) X (150 ÷ frequency inMc)

= approximately (95 ÷ frequency in Mc) .
An inherent disadvantage of UHF with respect to VHF is immediatelyapparent. As has been mentioned previously, the frequency at the middleof the UHF band it approximately ten times as great as the frequency atthe middle of the low VHF band. Thus, if half-wave dipoles are used atthese two frequencies and if the field strength (or signal strength) is thesame, the voltage picked up by the antenna and fed to the lead-in is onlyone-tenth as great at mid-band UHF as at mid-low-band VHF.Actually, the practical situation is not quite as bad as this, as far asUHF performance is concerned. Antennas more complex than half-wavedipoles are usually used, especially at UHF. Their over-all size is greaterthan that of a half-wave dipole and this results in a gain in antenna effi-ciency. This "gain" of a receiving antenna is numerically equal to theratio of the voltage derived from that antenna to the voltage which wouldbe derived from a similarly located half-wave dipole.One might be tempted to jump to the conclusion that UHF antennascan be made equivalent to VHF antennas of the same type and geometricalconfiguration simply by making them of the same over-all physical size.As a specific instance, consider the example already given of operation atthe middle of the UHF band and at the middle of the low VHF band where
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the ratio of frequencies is ten to one; and where, therefore, the UHF half-wave dipole is one-tenth as long as the VHF half-wave dipole. One mightsuggest that if a half-wave dipole is used at VHF, ten half-wave dipolesshould be used in UHF. Then, if each UHF dipole produces one-tenth thevoltage produced by the VHF dipole, the voltages from the ten UHF di-poles could be added to produce the same total voltage as that obtainedfrom the single VHF dipole, with the over-all physical size remaining thesame.

Unfortunately, things are not quite this simple. There are factors whichlimit the gain which can be obtained from practical receiving antennas.One of these is the difficulty of building a high-gain antennawhich will per-form well over a reasonable range in frequencies. Data gathered by TASOshow that the average gain of UHF antennas is only 4 db higher than (or1.6 times as great as) that of low-band VHF antennas. This by no meanscompensates for the ten to one ( or 20 db) disadvantage due to the shorterwave length at UHF as compared with low-band VHF.There is still another practical factor which limits the efficiency of high-gain antennas. The rated gain of an antenna is based on the assumptionthat a uniform field exists in the space occupied by the antenna; or, moreexactly, that "the wave front is coherent." Studies reported by Brown,Epstein, and Peterson (RCA Review, Vol. 9, No. 2, p. 177-201, June1948) show that in open, smooth country, the theoretical antenna gainswere approached in practice. In shadowed locations, however, the gainwas reduced greatly, and in some instances was actually less than unity.Unfortunately, as was pointed out by Brown, Epstein, and Peterson, it isin these shadowed regions of weak signal that antenna gain is most urgentlyneeded.
The receiving transmission line or lead-in, which connects the receiv-ing antenna with the television receiver, is a piece of equipment whosecharacteristics are closely associated with those of the antenna itself. Theefficiency with which signals are transmitted over the lead-in varies greatlywith frequency. Lead-ins of somewhat more expensive type are commonlyused at UHF, but even with these, the loss during transmission is muchgreater at UHF than at VHF. This is true even when new, dry transmissionline is used and the increased losses at UHF become even more severe ifthe line is old and/or wet.

Quantitative data were collected by TASO on the performance of re-ceiving antennas and transmission lines. The following table, which istaken from the TASO Report, summarizes these data.The conclusions which must be drawn from these data are evident andinescapable. Due to the characteristics of receiving antennas and lead-ins,UHF television operates under a very severe handicap in comparison withVHF television. When operating in regions of equal field strength, the

1(
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Relative Over-
Relative Average Loss all Efficiency,
Dipole Relative of 30-ft. Ant. + Lead-in

d-inEfficiency Gain of Over-all Lea
New, 5 Yr. Old,Due to Average Antenna New, 5 Yr. Old, Dry WetTV Band Wave.Length Antenna Efficiency Dry Wet Line Line

(db) (db) (db) (db) (db) (db) (db)LowVHF + 2.9 3.7 +6.6 0.3 1.5 6.3 5.1High VHF - 6.1 6.8 0.7 0.5 2.9 0.2 - 2.2UHF -16.7 7.7 -9.0 1.1 6.0 -10.1 -15.0

UHF antenna and lead-in deliver only about 10 to 15 percent as high avoltage to the television receiver as do the low-band VHF equipment andonly about 25 to 30 percent as high a voltage as do the high-band VHFequipment.
One may well ask if UHF receiving antennas and lead-ins may not bemade more efficient. Obviously the question cannot be answered with cer-tainty, but some estimates may be made. Elaborate and expensive antennascan be built to provide higher gains. Some current UHF antennas havegains as high as 13.5 db; but some current VHF antennas also have highgains, as much as 11 and 13 db in the low and high bands respectively.As a result of further engineering research and development, it is probablethat the efficiency of UHF receiving antennas will be increased somewhat,but the disadvantageous wave length factor will always exist as it is basedon the laws of nature. Because of this, it is not at all probable that UHFreceiving antennas will ever closely approach VHF antennas in efficiency.With respect to transmission lines, here again the probability exists thatimprovements will be made. In particular, the increased losses obtainedwith old, wet lines may possibly be reduced. Such an improvement wouldaid both UHF and VHF performance, but it should be of greater impor-tance in UHF operation and would lessen, but not eliminate, the advantageof VHF over UHF lead-ins.

In summary, the efficiency of current UHF television receiving antennasystems (antenna and lead-in) is some 16 to 20 db poorer than that of low-band VHF receiving antenna systems and some 10 to 13 db poorer thanthat of high-band VHF receiving antenna systems. There appears to besome possibility that these figures may be reduced somewhat, say perhapsto 13 and 7 db disadvantage with respect to low- and high-band VHF re-spectively, through engineering research and development.

2.3 Receiver
As has already been pointed out, the most significant characteristic ofa television receiver, as far as its importance to allocation studies is con-cerned, is its noise factor. Here again, VHF performance is superior toUHF performance. The table on page 230, which is taken from the
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TASO Report, gives information regarding the noise factor.of current tele-
vision receivers, as well as other characteristics which will be discussed
later.

The noise factor is given in commonly used units; that is, in terms of
the number of decibels by which the noise of the receiver exceeds the the-
oretical minimum noise. A high noise factor therefore represents poor
performance. It is evident that the noise factor at high-band VHF is about
2 db poorer than at low-band VHF and that the noise factor at UHF is
about 5 to 7 db poorer than at low-band VHF. Or, it could be said that on
the average, the UHF receiver noise factor is about 5 db poorer than the
VHF receiver noise factor.

The limiting element which determines the noise factor of a receiver
is almost always the r-f amplifier tube in the tuner section of the receiver;
or, if no r-f stage is used, the mixer tube or diode is the limiting factor.
The lack of a suitable, low-cost, reliable r-f amplifier tube for use in UHF
tuners accounts for the relatively high UHF noise factors. Recently devel-
oped devices, such as parametric amplifiers and tunnel diodes, show prom-
ise in the laboratory as r-f amplifying devices. As currently used, the nec-
essary auxiliary circuits are complex and expensive. Again, special types
of transistors show some laboratory promise as r-f amplifiers with the ac-
companying advantage of circuits of only normal complexity. All these
devices are expensive, and circuitry suitable for commercial use in televi-
sion receivers is not now available. There is reasonable expectation, how-
ever, that if the commercial demand existed, engineering developments
might lead to satisfactory and reasonably economical UHF r-f amplifying
devices having noise factors of perhaps as low as 3 to 5 db. These improve-
ments would almost certainly result in improved VHF as well as improved
UHF performance. The net result might be that eventually there would be
no significant difference in the noise factors of VHF and UHF television
receivers. It is interesting to note, however, that the Airborne Instruments
Laboratory report mentioned previously concludes that for the next several
years the best UHF tuners will have noise factors of about 8 db and that
this performance will be achieved through the use of improved crystal
mixers, other devices being felt to be uneconomical, at least for several
years. The possibility of improved vacuum tubes for use as r-f amplifiers
must not be overlooked. Very recently developed tubes have been incor-
porated in laboratory model VHF television tuners with a reported noise
factor of 5 db across both VHF television bands. A similar tube has been
reported as having a noise factor of 7 db when used in a single-channel
television tuner at the lowest end of the UHF band. Other sources indi-
cate that a noise factor of 10 db across the entire UHF television band for
a tuner employing such a tube might be reasonable.

In summary, it can be said that the noise factors of current UHF re-
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ceivers are abOut 5 db poorer than those of current VHF receivers; that
in the next several years, this difference may be reduced to 2 or 3 db; and
that eventually the difference may possibly, but not certainly, disappear.

Other characteristics of television receivers are also of significance.
The sensitivity is the number of microvolts at the receiver input terminals
which is required to produce specified receiver output conditions. From
the table, it is seen that the average UHF receiver requires about 50 per-
cent more input voltage than does the average VHF receiver. This is of
some importance but until UHF receiver noise factors are improved, it is
not of great significance. The data with respect to image response and
tuner bandwith are more significant, as they relate to the susceptibility of
the receiver to interference originating at the "image frequency" (see page
221 of this report) and to interference originating at stations assigned
to the one or two or three channels on either side of the channel of the
desired station. It is seen that in all of these respects, UHF receivers have
much poorer performance than VHF receivers. The rather high suscepti-
bility of UHF receivers to interference originating on other channels has
an adverse effect on the number of UHF channels which can be assigned
to television stations in any given locality.

Other characteristics of television receivers are not significantly differ-
ent at VHF and at UHF. One possible exception is receiver oscillator drift
which is on the average two or three times worse at UHF than at VHF.
One possible exception is receiver oscillator drift which is on the average
two or three times worse at UHF than at VHF. Drift is not, however, a
really basic limitation in television receiver operation. A high drift simply
requires the viewer to re-tune the receiver slightly after it has warmed up
after first being turned on; or it may limit the applicability of remote tun-
ing devices.

2.4 External noise

A factor which favors UHF television operation is that of greater free-
dom from some types of interference. Quantitative data are rather scarce,
but all available information shows that the effects of noise external to the
television receiver are much less at UHF than at VHF. Static and other
noise of an impulsive nature (for example, ignition noise) are of negligible
importance at UHF. Galactic noise, or cosmic noise, may at least occa-
sionally be of real significance at VHF, especially at the lowest channels,
but it is entirely negligible at UHF.

Echoes or ghosts or multi-path effects appear to be less bothersome at
UHF than at VHF, although the TASO data indicate that they are not a
really serious problem at any frequency except in large cities. In cases
where multi-path problems are severe, the smaller size of a highly directive
UHF receiving antenna frequently permits the television service man to
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minimize the effects of multi-path more readily at UHF than at VHF. Air-
plane flutter is a special type of multi-path interference. It frequently is
very troublesome at VHF, especially in the vicinity of large airports. For
all practical purposes, airplane flutter is nonexistent at UHF.

In summary, the lack of external noise is an important factor favoring
UHF television operation. It is probably the principal reason for the fact
that in regions of adequately high signal strength, the best television pic-
tures are seen on UHF, not on VHF.

2 . 5 Transmitters

In section 2.1 it has been pointed out that, under average conditions,
UHF signals are propagated more poorly than VHF signals; or, that the
range of UHF transmitters is less than that of VHF transmitters for equal
radiated powers. In section 2 . 2 the poorer performance of UHF receiv-
ing antenna systems in comparison with VHF receiving antenna systems
was discussed. In section 2.3 it was noted that UHF television receivers
now have poorer noise factors than VHF television receivers; and that
while this condition may be partially alleviated in the future, UHF will
never show to an advantage in this matter in comparison with VHF. In
section 2 . 4 the advantage of UHF operation over VHF operation with
respect to external noise was pointed out. With the exception of the last
item, all comparisons favor VHF television, and even when making allow-
ance for this last factor, the over-all comparison certainly favors VHF tele-
vision. One thing which can be done is to provide very high power UHF
television transmitters in an effort to compensate for the disadvantages
under which UHF television operates. As a matter of fact, the rules of the
FCC attempt to accomplish this objective by limiting the maximum effec-
tive radiated power of low-band VHF stations to 100 kilowatts (100 kw) ,

of high-band VHF stations to 316 kw, and of UHF stations to 5,000 kw.
In terms of decibels, the power of high-band VHF stations can exceed that
of low-band VHF stations by 5 db; the power of UHF stations can exceed
that of low-band VHF stations by 17 db.

The question as to whether or not it is practicable to compensate for
the handicaps under which UHF television operates by using higher power
at the transmitter is complicated by one very important factor, namely, the
economic factor. There are also technical factors, and these will be con-
sidered first.

The principal parts of a transmitting plant are the transmitter itself, the
transmitting antenna, and the transmission line connecting the transmitter
to the antenna. A high "effective radiated power" is achieved through the
use of high transmitter power output, low loss in the transmission line and
high gain in the antenna. The usual practice, especially at UHF, is to use
a transmitter having a power output of 15 or 25 or perhaps 50 kw and to
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achieve the high "effective radiated power" through the use of a high-gain
antenna (perhaps with a gain of as much as 50 times). At VHF, low-gain
antennas are almost always used. The gain used in UHF antennas cannot
be increased indefinitely. Gain in a broadcasting transmitting antenna is
achieved by concentrating the radiated energy into a narrow vertical angle
aimed approximately at the horizon. This is a very advantageous tech-
nique as long as it is not carried too far. There certainly is no point in
sending energy directly upward from the transmitting antenna. On the
other hand, if the radiated energy is concentrated in too narrow a vertical
angle, service will not be provided over the entire range between the an-
tenna tower and the horizon. The result is that transmitting antenna gains
of more than about 50 are very seldom used. The other method of achiev-
ing high effective radiated power is, of course, to increase the actual power
output of the transmitter. Again there are practical limitations. In the first
place, it is expensive. Commercial UHF transmitters having outputs of as
much as 50 kw are available and 100 kw transmitters may be available
reasonably soon. The transmitter power output cannot be increased indefi-
nitely, as there are limits to the power which can be transmitted to the
antenna over commercially available transmission lines. In order to send
greater power up either a coaxial transmission line or a wave guide, its
size must be increased. This means a more sturdy tower, not only to sup-
port the weight of the heavier line, but also to withstand the greater wind-
loading resulting from the larger line.

It is evident that the technical problems involved in achieving high
effective radiated power at UHF are not inconsequential, but it appears
that they are susceptible to solution through skilled engineering design.
It is also evident from the above discussion that the desired results will not
be achieved cheaply. Each of the steps involves the expenditure of more
money.

TASO collected a large amount of information regarding the costs of
transmitting plant (including transmitter, accessories, terminal facilities,
installation, building costs, etc.) , of antenna installations (including an-
tenna, tower, transmission line, installation, etc.) and of operation (includ-
ing power, tube replacement, maintenance, etc. ). The data were summa-
rized as follows in the TASO Report: On the average, complete maximum
power (316 kw) high-band VHF stations were shown to cost about 25 per-
cent more than complete, maximum power 100 kw) low-band VHF sta-
tions. Complete UHF stations operating at effective radiated powers up
through 300 kw were shown to cost, on the average, about 10 percent less
than complete, maximum power (100 kw) low-band VHF stations. Little
information was obtained regarding the cost of complete 500 and 1,000 kw
UHF stations, as they are few in number; but it appeared that their cost
was comparable to that of complete, maximum power (100 kw) low-band
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VHF stations. The operating costs of UHF transmitters were found to besignificantly higher than the operating costs of VHF transmitters. Theincrease over VHF operating costs varied from 20 percent for the lowestpowers to 100 percent for stations using transmitters with power outputsof 15 kw and higher. Recently developed UHF transmitting tubes aregiving substantially greater tube life than older tubes. This will reduce theUHF operating expense somewhat, as tube replacement cost will be lessthan formerly. This item does not, however, greatly change the compara-tive operating costs reported by TASO. Looking toward the future, thereis no question but that if UHF stations having effective radiated powers ofa few thousand kilowatts are built, they will be very substantially moreexpensive in first cost and in operating cost than maximum power VHFstations.

Before leaving the subject of transmitters, something should be saidregarding the types of transmitters included in the general category ofrepeater transmitters. These are low-power transmitters which receivesignals from a main transmitter, amplify them and rebroadcast them. Thegeneral term repeater transmitter includes boosters, which rebroadcast onthe same channel as that used by the signal received from the main trans-mitter, and translators, which rebroadcast on another channel. (The termalso includes what once were known as satellites, which may originate aswell as repeat programs, which may broadcast at high power, and which,from the standpoint of allocations, are the equivalent of regular stations.)Boosters and translators are, used to fill in dead areas, or shadowed areas,within the normal range of a main transmitter or to extend the effectiverange of a main transmitter.
Properly designed and installed UHF trans-lators have been proven to be effective, reliable, and economical.The use of boosters and translators poses problems which are moreclosely related to those of wave propagation than to those of equipment.Boosters obviously produce interference, in some areas, with the maintransmitter whose programs are repeated on the same channel. Unlessgreat care is taken, more service will be subtracted from the area coveredby the main transmitter than will be added in the new area covered by thebooster. This problem of co-channel interference does not exist whentranslators are used. The indiscriminate use of translators, however, couldlead to a great reduction in the number of channels available to standardtelevision broadcast stations in any given locality, as sufficient channelswell might not be available for both standard stations and translators.More will be said regarding this problem later.

2.6 Field tests
The most extensive and most carefully conducted field tests designedto determine the differences between VHF and UHF television perform-
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ance were those conducted by TASO. These field tests were conducted

in eleven areas in different parts of the country. In each area, simultaneous

observations of television reception in homes and measurements of field

strength in the vicinity of homes were made. The 11 areas covered many

types of terrain ranging from very flat to very mountainous. In each area,

observations were made at a variety of distances from the transmitters,

ranging out to the fringes of service. Observations and measurements were

made in both rural and urban districts. In 9 of the 11 areas, both VHF

and UHF fields were measured and both VHF and UHF pictures were ob-

served. In order to obtain certain special types of needed data, in one of

the other areas only VHF stations were used in the test and in the second

of the other areas, only UHF stations were used.

The results of these field tests are summarized in the following quota-

tion from the TASO Report.

Speaking very generally, the field surveys conducted by TASO showed

that, near a television transmitter, excellent service was provided by both UHF

and VHF stations, but that as one went farther from the transmitter, UHF

service deteriorated much more rapidly than did VHF service. In areas of ade-

quately high signal strength, UHF provided both the best and the poorest pic-

turesthe best primarily because of freedom from man-made electrical noise

and the poorest primarily because of less satisfactory receiving installations.

One significant factor was noted over and over again in all sections of the coun-

try. This is that there is no such thing as a "standard" receiving installation.

Rather, as one goes farther and farther from a transmitter, one finds the quality

of the receiver installations, and particularly the quality of the receiving anten-

nas, improves so that the decrease in signal strength is to a considerable extent

compensated. As one goes farther yet, a region is reached in which the signal

strength is so low that only relatively poor pictures are obtained; and soon

thereafter, it is found that no receivers are purchased. This increase in quality

of receiving installations with increasing distance is, of course, to be expected;

but it leads to interesting results. The effect produced is that, over a consider-

able range of distances from a television transmitter, picture quality, as ob-

served in the home, remains at approximately the same satisfactory level; but

that when some more or less critical distance is exceeded, the service deterio-

rates very rapidly. This critical distance depends upon many local factors; but

the significant fact is that, in practically all cases, this critical distance is much

less for UHF than for VHF. It is even markedly less for high-band VHF than

for low-band VHF. Exceptions can, of course, always be found. For example,

in the extremely flat and quite treeless San Joaquin Valley, signals from the

Fresno UHF transmitters located 3,300 and 4,300 feet above the valley floor

spread far down the valley and provide service quite comparable to that pro-

vided by the similarly located VHF transmitter. On the other hand, little UHF

service is provided in the mountainous region to the east of the Fresno trans-

mitters, although VHF service is quite adequate. In other words, the extent of

UHF service is much more dependent upon the terrain than is VHF service.

Returning to the general conclusions, rather than the exceptions, and
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speaking in broad terms, the TASO field surveys showed that, under average
conditions, with currently used effective radiated powers and transmitting an-
tenna heights, service fell off rapidly beyond about the distances indicated in
the following table. In particular areas, and especially with better-than-aver-
age receiving installations, good television service was often obtained at greater
distances. In other areas, or with inferior installations, poor service was some-
times obtained at lesser distances. In the usual case, service of consistently good
quality was maintained out to about the distance indicated. In no case did
service cease suddenly as the "critical distance" was exceeded. Rather, at about
this distance, the proportion of viewers receiving really satisfactory pictures
began to decrease rather rapidly, while those receiving poorer pictures in-
creased correspondingly.

Critical
Frequency Channel Distance

Range Range (miles)

Low VHF 2-6 65
High VHF 7-13 55
Low UHF 14-40 40
Medium and High UHF . ... 41-83 30

The decrease in average service range with increasing operating fre-
quency is plainly evident. Moreover, at the critical distance, UHF service fell
off more rapidly and more completely than did VHF service. Within the critical
distance, service was more variable at UHF than at VHF and was, on the aver-
age, poorer.

Information of a different nature was also provided by the TASO field
tests. The simultaneous measurements of field strength and observation
of pictures permitted conclusions to be drawn regarding the field strength
required to produce pictures of a specified quality under practical condi-
tions encountered in normal operation. In the TASO field tests, pictures
in the home were observed and rated by both technically trained observers
ancl by the householder using a six-point scale: 1Excellent, 2Good,
3Passable, 4Not quite passable, 5Poor, and 6Not usable. In the
following table, data are given on the median field strength in dbu as meas-
ured at a height of 30 feet in a given location and the median picture qual-
ity in homes in the same location.

Frequency
Range

Median Field Strength in dbu
Channel Resulting in Median Picture Quality of
Range 2Good 3Passable

Low VHF 2-6 50 and above 40 to 45
High VHF 7-13 60 and above 50 to 55
Low UHF 14-40 65 and above 55 to 60
Medium and High UHF 41-83 72 and above 62 to 67
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It is interesting to note that the data in the above table and the data
given previously regarding wave propagation and regarding receiving an-
tenna installations and receiver noise figures were obtained entirely inde-
pendently. There are means for checking the consistency of the two sets
of data and when such checks are made, the data are shown to be con-
sistent.*

In summary, the TASO field tests showed that several factors, and in
particular the fact that receiving installations are not standard but are
chosen with a regard for conditions existing at a given receiving location,
operate to decrease the difference between VHF and UHF performance
which would be predicted from laboratory measurements alone. Never-
theless, substantial differences in VHF and UHF performance do exist out
to the limits of service and these differences are in favor of VHF. Also,
the service range, or the distance to the limits of service, is far less at UHF
than at VHF, as is shown in the table of critical distances. To put these
conclusions in other words, the TASO Report states that "current differ-
ences in the effective radiated powers used at low VHF, high VHF, and
UHF tend to equalize the picture quality obtainable within the service area
of a transmitter (except, perhaps, for 'holes' within the service area) ; but
they do not at all equalize the size of the service areas obtainable in the
three frequency ranges."

2.7 Incomplete information
It might be concluded from the discussions in the preceding sections

that complete information is at hand regarding the operation of television
systems at VHF and at UHF. This would be an unwarranted and incorrect
conclusion. UHF television has not been used to a sufficient extent to
permit the collection of certain urgently needed data. In particular, there
are wide differences of opinion among competent engineers as to the degree
of success which may be achieved by UHF television in large cities, espe-
cially in cities of the character of New York with its canyon-like streets.
The FCC is currently working actively on the plans for a rather compre-
hensive test of UHF television in New York City. Funds for this test have
been appropriated by Congress. A transmitter operating on Channel 31
will be located in the Empire State Building. Observations of received
pictures will be made at some 5,000 locations in and around New York and
a series of field strength measurements will be made. This test will not
answer all the questions regarding the performance of UHF television in

* The data in the above table are also in reasonably close agreement with the
definitions of "normal service" recently proposed by the FCC in Docket 13340 for
describing the needs in rural service areas. These requirements for "normal service"
are: Channels 2-6, 40 dbu; Channels 7-13, 50 dbu; Channels 14-83, 64 dbu.
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a large metropolitan area, but it should be very helpful in at least indicat-
ing the answers to many questions.

More information is also needed regarding the performance of on-
channel boosters. Field experience with UHF boosters has been very
meager. It is at UHF that boosters are most needed, especially in rugged
terrain and presumably also in large metropolitan areas where deeply shad-
owed sections fail to receive adequate signal strength. The success of UHF
operation in such areas may well depend upon the performance of boosters.
It would be most helpful if the FCC UHF tests in New York could be ex-
panded to include tests of boosters.

So far in this report, no mention has been made of airborne television
stations. The reason for this is that they were excluded from the purview
of this report, it being understood that they would be discussed by others
and that this report would be concerned only with conventional types of
television systems. It is obvious, however, that tests of airborne systems
are urgently needed in order that any discussion of television allocation
problems may be complete. Until such tests are actually made, airborne
television can be considered only as a proposal, without engineering infor-
mation upon which to base conclusions. Even if completely successful, air-
borne television probably would provide only part of the service needed
for educational television, a substantial part of which would have to be
provided by more conventional means. There is one fallacy which must
be guarded against. This is the idea that because of the height of the
transmitting antenna above the earth, all airborne transmissions will be
along clear lines of sight. This is approximately true in large areas rela-
tively close to the spot above which the plane is flying. At and near the
fringes of service, however, the signal comes to the receiving antennas
tangential to the earth, encountering obstacles in the form of trees, build-
ings, hills, etc. In these fringe areas, therefore, signals from the airborne
transmitter would be expected to be subject to the same vagaries as those
from earth-based UHF transmitters.

Even with respect to such more conventional matters as receiver noise
factor, receiving antenna design and transmitter design, no information
can ever be expected to be complete, as the art is always changing. Even
though wave propagation per se does not change, man's knowledge of the
subject is always increasing; and it is always possible that new data or more
complete analyses of existing data will change conclusions which now ap-
pear to be well founded. The best that can be done is to reflect the present
status of the knowledge concerning VHF and UHF television performance
and to attempt to make logical extrapolations into the future. This is what
has been done in this report.
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3. ALLOCATION PROBLEMS AND SUGGESTIONS

The first two sections of this report have been concerned with laying a
foundation for a discussion of the allocations problem in its direct relation-
ship to educational televisionwhich is the subject matter of this section.
The needs of educational television for channels cannot be considered en-
tirely separately from the needs of commercial television and of other serv-
ices and therefore reference will also be made to some of the problems of
these other users of spectrum space.

The entire discussion in this section will be based on the premise that
in the foreseeable future, both commercial television and educational
television will wish to have a subsMntially greater number of television
stations in operation than at present. Commercial television and educa-
tional television will therefore compete to a greater or less extent for tele-
vision channels.

3.1 More VHF channels

From what has been said in section 2 of this report, the fact must be
evident that from nearly every viewpoint, and especially from the viewpoint
of covering the greatest area at the least cost, VHF television has very sub-
stantial advantages over UHF television. The question therefore must be
raised as to the possibility of obtaining more VHF channels.

It is perhaps worth noting that the Radio Technical Planning Board
(which was an organization set up by the electronics industry in 1943 at
the request of the FCC ), in its studies of the needs of postwar commercial
television broadcasting, considered the need for as many as 60 television
channels. Its final recommendations to the FCC were that a minimum of
30 channels be set aside in the VHF region for commercial television. Be-
cause of the needs of other services for VHF spectrum space, the FCC allo-
cated only 13 channels for commercial television and later re-allocated one
of these to other services, leaving 12 for television. It is evident, therefore,
that for many years the television industry has been keenly aware of its
needs for more channels, and especially of its desires for more VHF chan-
nels, and that for an equal length of time the FCC has been unable to grant
these desires. In the meantime, other services, including important mili-
tary services over which the FCC has no control, have been using space in
the VHF region and have, indeed, become firmly entrenched therein.

From time to time, proposals of varying degrees of seriousness have
been made to attempt to obtain some of the VHF space now used by the
military services and to allocate this space to television broadcasting. All
such attempts have been fruitless. (Parenthetically, it could be said that
in all probability the military services have looked covetously at the VHF
television channels, to date equally fruitlessly.) As recently as within the
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last two years, the FCC engaged in lengthy, serious, and secret discussions
with the military services on the problems of the allocation of VHF spec-trum space with one object being to make more VHF channels available
to television. At least one plan which was considered involved the alloca-tion of some of the present television space to the military services in re-turn for somewhat more space in another part of the VHF spectrum. After

thorough study of the problems involved, the conclusion was reached
that the best solution was to maintain the status quo. At least one reason
for this decision was the tremendous investment which the military services
have in equipment operating in the parts of the VHF spectrum now occu-pied by these services. Since this investment is certain to increase rather
than decrease, and since even present investments make changes imprac-ticable, the prospects of obtaining additional VHF channels for television
seem dim indeed; so much so, that this possibility will not be consideredfurther in this repo 't.

3.2 More stations on present VHF channels
Another logical question is that of whether it might not be possible toassign more television stations on the present 12 VHF channels. The an-swer, of course, is yesbut at what price? The present FCC rules havebeen set up in an attempt to provide maximum service. Co-channel and

adjacent channel minimum spacings have been established in an attempt
to minimize interference. In the more populous northeast section of the
country ( in the so-called Zone I ), the co-channel spacings thought to bethe minimum practicable have been compromised somewhat in order topermit the operation of a greater number of stations in a greater number
of major cities. On the other hand, in a region running generally along
the Gulf Coast (Zone III ), the minimum spacing of co-channel stations hashad to be increased because of better-than-average propagation conditions
existing there. Even with the present minimum spacings, co-channel inter-
ference does exist; and in some sections of the country it occurs frequently
enough and is of enough severity to limit seriously the quality of service
provided by some stations. If co-channel spacings were reduced with no
changes in methods of operation, interference would increase.

There have been proposals that co-channel spacings be reduced, espe-cially in predominantly urban sections of the country, so that every city
could have its own local television station (or stations ). If the stations
were located in these cities, service in these centers of population mightwell be improved, but at the expense of a substantial increase in inter.
ference and decrease in service in the rural areas between the cities. Such
proposals have not been considered to be feasible from a number of points
of view.

There are, however, practical possibilities for reducing co-channel
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spacings in some instances without incurring the penalty of increased
interference. This could be accomplished by employing certain newly
developed techniques. These techniques should be employed judiciously
and only after a study of the circumstances existing in individual cases.
Few persons would advocate the indiscriminate reduction of station spac-
ings and the resulting deterioration of service which would result. -

The first, and most important, technique which could be employed is
the use of directional transmitting antennas. Directional antennas are used
extensively in standard AM radio broadcasting but have not been used
commercially in television broadcasting in this country. The normal tele-
vision transmitting antenna is designed to radiate energy as uniformly as
possible in all (horizontal) directions. A directional antenna is designed
to radiate less energy in some particular direction than in others. Its hori-
zontal radiation pattern is thus not circular but is shaped like a cardioid
( or is heart-shaped). If a directional transmitting antenna is located
properly with respect to the area it is designed to serve and with respect
to a nearby co-channel station (with the "null," or direction of minimum
energy radiation, pointed toward the latter station), it should be possible
to reduce the co-channel spacing appreciably in some cases and to permit
the establishment of a few additional VHF stations on the present 12
channels.

One of the important accomplishments of TASO was the full-scale field
testing of two directional VHF transmitting antennas. TASO also devel-
oped and specified the means for checking the performance of such an-
tennas. The TASO tests admittedly did not cover all types of antennas, all
channels and all types of terrain, but they did show quite conclusively that
under the practical field conditions under which these tests were made,
directional antennas with no more than a 15 db null (ratio of radiated
energy in the direction of minimum radiation to that in the direction of
maximum radiation) performed well and in accord with their predicted
performance. The one major unresolved problem is that of the amount of
null fill-in, or reflections into the null region from reflecting surfaces in the
direction of high radiation, which might be experienced in rugged terrain
or in the case of injudiciously located antennas in the neighborhood of
large cities. This emphasizes the necessity of a careful study of each
proposed directional antenna. There is every reasc to believe that the
performance of directional television transmitting antennas would be
satisfactory in some areas where there are urgent demands for additional
stations.

It should be noted that directional antennas can be used to reduce ad-
jacent channel spacing as well as co-channel spacing, again with the same
need for a careful study of each case. There is another technique which
could be explored in studying adjacent channel spacings. This involves
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putting adjacent channel transmitting antennas on the same tower* rather

than separating them by 55 miles or more, as is now required by the FCC

rules. This might be thought to be a radically impracticable idea. A little

thought will show, however, that the field strengths of the two stations

would be nearly the same. Since an adjacent channel signal can be con-

siderably higher than the desired signal (because of the rejection charac-

teristics or the selectivity of the television receiver) without producing
unsatisfactory pictures, this method of operation might provide opportuni-

ties to add a few VHF stations in special circumstances. At least, it is

worth further study.
A third technique which shows some promise is the use of the so-called

"very precise carrier frequency offset" method of operation. In this meth-

od, the picture carrier frequency of television transmitters is controlled very

precisely, say to the order of plus or minus one cycle, at exactly predeter-

mined frequencies. Laboratory tests by TASO showed that this technique

led to reduced interference effects between co-channel stations. A logical

conclusion would be that the technique could be used in reducing co-chan-

nel spacings. Extensive field tests have not been made. Preliminary tests

in the VHF band indicate that at standard station spacings, a reduction

in interference equivalent to 8 db can be achieved with very precise car-

rier frequency offset as compared with normal operation. The achieve-

ment of the necessary degree of frequency control at VHF appears to be

technically possible, although somewhat expensive.
So far, it has been assumed that any additional VHF station would

operate at full power. It has been proposed by some that under special

conditions, it might be possible to permit the addition of a VHF station

in a particular location if its effective radiated power and/or its antenna

height were restricted to less than is permitted by present FCC rules. This

is a possibility which should not be ignored.
In summary, it can be said that techniques are available to permit a

reduction of station spacings in some instances without a significant in-

crease in interference. These techniques should not, however, be applied

indiscriminately but only after a case-by-case study of the problems which

are involved. Neither should it be concluded that the application of these

techniques would greatly increase the number of stations which can be

accommodated in the present 12 VHF channels. There would be some in-

crease in the number of stations, but it is believed that the increase would

be quite modest. Even a preliminary estimate of the number of additional

VHF stations which could be established could be made only after a very

careful and extensive study.

* This proposal was made recently by Dr. William L. Hughes of Oklahoma State

University.
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3 . 3 All-UHF operation

A number of proposals have been made to abandon the VHF television
channels and use only the UHF channels for television broadcasting. This
is not believed to be a practical solution from at least two points of view.

In the first place, commercial VHF television is well established, The
viewing public in this country has purchased some 77,500,000 television
receivers, 56,500,000 of which are currently in service. These 56,500,000
receivers represent an investment of approximately 13.3 billion dollars.
Most of these are equipped to receive VHF channels only. Television view-
ing has become a major avocation of a high percentage of Americans.
As has been pointed out before, the VHF region is on the whole more
satisfactory than the UHF region for television broadcasting. Now, does
it seem probable that any group elected by the public or any regulating
agency dependent upon such elected groups for its support would tell the
public that after such-and-such a date (even though the date were five or
ten years in the future) all their present television receivers would be use-
less, that the new receivers which they purchased would cost more and
that, in most instances, poorer television service would be obtained?

In the second place, it is not at all certain that the 70 UHF channels,
even if fully utilized, would produce a great increase in service in com-
parison with that now provided by the 12 VHF channels. At first glance
it seems that the ratio of service should be 70 to 12 or approximately six
to one. But this is not so. The following quotation from the cited paper
by Hughes and Town relates to this problem.

One of the great differences between UHF and VHF is the factor of propaga-
tion, which is directly reflected in etation coverage. The TASO data showed
that with existing stations, the range of a UHF station is significantly less than
the range of a VHF station. If the VHF range is R times the UHF range, the
area covered by the VHF station is R2 times as great as that covered by the
UHF station. Therefore, if the same total area is to be served by UHF and by
VHF, and if the spacing between co-channe3 stations were the same at UHF and
at VHF, the effective ratio of UHF to VHF channels would not be 70: 12 but
rather would be 70: 12R2. Actually, the necessary co-channel spacing is some-
what less at UHF than at VHF, as the undesired interfering field, like the de-
sired service field, is not propagated as well at UHF as at VHF. In the absence
of better information, it is not unreasonable to accept the figures set forth in
the FCC rules for minimum co-channel spacings, although further experience
with UHF may (hopefully) prove that the required spacings at UHF may be
reduced. The ratios of the FCC-specified minimum co-channel spacings at UHF
to those at VHF vary between 0.91 and 0.93 in Zones I, II, and III. Taking
an average ratio of 0.92, the effective ratio of the number of UHF channels to
the number of VHF channels becomes

70 70or
12 X 0.922 R2 12 X 0.85 R2
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Again, the "taboos" set by the FCC further limit the number of UHF channels
that can be assigned in any given locality. Some of these taboos are doubtless
too strict. Nevertheless, such factors as receiver local oscillator radiation and
receiver image response are basic in nature and do decrease the effective num-
ber of UHF channels available for assignment, say by a factor of T. This again
reduces the effective ratio of UHF to VHF channels to

70

12 X 0.85 R2T

The values of R and T do not have to be very great to reduce this ratio to unity
or less. If the ratio were unity, this would mean that the 70 UHF channels would
serve the same total area as the 12 VHF channels at, incidentally, a cost for
transmitters of approximately R2 times as great.

Stripped of the mathematical formulation, this quotation says that
more stations are required at UHF than at VHF to cover the same area
or to produce the same service; that the spacing between UHF stations
cannot be reduced in the same proportion as the service range and that
therefore more channels are required to serve a given area; and that be-
cause of local oscillator radiation and image response problems which are
present at UHF (but not at VHF because of the manner in which the VHF
channels are grouped and spaced), the number of channels available for
assignment in any given area is reduced. In terms of total available service
provided by the 70 UHF channels, there effectively are not 70/12 times
as many available UHF as VHF channels, but some much smaller number;
perhaps there are effectively not more than twice as many or, as an ex-
treme upper limit, three times as many UHF channels as VHF channels.*
In view of the ever increasing demand for television channels by both
commercial and educational interests, it is therefore not technically sound
to abandon the VHF region. Both the VHF and the UHF regions should
be retained, as both will be needed.

* As a rough check of the validity of these figures, note that the maximum
number of VHF channels which can be accommodated in a given area is seven.
Studies made by the National Association of Educational Broadcasters indicate that
under the present FCC rules, no more than 13 UHF channels, or about twice the
number of VHF channels, can be assigned in a given area. This conclusion was
reached without detailed consideration of the needs of adjoining areas. These needs
might restrict the number of available channels still further. On the other hand, if
the FCC rules were relaxed, by liberalization of some of the present taboos, addi-
tional channels in a given area might be made available; but it is not probable that
the number of UHF channels in an area could be increased by more than 50 percent
by this means. It seems reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the 70 UHF channels
can provide no more than from two to, at the most, three times the service provided
by the twelve VHF channels; and it is probable that this ratio is much nearer the
lower figure (two) than the higher.
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3.4 Continued VHF and UHF operationrandom mixed

The present intermixed assigaments of commercial VHF and UHF
television stations (in the same geographical area) are not satisfactory.
Experience in commercial television broadcasting over the past nine years
has shown that while in an all-UHF area, commercial UHF television is a
success, in an intermixed area, the UHF station (or stations) operates at
a great disadvantage; in fact, in an area with two VHF stations and one
UHF station, the UHF station is almost certain not to survive. To quote
Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith of the Allan B. Du Mont Laboratories (whose
company in 1950 submitted a well-thought-out, nonintermixed allocations
plan to the FCC, which was rejected), "Intermixture is the kiss of death
to UHF television."

It seems inevitable that any successful, long-term allocations plan for
commercial television must eliminate the intermixture of VHF and UHF
stations in the same service area.

3.5 Allocation of channels for educational television
The first question which must be answered in connection with any study

of the allocation of channels for educational television is that of how many
channels are needed. In answering that question, it is necessary to look
toward the future and not be restricted to thinking in terms of the number
of educational television stations which have been established since 1952.
It is necessary, rather, to think in terms of what has happened Pi /burgh
and Oklahoma City and what is happening in Milwaukee and Miarii where
after an educational television station was established, it was found that a
second station was required to provide the needed educational services.
It is also necessary to think in terms of the increasing school population
and the inability or the unwillingness of many communities and states to
make provision for conventional educational facilities for caring for the
needs of these young people. It is probably necessary to think also in terms
of an expanded program of adult education or continuing education, al-
though the needs of the young people in schools probably will be more
urgent. Moreover, if sufficient educational television facilities are made
available for the use of the schools, they may also be sufficient for adult
educational programs for some time.

It is the responsibility of others, and particularly of those working in
the fields of primary and secondary education, to develop the specific
needs for channels for educational television. However, for the purposes
of this report, something must be assumed as a basis upon which to build.
This does not have to be an accurate determination, but it is essential that
the order of magnitude of the channel requirements be estimated. It cer-
tainly does not seem unreasonable that if some cities already see the need
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for two educational television stations, many areas will eventually need at
least the equivalent of three VHF stations. Already some cities visualize
the eventual need of six UHF channels and in some of the largest cities,
studies indicate that educational television may well need 12 or more UHF
channels. On the basis of this assumption, it is not unreasonable to expect
that within the next decade or so, educational television will become as
large a service as is commercial television broadcasting today.* Commer-
cial television broadcasting now occupies space equivalent to more than
the entire VHF television bands. Where can educational television find
an equivalent amount of space in the frequency spectrum?

The answer seems obvious. The only place is in the UHF portion of
the spectrum. As has been pointed out, additional VHF channels are not
in prospect. Some, but relatively few, additional stations can be put on
the present VHF channels by the use of new techniques. It is not at all
reasonable to expect commercial television broadcasting to vacate their
present VHF space, either for the military services or for educational te13-
vision. What choice is there which will permit educational television to
expand except that of using the UHF region?

In section 3.3, it was pointed out that the expectation of almost un-
limited service from the 70 UHF channels may very well prove to be a
mirage and that these 70 channels may well provide no more real service
than, say, twice that provided by the present 12 VHF channels. This
emphasizes the necessity of reserving a very large portion of the UHF
channels for educational television if this service is to be comparable in
size and scope to present-day commercial television broadcasting. A mini-
mum of half of the UHF television channels should now be reserved per-
manently for education. And these channels should be in the lower part
of the UHF television region.

One point needs to be emphasized. Th.3 technical requirements for a
large number of channels (say 30 to 40) for educational television are set
not by the average needs across the entire country, but by the much greater
needs in large metropolitan localities which have high population densities
throughout relatively extensive geographical areas. Los Angeles and New

* As a check, assume that in the first 12 grades of school, each grade receives
an average of two one-half hour periods of instruction via television daily. This
would necessitate 12 hours of educational broadcasting during the school day to
care for the needs of the primary and secondary schools. Additional service during
these same hours to local institutions of higher learning and to special groups would
easily bring the total requirements to the equivalent of the three VHF channels
needed to bring the programs of the three networks to viewers of commercial tele-
vision broadcasting. Thus, it is not out of line to suggest that educational television
should have the equivalent of the space in the spectrum now allocated to commercial
television broadcasting.
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York City probably represent the most extreme examples. If such areas are
to be served, an adequate number of channels to satisfy their needs must
be reserved.

One may well say that in view of the many superiorities of VHF chan-
nels over UHF channels for television broadcasting, educational television
would be penalized unfairly by operating exclusively, or at least largely,
in the UHF region. The situation is not, however, quite as bad it may seem.
In the first place, it will be remembered that in areas where the signal
strength is adequate, UHF television, not VHF television, produces the
best pictures. High quality pictures are needed in educational television
if it is to serve the needs of the schools. High quality pictures are much
more important in a science demonstration than in The Price Is Right.*
In the second place, while UHF television stations do not have the range
of VHF stations, they can have a greater effective range as educational
stations than as commercial stations. It is not economically feasible to
build really good television receivers for the general public. The schools,
however, can erect a really high grade receiving antenna system to pick
up television signals for distribution throughout the school. High quality
preamplifiers with low noise factors can be employed and can be installed
at the receiving antennas rather than in the television receivers. The use
of high quality receiving equipment, especially antennas and preampli-
fiers, can extend the effective range of UHF stations. Such equipment is
too expensive to sell to the general public in a highly competitive market,
but it is not unduly expensive as part of the television receiving equipment
for a school. The use of low-power on-channel boosters with highly direc-
tional antennas to extend service not throughout all of a given area but
rather toward specific educational centers also offers good possibilities.
It should also be emphasized that the educational television channels
should be the lower UHF channels. Admittedly, these are not as favorable
as the VHF channels, but they are much better than the highest UHF
channels.

It may be said that this is all well and good as far as the schools are
concerned, but it does not provide the adult educational or continuing
educational service which is desired. It is true that a viewer wishing to
receive programs from a UHF educational station would have to have
either a UHF receiver or a UHF converter. It does not seem unreasonable
to expect that such a person would be willing to make this investment. It
is not realistic to expect that television programs for continuing education

* This problem of picture quality in educational television is of real importance.
It has implications in other aspects of television than allocationsfor example in
studio equipment operation, in closed-circuit transmission, and particularly in tele-
vision picture recording.
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will at first be really popular. The people who are interested in such pro-
grams are intensely interested and would, in many instances, make the
necessary investment, particularly if arrangements are made to spread the
additional cost over a period of, say, several months. It must be remem-
bered that, at least at first, programs for continuing education will still be
carried on VHF educational television stations; and that as UHF educa-
tional television grows, the cost of UHF receiving equipment most certainly
will be reduced, thus making UHF converters or receivers more attractive
to those having a real interest in continuing education.

There is one further aspect to the recommendation that at least half of
the UHF channels be permanently reserved for educational use. The pos-
sibility that all commercial television broadcasting be moved to the UHF
region is considered to be slight. But suppose such a move were made. In
this case, it would be all the more necessary that educational television
should already have adequate space reserved for its use and that this space
be in the lower part of the UHF television region.

It will be claimed correctly that an all-UHF educational television
system will cost more than an all-VHF system. This, however, is one of the
penalties which educational television must pay for arriving on the scene
later than commercial television, which is already entrenched in the VHF
region.

So far, no mention has been made of the possibility of new thinking
which would lead to radically different types of television and to new
transmission standards. Developments of this nature might possibly in-
clude some scheme for reducing the frequency band width required for
the transmission of television signals. Such developments are devoutly
to be wished. No economically practical schemes of this nature appear
now to be in the offing. If such developments do occur, the entire allocation
plan will be radically affected and entirely new assignments, of a nature not
visualized now, will have to be developed. In the meantime, it is necessary
to proceed on the basis of the present FCC transmission standards.

Likewise, no consideration has been given to the possible use of higher
frequencies, in the microwave region or super high frequency region
(3,000 to 30,000 Mc) for educational television. Such frequencies are of
great value for point-to-point communication, but they do not appear to
be suitable for broadcasting. If microwave frequencies were used for edu-
cational television, they might be adequate for some types of in-school
service, but their use would make any type of continuing education service
difficult.

Again, there has not bee' in this report any discussion of the use of
outer-space satellites in television relaying and/or broadcasting. This,
like airborne television, is a type of "extra-terrestrial" transmission which
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may very well be a significant factor in the not too far distant future. The
FCC is currently inquiring into the needs of satellite systems for space in
the frequency spectrum in its Dockets No. 13522 and 14024. Studies of
the possible implications of such new types of operation in educational
television should be made by those well versed in these new techniques. It
should be noted, however, that the applications of these new techniques
may be some time away. It would seem inappropriate to postpone action
with respect to the reservation of an appropriate number of UHF channels
for educational television until all new developments are fully explored. In
the foreseeable future, it appears that the principal use of a satellite will
be as a location for a relay station, or as a sort of super-service microwave
relay tower, for the transmission of signals over great distances. Such a
relay link could, for example, serve to interconnect television networks in
widely separated countries. The signals from such a satellite relay station
might, of course, cover relatively wide geographical areas; but the special-
ized and expensive receiving installations required to receive the signals
would not make their use practicable in the home. In other words, a trans-
mitter located on a satellite is expected to be, at least for a long time, strictly
a relay station, not a broadcasting station. Thus, the use of satellites is not
expected to have any immediate influence on the allocation of channels for
educational television broadcasting.

The mention of satellite relay stations suggests the international inter-
connection of educational television networks. This certainly is an even-
tual possibility. In the nearer future, the needs of educational television
in the neighboring countries of Canada and Mexico should be considered.
From the point of view of allocations, it would appear probable that an
allocation plan suitable for this country would also serve the needs of these
neighboring countries. The only congested area, allocations-wise, probably
would be the Detroit-Windsor area, and a plan based on the reservation of
a sufficient number of channels to serve Los Angeles and New York should
be capable of serving this area as well.

In all of this discussion of channels for educational television, it must
be remembered that the basic premise is that educational television will
grow and that its needs will be as great as those of commercial television.
No consideration is given to sandwiching a few stations in here and there.
If this were the basic premise, the conclusions would be different; but they
would not serve the needs of educational television which are almost certain
to develop in the next few years.



EDUCATION'S NEED FOR CHANNELS:
Report of the NAEB Survey

By Vernon Bronson
Mr. Bronson has been the Director of the NAEB Survey.

I. ALABAMA:

THE ALABAMA_LABAMA EDUCATIONAL Television Commission is now
operating three VHF channels, interconnected by 12 microwave units. As
of January 1961, the Commission applied for a construction permit to build
another station in Montgomery. The Montgomery station would be on
Channel 26. The immediate plan of the Commission is to establish an addi-
tional station in Mobile (UHF) and at least one station in the Tennessee
Valley of northern Alabama. It has applied for and received reserved
channels at nine additional locations. As rapidly as possible, in order to
meet the demands for instructional service on the college level, as well as
in the public schools, the Commission plansto double-channel the network.
The present plans in Alabama indicate that they look forward in the next
decade, or earlier, to a need of at least 30, and perhaps 36, channels to
serve the state of Alabama in an eductional network system.

II. ALASKA:
Dr. Theo J. Norvy, Commissioner of Education in Alaska, writes:
It is unfortunate that television broadcasting is very limited in this state, pri-
marily due to sparsity of population, as well as broadcasting problems. As you
know, Alaska is a very mountainous state which poses special problems when
it comes to delivering a picture. It may be that the technical difficulties will be
overcomethen educational television would be a most welcome asset.

III. ARIZONA:
On April 5, 1961, there was a representative meeting of public school

and college educators and representative citizens at Arizona State Uni-
versity to consider the needs of educational television in Arizona.

1. Television channels for educational purposes should be available in Arizona,
in addition to the present stations in the following areas: Flagstaff, Safford, and
Yuma.
2. At least two low-power UHF channels should be available to education in
the Phoenix area and the Tucson area, so that KAET and KUAT would be able
to move into multiple transmission as the need develops.
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3. The two university stations at Tucson and PhoenixTempe should be linkedso that they can exchange programs off the air at this time.
IV. ARKANSAS:

Arkansas has had an active legislative committee to study the educa-tional possibilities of television. This commission has made a study duringthe current year and sponsored a bill in the 1961 legislature to establishan educational television commission for the State of Arkansas whichwould have the power to activate the reserved channels in Arkansas, andprocure such additional channels as may be needed.
V. CALIFORNIA:

California at the present time has six educational reservations whichhave not been activated. On the other hand, the evidence presented by theschools and colleges for additional channels needed in the foreseeable fu-ture to meet the potential demand for educational facilities shows a needfor an additional 32 channels for the State of California, distributed judi-ciously in the great clusters of population in the southern part of the stateand in the central part of the state.

VI. COLORADO:
The University of Colorado reports that it is installing productionfacilities and closed circuit television which is expected to lead to an earlyactivation of Channel 12, which is now reserved for educational use inBoulder. The University of Colorado indicates that it looks forward to astate-wide network which will eventually have a production center andclosed- and open-circuit transmission facilities on the campuses of eachof the seven state-supported institutions of higher learning.A further indication of the recognition of the need for educational tele-vision in various areas of the state for future educational progress is thefact that the state legislature, at the 1960 session, passed an earlier act.These various acts and plans are indications of future use of televisionchannels for education in the state; and, coupled with the very effectiveschool and community operation of Channel 6 in Denver, it indicates apotential demand for educational channels which must be given primeconsideration.

VII. CONNECTICUT:
All colleges, universities, and school systems in Connecticut respond-ing to the survey, with the exception of Yale University, indicated that theywere planning to cooperate with the Connecticut Educational TelevisionCorporation in the use of broadcast television. If the cooperative effortsfor instructional use of broadcast television in Connecticut are successful,and meet the observed and potential needs, on the basis of minimum sched-
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uling, there will be a need for at least six channels in Connecticut in addi-
tion to those now reserved.

VIII. DELAWARE:
Delaware has the peculiar problem of having to depend to some degree

upon its neighbors for the development of such facilities as instructional
broadcasting. Dr. George R. Miller, Jr., of the Delaware State Department
of Education, says that Delaware is considering cooperation with the City
of Philadelphia in its efforts to acquire Channel 12, now designated at
Wilmington, for the use of education in the Greater Philadelphia area.

Statements from the leading educational authorities in Delaware indi-
cate the attitude of eagerness and desire which is restrained by the geo-
graphical conditions of the state.

IX. FLORIDA:
The Florida Educational Television Commission has asked the Federal

Communications Commission to reserve an additional 16 channels in Flor-
ida for the use of education. Florida originally had five VHF channels
and four UHF channels reserved for education. The five VHF channels in
the major areas of population and at the state universities have now been
activated and are serving the school systems, colleges, and universities in
the state. If the Federal Communications Commission grants these 16
additional reservations, this will provide Florida with a total of 25 channels
to be activated in the general system of public education within the next
ten years. However, this apparently will not in itself be sufficient. The
response of the communities and the school systems throughout Florida,
coupled with the official actions of the State Department of Education, and
the State Board of Higher Education, and the State Educational Television
Commission, indicates that the projected plans will require an additional
14 channels beyond that which was asked for by the Florida Educational
Television Commission.

X. GEORGIA:
According to the report from the Governors' Conference on Education,

the State Department of Education has established a program to provide
in-school educational television service which eventually is intended to
reach every classroom in the State of Georgia. This program is predicated
on the development of a state-wide television network. A simple projection
of these plans indicates a need for at least 18 additional channels in the
state.

XI. HAWAII:
A study of the needs for educational television and potential, program

services is now being conducted in Hawaii. At the time of this report no
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definite action had been taken but it is expected that the activation of the
four reserved channels in the Islands will be recommended. The channel
in Honolulu is to serve as the prime station, and the three other channels
on the other islands to act as satellite stations to carry the programs over
as much of the entire state as possible.

XII. IDAHO:
If the state universities and the scattered schools are to be served, and

the future educational needs of Idaho protected, then it is evident that
several more channels must be made available for educational purposes in
this state. A projection of future needs indicates that a minimum of nine
additional channels will be required.

XIII. ILLINOIS:
Dr. Benjamin Willis, General Superintendent of Schools in Chicago,

states:
Many more uses could be made with more broadcast zh,annels. The Chicago
area needs as many as six channels for school use of broadcast television in the
years ahead.

There have been two plans advanced for a primary network of educa-
tional television in Illinois.

In collating the assessment of the various educators in Illinois for future
needs of educational television in terms of school schedules, varying levels
of education and multiple channels, it appears that somewhere between 20
and 27 additional channels will have to be made available for Illinois if
the future of the educational services is to be protected.

XIV. INDIANA:
Throughout the State of Indiana there is reported much interest but

very little activity. Nearly all of the major educational institutions in In-
diana seem to be somehow involved in the Midwest Project on Airborne,
either as "coordinating centers," or as "demonstration schools," or as "re-
source institutions," or in some cases as all three.

Among the school districts there seems to be a very great hopefulness
and future dependency on the Midwest Airborne Television Instruction
Project. To what extent this hopefulness and dependency will continue to
color the activity in activating the reserved channels is difficult to an-
ticipate.

XV. IOWA:
Mr. David A. Dancer, Secretary of the Iowa State Board of Regents,

writes:
We are convinced that the present allocations of educational television channels
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for Iowa are inadeTiate to serve the state as it should be served. We know thatthere is a need for additional channels, and for more financial support than is
available at the present time.

XVI. KANSAS:
The State Legislative Council presented a plan for a Kansas State Net-

work, designed as a basic service for the colleges and schools of the entire
state, in its 1960 report to the legislature.

The minimum plan proposed for the State of Kansas uses five VHF
channels with 1000-foot high antenna at maximum power, and one UHF
channel using 1000-foot high antenna at maximum power.

The state legislature at its last session accepted this report in general,
but could not find its-way clear to provide any funds for the immediate
activation of these channels. If the proposed six-channel network or any
reasonable variation of the proposed six-channel network is put into opera-
tion, then in order to provide the multiple schedules necessary at the vari-
ous levels of education, this network would have to be double-channeled
within a short time.

XVII. KENTUCKY:
Following action by the state legislature, the Legislative Research Com-

mission appointed an advisory committee on educational television. This
committee was composed of educational, legislative, and civic leaders ofthe state.

After a study of the report on educational needs in the state, and con-
sultation with local engineers, as well as engineers from the National Asso-
ciation of Educational Broadcasters and the Joint Council on Educational
Broadcasting, the advisory committee recommended that a state-wide edu-
cational television network be established to "enrich and upgrade the qual-
ity of education in Kentucky public schools."

A technical and organizational plan for the establishment of such a
network was devised and proposed. The proposal was approved by the
Research Commission of the University of Kentucky, the Stat 3 Depart-
ment of Education, and other state agencies, and the Governor formally
requested the Federal Communications Commission to allocate and re-
serve 10 specific channels to Kentucky for educational purposes.

XVIII. LOUISIANA:
According to Dr. J. B. Gremillion, Director of Research and Statistics

for the State Department of Education, the Department believes that as
more and better instructional programs are developed on television, more
people will demand these services in the sections of the state not now being
served by educational television channels. Dr. Gremillion says that plans
are now being developed for extension of present facilities, and for acti-
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vating the rest of the reserved channels. He further states that additional
channels are needed in central, southern, and eastern portions of the state.

XIX. MAINE:
An educational television system has been recommended for the State

of Maine. The educational community of the state is now organizing to
develop such a system.

Dr. Phillip A. Annas, Executive Director of the Division of Instruction
of the Maine State Department of Education, states:

The private colleges are building an educational television station in Augusta
and we are asking the legislature for funds to build a station at the University
of Maine with translators in three other sections of the state.

XX. MARYLAND:
Dr. William M. Brish, Superintendent of Schools in Washington

County, Maryland, with headquarters in Hagerstown, writes:
Because of our experience with closed-circuit television, we have learned that
broadcast television would add a dimension that would Le profitable. It would
be to include several small elementary schools in the program which are com-
pletely out of the circuit at the present time. It would also be possible to broad-
cast most of the adult education programs and perhaps the basic courses of the
junior college program. By this means the present educational facilities in
Washington County would be extended to numerous people. Furthermore,
many cultural programs might be broadcast.

Dr. Daniel W. Zimmerman, Assistant State Superintendent of Schools
in Maryland, states that while there are no plans at the present time to
provide a state-wide system of educational television, there is a state-wide
committee which has been participating in a study of the over-all need for
educational television, and this committee has set forth a positive plan of
use for educational television.

XXI. MASSACHUSETTS:
Hartford N. Gunn, General Manager of WGBH-TV, Channel 2, in

Boston, which provides all of the educational television now available to
Massachusetts, states in relation to the needs of the next ten years:

We see the services extended to more groups within the community, plus mul-
tiple transmitters to serve a number of areas within the coverage of the high-
powered transmitter; with unique local services that would not be justified for
high-power wide area distribution. Eventual need will be for two complete
state-wide systems, as well as the above mentioned.

XXII. MICHIGAN:
Dr. Lynn M. Bartlett, Superintendent of Public Instruction of Michi-

gan, states that, while the State of Michigan is now in the process of con-
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ducting a state-wide study to establish a basis for a state plan of television
development and utilization, he feels he can predict that strong recom-
mendations for broadcast television expansion will result, whatever the
details of the plans might be. He suggests that it would be extremely ef-
fective to have a VHF service for educational television covering the major
population areas of the state, but that UHF service backing up any basic
network and reinforcing instructional facilities throughout the state is
essential.

XXIII. MINNESOTA:
The only channel activated at this time is Channel 2 in E PaulMin-

neapolis, which is owned and operated by a nonprofit educational founda-
tion, but which services the colleges and universities and school systems
of the entire area.

It is expected that Channel 8, in Duluth, will be activated in the near
future; and Dr. Dean M. Schweickhard, Commissioner of Education, says
that they are formulating plans to activate the station at Appleton in west-
ern Minnesota. Various educational interests are considering the establish-
ment of a series of translators or repeaters to extend the utilization of the
service of Channel 2 in St. PaulMinneapolis.

Dr. Schweickhard further states:
We anticipate a greater demand for educational programming. Channels
should be reserved for education in sufficient numbers to provide for future
needs.

XXIV. MONTANA:
The Montana EdSational Television Commission has drafted a tenta-

tive plan for a state network to provide the kind of basic system which it
feels must be initiated and which it plans to follow up with the dual chan-
neling.

The draft of the plan calls for a combination of high-power and low-
power broadcast stations supplemented by a number of station translators
to take care of the small isolated areas and the valleys which cannot be
normally well reached by standard broadcast. The plan calls for linking
the state colleges and universities at Missoula, Bozeman, Billings, Butte,
Havre, and Dillon, as well as the state capital and the private colleges in
the state, along with the two important junior colleges.

XXV. MISSOURI:
Dr. H. P. Ward law, Assistant Commissioner of Education, says that the

Department of Education feels that many areas of adult education have
need of television instruction at the present time, and there is a need to
broaden the secondary education program in Missouri. Dr. Ward law feels
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that the demands for both in-school education and adult education bytelevision will increase considerably in the ten years ahead.
The Assistant to the President at the University of Missouri empha-sized that there were not enough broadcast channels available to educationin Missouri and that this inhibited the planning for the development ofbroadcast television in that state. He said that the state government isinterested in such development if channels could be made available; but itis presently involved in tax problems which prohibit any great amounts offinancial help for such development.

XXVI. MISSISSIPPI:
Dr. James Tubb, State Superintendent of Education, says that:
We are definitely interested in developing educational television in Mississippi,but no definite plans are formulated as yet. A committee is at work on recom-mendations to make to the next term of the legislature.

XXVII. NEBRASKA:
Dr. Floyd A. Miller, Assistant Commissioner of Education for Ne-braska, states:
The potential of educational television is such that every area of our instruc-tional needs could be improved if we had state-wide educational television fa-cilities. Recently the Nebraska Council on Educational Television developed aprogram which combined instruction in elementary science with teacher edu-cation in an effective manner. This is opening up a whole new geld of endeavor.There is no doubt that the need for educational television will increase. Ne-braska is a state of many small schools, some of which can never be properlyorganized into effective school districts, because of megraphy. Only by meansof a state-wide educational television network can these schools obtain the ad-vantages of the enriched instructional program which can be made available bythis powerful new medium.

XXVIII. NEVADA:
Channel 10 in Las Vegas and Channel 5 in Reno have been reservedfor education, but neither of these channels has been activated, at the pres-ent time.
Dr. Byron Stetler, Superintendent of Public Instrudion of Nevada,feels that if the television-receiving facilities can be expanded and extendedin Nevada, there will be use for educational broadcasting.

XXIX. NEW HAMPSHIRE:
Elementary and secondary schools have curriculum needs which can be servedeffectively through educational television, by bringing outstanding teachers,demonstrations, equipment, and materials, not normally available to our NewHampshire classrooms.
We need to extend our in-school service in New Hampshire to include servicesto primary grades, junior and senior high schools, and in-service teacher educa-tion. Our present station covers only 50 percent of the school population. We
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need a VHF channel reserved for educational purposes in the northern section
of New Hampshire. The majority of schools not presently served by educational
television are those small, understaffed, limited local-financed school systems.

XXX. NEW JERSEY:
Several state departments (such as the Department of Conservation and

Economic Development) expressed a desire to use instructional television
to develop their programs, particularly among the in-school population of
the state.

Dr. Ernest E. McMahon, Dean of University Colleges and Extension,
at Rutgers University, plans to "reach a wide general adult population with
college level materials, in a variety of curriculum subjects."

XXXI. NEW MEXICO:

New Mexico has organized a Commission on State-wide Television for
Educational Purposes (this is referred to as STEP ).

The report from the STEP Commission by Dr. Claude Hempen, Di-
rector of the Commission, states:

New Mexico will utilize television for educational purposes in three ways:
1. Open channel VHF broadcasting. There will be four VHF television stations
needed to adequately serve New Mexico at present.
2. UHF low-power service. Each of the institutions of higher learning will need
from two to four UHF channels assigned for institutional use.
3. Translator networks for the VHF outlets. We will have 20-24 translators
not including those necessary for the Indian Reservations.

XXXII. NEW YORK:

In 1952 the Regents requested and received, from the Federal Com-
munications Commission, construction permits for ten UHF stations stra-
tegically located throughout the state. These stations were intended to
serve as the nucleus of a state-wide educational network that would make
it possible to serve the classrooms of the schools, as well as the homes of
the state. However, the state government, controlling the funds of the
Regents of the State University System, refused to go along. Ind the result
was that the ten construction permits were never used,

The Regents are convinced that only through a systematic plan of state
support can this medium reach the level of use in education which it de-
serves to attain. The Regents have proposed that the state proceed immedi-
ately to stimulate the further development and use of educational television
in the state by:

1. Providing financial assistance to school districts for this purpose.
2. Contracting to assist state-approved local area educational television coun-
cils.
3. Activating a state-wide system of expanding educational television for use
at college level education.
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An of the writing of this report the New York State Legislature had
not passed upon these recommendations.

Recently arrangements have been made to purchase Channel 13 in the
New York City area for educational television purposes. If this purchase
is consummated, it will undoubtedly be a large step toward the develop-
ment of a total broadcast service for this area. In addition to this effort,
the Federal Communications Commission is conducting an extended ex-
periment with a special UHF station to see to what extent UHF can be
adapted to large city usages where unusual amounts of physical and elec-
tronic interferences exist. From these two efforts may come a totally new
kind of progress in the development of educational and instructional de-
velopment of television in the New York City area.

XXXIII. NORTH DAKOTA:
Dr. M. F. Peterson, Superintendent of Public Instruction, of North

Dakota makes the following statement:
The people of North Dakota are progressive, and they see the need for educa-
tional television. Efforts are now in the planning and experimental stage, butthe only way that educational and cultural needs in North Dakota can be metis through broadcast television.

North Dakota State University also said that broadcast television would
help them relieve some of the pressures, particularly in the basic, high
enrollment courses. They said at least 30 percent of the students come
from a 25-mile radius, and broadcast television would allow them to serve
many of these students at home.

XXXIV. NORTH CAROLINA:
The State Department of Public Instruction in North Carolina issued

a statement that says:
As is true throughout the country, Carolina is faced with an exploding school
population. Numerous steps are being taken to provide quality education forthis tremendous increase in students. Instructional television has proved itselfin North Carolina as a teaching tool and increased use is necessary to help meetthe increased needs of education. Recommendations have been made by theState Board of Education to strengthen and increase the present use of instruc-tional television in the public schools, and to expand broadcast facilities. Mostcertainly additional facilities should be made available for educational pur-poses. Because television is the most powerful communication medium yetdevised by man, it follows that a substantial protection lie provided for its usein and by education.

XXXV. OHIO:
There are now four channels which have been activated, and the sta-tions operate instructional programs on all levels of education, as well asfor the general public. However, the community programming in Ohio

has been extremely ink:Sited because 9f the fact that all the educational
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channels are in the UHF band, and the predominant service in Ohio is
VHF. Therefore, the majority of available receivers in the communities
are tuned for VHF reception only.

The Interim Study Commission recommended to the 1961 Legislature
that legislation be enacted to create an Ohio Educational Television Net-
work Commission, and to invest it with the authority and the funds to pro-
ceed with the establishment of a state-wide educational television network.

After a thorough engineering study, the interim commission report
recommended in summary a plan for a single basic service for the state:

A total of 29 UHF stations, including six low-power translator-type stations,
has been envisioned. In order to implement the plan fully it also would be
necessary to request the addition of certain other UHF channels to the table
of assignments of the Federal Communications Commission. Other UHF chan-
nels in certain areas would have to be changed by similar requests from non-
reserved status to educational use.

XXXVI. OKLAHOMA:
Dr. E. F. Bryan, of the Oklahoma Department of Education, substan-

tiates the need for educational television in Oklahoma. He points out that
the demands are becoming greater each year as teachers and parents both
become aware of the potential of using television for instruction.

Dr. Bryan states that the need is for more channels throughout the
state and greater power, as well as for additional equipment.

XXXVII. OREGON:
Through the interconnecting of Channel 10 in Portland and Channel 7

in Corvallis, the General Extension Division of the System of Higher Edu-
cation is able to provide continuing education and instructional services
to 70 percent of the population of Oregon.

The administration of the educational system of Oregon is now plan-
ning to extend broadcast facilities to the Oregon College of Education and
Southern Oregon College and Eastern Oregon College.

The Department of Education of Oregon has been given the responsi-
bility for the development, coordination, and approval of all educational
television programs for in-school viewing, for all elementary and second-
ary schools in the state; and also for in-service education programs for
teachers. Present plans call for the provision for an in-school teacher serv-
ice for grades kindergarten through grade 12, beginning with five hours
weekly and growing to ten hours within two years. This service is planned
on a state network basis.

XXXVIII. PENNSYLVANIA:
In the general survey in Pennsylvania, six colleges and universities

indicated that they were now using instructional television in some form;
11 colleges and universities indicated that they were planning to use broad-
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cast television, and 20 indicated that they were recognizing future needfor the zase of broadcast television in their planning. In the general surveyof public school systems in Pennsylvania, 20 school systems indicated thatthey were now using instructional television and seven of the respondentsindicated that they were planning to use instructional television.Dr. Marcus Konick, of the Pennsylvania Department of Education,
says that the State of Pennsylvania is currently developing a plan for fullutilization of the full potential of television by the development of a state-wide network, and the maximum use of the present facilities which are onthe air. Because of this he says that sufficient channels should be reservedfor educational use in Pennsylvania and suggests, in addition to otherthings, that Pennsylvania should have at least a total of 14 additional UHF
channels for the use of the state colleges alone.

XXXIX. RHODE ISLAND:
The Governor of Rhode Island recently established an educationaltelevision advisory committee to study the problems relative to the estab-lishment ofan educational television service for Rhode Island. Dr. MichaelS. Walsh, Commissioner of Education for Rhode Island, says that they haveinstructional needs in the public schools for elementary science, teachingof foreign languages, both of which could be helped by the use of television.Dr. Walsh says that adult education needs to be met, to a great degree, bytelevision programming.

XL. SOUTH CAROLINA:
Dr. Jesse T. Anderson, State Superintendent of Education for SouthCarolina, reports:
Although we have closed-circuit television in South Carolina, I have alwaysbeen an advocate of broadcast television and I hope that some day we mayeventually use the channels allotted to South Carolina. As for our needs, letme say that the three channelsone VHF and two UHFwould not cover thestate. We have 1,418 schools: 614 white elementary, 269 white high, 389 Negroelementary, 146 Negro high. Our enrollment this year was in excess of 610,000and estimates for the present year are 620,000. We expect an annual increasefor the next ten years of 10,000 to 12,000. You can see from the above figuresthat it would be difficult to cover the state by closed-circuit television, and I havealready stated three channels will not cover the state.

XLI. SOUTH DAKOTA:
Dr. M. F. Coddington, State Superintendent of Public Instruction,writes:
South Dakota is a rural state with few communities which are large enough tosupport an educational television station. For this reason little progress hasbeen made in this field. We need educational television to supplement therather limited instruction which is now available in many of our schools. We
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think that our only hope for adequate educational television coverage will be
by means of a state-wide network.

XLII. TENNESSEE:
Dr. Joe Morgan, the State Commissioner of Education, writes:
There will be a need for expansion of television facilities which will increase
the next ten years. The success of the educational television station in Memphis
and the results of experimentation in a pilot situation in Tennessee schools and
colleges has demonstrated the value of educational television and will insure
its expansion in the future. There is a definite plan to extend the use of broad-
cast television and television channels should be reserved in sufficient numbers
to meet the needs of the future in Tennessee.

XLIII. TEXAS:
Dr. Lee Wilborn, Assistant Commissioner of Education for Texas,

writes:
Our needs for educational televisiu., service in the next ten years are much
stronger than I have indicated in the formal response to your questions. School
superintendents throughout our state are planning for some type of television
service in almost all meetings I attend.

Dr. Wilborn further states that overcrowded classrooms throughout
the state, three to four thousand qualified teachers lacking each year, and
the urgency to share outstanding teachers and professors, are some of the
problems that could be vastly improved by the use of broadcast television.

The University of Houston issued the following statement:
It is our firm belief that the greatest single aid to education within the power
of the federal government would be the reservation of a considerable section
of the television broadcast spectrum, .4.--TAably more than anyone is thinking
about at this time.
Now, every time a subject is developed to C.e point where telecast seems profit-
able, a thirty-minute or one-hour slice of a channel is tied up for That one
subject. In effect, then, when fourth grades of a broadcast area are receiving
arithmetic, no one else in the area can receive anything else. As "materials"
increase in number and variety, the pressure for simultaneous channels will
mount and mount.' In fact, unless they can mount, the school systems and col-
leges will be increasingly reluctant to stake much of their success on televised
instruction.

XLIV. UTAH:
Within a short time, the four communities with reservations in Utah

will be served. However, there are vast areas of the state still =served.
Dr. H. Grant Vest, Director of the UtahCoordinating Council of Higher

Education, writes:
The Coordinating Council of Higher Education anticipates an increased need
for channel space and for extensive state-wide planning for educational tele-
vision in Utah.
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Dr. Wilbur N. Vall, State Superintendent of Public Instruction of
Utah, says that the ultimate objective of the State Department of Educa-
tion in so far as in-school television is concerned is a state-wide coverage
through all of the multiple television systems that can accommodate the
varying needs of individual districts, and permit them some selection.

XLV. VERMONT:
Dr. A. John Holden, Jr., Commissioner of Education of the State of

Vermont, states:
We have instructional needs which could be satisfied enlarged by the use
of broadcast television in such subjects as art, music, elementary science for
schools and rural areas where special teachers are unavailable; advanced high
school subjects such as art, mathematics, economics, especially for small schools
and rural communities. There is need for programs for teachers, especially in
the new mathematics and modern foreign languages for elementary teachers.
We already have a severe shortage of teachers, especially in foreign languages,
mathematics, and science. We believe the national demand for teachers in
these areas will create a more acute shortage in rural communities of the future.
The University of Vermont has a grant for a survey of the educational television
needs of the state to activate one or more stations for Vermont. Our future
extension will depend upon The results of this survey.

XLVI. VIRGINIA:
In Richmond, an effort has been made to establish i station in that

area and superintendents in the surrounding counties have agreed to a
one dollar per pupil funding system.

The College of William and Mary (which includes the College of Wil-
liam and Mary in Williamsburg, Richmond Professional Institute in Rich-
mond and Norfolk Division, and two new junior colleges) is developing
a video-tape exchange system with closed-circuit television installations on
each campus.

Norfolk Public Schools in cooperation with adjacent county and city
school systems in the Hampton Roads-Chesapeake Bay area are activating
a station on Channel 15 to serve the schools and communities of that area.

Dr. Woodrow Wilkerson, State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
states:

We see a growing interest in Virginia in the use of television for instructional
and educational purposes. This year 224 districts report participation in edu-
cational television compared to approximately 150 last year. Thirty-nine sub-
jects are being offered compared to approximately 24 last year. Television is
being used primarily for supplemental instruction, motivation, and enrichment.

XLVII. WISCONSIN:
There are two educational television channels on the air in Wisconsin

Channels 10 in Milwauke and Channel 21 at the University in Madison.
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Wisconsin, in the past, has taken the lead in educational broadcasting,
and through the state council an effort was made in the early days of tele-
vision to duplicate its radio network with an educational television net-
work. However, up to the present time, the legislative support needed to
provide funds and authority for such an educational television network has
not been forthcoming. In the meantime, the development and experimen-
tation on all levels of education are continuing.

XLVIII. WASHINGTON:
Washington has considerable difficulty in television transmission be-

tween the western part of the state where the bulk of the population lies,
and the eastern areas of the state; but there are plans for the state-wide
transmission for educational television to the extent that it is feasible.

XLIX. WEST VIRGINIA:
In the area of higher education there seems to be little concern with

broadcast television in West Virginia.
Dr. John R. St. Clair, former State Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion of West Virginia, feels that broadcast television can add to the gen-
eral enrichment of all areas of curriculum, and can overcome present cur-
riculum deficiencies. He also indicates the great need for the continuing
in-service training of teachers.

There is evidence, by the contacts in West Virginia, that a lot of think-
ing has been done in relation to educational and instructional television;
but little action has taken place.

L. WYOMING:
The Executive Assistant to the President, Mr. H. W. Benn, writes:
Wyoming needs educational television. With our sparse and scattered popu-
lation, the use of this medium is particularly important in providing educational
opportunities for the general public and in supplementing the instructional
programs of our schools and junior colleges. State-wide multiple channel
broadcasting is needed and there is a definite possibility that television teach-
ing for our university students is also needed.

Dr. Velma Linford, the State Superintendent of Public Instruction for
Wyoming, is an enthusiastic supporter of educational television. She says
that it is needed in the state for in-service teacher education, for curriculum
enrichment, and in isolated elementary and secondary schools, for contin-
uing higher education, and for vocational education for courses outside of
the schools. She feels that these needs are going to increase in the next ten
years rather than decrease, and she explains that the only reason that the
State Department of Education has not made othermoves to develop broad-
cast television in Wyoming is the lack of financial resources.



EXCHANGE OF INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION
MATERIALS: Report of the Nebraska Survey

By Wesley Meierhenry and Jack McBride
Dr. Meierhenry is Associate Deer. of Teachers College, Mr. McBride Director
of Broadcasting, University of Nebraska. They were co-directors of the Ne.
braska Study.

MUCH HAS BEEN SAID and written about the use of tele-
vision in instruction. The rapidity with which developments have taken
place, however, has made it very difficult to have a complete inventory as
to the purpose to which television is being used for instruction at all levels.
The rapid growth of the number of ETV stations along with the rapidly
multiplying closed-circuit operations are among the factors which have
made our accurate assessment of the status of instructional television very
difficult.

Discussions with educators gave sufficient evidence, however, that tele-
vised instruction was expanding at a more rapid rate than had been true
of any of the other media now used in instruction. The instructional power
involved in the mechanism of television is not clear even yet, but the
great impact that it does have is clearly recognized. It was for this reason,
and others, that the United States Office, of Education contracted with the
University of Nebraska to conduct a project under the provisions of the
National Defense Education Act, Title VII, Part B. The proposal for the
study states the problem as follows:

There has been a great development of television programs for direct and/or
supplementary instruction at elementary, secondary, and college levels. Pro-
grams have been developed in various parts of the country without reference
to similar developments in other parts of the country. There has been a mini-
mum of exchange of information on these materials and practically no exchange
of the program themselves.
It would appear that there will continue to be a larger number and variety of
subject-matter areas covered. In older to conserve time, energy, and money,
it would seem urgent to study the present status of the field; to determine the
likely future developments, and to recommend a plan, either national or re-
gional, for some type of distribution system.

It was determined very early that the survey should be a national one,
with contacts made in all of the states and further that individuals repro-

266
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sensing all levels of formal public and private education from the elemen-
tary, secondary, and college levels. A further criterion was that contact
should be made with classroom teachers, administrators, television teach-
ers, television specialists, personnel in state departments of education, ex-
ecutives of associations, both academic as well as professional, foundation
officials, and employees of government. It was felt that if a "television
policy" was to be developed it should be arrived at only after the most
careful as well as thorough questioning of people who might be directly or
indirectly related to its use. In order to accomplish these purposes, the
study was divided into several phases of information-gathering, synthesiz-
ing of data, and summarizing each of which was interrelated.

The first was the appointment of a National Advisory Committee of
individuals who were carefully selected in order to take into account the
groups with a broad interest in education first of all, and in television sec-
ondly. The Advisory Committee included a major university president, a
dean of a college of arts and sciences, a dean of a teachers college, the ex-
ecutive secretary of the chief state school officers, a superintendent of
schools of a major school system, an experienced television administrator,
an outstanding curriculum authority, and a person responsible for work-
ing directly with classroom teachers. This National Committee gave over-
all direction to the project before it began, during its operation, and re-
viewed and modified the recommendations at its close.

Ten regional consultants were selected to do interviewing in depth.
The regional consultants were selected in such a way so that five of them
were knowledgeable about and specialists in higher education. The other
five were similarly active in the elementary and secondary fields. The use
of the regional consultants brought years of experience and insight into the
problems of instruction by television to bear upon the problems as identi-
fied in the survey. In addition, the consultants were aware of the leaders
in instructional television as well as the educational leaders in the geo-
graphical areas in which they were located.

The regional consultants helped to develop the semi-structured inter-
view device which formed the basis of the interviews. The regional con-
sultants personally contacted 486 people and the interviews which they
conducted were from several minutes to several hours in length. The pur-
pose was to probe as deeply as possible into the thinking of many related
to the educational enterprise concerning the present status of education
and future developments including television in all of its forms. Following
their exhaustive probings, the regional consultants were brought back to-
gether for summary reports and the development of conclusions and rec-
ommendations.

The co-directors of the study assumed the responsibility of contacting

770-244 0-65-19
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nineteen national organizations and groups for extensive interview ses-
sions. The national groups contacted were among those which have par-
ticipated in instructional television, or which represent groups which have
an interest in either educational administration or classroom instruction
or both.

In addition to personal consultations, information-gathering devices
were developed which were directed to both open- and closed-circuit tele-
vision operations. Returns were obtained from all 53 of the ETV stations
now on the air and 88 out of the 222 known closed-circuit television oper-
ations. The return represented 100 percent of the former population sur-
veyed while the latter represented 40 percent return.

Since much of the increase in televised instruction is likely to be in
public elementary and secondary schools it was considered to be desirable
to contact a wide sampling of such schools. The sample used was one
drawn by Dr. Wilbur Schramm, Director, Institute for Communication
Research at Stanford University. It provided for a coverage of 97 percent
of all the public school enrollment in the country.

The procedures employed, therefore, included the advice, insights, and
suggestions of outstanding educators who served on the advisory panel.
The utilization of individuals as regional consultants who understood in-
structional television in all of its aspects was made for the guidance which
they could give personally to the co-directors, but mainly for the penetrat-
ing and comprehensive interviewing assignments. Interviews were con-
ducted in many places operating both open- and closed-circuit television
stations, but in order to gain as complete a picture as possible, however,
direct contact was made to all of the institutions with either of these two
kinds of installations. Finally, information was obtained by the sampling
of public school districts.

As information was tabulated from these many sources certain definite
patterns began to develop, so that definitive conclusions could be reached
and appropriate recommendations made. The whole process made possible
the bringing together of an enormous mass of information never before
gathered together and assembled. The gathering of this mass of informa-
tion was made possible by both the depth and breadth of the information-
gathering techniques.

During the 1958-59 school year, 569 public school systems and 117
colleges and universities in the United States used television for direct
instruction in regular courses involving more than 500,000 school children
and 100,000 college students. Figures are not available at this time for
the 1959-60 school term but a substantial increase is expected to be re-
ported. The 1961-62 school term likely will find a proportionately greater
number of schools and students participating in the use of television for
instructional purposes. This is evidenced by the increase in the number
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of participating schools, the increase of population in urban areas in which
instruction by television is available, and the increase in the number of
operating closed- and open-circuit broadcasting stations.

The data collected from the interview reports of educators at all three
levels of education and from a sample of public school systems represent-
ing 97 percent of the public school enrollment reveal a definite receptive-
ness toward the use of television for instructional purposes and a very
favorable attitude toward the use of recorded televised instruction. As this
study progressed the need became evident for the dissemination of infor-
mation concerning developments of programs of instruction for use on tele-
vision and for the exchange of these programs. Further, it was indicated
that educational institutions and organizations, both public and private,
were duplicating efforts, and expending large amounts of money and talent
in developing instruction for use on television without reference to similar
developments of programs of instruction elsewhere.

Many excellent live programs of instruction are being presented via
television but are not being recorded because of the lack of funds although
the merits of recording the instruction are fully realized. It was felt that
if more coordination and cooperation existed and programs could be ex-
changed which were applicable to the curricula, the community, the teach-
ers, administrators, and students, the local school systems could provide a
better quality of instruction and still maintain the individuality of their
community and school system. Many school systems are recording their
programs of instruction for their own use since it affords an opportunity
to preview the instruction before presenting, to evaluate, to revise when
necessary, to use repeatedly, to defray expenses through the possibility of
wider dispersion, and to facilitate scheduling.

LIVE INSTRUCTION

The amount of instruction via television reported as being programmed
live at the elementary-secondary, and college levels by the 53 ETV stations,
and the 88 closed-circuit operations reporting for this study, has increased
considerably the past few years. This growth is reported respectively in
Table 1 as follows:

TABLE 1

Live Programming by 53 ETV Stations
Number of courses
programmed live 1957-58 1958-59 1959-60 1960-61

Elementary , 95 135 204 267
Secondary 82 111 132 145
College . 79 91 161 157

Total 256 337 497 569
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
Live Programming by 88 Closed-Circuit Operations

Number of courses
programmed live 1957-58 1958-59 1959-60 1960-61Elementary 26 87 115 71Secondary 10 32 37 27College 95 135 159 162

Total 131 254 311 260
Table 2 is a summary of the recorded televised instruction for elemen-tary, secondary, college, postgraduate, and in-service education reportedby the 53 ETV stations. This summary is believed self-explanatory withthe exceptions of Column 5, Types of Recording, and Column 7, Instruc-tional Purpose.

Column 5
KKinescope recording
VVideo-tape recording
F Film recording

Column 7
T Total Teaching
SSupplementary Instruction
E-- Enrichment Instruction
RRemedial Instruction

The ETV stations reported 199 recorded courses at the elementarylevel with 96 currently available for exchange. Seventy of the 103 recordedcourses at the secondary level were reported as available for exchange aswere 70 of the 135 recorded courses at the college level. Eleven of the 16recorded courses for postgraduate and in-service education were listed asavailable.
A similar summary of the 83 recorded programs reported by the 88closed-circuit operations is given in the major report as is each recordedcourse for each subject and grade level.
The reasons for the recorded courses to be listed as unavailable werenot given on the information schedule used to survey the use and availa-bility of recorded televised instruction; however, this information was re-vealed on some of the interview reports. Some of the reasons given, noneof which seem insurmountable, were as follows:
The material was recorded for their own use, and at the time of recording itwas not conceived that someone else could or would use the instruction.Proper and adequate contractual and residual arrangements had not beenagreed upon by the producer, teacher, holder of title, and others.
After reviewing and evaluating the instruction, it was apparent that adequaterevision would be necessary before the holder of title would want to release theinstruction.
Copies of the recorded instruction are not available for distribution because ofthe cost of duplicating.
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TABLE 2
Summary of Recorded Televised Instruction

for Elementary, Secondary, College, and In-Service Teacher Training Use
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/cumber of
recorded
courses
in each
subject

Subject Area area

Total
number

of
lessons
in all

courses

Range of
the number
of lessons
in each
course

Average
number of
lessons for
each course

Range of
the length
of lessons
in minutes

Elementary Recorded Instruction (K-6)
Science 53 1,101 3-128 20.7 15-30
Mathematics 11 171 3-69 15.5 14-30
Social studies 40 517 4-90 12.9 15-30
Language arts 28 760 6-189 27.1 15-30
French 9 698 15-128 77.6 14-30
Spanish 17 904 8-130 53.2 10-30
Russian 2 180 90 90 90
Music 28 413 1-72 14.7 14-30
Art 11 66 2-16 6 15-30

Total 199 4,810
Secondary Recorded Instruction (7-12)
Science 27 1,183 7-160 43.8 15-30
Mathematics 6 315 4-126 52.5 20-30
Social studies 33. 511 4-128 16.5 15-120
Language arts 18 526 7-80 29.2 15-30
Music 4 64 15-60 16 8-35
Art 5 50 8-13 10 15-30
Others 12 161 4-36 13.4 15-120

Total 103 2,810
CollegeRecorded Instruction
Science 21 1,110 8-170 52.9 30-50
Mathematics 22 1,039 15-160 47.2 29-45
Social science 17 601 12-90 31.2 30-50
Language 33 1,043 4-87 31.6 30-50
Philosophy 14 571 30-90 40.8 30-60
Psychology 8 257 10-75 32.1 30-50
Business 11 424 10-82 38.5 29-50
Fine arts 3 98 20-48 32.6 30
Agriculture 2 79 34-45 39.5 45
*Education(History of) . 4 119 15-36 29.7 29-30

Total 135 5,341
*In-Service Teacher Training

(Not classified as to
grade unless specified)

Total 16 278 2-42 25-45
Aggregate of Recorded Courses at all Levels of
Instruction Telecast Over the 53 ETV Stations

Total 453 13,239

One is a postgraduate course.
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Data from 53 Educational Television Stations

Types
of

recording

K V F

Number
of

Courses Instructional
with purpose

study
guide T S ER

Ownership

0 LP E

Availability
for use and
exchange

(with reser
vations)

YES YES

32
10
32
19
4
8
2

20
11

1
6
9
5
9
_
7
-

6
-
2
-
-
-
_
1-

40
8

26
22
9

15
2

22
9

4 30
1 5
- 21
2 14
6 3
5 6
2 -
- 17
- 10

195-
19 -
12 -_ _6-_ -
11 -
1 -

45
9

36
24
5

14
2

23
11

5 2 1
2
4 - -
2 2
3 1
2 1
-
4 1
-

21
6

21
14
7

12
2

10
3

32
5

19
14
2
5

18
8

138 52 9 153 20 106 73 0 169 22 3 5 96 103
10 11 6 24 9 10 8 - 22 4 - 1 17 10
3 2 1 4 2 3 1 - 6 - - - 3 3

21 5 5 23 1 15 16 - 22 7 2 - 23 8
13 5 1 17 7 8 3- 11 7 - - 13 5
1 1 2 4 - 2 2- 1 3 - - 4 -
4 - 1 5 - 2 3- 3 2 - - 4 1
7 3 2 7 2 6 4- 6 4 - 2 6 6

59 27 18 84 21 46 37 0 71 27 2 3 70 33
10 14 2 17 17 4 - - 16 3 2 13 8
15 14 1 19 18 4 - 1 18 3 1 12 10
10 13 - 10 12 4 3 - 17 - - 9 8
19 25 - 19 19 25 - - 22 6 5 16 17
5 9 - 10 10 4 1- 12 1 - 1 5 9
4 4 - 2 7 - 2- 8 - - 4 4
7 9 - 9 8 2 1- 11 - - 5 62 1 - 2 2 - 1- 3 - - 3 Meg- Ai "" 2 - - - 2 - - 2 Meg

2 4 - 2 3 1 -- 4- - 1 3
74 95 3 90 98 44 8 1 113 13 5 4 70 65
6 8 2 12 14 - 2- 8 4 2 2 11 5

277 182 32 274 153 196 119 1 361 66 12 14 247 206
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TELEVISION RECORDING EQUIPMENT

If recorded televised instruction is to be used widely, the necessary re-
cording and play-back equipment must be available. Thus, it had to be
ascertained what equipment, if any, was in use at the ETV stations and
closed-circuit installations. Thirty-six of the 53 ETV stations reported
film recording equipment available; 35 stations have kinescope recording
equipment, and 50 have video-tape recording and play-back equipment
available. Four stations reported having more than one video-tape re-
corder.

INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION AND THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

In the preceding sections of Chapter IV emphasis was given to the
transmission and recording of televised instruction. It is certainly neces-
sary to have ETV stations and recording equipment, but it is possible that
school systems might not utilize television even if available. It was essen-
tial, therefore, to obtain some picture of the extent to which public schools
were now using televised instruction and the purposes it served. An infor-
mation form was sent to public schools, according to a sample developed
by Schramm as described in Chapter III, to gather facts about the present
use of television for instructional purposes by the public school systems.

In the school systems categorized in Group I, which have one-third
of all the public school enrollment, instructional television was reported
as being used by two-thirds of the districts that reported, as shown in
Table 3.

TABLE 3

Public School Systems Using Television for Instructional Purposes

Number of Schools Using
Group Reporting Television Percent

1. 12,000 or more 162 110 68
2. 3,000-11,999 174 63 36
3. 150-2,999 140 22 16

Total 476 195 41

Assuming that the schools not reporting would have been using television
to about the same degree as those who did reply, approximately 8,000,000
of the 36,000,000 pupils enrolled in public schools would have been in
systems that reported they were making some use of instructional televi-
sion. When the Groups 2 and 3 are similarly considered, it appears that
another three to four million students were in schools in which television
instruction was provided. Therefore, approximately one-third of the stu-
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dents are in schools using television and do represent potential receivers
of television instruction if it were made available in one or more subjects
at every grade level.

Reports from the 283 school systems not using television indicated a
strong desire exists to use this medium for instruction, but broadcast and
receiving facilities are currently unavailable. Thus, there appears to be a
much greater likely use of television if and when television transmitters
become more generally available.

The extent to which school systems are using recorded televised instruc-
tion is indicated in Table 4.

TABLE 4

Public School Systems Using Recorded Television Instruction

Number of schools Using recorded
Group reporting using TV televised instruction Percent

1. 12,000 or more . .. 110 61 55
2. 3,000-11,999 . 63 19 30
3. 150-2,999 22 15 68

Total 195 95 49

Almost one-half of the school systems reported using television are doing
so with some pre-recorded materials. It is interesting to note that 55 per-
cent of the largest schools (Group 1) are using one or more recorded in-
structional series where, presumably, the resources would make possible
the greatest number of live telecasts.

School systems reported that recorded televised instruction was being
utilized for total, supplementary, enrichment, or remedial instruction. A
definition of each of these terms is indicated earlier in this chapter. Al-
though not listed in Table 5, there were four recorded televised courses
listed as in-service teacher education by schools in Group 1. Again, the
larger schools made greater proportional use of television for direct in-
struction.

The summary of the reasons for using recorded televised instruction
is shown in Table 6.

The use of television for the "improvement of instruction" was identi-
fied more frequently than all of the other reasons combined. The use of
television to "decrease school costs" was checked by the least number of
school systems.

Table 7 indicates whether those schools using recorded televised in-
struction reported in .Table 4 were doing so from sources other than their
own. Forty percent of all the school systems using recorded televised in-
struction obtained part or all of their material from sources outside their
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TABLE 5

Type of Recorded Instruction
/I,M.,.

Group Tota
Instruction

Supplementary Enrichment Remedial
1. 12,000 or more 12 32 24 32. 3,000-11,999 7 9 2 13. 150-2,999 1 4 4 0_

Total 20 45 30 4

TABLE 6

Reasons for Using Recorded Instruction

Group
Increased

enrollment
Improvement
of instruction

Curriculum
expanded

Reduce
costa

Teacher
shortage

1. 12,000 or more 4 32 19 1 42. 3,000-11,999 1 9 2 1 03. 150-2,999 4 4 1 1_
Total 5 45 25 3 5

TABLE 7

Public School Systems Using Recorded Instruction from Other Sources

Reasons for notNumber of schools Recorded instruction using recordedusing recorded from other sources instruction fromGroup instruction Number Percent other sources

1. .. 61 26 42 Not available2. 19 9 47 Not available3. 15 3 20 Not available
.."''' 116

Total 95 38 40
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system. Again, the larger school systems made more use of material pro-
duced outside their systems than did the small schools. The reason for not
using recorded televised instruction was said to be "lack of availability of
material."

The recorded instruction used from other sources was received from
state departments of education, universities, other school systems, ETV
stations, NETRC, and commercial enterprises. The respondents indicated
that they received information about the existence of other recorded pro-
grams of instruction from ETV stations, the NETRC, state departments of
education, and personal contacts. There was a definite willingness on the
part of these people to use recorded instruction from other sources if it
met the established criteria of their system.

The school systems indicated that they received little, if any, informa-
tion on the sources of recorded televised instruction, and stated that a
system that will provide complete up-to-date listings of available instruc-
tional series should be established. Thirty-six of the 246 school systems
reporting on this item indicated that they were receiving information,
whereas 210, or 85 percent, replied negatively.

Since public schools have been and, in all probability, will continue
to be the largest users of recorded televised instruction, it was important
to obtain their suggestions regarding the location and types of distribu-
tion centers. Table 8 summarizes this most important information.

TABLE 8

Exchange and Distribution Plan

Group
Regional
Center

National
Center

Commercial
Center

State Dept.
Center

County
Center

1. 12,000 or more 99 40 9 7 2
2. 3,000-11,999 105 26 17 15 2
3. 150-2,999 69 8 8 1 2

'renal 273 74 34 23 6

The public school systems decisively favored the regional center ex-
change and distribution plan. There were a great variety of suggestions
about the organization of regional centers, but the preferred plan was
through established audio-visual instructional centers. It was the opinion
that a separate television division should be organized within an audio-
visual center that already had experience in serving the schools on a re-
gional basis, or that could be expanded for regional service. Respondents
stressed that the national and regional centers should be organized with
educators involved and the needs of the consumer of instructional pro-
gramming adequately recognized.
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DISPOSITION TO USE TELEVISION FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES

The exhaustive and thorough interviews conducted by the ten regional
consultants, each an experienced specialist in the field of instructional
television himself, clearly corroborated the findings and trends revealed
earlier. As the study progressed it became increasingly evident that there
was a need for the dissemination of information concerning developments
related to the use of instructional television and the exchange of such pro-
gramming. This need continues to increase in direct proportion to the
activation and expansion of facilities and projects. It was clearly evident
that the educational institutions and organizations, both public and pri-
vate, have been needlessly duplicating many efforts and expending large
amounts of money and talent in developing instructional programs with-
out reference to similar developments elsewhere. During the course of
their interviewing, the regional consultants frequently reported requests
for an informational exchange, so that research findings and experiences
could be profitably utilized, duplication avoided, and local programming
strengthened.

There is consensus in the field that the limitations and restrictions of
time, staff, facilities, and budget as related to local origination of instruc-
tional television programming are, even under optimum conditions, real
and formidable. Given the use of certain quality recorded instruction,
which in no way weakens, but rather strengthens the local program, the
individual educational project could direct limited personnel and produc-
tion funds toward fewer courses, thereby improving local live television
instruction as well.

A wide range of opinions and attitudes toward all aspects of the use and
distribution of recorded televised instruction was provided through proc-
esses described earlier. Upon analysis, however, certain additional trends
and generalizations emerged primarily from the interviews conducted by
the regional consultants, and can be summarized as follows:

1. There is real and increasing interest in the use and exchange of recorded
televised instruction.
2. The school systems with the broadest experience in using television within
the classroom are generally most amenable to recorded televised instruction and
consider it a means of improving instruction.
3. Clearly defined functional and operational plans for an exchange system
have not been agreed upon although the benefits to be derived from a workable
system are fully realized.
4. Of those currently using instructional television, and potential consumers
as well, there was considerable evidence of a willingness to support the reason-
able financial costs of recorded instructional exchange and distribution.
5. Institutions hesitant to use recorded televised instruction will be less appre-
hensive when shown that quality materials will clearly improve their curricula
and quite possibly at less cost than that necessary to originate such instruction
locally. Evidence of this is revealed by the use of the series "Parlons Frangais."
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6. The use of quality recorded instruction in an effective and efficient mannermay help provide a breakthrough in traditional teaching methods.7. As additional information is made available through publications, work-shops, courses, meetings, and actual involvement in television instruction, thefear of the classroom teacher of being replaced is rapidly being dispelled. Tele-vision will not bring about technological unemployment to the teacher, but,used wisely and effectively, television will definitely improve the quality of in-struction. In addition, television often permits the redeployment of educationalfacilities, resources and personnel in such a manner as to bring about additionaleducational services, smaller teaching groups, individual counseling, etc.8. Recorded televised instruction for in-service teacher education will be uti-lized much more fully in the near future.
9. The state-supported colleges and universities, large and small, and the largeprivate institutions are using television, or are willing to use it, and will con-sider using recorded televised instruction from other sources when it is superiorto the instruction that they can provide or if it will strengthen their curricula.The small private institutions prefer to limit enrollment in keeping with re-sources, but some did reveal a willingness to investigate the use of television.10. Schools at the elementary, secondary, and junior college levels are increas-ing enrollment and developing at an alarming rate as are the colleges and uni-versities. Adequate staffing with competent people is a serious problem, andthe use of recorded televised instruction from a parent organization, establishedinstitution, or other sources is foreseen as a means of providing future qualityinstruction.

11. While there is general recognition that the problems inherent in the estab-lishment of a system of exchange and distribution are many and varied, to datefew are able clearly to describe the total problem in all its complexity, let aloneprovide recommendations or solutions.

Those interviewed expressed a definite interest in recorded televisedinstruction if it were made available under a combination of the followingconditions:

Recorded Televised Instruction Must:
1. be of good educational and technical quality.2. meet the needs of the consumer.
3. be educationally sound.
4. be accompanied by a good teacher's guide and other necessary materials.5. be produced by an experienced television teacher and crew, and the instruc-tion must be tried and modified, if necessary, before being recorded and ex-changed.
6. not be too expensive, and great profits above production costs should not beexpected.
7. be constantly reviewed with provisions for revision and updating.8. be superior tolhat produced locally.

FEASIBILITY AND ORGANIZATION FOR A SYSTEM
OF EXCHANGE AND DISTRIBUTION

The amount of programmed instruction is evidence that a sufficientquantity of recorded televised instruction is available to warrant the de-



MEIERHENRY, McBRIDE 279velopment of pilot regional center and/or a national center for distribu-tion. A minimum of necessary equipment is available for recording andplay-back purposes and the public school systems are already utilizing aconsiderable amount of recorded televised instruction and are willing touse more. Although the need for quality recorded instruction was men-
tioned repeatedly, the data suggested that this quality would not improvemeasurably until some type of distribution system was initiated that wouldalleviate the necessity of this great amount ofduplication of time, energies,
and resources. Eliminating this unnecessary duplication of recorded in-struction would afford institutions and organizations at all levels of edu-cation the possibility of expending equal resources and yet securing bettermaterial. This could be done by providing fewer programs but doing them

well and using recorded series from other sources.Support for the development of some system of distribution had beensuggested previous to this study. ETV station managers confronted with adire need for instructional materials have long clamored for the establish-
merit of a system or systems of exchange. A seminar hall in 1959 by theDivision ofAudio-Visual Instructional Service of theNational EducationalAssociation concluded with 13 recommendations for using television. One
of these recommendations supports the exchange of recorded programs
and reads as follows:

We should initiate a means by which a voluntary exchange of video-taped re-
sources can be made possible on a nation-wide scale. If local educational tele-
vision stations are to exchange

programs with other stations, school districts
with other school districts, then there must be initiated a means by which this
exchange of video resources can be made possible on a national scale. No indi-
vidual school district can, or should, undertake to produce all of its television
programming, any more than it can undertake the production of all its own
films or other audio-visual materials. Each community has resources unique to
its own area which could form the basis for a program series which could profit-
ably be shared with many other communities. For example, a series of pro-
grams produced by. the Detroit Public Schools on Greenfield Village Museum
could be taped for use by many school districts; an Americana series featuringhistoric shrines throughout the United States and produced by local districts
has already been mentioned earlier in this report; similar series on industrial
and economic resources of a given area might also be exchanged. This would
encourage local initiative in programming and yet be a means of making the
unique resources of one area available to other areas.

It is that education has always been a local and state function in theUnited States. Because of this historic development each school system
as well as each teacher within the system has been autonomous to a con-
siderable degree. The United States does nothave a national school system
in the same way thatmany other countries, especially those of Europe,have
insofar as common curricular content is concerned. As a consequence,
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local school systems adopt instructional materials for a variety of reasons
including local application, philosophy of the school system, and the re-
spect for the authors and producers of the material.

Because instructional television has implications for use where many
school systems are involved frequently cutting across state boundaries, it
is necessary to understand the unique interaction and status of the various
academic and professional associations and organizations in this country.
If these are not understood and taken into account it is possible to encoun-
ter almost complete rejection of programs by local educational institutions
and the staff within them.

In higher education most of the organizations are academic and each
related to a specific discipline or a part of a discipline. These groups are
generally organized on a vertical basis to include the specialists in such
fields as the American Psychological Association, American Library Asso-
ciation, and the Mathematical Association of America. The members of
these organizations may have some interest in related disciplines but for
status and professional reasons their major attention is given to the organ-
ization of their own subject-matter area. On college and university cam-
puses, therefore, groups such as the American Association of University
Professors and the Association of Higher Education of the NEA, which
are horizontal in organization to include all disciplines, do not elicit the
same kind of loyalty and support as do the organizations in the content
areas.

When one moves to the secondary school level there are organizations
which are both vertical and horizontal in nature. Such groups as the Na-
tional Council for the Social Studies, the National Council of Teachers of
English, and the National Council of Geography Teachers, are examples
of vertical groups where the major emphasis is on content and subject
matter. Other groups, such as the Association for Supervision and Curricu-
lum Development, the Department of Audio-Visual Instruction, and the
National Association of Secondary School Principals, are groups which
are organized horizontally, which include individuals with all types of
subject-matter background and where the major force which brings the
individuals together is a professional one. At the elementary level most
of the organizations are horizontal in nature such as the Department of
Classroom Teachers, International Association of Childhood Education,
and Department of Rural Education. It is true that many educators belong
to more than one of these groups but the groups themselves give major
attention to either content or professional matters.

If, therefore, a local school system is to be receptive to the use of a
recorded televised course, for example third-grade arithmetic, it will de-
sire to know if individuals with stature in the field of arithmetic, teaching
methods, and in their professional associations have given their general
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approval to the course in addition to having it taught by a strong televi-
sion teacher. The expertness of the teacher will not be sufficient alone to
convince a school or group of schools that use should be made of the
material.

For widespread success, therefore, it will be necessary to develop appro-
priate advisory committees representing the whole range of educational
interests of the United States. Representation must include academic and
professional interests, administrative and supervisory personnel, staffs of
state departments of education, and classroom teachers. This group can
give over-all direction to the development of sound policies of operation
and identity the desirable areas for recorded televised instruction. Paren-
thetically, it should be noted that the Advisory Committee on this study
were individuals with these types of interests and backgrounds. After the
general areas are defined it will be necessary for the over-all committee to
appoint subcommittees dealing with each content or subject-matter area.
These sub-committees will have content specialists, instructional special-
ists, and representatives of the appropriate professional group or groups
working with a television production team.

Other obstacles and problems are such matters as legal ones on certifi-
cation of teachers, regional compacts of school districts, involvement of
professional and academic societies to gain acceptance of recorded mate-
rials, and rigidity of the curricula to accommodate nationally prepared
programs. The study has considered these various problems which were
on the periphery of the main problem investigated and brought together
materials and experiences which will help to point the way toward their
solution. Against this background of study, gathering and synthesizing of
data, the following conclusions and recommendations were made:

CONCLUSIONS

1. Considerable instruction is being presented locally at the elementary,
secondary, and higher levels of education by means of both broadcast
and closed-circuit television.

2. A backlog of recorded televised instruction is available for distribu-
tion.

3. The establishment of systems for the distribution of recorded televised
instruction is urgently needed.

4. An increasing number of institutions, according to substantial evi-
dence, wish to use recorded televised instruction.

5. Further study needs to be made to discover the best methods of utilizing
recorded televised instruction in classrooms.

6. The dissemination of information concerning recorded televised in-
struction is needed.

7. Production and distribution of materials appropriate for use by tele-
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vision should be continued by both commercial companies and edu-
cational institutions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of the data and reports from representatives at all levels
of education in the United States, the following recommendations are made
concerning (1) policy decisions, (2) curriculum research, (3) personnel
training, (4) production, and (5) distribution of recorded television in-
struction.
1. A nonprofit national center for recorded televised instruction should

be established. The purposes to be served are as follows:

Purposes

a. The conducting and encouraging of surveys, analyses, and studies to deter-
mine which curriculum objectives can be served best by recorded televised in-
struction at the national level.
b. The encouraging and facilitating of the production of high quality recorded
televised programs and supplementary materials to meet the curriculum objec-
tives.
c. The conducting and supporting of organizations and institutions in experi-
menting with the utilization of recorded televised instruction.
d. The service as a cataloguer, disseminator, and distributor of recorded tele-
vised instructional programs and supplementary materials.
e. The facilitating of the selection and training of personnel for all types of
instruction by television.

In order to accomplish the purpose of education at the elementary, sec-
ondary, and college levels, it is essential for the production and distribution
center at the national level to fulfill the following:

Provisions

a. The establishment of a national advisory committee broadly representative
of the various academic and professional interests in education. This commit-
tee should participate in the development of broad policies for the operation of
the center and should encourage the acceptance of the material by both indi-
viduals and institutions. The national advisory committee would, in turn, ap-
point additional committees, or designate logical organizations, to develop in-
dividual course content for the production and/or distribution of materials.
b. The establishment, if within an existing national center, of a separate and
distinct division dealing with recorded televised instruction.
c. The appointment as administrator of the division of someone who has in-
terests and background in both television and educa*ion.
d. The establishment and maintenance of liaison and coordination facilities
with regional distribution centers, as these develop.

The national center as designated should demonstrate that it possesses the
following:
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Characteristics and conditions

a. Experience in the production and circulation of materials at a national level.
b. Equipment and facilities which might be developed further at minimum cost.
c. Status as an institution of quality among educators, as well as among those
interested in the medium of television.
d. Staff, either existent or available, experienced in both educational television
and distribution of materials.

The reasons for national distribution are as follows:
Reasons
a. A need exists for complete information and evaluation of all recorded tele-
vised instructional programs now available for distribution to the nation.
b. Some subject-matter areas possess sufficient content similarity throughout
the United States so that national distribution of locally produced materials
would be feasible.
c. Many institutions wish to secure materials from such a national center.
d. This national center, with the assistance of such an advisory committee as
has been described, could provide for lation-wide modifications in content and
methodology, brought about by a rapidity changing society.
e. Available human and physical resources of an institution or a region could
be shared by a great number of consumers.

2. Nonprofit regional production and distribution centers for recorded
televised instruction should be developed. The purposes to be served
are as follows:

Purposes
a. The conducting and encouraging of surveys, analyses, and studies to deter-
mine which curriculum objectives can be served best by recorded televised in-
struction at the regional and local levels.
b. The encouraging and facilitating of the productions of high quality recorded
televised programs and supplementary materials to meet the curriculum objec-
tives.
c. The conducting and supporting of organizations and institutions in experi-
menting with the utilization of recorded televised instruction within the region.
d. The service as a cataloguer, disseminator, and distributor of recorded tele-
vised instructional programs and supplementary materials.
e. The facilitating of the selection and training of personnel for all types of in-
struction by television.

In order to accomplish the purpose of education at the elementary, sec-
ondary, and college levels, it is essential for the production and distribu-
tion centers at the regional level to accept the following:

Provisions
a. The establishment of a regional advisory committee broadly representative
of the various academic and professional interests in education. This commit-
tee should participate in the development of broad policies for the operation of
the center and should encourage acceptance of the materials by both individuals

770-244 0-65-20
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and institutions. The regional advisory committee would, in turn, appoint addi-tional committees, or designate logical organizations, to develop individualcourse content for the production and/or distribution of materials.b. The appointment as administrator of the division of someone who has broadinterests and background in television and in education.c. The establishment and maintenance of liaison and coordination facilitieswith the national center as it develops.

The regional centers should be developed in the following manner:
Characteristics and conditions

Two pilot centers should be developed. One would probably be in anarea in which state and local control of education rate as a very importantfactor, and which at the same time has strong intraregional social, eco-nomic, political, and cultural relationships. A second pilot center shouldbe established in an area in which regionalism has received considerablethought and has achieved some development. This would be in an area inwhich the states, although conscious of their individual roles, have alreadyexperienced joint action in one or more projects because of the basic simi-larities among the people and the geographical area. The regional centersmight well be located at educational institutions that are experienced inthe production and distribution of well-planned and well-produced instruc-tional materials on a state and regional basis.
Furthermore, there should be close cooperation and liaison between(1) the regional centers, and (2) each region and the national center.Overlapping membership on advisory committees might be one way ofachieving and maintaining these close relationships.The reasons for the development of regional centers are as follows:Reasons
a. Schools, especially public schools, evidence a greater willingness to acceptmaterials from a regional center.
b. Initial usage of materials will be increased because of personal relationshipswith the people involved.
c. Economies are possible because of (1) transportation and communication,and (2) probable joint use of equipment and facilities between regional and/ornational centers.
d. Resources within a region could be shared by a greater number of con-sumers.
e. Similarities in subject content exist in many regions of the nation.f. Separate listings of material appropriate for regional use are highly advis-able.

PROBLEMS NEEDING FURTHER STUDY
This study has identified and considered other serious problems whichneed further attention if regional and national production and distribution
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of recorded televised instruction and supplementary materials are to be
facilitated
1. A variety of legal problems need further study. Foremost among these

are the ones concerning compensation to television teachers for the
re-use of materials. The use of commercially prepared materials on
educational television programs also needs further study.

2. State and local laws affecting the use and distribution of recorded tele-
vised instruction need attention.

3. Further studies need to be made regarding costs in order to determine
the economical feasibility of live and/or recorded televised instruction.

4. New industrial developments need to be studied constantly since they
change dramatically such factors as cost, flexibility of scheduling, and
facility of recording instruction.
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INTRODUCTION

THE PURPOSE OF THIS CHAPTER is to describe systematically
certain instructional functions and related television facilities. The de-
scriptions are in language which, it is hoped, is understandable by
educators; technical engineering language is avoided. Furthermore, the
descriptions are limited to television activities and facilities which have
become known fairly recently as instructional television. Instructional
television is understood to refer to educational efforts using television
which have as their purposes the production, origination, and distribution
of instructional content for people to learn; efforts in which television is
used as the principal or as an auxiliary medium of communication. This
conception includes closed-circuit television, limited range broadcasts and
even extended broadcast activities (e.g., the Continental Classroom and
Airborne Television) which handle information specifically organized and
produced for learning.

Learning is defined as changes in the behavior of individuals andmem-
bers of audiences; changes which are related to the purposes of schools,
colleges, universities, or continuing adult education. The scope of instruc-
tional television is more specific than that of educational television and very
different from commercial television. In brief, instructional television is
closety related to the work of organized formal educational institutions.

For the purposes of this chapter, television facilities are described from
broadly functional points of view. The questions are: What are the in-
structional functions that are required and what kinds of equipment and
facilities are needed to serve these functions? The problems arise of plan-
ning for and selecting appropriate facilities for defined instructional tasks.
Facilities are considered, furthermore, not only to include cameras, micro-
phones, control apparatus, cables, transmitters, and receivers, but also
auxiliary equipment in studios, control rooms, and the reception environ-
ment or classrooms. Further extensions of descriptions include, for ex-
ample, communication systems to permit interaction of students with

256
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teachers, with each other, and with other sources of instruction. Thus,
facilities for instructional television are viewed as being assemblies of
communication systems which mediate essential functions involved in
teaching and learning.

When this viewpoint is accepted, it becomes necessary, in addition,
to specify how existing and available facilities might be improved, and
to suggest what new kinds of equipment need to be developed and made
available for practical uses in creating favorable conditions for learning.

THE TEACHING-LEARNING CYCLE AND THE ROLE OF TELEVISION
The role of television when employed in education is viewed as partof a teaching- learning cycle. A generalized conception of this cycle con-

sists of eight components: (1) There are organized units of information
or content. (2) The information is made available on some medium
(print, film, tape, as a demonstration with the teacher, etc.), for television
origination and distribution. (3) The organized information is presented
(displayed) in some mode and usually in several different modes. (4) The
instruction is observed or perceived by persons who are expected and who
themselves expect to learn. (5) The learners react to the presented mate-
rials. (6) Changes in behavior occur, i.e., learning takes place. (7) There
is some kind of assessment of the learning by the learners themselves or
by others. (8) Usually there are arrangements for reviews, practice repe-
titions, condensed summaries, associated with different kinds and degrees
of "reinforcements" and "rewards." Thus learning of information is "in-
tegrated," remembered, and used.

A perspective of television exists when these basic components of the
teaching-learning cycle are considered and the question is asked: Where
does television fit appropriately into the cycle? Stated differently, which
of the essential functions or components involved in the cycle can be
performed primarily or in an auxiliary way by television equipment and
facilities?

It is clear that all of the essential instructing and learning functions
cannot be accomplished by television. For example, television cannot be
a main means of collecting and organizing information. Television does
not store information. It transmits it immediately unless linked with a
source of information storage. Standard television systems cannot sense
and record the learning responses of students unless supplementary com-
munication systems are employed.

Essentially, television systems serve as mediators between sources of
information to be learned and the people who would learn. The selection
and preparation of the learning materials, their organization and arrange-
ment for learning, and the choices of the kinds of modes of communication
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to use, i.e., print, commentary, photography (still or motion), real objects
and people, are made prior to the activation of television facilities.

The straight line mediation functions of television are: (1) the elec-
tronic sensing of the information (encoding), (2) the transmission or
distribution of the information to within the sensory reaches of people,
(3) the representation of the information in such a way as to be within
the visual and auditory sensory capacities and the conceptual abilities of
the people who must perceive it in order to learn. ,

In one sense instructional television is a misnomer; television per se
does not instruct, it does not educate, it does not learn. Television itself
is a tabula rasa, a blank sheet or a clear channel. It is a potential mediator
of instruction, it is an instrument, which may be used to provide some but
not all of the conditions necessary for most kinds of learning to occur. It
is a facility which makes it possible, but does not necessarily insure, that
interactions occur between the information to be learned and the learner.
Within the limits of functions which television facilities can be expected
to perform, the effects on learning depend on how the facilities are used,
by and for whom.

The general functions of instructional television, conventionally viewed,
can be classified into three categories:

1. Origination of programs, video and audio, which have been produced or
recorded for television in such a manner as to make it possible to handle
them with television equipment.

2. Distribution of programs of instruction by cables, microwave, or broadcast
used either singly or in combination.

3. Presentation of the instructional materials in some manner, either by tele-
vision receivers or projected on screens accompanied by sound.

The main body of this chapter will describe the apparatus and facilities
which are used in each of these three categories. Under each category,
origination, disaibution, presentation, and associated equipment will also
be described.

KINDS OF USES OF TELEVISION IN INSTRUCTION

It may be useful at this point to describe briefly some of the main
instructional-learning uses of television. Another way of stating this sub-
ject is to ask the question: What are the information handling potentials
of existing television facilities relative to the provision of conditions which
are necessary for learning?

Modes of information.Television has the capability of handling in-
formation in several forms or modes. The two general modes are video and
audio. These correspond in turn to the human sense modalities of seeing
and hearing. The equipment for handling these different kinds of signals
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actually consists of parallel physical systems, involving video and audio
wave frequencies. Furthermore, in general the video mode can acceptsuch materials as real objects, persons and situations, pictorial and graphic
representations, and a wide range of symbols including conventional print-ing. The pictorial-graphic images are "picked up" by television camerasand in due course presented on screens in two dimensions. Only limited
use of three dimensional television has been made up to this time. The
stereoscopic dimension is unnecessary for most kinds of learning.

Color is another mode-quality which can be mediated by color tele-
vision systems. However, color systems are about three times as complex,
expensive, and difficult to maintain as the corresponding image orthiconor vidicon black-and-white systems. The real advantage of color systemsfor learning most subject matter remains to be demonstrated. Further-
more, for most purposes the questions of color fidelity and its effects onlearning require research.

The different modes of televised information in many combinations
and patterns can be employed and used practically for a variety of instruc-
tional purposes. It appears desirable to outline and to give some examplesof these practical uses because it is in terms of them, and at this level of
definition, that educational administrators and teachers are most likely
to make choices and decisions about the employment of television facilitiesin their school systems, institutions, or communities.

Extending instruction.The principal use of television where systems
have been in operation for several years is that of extending instruction.
This is sometimes called the "instructor multiplier" function of television.
Essentially, for this function, television is employed to originate instruc-
tional programs produced "live" by a single teacher or a teaching team,
and through some kind of distribution system make the instruction avail-
able to students. A single source of instruction can be distributed for re-
ception to any needed number of classrooms and auditoria of varying sizes
in one or several classroom buildings in an area of space. Thus, one in-
structor or one originating source can serve many class groups in different
rooms distributed over an area within an institution, city, or region. There-
fore, the possibility exists by means of television to have one instructor
perform the functions usually performed by many instructors.

There are several possible variations of this basic pattern. Multiple
television systems, either in the same or different locations, can originate
simultaneously a number of different programs of instruction. Also, de-
pending on the kind and extent of the distribution system, the instruction
can be made available to students or pupils in different schools of an area,
community, city, or political subdivision. In an institution, instruction canbe made available in buildings and spaces other than classrooms, such as
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libraries, student unions, dormitory lounges, and dormitory rooms. Fur-

thermore, the single lecturer, team of lecture-demonstrators, panel, or

other sources of instruction can be channeled into varied patterns to class-

rooms or t' individual student study places. Thus, it can be seen That tele-

vision T tay be used as a means of extending instruction or as an "instructor

multi lier."
Demonstration magnifier.Television systems can be used to magnify

visual demonstrations, especially of small objects and microscopic speci-

mens, toprovide for students a close and clear camera-lens view. Similarly,

sound can be picked up, distributed, and amplified for clear auditory per-

ception. This facility provides for learners a necessary condition for the

observation of materials and for learning. Advantages can be arranged

compared with conventional lecture-demonstrations. In addition, the TV

cameras can be put in positions for close viewing where only one or a few

students could be placed and the demonstrations can proceed without in-

terference from student observers.
Observatory television.Experience has demonstrated the usefulness

of even simple low-cost television systems for remote observational pur-

poses. A television camera can be placed where it is dangerous for observ-

ers to be stationed. Observatory television is being used to show ex-

periments where there are risks of explosions, for observing close-ups of

operations in medical and dental schools, for observing patients, and,

especially, persons in clinical psychological, psychiatric, and guidance in-

terview situations. It can be used where the presence of observers might

interfere with the events being observed. In education, observatory tele-

vision is employed in classrooms for picking up authentic demonstrations

or examples of classroom procedures and rernoting them to teacher trainees

for study and analysis. The presence of the observers in the classroom

usually interferes with the normal procedures and this problem is solved

by the use of television. Finally, it is possible by using mobile units and

film or video-tape recording equipment to bring remote events into class-

rooms and laboratories for observational and learning purposes.
Distribution and presentation of recorded maieria/s.Television sys-

tems are proving very useful for distributing and presenting recorded in-

structional materials. With television chains for motion picture films and

slides, with video- and audio-tape recorders, television systems are useful

as a means of making available to students wide varieties of recorded pro-

grams. These materials are used as parts of programs which may also in-

clude "live" presentations, and the ease with which they can be "cut in"

to live action instruction generally has the result of increasing the amounts

of visual-graphic-sound recording materials used in teaching. Video- and

audio-tape recorders provide a source of instruction and a ready means of
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storing, scheduling, and retrieving information. These factors make it
practical to use television for repeating series of lectures or lecture-dem-
onstrations. Thus, it becomes unnecessary for science instructors, for ex-
ample, to repeat a number of times the same lecture-demonstrations to
accommodate the students' class schedules. It is not improbable, finally,
that most instructional films in schools and universities may be distributed
and presented to classes by means of new arrangements of television sys-
tems, i.e., banks of film chains which can be used to distribute filmed mate-
rials on call to any connected classrooms.

Television and programmed instruction.The current interests and
developments in the area of programmed materials for teaching machines
emphasize two problems for instructional television facilities: First, there
is a continuing need to develop and improve lessons or courses for distri-
bution over television, especially for the purpose of making maximum use
of the potentials of this facility. Not only are the new types of lesson and
course formats needed but new and imaginative production patterns should
be created for using learning principles as a means of increasing the quality
of televised instruction. Second, there exists the possibility that television
systems may be used as teaching machines when supplemented by auxiliary
"talk-back" or reciprocal communication systems from students, and by
student-response recording devices. It seems reasonable to expect that by
imaginative inventive efforts television systems can be used to apply the
principles of programmed learning with a wide range of different kinds of
instructional materials for large numbers of learners. However, in this con-
nection there are many procedural and equipment problems that remain
to be solved.

Conducting research.Television systems with characteristics selected
to be suitable as research instruments should not be overlooked. Such sys-
tems make it possible to design and conduct many kinds of experiments
with more precision and control than would be true without them. For
example, by using a closed-circuit TV system with a series of many con-
nected classrooms or study conditions, the same stimulus materials can be
presented simultaneously to students in a number of conditions, and thus,
stimulus materials and time can be held constant while other conditions
can be varied. Research often requires systematic and analytic observa-
tions without the observing interfering with the subject of study. Here,
too, TV may be found useful. Furthermore, recordings of the necessary
kinds can be made by other equipment. The different channels and modes
of communication can be eliminated or added either at the point of origi-
nation or reception and large numbers of subjects can be used simultane-
ously in randomly composed treatment groups (1, 2 ). In conclusion, both
regular and special television systems have extensive possibilities as instru-
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mentation for research in the behavioral sciences and especially in com-
munications and learning research.

GUIDE LINES FOR SELECTING TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

At the present time, in contrast to even the recent past, television facili-
ties exist in a wide array of kinds and levels of equipment from which selec-
tion can be made to serve instructional requirements. The variations of
most importance to educators are not those of brand names or manufac-
turers. Many companies produce very similar levels of equipment and
similar component parts are used in the assemblies. The important vari-
ations under discussion relate to complexity, performances, size, opera-
tional requirements, and original and maintenance costs.

The image and stereotype which most people, even educators, have of
television studios and systems reflect the large commercial image orthicon
("I.O.") installations. The stereotypes reflect a decade of promotional
efforts, even in the educational field, for selling and installing standard
commercial "I.O." systems. The vidicon-type systems which are simpler
(though some models are complex), less expensive, and require less main-
tenance than "I.O." equipment have not been effectively promoted and are
not generally well known enough. Profit margins have been small, hence
the vidicon lines of television equipment have had less interest for manu-
facturers than commercial image orthicon equipment. However, the re-
cent improvements in the sensitivity and quality of vidicon tubes and the
proven usefulness of vidicon equipment are factors which are stimulating
developments in the use of this line of television products.

These stereotypes, the lack of information, the existing and emerging
varieties of acceptable and tested television facilities make difficult the
selection of equipment for instructional uses. It may be helpful, therefore,
to have stated some guide lines which educators can use in choosing tele-
vision equipment for serving instructional purposes. The following are
briefly stated guide lines or selection criteria:

1. Appropriateness for functions to be served.The first task under
this criterion is to define the uses which will be made of the television fa-
cility. Secondly, consideration should be given to how these uses might
change over a period of the life expectancy of the equipment. (Antiqua-
tion rates are usually calculated for not less than five nor more than ten
years.) The third step would be to become thoroughly acquainted with
all of the kinds of equipment which exist or may fall within the range of
instructional functions to be served, and, if possible, to visit installations
which are performing functions similar to those for which the equipment
is to be 'selected. Finally, there is the task of determining the "best fit"
between the equipment and the uses to which it will be put.
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FIGURE 1. 41/2" IMAGE ORTHICON CAMERA
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FIGURE 3. VIDICON TELEVISION SYSTEM EMPLOYING PORTABLE CONSOLE

FIGURE 4. TV CAMERA ON METALLOGRAPH IS USED TO MAGNIFY METALLIC SPECIMENS IN
METALLURGY COURSES
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FIGURE 5. (Top) VIDICON FILM CHAIN WITH DUAL
PROJECTORS AND MULTIPLEXER

FIGURE 6. (Center) TELEVISION KINESCOPE RE-
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FIGURE 7. VIDEO TAPE RECORDER FOR HIGH-QUALITY BROADCAST OPERATIONS
FIGURE 8. COMPATIBLE LOW-COST VIDEO TAPE RECORDER
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FIGURE 11. 100 KW HIGH-POWER TV TRANSMITTER
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FIGURE 13. TRANSLATOR INSTALLATION AT SAN SABA, TEXAS

FIGURE 14. HALLWAY OF CLASSROOM BUILDING SHOWING ARRANGEMENTS FOR
INSTALLATION OF COAXIAL CABLE
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FIGURE 15. (Above) SMALL CLASSROOM WITH TV RECEIVER

FIGURE 16. (Below, left) LARGE-SCREEN TELEVISION IN AUDITORIUM

FIGURE 17. (Below, right) CONTROL PANEL FOR CLASSROOM INTER-COMMUNICATIONSYSTEM
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2. Capital and maintenance costs.Usually in schools and educational
institutions available funds set severe limits to choices of television facili-
ties. Generally, also, there is a high correlation between original costs ofthe equipment and operation and maintenance costs. This relationship
could be changed, although this is not now known to be the case, when
transistorized equipment and printed circuits become generally available.
Capital outlays of expenditures for equipment should be made with the
full understanding of what installation and maintenance costs will be and
how these are to be financed. Ideally a balance sheet should be prepared
showing costs in relationship to the results of applications, i.e., the amountof scheduled uses of the system, the number of people served, and esti-
mated effects in terms of achievable educational objectives as well as the
relation of the costs of television to other competing expenditures. Thoughtshould be given to relative costs of instructional television compared with
other methods of providing similar instruction, and to the unique applica-
tions and results of using television.

3. Flexibility and plans for change.Plans for instructional televisionshould include arrangements for flexibility in origination, distribution, and
presentation to students and audiences. The range and kinds of flexibility
should, once again, be provided in relation to the uses to be made of the
system assemblies. For example, multiple origination rooms might beneeded. Some systems are movable, and mobile truck-mounted arrange-
ments are possible. Patterns of distribution using cable, microwave links,
channel translators, and direct broadcasts should be considered. Further-more, changes in facilities are to be expected. Electronic equipment
usually becomes antiquated rather quickly. Kinescope recorders which
seemed to be essential in 1958 are considered to be antiquated in 1961.
Generally, also, changes which occur tend in the direction of the systemsbecoming more and more complicated and compounded by adding com-
ponents. Successful operations tend to expand and to be extended; un-
successful ones tend to stagnate and become expensive burdens. Original
plans should anticipate demands for more space, increased amounts of test
equipment and maintenance apparatus and expanded uses of the equip-
ment. The problems are constantly present of regulating expansion rela-
tive to soundly justified developments.

4. Reliability of equipment.Television equipment should be selec-
ted in terms of reliability. Simply stated, other things being equal, given
several kinds of systems, the most reliable should be selected. Equipment
failures can affect very adversely programs of instruction. Regular, de-
pendable operations are essential. This criterion relates to maintenance
costs, requirements for engineering services, down-time, the need for dupli-
cate stand-by equipment, as well as required major overhaul services. The
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requirements for preventive maintenance work enter also as a factor.
Rarely can educational agencies, which use instructional television, afford
the levels or amounts of engineering skills usually found in commercial
operations. At the present time, available kinds of television equipmentand different components of systems, vary greatly in reliability and main-
tenance requirements. As viewed by educators, there is a great need for
new designs to be built into equipment which will improve reliability andreduce the requirements for engineering skills.

5. Simplicity.The selection of facilities should be done with refer-
ence to another principle: Of several alternative systems, the simplest orleast complicated one, which will perform the needed instructional func-tions, should be selected and used. Technical qualities of images which
meet engineering standards are more likely to exceed the requirements forlearning meaningful materials than to fall below these requirements.* The
excess above the necessary level of quality is expensive to purchase and to
maintain. Once again it is emphasized that the equipment's performances
should be matched closely with the instructional jobs to be done. For ex-ample, the employment of a standard full-scale commercial system for
observatory television uses could only rarely be defended. Recordings ofinstruction for analysis of methods and techniques of teaching can be doneequally as well by a $9,000 or a $25,000 kinescope recorder. Match themachinery to the job.

This admonition works both ways. On another level, that of producing
and recording high-quality instructional materials for national or interna-
tional distribution, the very best studio and control room equipment isrequired, even though complex and expensive, and this must be operatedwith great precision. Otherwise the wastage of rejected tapes may soon
consume the differential between moderate-cost and high-cost televisionfacilities.

It should be realized that the initial costs of television facilities maybe a small percentage of all operating costs over a period of ten years, thatthe production and presentation of instruction is expensive, and that equip-ment failures and production faults are, proportionately to original equip-ment costs, very costly.
6. Professional assistance.It is very likely that educators will needto have the services of competent and experienced professional people in

* This statement does not apply to the present-day audio systems of television.Generally, the sound quality available in standard television receivers is belowwhat is needed for classroom or gtoup "viewing" and listening. Loud speakers aretoo small and are often side mounted rather than front mounted. Auxiliary speakersmust be used for audibility and this is especially desirable for such programs asmusic appreciation and language learning.
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the planning of television facilities and in the selecting of t42 most appro-priate kinds of equipment to serve defined needs. Sales engineers whorepresent manufacturers can provide essential and useful information. Itis to be expected, however, that they will recommend the products of theirown companies. Professional television engineers who are consultants andare not committed to a special brand of equipment may be needed. Ofequal importance would be educational television consultants who wouldadvise on functional and operational problems with emphasis on the in-structional processes and objectives.
To a very large degree each instructional television installation is aspecial case and requires special designs and arrangements. It is on thesespecial adaptations that professional advice will be most needed.

PLANNING BUILDINGS FOR INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION
Two developments are occurring simultaneously in American educa-tion: (1) There is under way a great program of construction of newbuildings for educational uses at all levels and this construction of build-ings will probably continue and expand during the next decade. (2) Thereis a great ferment, exploration, and development in the technology ofeducation. These two trends urgently need to be coordinated and syn-chronized. Many of the new technological developments such as learninglaboratories, audio distribution bistems, radio, individual learning devices(e.g., teaching machines), and certainly instructional television require fortheir effective use buildings that are especially designed in some respectsto accommodate them. Unfortunately, too few architects of educationalbuildings have been informed adequately by educators or engineers of thespecial needs in buildings for new educational facilities and equipment.Fortunately, the Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc., has sponsoreda number of design projects which have yielded published reports of valueon these problems and some have given special attention to the use of in-structional television (3, 4).

It is probably not an overgeneralization to state that every new educa-tional building that is projected now and in the future should be plannedto accommodate appropriate kinds of technical equipment and facilitiesand included among these is television. The present and possible futureneeds for facilities should be part of the statements of functional specifi-cations for buildings and, in turn, should be designed into the structuresof the buildings. The same emphasis should be given to planning for theuses of mechanical, electrical, and electronic instructional-learning appa-ratus as is given to planning for a library and for conventional instruc-tional materials.
For the special case of instructional television, several basic questions
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should be askod and answered: 1. If it is assumed that television will be
used, then the first question is: How will television be used, for whom and

to what extent? 2. Will the building need course production space and
facilities? 3. Will it need originating and control room space and facili-
ties? Or, 4. Will the building receive only instructional programs by cable,
broadcast or both, and present them to students? The asking and answer-

ing of these questions will then set the stage for specific program and build-

ing planning.
In most situations at the present time specific answers may not be pos-

sible. Here again several general guide lines could be helpful to the

planners.
There are key concepts which may govern building designs:

1. Flexibility.Space arrangements should permit modifications with-
out undue cost and effort and with maximum convenience or ease for the

use of needed facilities.
2. Multiple-use.Space can be so designed as to make possible a range

of different uses. For example, classrooms, laboratories, libraries, audi-
toria, cafeteria and dining halls, dormitories and lounge6 can be reception
points for video and audio channels of information (using headsets where
necessary) and at other times serve conventional functions. Also, lecture-
demonstration rooms, some laboratories, auditoria and stage areas, music
rooms and art studios can be so designed as to make it possible to originate

and record or variously distribute television programs to and from them.

3. Expansibility.Provisions should be made in the design and con-
struction of buildings for expansion, especially when it is impossible to
estimate accurately the amount of space and facilities that will be needed.
The experience of successful instructional television installations has been
that, beginning with one originating room, at least a second and frequently
a third originating room are soon needed. The same expansion possibili-
ties exist for equipment. Beginning with a two-camera system as a mini-
mum for a moderate-cost operation, it is quickly found to be necessary to
add a film chain for films and slides, and a fourth bench-mounted camera
for graphics, still photographs, titles, and superimpositions or special
effects. The successful use of one video-tape machine apparently creates
the need for another. Therefore, provisions should be made for possible
expansions. Ideally, the maximum development should be visualized, and
then beginning where one must, a step-by-step development plan and sched-

ule should be projected.
4. High utility.Television facilities are expensive. Building designs

and installation plans should be such as to permit, encourage but not hin-
der, the highest possible utilization rate. This means usefulness for differ-
ent purposes, when they are appropriate, consecutive or continuous sched-
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uling daily and weekly, and service for the greatest possible number ofstudents. The adequacy of buildings, availability of space, lack of inter-ference with other activities, distribution and reception capacities of sys-tems all relate to the desirability of high utility. Television is a massmedium and has an enormous potential for distributing instruction to largenumbers of people. Building arrangements and other conditions shouldsupport the utilization of these potentials.
In planning new buildings for television there are critical points whichneed special attention: (1) Adequate electrical power should be availablefor the TV systems, control rooms, lighting, and air conditioning. (2) Con-trol rooms should have visual access through glass into originating rooms.(3) Adequate storage space for parts, electronic maintenance areas, andspace for the preparation of instructional materials should be availablenearby. (4) The course coordinators ( "producers") and engineers willneed office space and desks or benches. (5) Space for running cables mustbe provided. This will require more space than is usually estimated, espe-cially when reciprocal communication connections with classrooms areprovided.

The modification of existing buildings for television facilities presentsmany problems and compromises. Here the general objective should be tohave designed a model arrangement and then do as much as possible toapproximate this model. Many instructional television systems are pouredinto existing buildings, rather than planned into them, with consequentgreat handicaps to effective operations.

LOCATION OF TELEVISION FACILITIES AND
RELATION TO POSSIBILITIES OF USES

The location of TV-originating facilities in an institution, school sys-tm, or area may have important effects on the kinds and extent of uses towhich the installation will he put. Ideally, originating facilities should belocated in buildings or building complexes where they are most useful,
where resources for programming are available, and where audiences orclasses can be served. If distribution is to be by cable, originating facili-ties should be located at a place from which minimum cable runs are re-quired to reach reception points. Usually this will mean a central locationin the area served.

If, within an area, program originations must be arranged at several
separate locations, then a closed-loop cable layout will make it possible tofeed signals into the distribution system at a number of origination pointsand to distribute programs to all connected reception points. Coaxial cablescan carry six or more different channels of information. This multi-channelcapacity of coaxial cable is a great advantage in school, college, and uni-
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versity television. The need for a number of channels at the same time be-comes acute as courses are added and recorded and more "live" programsare used.
The route from studios to reception places may include buildings other

than classrooms and laboratories. The right kind of television facilities
can make it possible to use many kinds of spaces for instruction, when theyare not otherwise committed. Lounges, dining areas, auditoria, and resi-dence halls can be used during some hours of the day for instructional
purposes. Distribution systems should be planned to take advantage ofthese possibilities.

The general and widespread conception of an instructional television
facility is that of a large, centralized, originating complex of studios, con-trol room, space for engineering and production. However, the availability
of low- and moderate-cost systems and compatible auxiliary componentsmakes possible decentralized installations. At the Pennsylvania State Uni-versity, for example, vidicon professional systems are installed whereverthey can be justified by use potentials and can be accommodated in build-ings. In 1961 three complete instructional closed-circuit systems are inoperation and in the fall of that year each will operate on a full schedule.
A fourth independent system will be added in an education building nowunder construction. Two of the origination systems are interconnected
and also feed programs by cable to a 1200-seat auditorium where instruc-tion is presented on a large screen (15' x 12') by means of an Eidophor
projector. This decentralized pattern of operations might well be consid-ered for many institutions as an alternative to a centralized originationfacility. Each of these plans, and other intermediate plans, has advantages
and disadvantages which should be considered by agencies when planningtelevision installations. The principal advantage of the decentralized pat-tern of operation is that television facilities are installed where they areneeded, and this seems to encourage the acceptance and use of the systems.They are a part of the regular academic facilities. The principal disadvan-tage relates to problems of operating and maintaining separated facilities.Additional stocks of spare parts and test equipment may also be needed. In
some situations a combination of centralized and decentralized facilitiesmay be desirable. For instance, broadcast and recording facilities mightbe centralized, while closed-circuit operations might include several decen-tralized systems. All may be interconnected.

ORIGINATION EQUIPMENT

TELEVISION CAMERAS
As was pointed out in the previous section, the equipment needed tooriginate programs for instructional television can vary greatly according
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to the functions it is required to serve. This equipment can range fromelaborate, rather expensive, image-orthicon television systems with filmprojectors and broadcast quality video-tape recorders as may be requiredfor a large educational television station, to a simple self-contained indus-trial type of vidicon camera which might be required for the remote ob-servation of phenomena or activities or the magnification of demonstra-tions.
In between these extremes are the professional and semi-professionalvidicon cameras which are capable of serving less rigorous broadcast and

closed-circuit requirements. A careful analysis should be made of the func-tions to be performed, the conditions of use, the kinds of operating and
maintenance personnel who will be available, and the potential budgetary
support. With the help of a competent engineer, these factors should becarefully weighed and an appropriate system designed to meet each spe-cific situation.

In the following section some general suggestions will be made con-cerning the types of television camera equipment that will be needed tomeet the needs of several major classes of functions (5).

FULL-SCALE PROFESSIONAL BROADCASTING OR THE RECORDING
OF PROGRAMS FOR SUBSEQUENT BROADCASTING

For a full-scak educational television station or production centerwhich is to produce high grade video-tape recordings for broadcast pur-poses, and if adequate funds are likely to be available for purchase of the
equipment and for its operation, and if adequately trained engineers areavailable to operate and maintain the equipment, and if low lighting levels
are likely to be encountered, then it would seem advisable to use the highest
quality and most advanced television cameras available. At the time of
this writing such cameras would be those employing the 41/2" image orthi-con tube as the photosensitive pickup unit. These cameras have the high-
est resolution and lowest noise, stable circuits and high sensitivity which
permit the origination of good pictures with relatively low light levels (10
to 50 foot candles of light incident on the subject). (See Figure 1.)

At least two such cameras with associated control and monitoring equip-
ment, power supplies, synchronizing generator and switcher would be
needed. Lenses and camera pedestals of matching size and quality wouldalso be required. Such a basic dual camera chain would cost about $60,-
000.* It would provide the ultimate in picture quality at the present state
of development. During the past ten years or so the standard television
camera employed by commercial and educational broadcasters has used

* This price does not include other necessary equipment such as audio, filmchains, spare units, lighting, etc.
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the 3" image orthicon tube. In the opinion of the writers, this has now
been superseded by equipment using the 41/2" image orthicon tube, and
the latter equipment would appear to be justified if the requirements and
conditions outlined above should prevail.

MODERATE-COST EQUIPMENT FOR BROADCASTING

AND CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION

Where the function to be served is that of originating instruction in a
studio for distribution to multiple classrooms over closed-circuit systems,
or where broadcasts are to be originated that do not require the highest
possible technical quality, and where modest budgets are available and
somewhat less skilled operating personnel than would be required for a
full-scale professional broadcasting operation, then moderate-cost profes-
sional vidicon cameras would be appropriate.

Such cameras, at the present stage of development, are capable of 600
line resolution or better (using Electronics Industry Association's test
chart), and, if well designed, have stable circuits. They require 200 to 250
foot candles of light on the subject area to produce pictures of high quality,
and they may be operated by relatively unskilled personnel without serious
risks of damage. However, as for all television cameras, adequate engi-
neering competence should be available in order to maintain the systems
at high performance levels.

Such professional vidicon camera systems are the type most widely
used for originating instruction to be presented in multiple classrooms
over closed-circuit television, and at the dine of writing they are now being
used for broadcasting by a limited number of educational institutions. It
seems possible that this number will increase as a result of substantial im-
provements that are being made in vidicon tubes and cameras and the in-
creased availability of information on their performances. (See Figure 2.)

A basic professional vidicon camera system employing two cameras,
appropriately scaled camera pedestals, lenses, camera control consoles,
power supplies, monitors, switcher, and standard synchronizing generator
would cost from $15,000 to $20,000.* In some of the less expensive mod-
els, the controls have been simplified and the control console made portable.
Such units would be most appropriate for closed-circuit applications in
public schools and small colleges (Figure 3) . Maintenance and operating
costs of such equipment are much lower than that for image orthicon cam-
eras because of the low cost and long life of vidicon tubes. The principal
disadvantage of these systems is that they require from five to ten times as
much light as image orthicon cameras to produce optimum quality pic-
tures. However, such lighting levels are not difficult ts achieve in small
studios.

* This figure Includes only basic camera equipment.
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LOW-COST CAMERASFOR MAGNIFYING DEMONSTRATIONS

AND FOR REMOTE OBSERVATION OF ACTIVITIES

A third major category of functions involves the magnification of small

objects or demonstrations in an auditorium or large classroom, or the re-

mote observation of events in situations where highly mobile and flexible

camera coverage is not needed (e.g., the observations of interviews, or the

use of a television camera on the microscope to permit viewing by groups

of students).
For such applications a single camera equipped with one or more lenses

or a "zoom" lens would be adequate to originate a picture. Such cameras

may be completely self-contained. They may, if necessary, be remotely

controlled and some models may be equipped with a built-in viewfinder.

Such a camera with lens or lenses and tripod may cost from $700 to $4,000

depending on specific requirements. Usually such cameras do not employ

standard EIA synchronizing pulses* and are not compatible with more

elaborate systems. They are, however, used independently in many instal-

lations with a high degree of success (see Figure 4).

EQUIPMENT FOR TELEVISING FILMS, SLIDES, AND PRINTED MATERIALS

Important sources of information for television instruction are sound

and silent motion pictures (usually 16mm), slides (usually 2" x 2"), and

printed materials.
Typically, films and slides are televised by means of a film chain (see

Figure 5). This usually includes a vidicon camera, one or more 16mm

projectors designed for television use, a slide projector, and a multiplexer

which permits one television camera to pick up images from two or three

projectors. The film chain is generally remotely controlled from the con-

trol console and has its own monitor as a part of this console.

Whether one or two film projectors are used and whether these are

heavy duty or regular duty will depend on the volume of films to be pre-

sented over the system. Generally speaking, the 16mm projectors are

designed for use with television systems and have a special pull-down

mechanism to reduce flicker. In a few instances where extremely limited

budgts were available, some closed-circuit systems have used standard

classroom 16mm projectors with the shutter removed. The image from

this projector is projected onto a small rear projection screen (16" x 12" )

and is picked up directly by a vidicon studio camera.

It is also often convenient for a television teacher to use a similar

arrangement for the televising of 2" x 2" slides. The slides are projected

onto a rear projection screen in the studio and are televised by a studio

camera. This arrangement makes it possible for the teacher to point to
41,1.2.11

These pulses conform to standards established by the Electronic Industries

Association.
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*n-,,,t

specific areas of a slide, and it permits the camera to move in for close.-upviews of parts of the slide. Slides and film-strips (31/2" x 4") can be tele-vised in a similar fashion.
In some educational television studies a "telop" is used as a part of afilm chain for the presentation of opaque pictures. In other instances flatpictures are mounted on "flip cards" or a bulletin board and are televisedby means of the studio camera.
In televised instruction it is often desired to televise title cards or tosuperimpose printed words over a live scene. If these kinds of materialsare to be presented frequently it is desirable to have an additional camera(usually a vidicon camera) to pick up flip cards and title cards. Thiscamera may be mounted in a corner of the studio or in the control room.It would have a control console and monitor as a part of the main videocontrol console and would be connected with the switcher along with thestudio cameras and film chain. Thus, the director or television coordinatorcan view the output from each camera on its own monitor and can selectthe appropriate picture by the use of the push buttons or fader on theswitching unit.

TELEVISION RECORDERS
An important capacity of a television system may be the ability torecord and store instructional presentations for re-use or exchange withother educational institutions. During the next few years it seems reason-able to expect that there will be a considerable increase in the use of suchrecorded instruction.
Recorded instruction is also useful for self-evaluation by televisionteachers, for study and analysis by student teachers, and for research oninstruction. As costs of recording are reduced it is probable that recordedtelevised instruction may be used for individual review, or for individualand home-study purposes.
At the present time there are two principal methods available for re-cording the pictures and sound that make up a television presentation.These are recording on film, commonly referred to as kinescope recording,and recording on magnetic tape, generally known as video-tape recording.Film recording.Film recording is accomplished, at the present time,by photographing the television image from a special picture tube (a kine-scope) by a special camera (see Figure 6). The sound may be recordedsimultaneously on the same film, or it may be recorded synchronously onmagnetic tape for later recombination on motion picture film.Currently, film recording has the advantage that the end product (a16mm film) can be used on a regular classroom film projector as well ason a television film chain. Neither the equipment nor the film is as ex-
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pensive as video-tape recording. The main disadvantages are that kine-scope recording requires carefully controlled television images for record-ing and photographic laboratory processing with very precise control. Atthe present state of development kinescope recording is a process which isnot easily or quickly mastered. Furthermore, there is a delay while the filmis being processed between the tame of recording and the time when thefilm is available for use. Nevertheless, even the kinescopic recorders nowavailable can serve many important f unctions of instructional television.It is the view of the writers that engineering research and development onkinescopic recorders should have been continued even after the advent ofvideo-tape recorders.

As with television cameras, there is also a range of types of kinescoperecorders at various prices. The more expensive models are intended tomeet or approximate broadcast standards. The less expensive ones aresuitable for recording programs which will be re-shown on closed-circuitsystems or on standard classroom projectors.
A recent development in 16mm film processing equipment, the Visco-mat, which uses chemicals in viscous form, will process, wash, and dry filmin approximately one minute after it has entered the machine. This typeof equipment, which enables educational institutions to process their ownfilms or kinescope recordings to good commercial standards, may elimi-nate some of the disadvantages of delay involved in the earlier kinescope re-cording and processing techniques. The equipment is designed to be usedas an integral part of a television film recording installation. It is estimatedthat this new rapid processor will be available during 1962 and will costabout $12,500. This advance emphasizes, once again, the need to continuethe development of kinescope recording equipment. It should be pointedout here that at present estimated prices, a kinescope recorder plus rapidfilm processor would amount to approximately the same cost as one of themoderate-cost video-tape recorders.

Magnetic tape recording.The development of video-tape recordershas created new possibilities and practices in the recording and re-use oftelevision programs. Such recordings have high quality and the picturesand sound may be played back immediately after production. In manyinstallations it is becoming standard practice to pre-record programs onvideo tape. This facilitates scheduling of personnel, makes for more effi-cient use of studio space, and may actually reduce studio space needs.The video-tape recorders initially developed were designed for broad-cast use. They record both picture and sound on a 2" wide magnetic tape.The availability of video-tape recorders in most educational televisionstations has permitted the recording of many courses, principally at theelementary and secondary levels, and the exchange of this recorded in-
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struction among different school systems is developing and may be ex-
pected to expand greatly in the future. Such broadcast quality video-tape
recorders for black-and-white recording cost between $50,000 and $60,000
at the present time, and many educational stations find they need two such
recorders, one for recording programs while the other is being used to
play back recordings for broadcast (see Figure 7). Some would like a
third recorder to mount in a mobile unit for remote pickups. Recorders
can be used advantageously for repeating course materials, like lecture-
demonstrations in chemistry, when this repetition is required for large
numbers of students in different time schedules.

The recording of courses has been restricted to a large extent by the
cost of recording tape. Tape costs alone for a semester or a year-long course
would be between $10,000 and $15,000 at present tape prices. These may
soon be reduced. Such recorded courses would have to be re-used a num-
ber of times to justify the investment, although the signals can be erased
and the tapes used again.

Where the recordings are not to be broadcast, somewhat less rigorous
requirements exist and there has been much interest among users of closed-
circuit teleirision systems in the development of a video-tape recorder that
would be comparable in terms of prices with vidicon television systems and
which would use less expensive tape, or would make existing standard 2"
video tape go farther.

Recently two U.S. manufacturers have announced the availability of
video-tape recorders which will sell in the $18,000 to $25,000 price range,
and which are designed for closed-circuit television applications (see Fig-
ure 8). One Japanese video-tape recorder has also been announced to sell
in the $10,000 price range. These recorders all use 2" tape, but some of
them run the tape at half the usual speed, thereby cutting tape costs in half.
At present it is too soon to give an evaluation of these machines which
should have extensive field testing under regular conditions in educational
institutions. However, it is clear that substantial reductions of costs of
video-tape recorders and of the cost of making recordings can be expected,
and this should open up the way for the widespread use of recorded tele-
vised instruction in schools, colleges, and universities, and for other uses
which may lead to the improvement of instruction.

As with television camera equipment, the purchaser of video-tape re-
corders should give careful thought to operating requirements, specialized
personnel, mu:tntenance costs, and needed test equipment.

MOBILE UNITS

A desirable facility in an advanced instructional television installation
may be a mobile unit which can go to remote locations to televise events
or phenomena of educational importance, Such a mobile unit may be very
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elaborate and would include a large truck equipped with a complete tele-vision system (including two or more cameras, control consoles, audio fa-cilities, etc.), a video-tape (or film) recorder, and perhaps a power gen-erator. If live simultaneous broadcasts are to be made, the unit would alsohave a microwave or cable connection with a studio or transmitter.At a more modest level of operation, the mobile truck could use thesame camera equipment and video-tape (or film) recorder that are usedin the studio. Such equipment would be designed for easy portabilityall units being on casters and ea3ily disconnected and reconnected. Thus,the equipment couldbe rolled out of the studio and control room, mountedin a truck, and taken to the remote location in the matter of a few hours.Some television installations have chosen to have camera control unitspermanently mounted in a mobile unit and to use this unit as a controlroom for cameras operated in the studio. Under these circumstances care-ful attention has to be given to temperature control in the mobile unit ifit is to be so employed for year-round operation.

AUDIO ORIGINATING EQUIPMENT
Audio is an important component of the television signal and becauseof the complexity of equipment for the picture component, sound equip-ment is often given inadequate attention.
Equipment for originating sound involves microphones of varioustypes, microphone holders, audio-tape recorders, occasionally disc equip-ment, motion picture and video tape sound sources and a control consolewhich permits the control of levels, and amplification, where necessary, ofseveral sources of sound.
Microphones.For instructional television, whether for broadcast orclosed-circuit, where the presentation is by one or two people, individualchest ("lavalier") microphones are generally worn. These should gener-ally be dynamic-type microphones of low impedance (50 or 150 ohms)and of good quality. Under some circumstances a "wireless" microphoneof a similar type may be useful. This frees the instructor from the cablethat connects the microphone to the control console. In other situationstable microphones may be needed.

Sometimes where a group of people are to be covered a single highlydirectional microphone may be used on a boom which permits the micro-phone to be placed near the speakers and rotated to favor each speaker asnecessary.
For some sound, such as pre-recorded announcements or music, goodquality audio-tape recorders may be needed. These should be of the typedesigned for professional rather than home use. The audio control con-sole permits adjustment of the level of each sound input, and should beequipped with a volume indicator. For an elaborate installation it may be
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capable of handling eight or more inputs. For a smaller installation aconsole that handles three or four inputs may be adequate. The consoleshould have good frequency response and low distortion characteristicsand care should be taken to see that all impedances are properly matched.
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

Special lighting equipment is essential in practically all television in-stallations except perhaps for the situation where television is being usedfor the remote observation of classroom teaching demonstrations. In thesecircumstances the existing room illumination would be used (preferablyat least 50 foot-candles of even incident light over the room ).For a major broadcast studio a variety of spotlights and floodlightswould be needed ranging in wattage from 500 watts to 2,000 watts. Thenumber of lighting units and their type and wattage would depend uponthe number of sets to be illuminated, the type of sets, and the kind of tele-vision cameras being employed. Television lighting for image orthiconcameras generally ranges from 50 to 100 foot-candles (read at the subjectwith an incident light meter). At the present time vidicon cameras require200 to 300 foot-candles of illumination on the subject. The convenienceof lighting an area is aided by having a number of lighting units available.These are usually suspended from a lighting grid located 12 to 15 feetabove the floor, and each lamp is powered from a separate outlet. Eachoutlet may be on a separate switch at a switchboard or, in an elaborateinstallation, a plug board and dimmers may be used.In any event, adequate power should be available to serve the numberof lights to be used, and the circuit loads should be carefully balanced andprotected by circuit breakers.
The quality of a television picture is greatly affected by both theamount and the arrangement of the lighting. Skilful use of back light orcross light, for instance, will greatly increase the depth dimension of apicture and improve its contrast.
In a very simple installation where a single small vidicon camera isused to magnify demonstrations or small objects, two or three internalreflector floodlights on portable stands may suffice.

TEST EQUIPMENT, TOOLS, SPARE PARTSOne of the costs frequently overlooked or underestimated in installingand operating a television system is the equipment, tools, and parts neededfor repair and maintenance of the system. It is impossible to specify asingle list of test equipment for television installations. What is neededwill be a function of the complexity of the system, the level of performanceto be maintainedand the skillof the engineers who will do the maintenance.
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The advice of a competent television engineer should be sought, and theannual operating budgets should include some funds for additional itemsof test equipment and tools.

It is generally essential to have adequate stocks of spare parts on handto maintain electronic equipment. Vacuum tubes and the photosensitivepickup tubes are the largest items; capacitors, resistors, connectors, andtransformers are also needed. The stock on hand will be a function of the
size and complexity of the system, the immediate availability of spare partsfrom local suppliers, and experience with the kinds of component failuresthat will be likely to occur in a given system.

Experience indicates that a rough guide to the annual amount to bebudgeted for replacement parts would be about 10 percent of the originalcost of the equipment.
In planning a system, thought should also be given to the purchase ofcertain spare equipment units. Again, the actual spare units to be obtainedwould be a function of the complexity of the total television system. Cer-tain units are critical to the operation of many television systems and afailure in such a unit (for example a synchronizing generator) could putthe entire system out of operation.
In noncritical applications there is less need for the duplication ofequipment for such insurance purposes.

OFF-THE-AIR RECEPTION SYSTEMS
For many public schools and some colleges it is likely that the mainsource of instructional television programs will be the reception of off-the-air signals from a broadcast transmitter. In areas near a powerful trans-

mitter, reception may be obtained through the use of a small television
antenna for each receiver. When many receivers in different classroomsspread throughout a school are to be served it is usually necessary to install
a central high-gain antenna and a cable system to carry the, signals to eachreceiver. Such a cable system could also be used to distribute instructional
programs from other sourcessuch as television cameras, video-tape re-corders, and television film chains. These cable systems will be described
in more detail in the section of this report concerning distribution of tele-vision signals.

DISPLAY DEVICES FOR ORIGINATING TELEVISED INSTRUCTION
Equipment for originating televised instruction should include a rangeof display devices for use in the studio by the television teachers. These

may include demonstration tables (with water, power, gas, etc., if neces-sary), bulletin boards for mounting pictures, easels for displaying titlecards, books, etc., chalk boards, flannel boards, newspad easels, possibly
770-244 0-65-22

to
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a prompting device, overhead projector for large transparent overlays, and
suitable furniture and backgrounds. Some of these display devices may
be purchased from commercial sources. Ocher items may have to be made
especially for a particular installation. A rear projection screen and slide
projector are also useful studio equipment. Other auxiliary items may
include equipment for making 16mm films and slides, devices for print-
ing title cards, and facilities for editing film.

SPACE FOR TELEVISION ORIGINATION

This section will consider the space requirements and functions to be
served by buildings which will house the equipment and personnel who
originate instructional television programs. There is no single ideal plan
that will fit all situations. The space that will be needed will be determined
by the functions to be served, the volume of programs to be televised or
recorded, and the kinds of equipment that will be used. Available funds
usually are another determining factor which results in compromises.

When planning building facilities for origination of television pro-
grams it is usually desirable to seek the guidance of people who have
planned and operated similar facilities and, if possible, to visit such fa-
cilities.

Space for several different levels and types of operation will be outlined
in the section that follows:

FACILITIES FOR AN EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING
AND/OR PRODUCTION CENTER

The largest amounts of space and the most elaborate building facilities
are likely to be needed for a full-scale professional broadcasting operation
or for a production center which will produce high quality video tape or
film recordings to meet professional broadcast standards.

Such a center would require at least one studio of 60' x 40' with a ceil-
ing 15' to 18' high to permit themounting of lighting grids 12' to 13' above
the floor and to aid in dissipation of heat from lights. (See Figure 9.)
A second studio perhaps 40' x 40' in area would be very useful, especially
if "live" programs are to be broadcast in immediate succession. These
studios should be given suitable acoustical treatment, should have solid,
smooth floors, and should be air conditioned to prolong the life of the
equipment and to provide reasonable comfort for personnel who may have
to work under intense light for an hour or more at a time. Care should be
exercised to see that the air conditioning system does not introduce ex-
traneous noise into the studios. The studios should also be well shielded
from sources of outside noise.
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In addition to supports for the lighting units, the studios should have
adequate electrical power available for lighting, and outlets for television
cameras and microphone cables. Adjacent to the studios should be the
control room. Preferably the control room should permit visual contact
with the studio through double-glass windows, although this is not abso-
lutely essential. The control room in a major studio should be large enough
to accommodate the monitors, switching equipment and audio console,
and the personnel who will operate them. A small booth for an announcer
located next to the control room may also be desirable.

Adequate air-conditioned space near the studio is also required for the
master and engineering control room. This area should be large enough to
permit the installation of equipment racks in accessible locations. These
racks contain power supplies, synchronizing generators, video patch pan-
els, distribution equipment, some test equipment and tape recorders, etc.
They generally are in standard units 22" wide and 7' high and should be
accessible from tL front and rear. The camera control units are also in-
stalled here, although in some stations they are found in the control room
where the director is located.

In the control room or adjacent to it space is required for the film chain
or chains and one or more video-tape or kinescope recorders.

These areas should also be air conditioned for heat dissipation and to
prolong the life of the equipment. A raised floor or a floor with recessed
channels should be provided to facilitate the installation of interconnecting
cables. Other engineering space requirements would include a shop for
repair and testing of equipment, spare parts storage, and office space.

Space is also required for program production activities. Such space
would include rooms for the preparation of graphics materials of various
types, and the storage of scenes and properties, films, and video tapes.
Areas where production personnel can work with instructors or where in-
structors can work alone on the development of course materials are highly
desirable. Office space, a reception area, dressing rooms, toilets, and an
observation room where visitors may observe television programs should
also be provided.

It is advantageous if such a large activity can be located at a central
point where it is easily accessible to those who will use it, and where park-
ing space and access by motor vehicles is possible.

SPACE FOR MODERATE COST CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION
ORIGINATION FACILITIES

A closed-circuit television system to be used by schools or universities
will require less elaborate facilities than will a professional broadcast oper-
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ation. Space will be needed for the same general functions but the areas
can be smaller. For one thing the smaller and more compact vidicon tele-
vision cameras are more likely to be used. Secondly, less ambitious presen-
tations will be undertaken and smaller studios will be required. With these
reservations in mind some suggestions will be made concerning space
needs.

Studios. A minimum size for a studio for closed-circuit television
origination is 25' X 30'. An area of 30' X 40' would be preferable. Ceiling
height should be 15' with a minimum of 12'. Lighting grids, power outlets
for lights, and acoustical treatment will be needed (see Figure 10). For
many institutions a second studio of the same size and situated alongside
the first one will be desirable for continuous "live" instructional presen-
tations. The same cameras and control room can serve both studios. The
use of pre-recorded instructional presentations on video tape may reduce
or eliminate the need for the additional studio.

Control roonts.A control room for a small closed-circuit installation
should be about 20' x 25' in area. It would house video and audio con-
soles, monitors, equipment racks, and film chain. An additional area
should be provided for repair and maintenance of equip. sent, storage of
spare parts, and housing of video-tape or kinescope recorder if one is used.
The studio and control room should be air conditioned.

Preparation space.Space for preparation of graphics materials and
storage of instructional materials and offices for personnel are also needed.

SPACE FOR DEMONSTRATION-MAGNIFIER USE OF TELEVISION
When a simple, single camera television system is used for the remote

observation of events or to magnify demonstrations in a large classroom
or auditorium, the equipment is usually located in the room where the
activity is performed. If this kind of work is anticipated, power outlets for
camera and supplemental lighting should be provided, and provision made
for the placement of the camera in the auditorium so that it is not obtrusive.
Ducts for carrying cables to receivers and power outlets for the receivers
would also be needed. The kinds of cameras envisaged for such activities
use 115 volts, and a standard 15-ampere electrical outlet should be ade-
quate for the camera equipment, with separate outlets for lights and re-
ceivers.

DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION SIGNALS
This section will discuss the problem of getting television signals from

the point of origination of the instruction to the classrooms where the tele-
vised instruction will be viewed and heard.

There are three principal methods of distributing television signals at
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present: (1) by broadcast, (2) by coaxial cable, and (3) by microwave
links. The first method is sometimes referred to as open-circuit; the second
and third are often called closed-circuit because the signals can be received
only by receivers which are connected to the cable or microwave system.*

Requirements of each of the systems will be discussed briefly.

BROADCAST DISTRIBUTION

High power.The broadcasting of instructional television programs
requires a transmitter and a channel on which to broadcast. In some in-
stances, instructional programs are broadcast over commercial television
transmitters but usually there are severe limitations on available time.

The availability of television channels and the assignment and super-
vision of their use is under the control of the Federal Communications
Commission. Such channels may be Very High Frequency (VHF) (Chan-
nels 2-13) or Ultra High Frequency (UHF) (Channels 14-83). A num-
ber of channels have been reserved for educational use. Any educational
institution interested in acquiring the use of such a broadcast channel
should consult one of the companies which specialize in legal work with
the Federal Communications Commission, and should engage a qualified
engineering company to carry out the surveys that are required. Addi-
tional assistance in planning can be obtained from such agencies as the
National Association of Educational Broadcasters and the National Edu-
cational Television and Radio Center.

If it is assumed that a channel has been granted, a transmitter of ap-
propriate power, a tower, antenna, monitoring equipment, and a building
to house the equipment will be needed. A site and adequate source ofpower
for the transmitter will also be required.

It may be necessary to connect the transmitter with the television studio
by means of one or more microwave links. These are also subject to licens-
ing and approval by the Federal Communications Commission.

Without having full details of power, location, etc., it is impossible to
estimate the costs of high-power transmitter facilities, but they are likely
to be between $150,000 and $300,000 (see Figure 11).

Low power.Where it is necessary to cover a fairly limited range (say
a radius of 12 to 25 miles) it is possible to use a low-power transmitter
(100-1000 watts power). Low-power transmitters are commercially avail-
able at moderate cost. The total cost for transmitter, appropriate antenna,
and a small tower should not exceed $25,000 to $50,000 (see Figure 12).

* Television programs may, of course, be "distributed" in the form of video
tape or film recordings. For many purposes this is an efficient and excellent method
of getting televised instruction from one place to another.
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NEED FOR MULTIPLE CHANNEL BROADCASTING

One of the difficulties confronting broadcast television is that the broad-
caster in a given location is usually limited to a single channel. Where good
use is made of instructional television programs the time available on one
channel soon becomes completely absorbed. In some cities in the United
States a second educational channel is already in use, and this trend can
be expected to continue. However, the time will undoubtedly arrive when
additional channels will be needed to provide for additional courses.

One approach to solving this problem could be to use several low-power
television transmitters with limited range. A group of, say, four such low-
power transmitters could serve a city with a wide range of courses of in-
struction at various levels.

EXTENDING THE RANGE OF BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS

BY CHANNEL TRANSLATORS

Sometimes it is necessary to extend the range of a television transmitter
to certain areas. This may be the result of "shadowing" because of moun-
tains, or because there are scattered clusters of population beyond the
range of the transmitter.

The use of channel translators is one way of accomplishing this objec-
tive (see Figure 13) . A channel translator is a low-power television re-
peater which is fed by a high-quality receiver. The translator is located
on the fringe of the range of the broadcast signal. It picks up this signal,
converts it to another channel, and rebroadcasts it. Another translator may
pick up this signal and relay it farther. Such devices afford the possibility
of extending instructional television into remote areas at moderate cost.
A 10-watt UHF channel translator costs about $3,000. Antenna, tower, and
housing of the unit would bring the total cost up to about $6,000.

In other situations the signal from an educational broadcast station
may be picked up by a well-placed antenna of a community antenna system
and fed to receivers over a cable system.

AIRBORNE TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION

In an effort to spread several channels of high-quality instruction over
a large area the Midwest Program of Airborne Television Instruction will
broadcast instruction over a large area on several channels simultaneously
from an airplane circling at 23,000 feet. In a few years, it seems probable
that programs might be relayed by satellites in orbit around the earth,
and it is not too early for educators to visualize the possibilities and re-
quirements of this method of diffusing instruction.
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CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION

Closed-circuit television refers to the procedure whereby the television
signals are distributed from the origination point to the reception points
by means of coaxial cable

The closed-circuit system may cover a substantial part of a state as
is proposed in South Carolina; it may cover a county as in Washington
County, Maryland; it may cover a city as in Corning, New York; or it
may be confined to a campus or single building as in many institutions of
higher education.

The cable system may be installed by a telephone company and used
by the educational organization on a rental basis, or it may be installed,
owned, and operated by the educational institution itself. In some cases
it may be installed and operated by a community cable company.

Distribution of television systems over cable may be done in two ways:
(1) Video systemVideo and audio frequencies may be distributed

on separate cables. Such an arrangement is often used in television studios
where distances are short and maximum detail is required in the pictures.
It has the disadvantage that only one program at a time may be transmitted
on the cable, and special video monitors and audio systems are needed.

(2) R.F. system.The video and audio frequencies from the camera
and control consoles may be fed into an audio-video mixer and used to
modulate a radio-frequency carrier wave. This mixer is a small transmitter
and sends the picture and sound signals over a coaxial cable on one of the
VHF channels (2-13).

The main trunk cable may be tapped at various points and signals fed
to regular broadcast receivers. The advantages of this system are that
several signals ( at least six) may be transmitted over the same coaxial
cable simultaneously and received by tuning the receivers to the appro-
priate channels. Secondly, the signals are easily amplified and the system
can readily be extended. Thirdly, regular television receivers may be
used. The principal disadvantage is that under normal conditions, with
standard receivers, the resolution from an R.F. system is not as high as
that obtained from a video system with special video monitors. However,
picture and sound from a well-designed R.F. distribution system should be
equivalent to good off-the-air reception.

An R.F. distribution system should be designed and installed by a
company which specializes in such work if good resultsare to be obtained.
Amplifiers must be well designed and carefully selected, and the signal
strength at the various outlet-points must be within certain tolerances.

In planning the system a decision should be made as to whether the
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channels to be used will be confined to 2-6 or whether they will also be
in the 7-13 channel range. These considerations will determine the kinds
of amplifiers that will be needed.

When a building or campus is planned for the possible use of closed-
circuit television, provision should be made for duct space for installation
of coaxial cables. Furred-down ceilings with removable acoustical tile in
hallways and classrooms will greatly facilitate cable installation. Conduits
are not normally necessary within buildings except between floors to permit
vertical cable runs. (See Figure 14.)

Where signals from a broadcast transmitter are to be received and
distributed within a building or institution, a good antenna site should be
selected and high-gain antennas used. If the broadcast signals are UHF
they will need to be converted to VHF for distribution over the cable
system.

MICROWAVE

The use of microwave links not only affords a way of connecting trans-
mitters to form a network for the sharing of programs; they may also now
be used by educational institutions to link campuses or buildings together
in a closed-circuit system. Microwave transmission is likely to be used
when the distances are great. Cable will probably be advantageous when
the distances are short and when several programs must be distributed
simultaneously.

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT FOR PRESENTING
TELEVISED INSTRUCTION

The use of televisior for instruction has focused attention on needed
functional requirements forclassrooms to an extent that was never achieved
by other teaching methods. Fortunately the demands made by television
also improve classrooms for other teaching methods and materials. Many
good suggestions will be found in the report Design for ETV. (3 )

Seeing.It is essential that students be able to see television pictures
properly. This means that there should be adequate control of internal and
external room illumination. For internal illumination fluorescent or in-
candescent lighting units mounted flush with the ceiling are desirable. The
lighting units should be on two or three different circuits so that the level
of illumination can be reduced for television viewing and increased for
other types of activities. If the classroom has windows, there should be
control of light from external sources. Venetian blinds running in channels
are commonly used. Receivers should be mounted in such a way as to
provide unobstructed vision and good visibility of details in the pictures.
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Experience has shown that the television receiver should be mounted in
the corner of the average small classroom on the side nearest the windows
to reduce reflections, and at a height to make it clearly and comfortably
visible. This height usually is about 5'6" from the floor to the center of
the picture. (See Figure 15.)

A maximum viewing distance will need to be adopted as a standard if
people of normal vision are to read small details in the picture. A maximum
viewing distance equal to 12 times the screen width has been widely used,
and visual materials are prepared and televised in such a way as to be
legible from this distance. Thus, no student should be seated farther than
about 20 feet from a 21-inch television receiver, or 22 feet from a 24-inch
receiver.

Generally, square rooms are better than long narrow rooms, but in the
latter several receivers may be used if necessary to stay within the maxi-
mum viewing distance standard.

Hearing.It is also essential that students be able to hear the sound
clearly. This not only means that the television system should have a good-
quality audio system, but the need for acoustical treatment of classrooms
is also indicated. It would appear that the best acoustical treatment is a
soft floor covering such as carpeting. This covering not only reduces re-
verberations, but it stops most unwanted noises at their source. Studies
have shown that suitable carpeting is economically feasible. A less desir-
able alternative is treatment of the ceiling and rear wall with acoustical
tile. Headsets for individual students are another alternative whir.:11 has
not yet received the attention it deserves.

Ventilation.Many classrooms are poorly ventilated and in-,properly
heated. Large windows contribute to excessive heat rise in summer and
heat loss in winter. Circulation of air is often inadequate and this may
result in lack of alertness of students.

Adequate air circulation and reasonable temperature control are essen-
tial in classrooms. In some climates this may mean air conditioning; in
others good mechanical ventilation systems will be adequate. It may be
desirable to eliminate windows from classrooms.

Seating. Functional, durable seating is also esseatial. The seats
should be placed so as to give the students a good view of the television
receiver. They should have adequate work surfaces for note-taking.

Color.Color may play an important role in the classroom learning
environment and attention should be given to its appropriate use.

Large room's. In many schools and colleges it is necessary to use
cafeterias and auditoria for television viewing. In these large spaces mul-
tiple receivers on stands or a large-screen television projectormay be used.
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Attention to acoustics, control of light, and seating is especially important
in very large classrooms. Rear projection may be advantageous u i some
situations.

TYPES OF TELEVISION RECEIVERS AND METHODS OF SUPPORT

Most schools and colleges are using standard commercial television
receivers in the 21-inch, 23-inch, or 24-inch picture sizes. These may be
table model or console receivers. They are usually mounted on special
stands to raise the receiver to the desired height and to provide mobility.
The greatest deficiency of most table models is in the quality of the audio
which is often of low output through small loud speakers. Console model
receivers are usually somewhat better in this respect, but there is much
room for improvement in the audio systems of most television receivers.
Commercial models are generally purchased because mass production
makes it possible to buy them at more favorable prices than most of the
special classroom receivers that are now available. There is little doubt
that we shall see the development of improved receivers for classroom
television when the volume of sales warrants it and educators demand im-
provements. Improved arrangements are needed for mounting receivers
in some situations, such as special wall brackets, or ceiling suspension
mounts.

In any event, it is a good investment to buy high-quality receivers made
by reputable manufacturers.

The necessity for maintenance of television receivers should not be
overlooked. This may mean carrying a stock of spare tubes and other parts
and of having a person available to make repairs and adjustments. Also
spare receivers should be available on each floor of each building so that
in the event of failure another receiver can be quickly substituted. The
use of receivers which incorporate "plug-in" sub-assemblies may facilitate
maintenance.

In some circumstances it may be advantageous to contract with an out-
side company to carry out the maintenance on receivers.

PROJECTION TELEVISION

Projection television receivers offer an alternative method of providing
television pictures in a large auditorium. The sound must be provided over
a separate audio system.

Some projection television systems work on the principle of projecting
the picture from a small, very bright cathode ray tube through a lens
system onto a screen. Generally, such receivers must be operated in almost
total darkness to obtain a picture of adequate contrast. This situation can
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be improved by using a rear projection screen which is mounted in the
auditorium in such a way that an image is projected on it from the rear.
Under these conditions a higher level of ambient illumination may be
tolerated in the room. Television projectors can be obtained for as little
as $4,000 or as much as $25,000 or more.

A recent Swiss development, the Eidophor television projector, works
on a different principle. This projector throws a very bright, sharp image
onto the screen. The image is of sufficient brilliance that a good deal of
room illumination can be tolerated without serious degradation of the
picture. (See Figure 16. )

This use of projection television may make it possible to use auditoria
for effective instruction in a way that would be impossible without the
availability of this kind of equipment.

FACILITIES FOR STUDENT INTERACTIONS AND RESPONSES

Communication facilities and particularly those which fall into the
classification of "mass media" provide for the uni-directional flow of in-
formation, instruction, and stimulus materials from a source to individuals,
singly or in group The media which can be so classified are newspapers,
journals, radio, motion pictures, teletype, and of course television. Simply
stated, the messages or information are originated, distributed, and pre-
sented in some form to people. Additional auxiliary facilities, efforts, and
arrangements are required to provide for reciprocal communications from
readers, listeners, viewers, or learners which will influence and regulate
the kinds, rates, and flow of the communication. In brief, the media of
communications are mainly uni-directionalone wayand this is not
always adequate for instruction.

Ideally, conditions for learning resemble intense and engaging con-
versation: a person speaks, another responds; the interactions are both
progressive and reciprocal. Of all the telecommunication systems, the tele-
phone most closely provides the means for progressive reciprocal commu-
nication, usually for two and rarely for more than a few people simulta-
neously.

There is another related concept: The essential conditions for learning
include interactions between the learner and the information or materials
to be learned. The effectiveness of learning, i.e., the quality and quantity
of learning, importantly depends on the intensity, persistence, precision,
and extensity of the learning interactions of individuals with the informa-
tional or instructional content.

Furthermore, modern views of learning generally agree that controlled
reaction of students to learning materials requires knowledge of the ap-
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propriateness or inappropriateness, correctness or incorrectness of stu-
dents' learning responses. Certainly there are many other conditions which
are variously described in psychologies of learning which are necessary
to and affect learning, retention, and the uses of new information. How-
ever, the basic requirements stated briefly above emphasize two main
points: ( I) Television facilities, as presently conceived and operated,
have limitations in providing several important and essential conditions
for effective learning. (2) Supplementary or auxiliary facilities and sup-
plementary instructional and learning activities ara needed in order to
arrange for these conditions.

The focus of this discussion is on what auxiliary facilities are needed
to supplement television systems when these are used for instructional
purposes. The task of providing supplementary instructional and learning
activities is another story. (6)

Television systems provide a superb means for an instructor to talk
to students as a person "in the large," even to very great numbers dis-
persed in space. The problem is to have a means for students to "talk
back" to the instructor when this is appropriate and in the interest of the
greatest learning for the largest number.

After six years of trial-and-error work at Penn State on equipment
development and on a search for components of equipment, it is now
possible and practical to provide in each study location or classroom, and
for all such locations that are simultaneously in use in an institution for
the same instruction, a means for any student to signal the instructor that
he has a question or comment. When the instructor is ready to accept the
comment or question, he can invite the student to respond. The instructor,
in turn, can reply to the student. All students in the different classrooms
can hear the student and hear and see the instructor replying over tele-
vision. Furthermore, the instructor can take the initiative and query or
set a problem for the reaction of any particular student in a television
section composed of many classrooms and hundreds of students.

This type of auxiliary audio intercommunication system is used with
each of the three vidicon professional installations now in full-time use at
the Pennsylvania State University (Figure 17). The Case Institute has
experimented with interclass communication systems which include both
audio and video exchanges. (7) This complex arrangement, which re-
quires a pickup camera in each student class location, would seem to have
limited but important practical applicability and future developments are
possible.

Several years of very favorable experience supports the recommenda-
tion that reciprocal audio communication facilities should be installed and
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used as supplementary equipment with all closed-circuit instructional tele-vision systems.* The cost will be in the range of $2,000 to $3,000 but thepotential usefulness of the equipment justifies the investment.

When television instruction is being distributed over large areas, eitherby cable as in Washington County, Maryland, or by broadcast as in Chi-cago City Junior College, Illinois, student to teacher or conference tele-phone circuits could be used in conjunction with television to provide ameans for "feed back." Radio transmission might also be employed insome situations where broadcast channels are available.
The procedures described above may involve immediate or delayedreciprocal communication between instructors and students. Delayed ex-changes can be arranged by notes, correspondence, conferenc s, telephonecalls, and tests or examinations.
Another essential condition for learning which needs to be providedin instructional television is the opportunity for each student to make re-sponses to the presentations and to be informed of, or have a means ofjudging, the correctness of his responses. In addition, it is desirable insome instructional-learning situations to have permanent records of studentresponses. These requirements can be met, mainly, by developing andusing a range of different teaching techniques in the production and presen-tation of televised instruction. For example, emphasis can be put on rais-ing questions, stating issues, defining conflicts and controversies, requiringstudents to make judgments or inferences from a body of evidence ordemonstrations, etc., then providing time for students to make and recordtheir responses and, finally, giving them a basis for assessing the quality

or correctness of their performances. These and many techniques andformats of teaching known to be effective can be creatively developed for
engaging students actively, intensively, and precisely in interaction withmaterials to be learned. Many of these conditions can be arranged andcontrolled within the potentials already built into television facilities. In-deed, it seems possible to develop instructional television facilities intomost effective "teaching machines" for implementing the principles ofprogrammed learning.

The need remains to be met for equipment which will record the indi-vidual responses of large numbers of students simultaneously and providepermanent individual records for immediate or delayed analysis. Thereis presently a resurgence of interest in equipment which will serve thesefunctions. Some of these "classroom communicator" and response-ana-

* A system of this type called the "Telequest" is manufactured by CommunityEngineering Corporation, State College, Pa.
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lyzer facilities are being produced to function as integral parts of television
systems in both broadcast and cable distribution arrangements.* The de-
mand and encouragement of educators for those who are developing new
educational products will speed up this development of new equipment.

In summary, what has been said in this section is: (1) that the straight-
forward linear presentation of information as in the case of pure lectures
or even lecture-demonsttations over television does not meet all of the
required conditions for learning; (2) that complementary facilities and
activities may be necessary; (3) that audio "talk back" systems exist and
can be used; (4) that ?:.-sown and proven techniques of instruction for ac-
centuating student interactions with subject matter need to be used more
extensively than they are; and (5) that the available means of recording
learning responses of students where large numbers are being taught over
television need and deserve further development.

NEEDED DEVELOPMENTS IN TELEVISION FACILITIES

Suggestions have been made in this chapter previously about many
improvements that are needed in television equipment for use in instruc-
tion and education. It is hoped that these suggestions have been noted.

The question might reasonably be raised now of what are the needed
developments for the future improvement of instructional television equip-
ment and facilities.

Origination improvements. It has been suggested that the 3-inch
image orthicon equipment may be replaced by 41/2 -inch image orthicon
cameras. This would provide a new level of quality performance in terms
of sensitivity, resolution, stability, and reliability at some increase in cost.
The requirements are met for the most exacting standards for video tape
and perhaps other kinds of high-quality productions and recordings. De-
velopments should be pressed for further improvements in vidicon tubes
and cameras. Especially, sensitivity might be increased and thus permit
good quality of pictures with lower light and heat levels than are now
required. The further development of vidicon color tubes is awaited.
Transistorized cameras might become standard while reliability is im-
proved and maintenance costs reduced.

It is possible that the development of moderate-cost kinescopic record-
ing equipment was interrupted prematurely by the advent of video-tape
recording equipment. Kinescopic recordings using 16-nun. sound film
stock, either with or without rapid processing, would supplement impor-

* The Teletest device developed by Corrigan and Associates of Garden Grove,
California, is an example.
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tantly vidicon installations for many purposes. The film can be projected
on 16-mm. projectors and these are widely available.

Relatively few schools, colleges, and universities can easily afford to
purchase and operate $50,000 video-tape recorders, however useful and
desirable they may be. As has been noted, the development of recorders
for less than half this cost, and the reduction of the amount of tape needed
by at least one-half, may be a most useful development. These products
are already in sight. Future possibilities exist for relatively very low-cost
video-sound recorders which may be useful and feasible for small group
er even individualized applications. As with TV cameras, the needs exist
for a range of different levels of recording equipment which can be fitted
to different kinds of instructional requirements. A central problem is that
of providing adequate and appropriate but not unnecessary quality of
recordings and doing this at bedrock costs. Reliability and simplicity of
operation and maintenance are important factors. Completely new types
of recording processes, as for elk ample those employing thermoplastics, are
likely developments.

There would seem to be need for developing TV-originating equipment
for many kinds of origination problems. Some examples are "picking up"
and "remoting" of print, graphics, photographic materials, and objects
from libraries to points of use, the development of equipment for improv-
ing science laboratory instruction, and the application of TV systems with
auxiliary mechanisms in engineering and technical training. Special mi-
croscopes and other optical systems when adapted to television cameras
make it possible to show objects greatly magnified to as many students as
need to observe them wherever located. Thus, the use of television in sci-
ence education could replace some kinds of traditional equipment.

Finally, equipment systems need to be developed which will increase
the feasibility of originating simultaneously as many channels of video
and audio instruction as may be required by educational curricula pro-
grams and students, perhaps using computers as control mechanisms. The
large number of applications which are possible even in a single school
system or institution of higher education make necessary a multiplicity of
originations. Therefore, equipment system designs must be developed
which include "live" and recorded originations. The problem here is to
develop compatible multi-programming systems which satisfy functional
requirements but which employ as many common components as possible
and are relatively simple to operate.

Distribution.Even though much progress is being made to yard im-
proving distribution systems, new developments are needed. Relatively
economical but entirely adequate coaxial cable has been developed, but
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its production and distribution is restricted, and therefore this type ofcable is not available for purchase by educational agencies. The costs ofinstalling or renting cable distribution systems need to be greatly reduced,if possible, by new and simplified equipment. Here again the differentmethods and equipment for distributing programs, i.e., full-power broad-casts, limited-range broadcasts, microwave links, channel translators, andcable, need to be designed into compatible systems for serving the definableeducational functions. The general problem is to distribute selected in-structional materials to people where and When these Etudy materials areneeded and to do this with the greatest possible reliability and economyof cost and effort.
Ground-based distribution systems may be superseded in some situa-tions where multi-channel and wide-area coverage is demanded. The Mid-west Airborne Project has been planned and is bang co aducted to exploremany new possibilities.

Communication satellites,now in the experimentalstage, may become operational in the next decade. These will make it pos-sible to relay programs over wide areas of the earth. Intercontinentalbroadcasts of educational and instructional materials are becoming tech-nical possibilities. These future prospects, however, should not displaceefforts for the effective utilization of immediately available ways of dis-tributing instructional materials such as the film and video tape networkdistribution of the National EducationalTelevision and Radio Center withits affiliated educational stations, regional and state tape networks, or eventhe use of commercial networks (e.g., The Continental Classroom ).Presentation.Two developments are occurring in the area of tele-vised presentat' lns: First, the designing and producing of small picturetubes, 6" to 8", used in conjunction with transistorized TV receivers forindividual and small group (two or three individuals) close-up viewing,and second, large-screen projecting of television images. Small TV receiv-ers, equipped with earphones when needed, will make it possible to indi-vidualize instruction of learners widely dispersed in study spaces. Largescreen television projection will increase the acceptability and feasibilityfor presenting instruction to classes or audiences which vary in size fromseveral hundred to two or three thousand. New electronic tubes which in-tensify light reportedly up to 100,000 times are being demonstrated.A development which is long overdue is the extensive production ofbetter all-channel TV receivers. As the demands for broadcast channelscome to exceed the limits of the number of very high frequency (VHF)channels that are available and it becomes increasingly necessary to useultra-high frequency (UHF) channels, the needs for all-channel TV receiv-ers increase. Furthermore, developments in receivers are needed to make

)4
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them more suitable for classroom uses: e.g., unitized component construc-
tion and the improvement of audio components and speakers. However,
many classrooms where receivers must be used are so inadequate acousti-
cally that for good sound reception it may be necessary to provide ear-
phones for students. This would seem to be especially desirable in instruc-
tion which requires excellent sound quality as in language and music in-
struction.

Finally, surely there are many development possibilities for reciprocal
communication and recording systems from reception points back to points
of origination.

GENERAL LONG-RANGE DEVELOPMENT*

A conference under the auspices of the National Academy of Sciences
in September 1959, identified some of the capabilities that education may
expect of its instructional apparatus in the future. Among them were:

1. The capability of capturing, in dim or subdued light, black and white or
color images, whether static or moving, and of reproducing them almost
immediately.

2. The capability of interlinking the classroom master screen (or screens) and
those at the individual pupil's desk with outside transmission sources, such
as closed-circuit or commercial telecasts or the output of documentary li-
braries. 4,4

3. The capability of transmitting high fidelity, stereophonic sound synchronized
with motion picture and television images.

4. The capability of making tape recordings of the entire class, of subgroups
of students, or of any single student from his own desk.

5. The capability of connecting the assortment of class and individual tele-
vision-type viewing screens with a central library from which films, book
pages, or documents can be reproduced, upon demand, and without delay.

6. The capability of using more imaginative laboratory and specimen collec-
tions: tri-dimensional objects displayed by the best museum techniques and
changed to fit the topic currently being taught in each class.

7. The capability of a modular approach to the design of instructional system
components, so that as much or as little of the system as needed in a particu-
lar instance, can be bought first. Subsequent acquisition of other apparatus
items in the total system could thus be achieved with maximum compati-
bility of components, plus over-all economy.

8. Easy access to low-cost publications in miniaturized form; such as Minicard,
Microcard, Microprint, Microfilm, etc.

* Quoted from Hauf, H. D., Koppes, W. F., Green, A. C., and Gassman, M. C.,
Designs for Learning, Vols. I and II, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y.
1961.

770-244 0-65-23
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Among other developments and trends that have been suggested are:
1. The development of large, flat, wall-mounted television receivers based not

on a tube principle, but on a wire-sensitive grid. The receiver will not be
limited in size by tube design, but can cover an entire wall, and possibly
replace projected television. The unit will be flat and easily incorporated
into a wall containing other viewing surfaces.

2. Economical color television. One of the basic drawbacks to current tele-
vision is the lack of color. This is of particular concern in sciences
where the color of fluids, organisms, and materials is so critical. Economical
color television will open up whole new areas for educational television
usage.
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A NOTE ON THE HISTORY BEHIND ETV

By Richard B. Hull
Mr. Hull is Director of Telecommunications, The Ohio State University.

IN 1932 A SMALL CLUSTER of people on a Midwestern uni-
versity campus witnessed what were probably the first educational televi-
sion programs to be broadcast anywhere. They were presented over W9XK,
an experimental station developed by the State University of Iowa electri-
cal engineering department. Using a "scanning disc" system instead of a
picture tube, the station between 1932 and 1939 transmitted more than
400 programs including lecture courses in art, shorthand, engineering, and
botany, as well as drama and other entertainment.

By 1946 there were only six regularly authorized, nonexperimental
television stations in the United States with 6,500 receivers. By 1948 there
were 40 commercial stations in operation and 600,000 receivers in use.
The Federal Communications Commission predicted 400 stations by 1950
and a coast-to-coast television network by 1952. In spite of its technical
imperfections and the high cost of receivers, television captured the public
imagination in a way no other medium of communication had been able
to do. Even then there was little doubt in the minds of radio manufactur-
ers, broadcasters, and advertisers that television would become the domi-
nant medium of the future. Education, however, did not share this vision.
It had not pursued the potentials implicit in the Iowa experiments of 1933.
Whether television had any role in edlication, much less the nature of the
role, remained to be determined.

The year 1948 found five U.S. educational institutions seriously in-
volved with television and television pluming. The State University of
Iowa had applied zo the Federal Communications Commission for permis-
sion to construct a station. Its sister institution, Iowa State College (now
Iowa State University), had received a construction permit from the FCC.
Kansas State College was operating an experimental station on Channel 1,
since removed from the broadcast band by the FCC. The University of
Michigan and American University in Washington, D.C., equipped with
studios of their own, were producing programs for broadcast over com-
mercial television station transmitters, and other new developments were
under way.
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In February 1950, WOI-TV at Iowa State College began regular pro-

gram operation as the 100th television station in the United States and the

first nonexperimental educationally owned television station in the world,

culminating a planned development begun by President Charles E. Friley

in 1945.
Syracuse University had constructed television studios, was producing

a full array of programs for release over commercial station WS-YR-TV and

had instituted the first formal degree program for the professional train-

ing of television students.
Michigan State University had begun systematic experimentation in

closed-circuit television instruction and planned to build its own station.

Other institutions were making plans, some tentative and some definite,

to get into this field.
The 1951 Federal Communications Commission allocation hearings

which were to result in nation-wide reservation of television channels for

education, and a revolution in American educational methods, were about

to begina precursor to a remarkable series of events.

In April 1952, as a result of those hearings, the Federal Communica-

tions Commission established a new kind of broadcast entity, the noncom-

mercial educational television station, and reserved 242 channels in the

broadcast spectrum for use by the educationalestablishment. In July 1952,

Kansas State College applied for permission to construct one of these new

stations but was unable to proceed and a later applicant was to have the

distinction of being first on the air. KUHT, jointly licensed to the Uni-

versity of Houston and the Houston Board of Education, became the pio-

neer educational noncommercial station on May 12, 1953.

Eight years later there were 62 educationally owned television stations

on the air, 57 of them holding noncommercial licenses. Twenty-eight more

such stations were under construction or in advanced stages of planning.

A "fourth network,"NET, a service of the National Educational Television

and Radio Center had been developed to meet the needs of this new dimen-

sion in education. NET counted 53 of these stations as affiliate outlets,

claimed 10,000,000 regular viewers and a potential national audience in

excess of 26,000,000 people. Alabama, Florida, and Oklahoma were oper-

ating state-wide television networks. WGBH in Boston was the key outlet

in a projected regional network which would link East Coast cities from

Philadelphia to Montreal. KTCA-TV in Minneapolis had completed simi-

lar plans for a six-state network in the central Middle West. Kansas, Ne-

braska, Maine, and Ohio had engineered state-wide network plans, and the

Southern Regional Educational Board in Atlanta proposed a microwave

system which would link each of the educational stations and all of the

four-year colleges in a 16-state area.

4
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The growth in educational television and broadcast networks was
matched by an even more rapid but less costly development in closed-
circuit television installations totaling more than 300, Armed Service fa-
cilities excluded. Cable and microwave systems were widely employed for
special laboratory applications, the observation of university lectures and
demonstrations (notably in medical schools) and for the formal instruc-
tion of regularly enrolled students on all levels. Installations ranged in
size from simple room-to-room one-channel cable connections in a single
school building to multiple-circuit systems, complete with studios and
video-tape recording equipment. In Anaheim, California, for instance, an
entire city school system was linked together; in Washington County,
Maryland, the entire county system; at Ohio State University, the entire
campus; and in central Texas a cluster of institutions with the University
of Texas at Austin as the central point.

By 1960-61 a c.tudent body, estimated at 3,000,000 in 7,500 secondary
and elementary schools, was receiving televised instruction from noncom-
mercial educational television stations, while an additional 1,500,000 were
utilizing closed-circuit television for the same purpose. In higher educa-
tion, more than 400 institutions throughout the United States had offered
credit courses for well over 250,000 registrants on and off campus. "Con-
tinental Classroom" on the National Broadcasting Company television net-
work had been watched by at least half of the Nation's science teachers.

Culminating this period of explosive growth was a new development
in a different dimension, the Midwest Project for Airborne Television In-
struction. Headquartered at Purdue University, MPATI was financed by
the Ford Foundation and by corporate grants from Westinghouse and other
companies. MPATI had equipped two DC-6AB transport-cargo planes with
UHF transmitters, video-tape reproduction equipment, conducted a nation-
wide teacher talent search and begun beaming programmed instruction to
elementary, secondary, and college students throughout Indiana and its
five bordering states.

At the same time the Federal Communications Commission and the
National Aeronautics arid Space Administration had granted the Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph Company permission to orbit a series of
satellites on which a new world-wide communications system would be
based, a development with even more far-reaching implications for edu-
cation.

Educational broadcasters could now view these developments from a
new perspective which included: nearly a decade of research in instruc-
tional television; the passage of Title VII of the National Defense Educa-
tion Act which for the first time provided federal funds for research in the
new media (radio, television, films, teaching machines, etc. ) ; and a pend-
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ing bill in the Congress originally introduced by Senators Bricker and
Magnusson designed to subsidize the growth of television transmission
facilities in the several states. Thus with considerably more assurance than
existed three decades ago, they had begun tenuous discussions of educa-
tion's role in the unfolding age of space communications.

These remarkable developments had their roots in a 30-year history of
educational involvement with broadcast communications beginning in 1917
when the University of Wisconsin constructed 9XM, the nation's pioneer
educational radio station, relicensed in 1921 as WHA.

In 1926 a group of educational broadcasters at the National Radio
Conference, called by Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, formed the
Association of College and University Broadcasters headed by Robert C.
Higgy, manager of WOSU at Ohio State University. First official action
of ACBUS was a plea to a conference of state governors for a permanent
reservation of radio frequencies for education. Simultaneously, the organ-
ization began efforts to secure funds for a professional headquarters, a
national program facility, and Washington representation before the Fed-
eral Radio Commission, predecessor organization to the Federal Communi-
cations Commission.

In 1931 Ohio's Senator Fess backed the new National Committee on
Education by Radio in an effort to reserve 15 percent of all radio frequen-
cies for education, and in 1934 Dr. Arthur G. Crane, University of Wyo-
ming president, addressing the annual meeting of the National Association
of Educational Broadcasters (successor to the ACBUS) , called for govern-
ment action to reserve 25 percent of the radio spectrum for educational
use and the creation of a nation-wide "public service network" whose cov-
erage would parallel that of the Columbia Broadcasting System and the
National Broadcasting Company. Crane's hope was that nonprofit and
noncommercial stations would make up the matrix of the network; he
would also permit commercial stations to have access to the educational
and public service fe'atures which the new national program enterprise
would provide.

During the period from 1920 to 1930 schools, colleges, and universi-
ties constructed at least 176 radio stationsperhaps as many as 200 ac-
cording to some authorities. Properly speaking, a great many of these
stations were not educational broadcasting endeavors, but experimental
projects in transmission technology sponsored by departments of electri-
cal engineering and physics. By the mid-thirties, following the economic
crash of 1929, only 35 of these stations remained. Significantly, most of
the survivors were located on Land Grant College campuses where a com-
mitment to off-campus education and to programs of extension education
was a chartered obligation of the institution under the Morrill Act which
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created them. Equally significant was the survival of station KBPS, the
Board of Education station in Portland, Oregon, established to serve thecity public schools.

Commenting on this attrition in educational station numbers, C. M.Jansky, a leading radio-television engineer and designer of the original
9XM at the University of Wisconsin, pointed out, "The pioneer (in edu-
cational radio) was the engineer and not the specialist in education orthe educational administrators . . . leading educators never looked upontheir stations as major activities (in their institutions) ."

Exceptions to the rule were a hard core of state universities in the Mid-west whose station managers comprised the leadership in the National
Association of Educational Broadcasters, which later spearheaded theeffort to reserve television channels for education. One of these institu-tions, Ohio State University, sponsor of the annual International Institute
for Education by Radio, founded in 1930 by Dr. W. W. Charters, Directorof the O.S.U. Bureau of Educational Research, provided throughout theselean years the platform where hundreds of educational broadcasters met todiscuss the issues in broadcasting, to refine their concepts of radio's rolein education, to begin plans for televised education, and to continue theirstruggle for a place in the sun. Here were conceived and argued the twodiffering but inextricably related concepts of the broadcaster and his rolein education: (1) broadcasting as an instrument of general culture pro-viding an alternative national program service for the mature adult andthe out-of-school child; and (2) broadcasting as a systematized and some-times total tool of formal education. These were the concepts which, in

differing forms, were to be argued for the next two decades.
A list of educators, civic leaders, educational broadcasters, and organi-

zations almost too numerous to mention helped to sustain these effortstoward the development of responsible broadcasting, to develop what somecalled "serious radio," and ascertain the specialized applications of thismedium to the needs of formal education. The Payne Fund, the Rocke-
feller Foundation, the National Committee on Education by Radio, the
Association for Education by Radio, the Land Grant College Association,
the U.S. Office of Education, and some members of the Federal Communi-
cations Commission itself were consistently involved in the pursuit of thesegoals; the roster would include every member and officer of the National
Association of Educational Broadcasters, and finally, the Institute for Ed-ucation by Radio provided the continuum and the forum which neverallowed these issues to be dismissed. Even during World War II, whenmost of these efforts came to a halt, the Institute continued its annual meet-ings in Columbus, Ohio.

With the end of the conflict and the emergence of FM, a new electronic
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process devised by Major E. H. Armstrong for broadcasting sound, educa-
tional broadcasting underwent a rebirth and in the words of Dr. Charles
Siepmann had its "second chance."

The U.S. Office of Education, the National Association of Educational
Broadcasters, and the other national educational groups, encouraged by
the Federal Communications Commission, successfully petitioned for edu-
cational reservations in the new FM spectrum, thus achieving a preceden-
tial decision which established the right of education to its fair share of
U.S. broadcasting frequencies.

In 1948 the National Association of Educational Broadcasters retained
Cohn and Marks as its Washington, D.C. legal representatives, saw its
membership grow to 95 educational institutions with 50 stations in 31
states, and embarked on a preliminary exploration of television in edu-
cation.

By 1948 the Federal Communications Commission had licensed 1,761
AM (standard broadcast) stations, 290 FM (frequency modulation) sta-
tions, and issued 134 authorizations for standard television stations. Of
these, seven were licensed to operate, 33 were actually in operation pend-
ing final licensing, and two experimental stations were operating com-
mercially under special permission. Television receiving sets were being
produced at the rate of 58,000 per month.

New applications for television stations had begun to flood the Com-
nf:ssion. It soon became apparent that the original allocation plan for tele-
vision would not serve the demand. Consequently, the Commission held
preliminary hearings to begin development of a new nation-wide television
allocation plan. While some educators hoped this plan would reserve chan-
nels for educational use, the Commission clearly gave no evidence of such
intentions. Meanwhile the vast majority of American educators had ex-
pressed little interest or concern about this new electronic medium.

Concerned at this apathy in American education, the National Associ-
ation of Educational Broadcasters called a special "caucus" at the 1948

meeting of the Institute for Education by Radio and heard C. M. Jansky
propose a plan for educational reservations in the Ultra High Frequency
(UHF) spectrum, an unoccupied area of the electronic spectrum, which
might serve as a "hedge" for the predictable but still unfelt needs of most
of American education.

If an observer were to try to define a single time and place where the
educational broadcasting movement finally "found" itself, the year would
be 1949 and the site, Allerton House, the University of Illinois continuing
education center. Dr. Wilbur Schramm, dean of the university communi-
cations division, a long-time observer and constructive analyst of "serious
broadcasting," concluded that educational broadcasting had reached a
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critical stage in its development; decisions made now would probably de-

termine its pattern of success or failure for the next two decades.
Schramm, enlisting the aid of the Rockefeller Foundation and the sup-

port of Dr. George Stoddard, university president (later to become chair-

man of the board of the National Educational Television and Radio Cen-

ter), brought together 30 educational broadcasters from Canada, Great
Britain, and the United States. Here, finally, these men began to develop

a real synthesis of purpose and to spell out a practical working philosophy

which could be widely understood and supported. Here, too, many of the

individuals who subsequently fought for educational television channel

reservations and became key figures in the educational television move-
ment, met each other for the first time. The functional plans for a nation-

wide educational radio broadcasting network were developed at this semi-

nar, and later these same concepts provided the basis for a nation-wide
educational television network and program center.

Meanwhile the Federal Communications Commission had released the

long-awaited plan for a new nation-wide television allocation system, a pro-

posal which, as had been expected, made no prevision for educational
needs. The Commission then imposed a "freeze" on any additional tele-
vision station construction pending completion of hearings on the new
allocations plan and issuance of a final allocations order and report. In
1950 there were 108 television stations in the United States, only one of

which, WOI-TV at Iowa State College, was licensed to an educational

institution.
The only dissenting opinion in the Commission's proposed allocations

plan was voiced by Commissioner Freda Hennock. In a history-making
plea for the reservation of television channels to meet the present and fu-

ture needs of education, Commissioner Hennock provided the legal and
moral platform on which the educational establishment was subsequently

to act; she also became the "mother protector" image of the educational
television movement, perhaps its most widely known advocate and an effec-

tive champion of almost fanatic zeal. Typically through her efforts, the
American Association of Mayors became interested in educational televi-

sion as an important factor in the late emergence of educational television

stations many communities.
The Commission, having heard testimony in support of its new alloca-

tions plan, then established a late summer deadline for the filing of protest

petitions. Unhappily, the date coincided with the time when activity in

most educational institutions is at its lowest ebb and when most educational

administrators are vacationing. However, Cohn and Marks, attorneys for

the National Association of Educational Broadcasters, at the request of its

president, immediately filed a petition asking for permanent educational
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reservations in the Ultra High Frequency (UHF) television spectrum, a
position promptly supported by co-filings from the Association of Land
Grant Colleges and Universities, the Association of State University Presi-
dents, and by the National University.Extension Association. Ohio State
University's president, Howard Bevis, and Dr. I. Keith Tyler, alerted by
the National Association of Educational Broadcasters, worked rapidly and
undtragreat difficulty to secure these supporting petitions in time to meet
the Commission deadline.

In late 1949 efforts to reserve television channels for education were
finally achieving substantial momentum. The United States Office of Edu-
cation had filed its own petition with the Federal Communications Com-
mission asking that Very High Frequency (VHF) as well as Ultra High
Frequency (UHF) channels be reserved for education, and the National
Education Association joined in this plea. The issues now were no longer
hypothetical ones. Exploitation of the UHF band in an indefinite television
future was one thing. Actual and immediate designation of commercially
valuable VHF channels for educational use was quite another, and a kind
of structured opposition from some areas of the commercial broadcasting
industry began to develop.

By 1950 there were a number of supporting national educational groups
preparing petitions for educational television reservations. Some of these
statements were contradictory in terms of goals and procedures. The dif-
ferences were sharp enough in some cases so that their public voicing might
well have negated a common educational effort. One group, for instance,
held out for nonprofit educational television; another for noncommercial
educational television; and some for both. In October the president of the
National Association of Educational Broadcasters and Dr. Franklin Dun-
ham, Radio Chief of the U.S. Office of Education, called a joint meeting
which succeeded in reconciling these differences and resulted in the forma-
tion of the ad hoc Joint Committee on Educational Television, subsequently
to be formalized under the auspices of the American Council on Education.
The group voted unanimously to petition the Federal Communications
Commission for an educational television reservation plan based upon the
concept of nonprofit as well as noncommercial educational television broad-
casting stations. Ultimately this point of view was overruled by Telford
Taylor, special attorney for the Joint Committee on Educational Television,
who with Commissioner Hennock, shared the belief that any "nonprofit"
concept would "muddy" education's appeal before the Commission and
complicate educational television's future relations with business, indus-
try, labor, and philanthropic foundations.

Proponents of the "nonprofit" plan believed that many sparsely popu-
lated areas of the country offered at best only marginal commercial oppor-
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tunities to prospective commercial television applicants. Yet, here in many
cases lay the area of greatest need for television service, both educational
and commercial. If the nonprofit concept were to be accepted, responsible
licensees such as municipalities or 'educational institutions (who might
thus write off part of their operating expenses) could be encouraged to
build stations whose primary goal was public service. However, the con-
cent of the "noncommercial" educational station was presented in the
Commission hearings as the only alternative.

Throughout 1950 and early 1951 these various educational groups
focused their attention on problems of finance and strategy. The National
Association of Educational Broadcasters led by George Probst, Director
of the University of Chicago "NBC Round Table," and Seymour Siegel,
Director of WNYC and the Municipal Broadcasting System in New York
City, began a national fund-raising campaign. These men, the WOI-TV
director, the WGBH director, and the NAEB officers, held conversations
with C. Scott Fletcher, president of the newly created Fund for Adult Edu-
cation, an independent organization established by the Ford Foundation.
Fletcher and the Fund, keenly aware from the outset of the educational
potentials of radio and television, immediately saw six areas of desirable
supporting activity which could forward and sustain this endeavor: (1)
establishment of a permanent agency such as the Joint Council on Educa-
tional Television in Washington to represent education before the Federal
Communications Commission; (2) a series of research studies to monitor
existing programs on commercial television collecting data for Federal
Communications Commission hearings; ( 3) special subsidized program-
ming for the NAEB radio network to demonstrate the quality levels pos-
sible in properly financed educational productions; (4) supported pro-
gram experimentation at WOI-TV to create new television program formats
and develop syndication practices for any national educational television
network which might ultimately emerge; (5) a national citizen's commit-
tee which would tap business, labor, industrial, and civic leadership; and
(6) a national educational television network.

During 1951 and 1952 an almost dizzying series of events took place.
The Fund for Adult Education provided interim and then full-scale sup-
port to the Joint Committee on Educational Televisionnow formally organ-
ized under the American Council on Education. The Federal Communica-
tions Commission announced hearings on a new allocation plan which
would assign 209 Ultra High Frequency and Very High Frequency chan-
nels for educational use, a signal for the Joint Committee on Educational
Television to launch a full-scale offensive. The National Association of
Educational Broadcasters, through the Lowell Institute, received Fund for
Adult Education support for a massive radio program production and
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study grant which was supervised by William Harley of WHA. The associ-
ation also undertook a national monitoring study of commercial television
program fare headed by Dr. Dallas Smythe of the University of Illinois.
WOI-TV, under another grant from the Fund for Adult Education, began
experimental educational television production for national distribution.
The National Association of Educational Broadcasters, under a grant from
the Kellogg Foundation, established a national headquarters at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, put its radio tape network on a professional basis, initi-
ated coast-to-coast educational radio programming, and began the series
of professional institutes and seminars which were to provide much of the
personnel for the new educational television development. The Joint Com-
mittee on Educational Television led by Ralph Steele, its executive secre-
tary, planned, coordinated, and conducted the presentation for the reser-
vation of television channels on behalf of the educational establishment
before the Federal Communications Commission, providing that body with
838 petitions on behalf of educational television reservations from insti-
tutions of higher education, city boards, and state departments of educa-
tion, public service and civic agencies. The American Council on Educa-
tion enlisted the support and counsel of a comprehensive cross section of
U.S. educational, business, communications, and governmental leadership
in the precedent-making "Educational Television Programs Institute" held
at the University of Pennsylvania. The National Citizens Committee on
Educational Television, headed by Robert Mullen, its executive secretary,
representing more than 100 leaders from business, industry, and labor, was
established in Washington, D.C., and a new educational television network
program facility, "the fourth network," titled the National Educational
Television and Radio Center, was legally incorporated in the State of Illi-
nois, both under grants from the Fund for Adult Education.

High point of 1952 occurred when the Federal Communications Com-
mission issued its Sixth Report and Order which reserved for the educa-
tional establishment a total of 242 television channels (80 Very High Fre-
quency and 162 Ultra High Frequency ). Shortly thereafter, Kansas State
College became the first institution to apply for an educational noncom-
mercial station and in 1953, KUHT at the University of Houston began
telecasting programs (1) for the adult and out-of-school child, and (2 )
programmed instruction for students registered at the university.

All of these events marked the beginning of a new era in American
education. The FCC had finally established a new nation-wide television
allocation plan; created a new kind of broadcast entity, the "noncommer-
cial educational television station"; and reserved 242 channels (now in-
creased to 267) for exclusive noncommercial educational use by schools,
colleges, universities, and nonprofit educational television corporations.
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The Commission had insured the development of special cultural and edu-
cational television services throughout the nation in an action as signifi-
cant and far-reaching in its implications as the Morrill Act of 1862 which
created the Land Grant College system in the United States.

These decisions by the Commission represented the culmination of an
organized effort by citizens and educators, begun more than three decades
before. These groups had now staked out a permanent educational claim
in a new medium which they repeatedly called "the most important
invention since printing," and which, Dr. George Stoddard, Chancellor
of New York University, describing the educational television move-
ment, defined as "a new social institution, not a supplement to existing
institutions."

In 1961 the multiplicity of purposes, activities and differing types of
technical installations which the term "educational television" served to
describe, did not lend itself to easy generalization.

Education is a complex of processes and purposes. Television is a
technical facility with the capacity to transmit sound and sight images.
It may be used by many elements of education for a variety of purposes
whose requirements may and do differ greatly.

At first, this new term meant broadcasting. Its focus was the educa-
tional television station and its purpose to provide an alternative national
television program service characterized by its attention to news, informa-
tion, public affairs, general education, and cultural entertainment. It was
conceived within the framework of public as well as educational policy.
It was to be directed to a free-choice audience of mature adults and out-
of-school children. The vision and the financial support of the Fund for
Adult Education made possible the organizational structures, the facilities,
and the personnel whose joint efforts had made the first stages of this con-
cept a reality by 1955.

The "broadcast development" in turn provided the basis for the whole
"instructional television" development which the Fund for the Advance-
ment of Education, a separate but related agency of the Ford Foundation,
beginning in 1955 so significantly pioneered by underwriting experiments
and demonstrations in the systematic and regular use of television as part
of the daily instruction in schools and colleges. More than 50 colleges and
universities, 250 school systems, and better than 300,000 stadents have
been involved in these studies, studies which have consistently demon-
strated television's formal teaching potential.

Educational television's potential benefits to U.S. citizens are almost
immeasurable. They could now be viewed in terms of alternative program
choice, opportunities for formal and informal adult education, out-of-
school children's programming, as a method of meeting the new quality
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and quantity needs of schools and colleges in terms of formal instruction.
This whole development had coincided with American education's crisis
in a dramatically fortuitous way.

The problem no longer is whether to use ETV as a teaching instrument.
The new questions are rather "where" and "when," "for whom" and "how
often," and "in what context."

The total educational television effort had dramatized and spotlighted
many of education's problem areas in a variety of ways other than its broad-
cast uses. In one way or another, educational television had involved the
whole educational establishment, had made television a major considera-
tion in education's future planning, whether the educational television
station was to become its focus or not.

The total educational television movementits broadcast aspects, the
point-to-point development and the special applications of television in
educationbegan to emerge just as the first effects of rapid U.S. popula-
tion growth were making themselves felt.

If some population experts are correct in their projectionsgiven no
atomic war, a constant birth rate, and the maintenance of present living
standardsthe next 40 years will see an increase in the number of people
and their wants and needs which can literally overwhelm the resources and
facilities in all areas of endeavoreducational and otherwise.

Existing demands will be multiplied by the sheer weight of human
numbers and new demands in every field of need and endeavor will appear.
A labor force, whose numbers are limited and whose ranks include the
professor, will have to employ every resource of technology to amplify,
multiply, and distribute its effort if the present standards of living and edu-
cation are maintained, to say nothing of meeting the new demands.

In a society whose future depends not only upon an increase in the
supply, but in a fundamental upgrading of its scientists and engineers
a society which must somehow secure from the arts and humanities a type
of leadership which could make technology a means to an end instead of
an end in itselfthe agencies of education face their most basic challenge.
These concerns are basic in the mind of every educator who has seriously
examined educational television in any of its several rolesthe inexorable
need to step up quantity, the even more fundamental need to improve
quality in education. In the search for solutions to these problems, televi-
sion clearly has great potential and the search in 1961 is well under way.



A NOTE ON ETV AUDIENCES

By Wilbur Schramm
Dr. Schramm is Director, institute for Communication itosoarch, Stanford Uni.veiny.

THIS IS AN INTERIM REPORT on the NETRC study of educa-
tional television audiences.

During the course of this research, six audiences were sampled andstudied closely. These included (a) the audience of a state ETV network
whose three stations cover most of the state; (b) the audiences of two well-
established community-owned ETV stations; (c) the audiences of two uni-
versity-owned ETV stations, one station broadcasting on VHF, the other
on UHF in a community where all the commercial stations are on VHF;and (d) the audience of a school board-operated ETV station. These rep-resent all the distinctive types of educational television station, and are
spaced widely around the country.

In addition to these, studies have been made, within the last year, ofthe Boston ETV audience (by Pool and Adler), the Minneapolis audience(by Carter and Troldahl), and the Champaign-Urbana audience (by Par-ker ). All three of these used the same measure of "regular" viewing asdid the NETRC study, and much the same sampling procedure. Thus, inaddition to six communities (and eight stations) in the NETRC survey wehave three more communities where the audiences were measured aboutthe same time and in about the same way, for comparison. These repre-sent about 20 percent of all existing educational television stations in theUnited States.

How were the studies made?
In each case, the studies were made in about the same way. A largesample of telephone homes in the viewing area was drawn by random meth-

ods from available telephone lists. Relatively brief interviews were con-ducted by telephone with individuals at all these numbers that could be
reached. These interviews served to establish how much use the individual
makes of the educational station, how much use of television generally,
and enough about his characteristics to test a series of hypotheses about

346
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viewers of ETV forming a more highly educated, publicly more active,

culturally more advanced, group. From these telephone lists, subsamples

were then drawn at random of about 300 viewers and 100 non-viewers, and

these individuals were interviewed in their homes. The purpose of the

home interview (which lasted nearly an hour) was to find out more in

detail the pattern of listening to ETV, to find out in depth what the station

means to its viewers, and, so far as possible, why they view it and in gen-

eral to ascertain how people relate themselves to educational television and

how fully it meets different needs.
The telephone interviews, then, served as a gross measure of audience

size and a rough test of some of the main hypotheses about the nature of

the audience. The home interview was a study of the audience in greater

depth.

How large are the ETV audiences?

Three well-established and skillfully programmed community-owned

stations in this country have shown they can attract nearly one out of four

adults in their viewing areas to tune in once or oftener each week. The

definition of a "regular" viewer used in these studies is an individual who

views at least once a week and can remember a program to prove it. These

three stationsand I think they will not be offended if their identities are

revealedare San Francisco (KQED ) , Pittsburgh (WQED), and Boston

(WGBH). So far as we know, these are the largest ETV audiences. The

other stations in our study draw from 3 to 15 percent, as this table shows:

Station Ownership Site Band

Viewers
NRegular Occasional Nonviewers

(Percent) (Percent) (Percent)

A Community Large city VHF 24.0 39.8 36.1 1,749

B Community Large city VHF 24.0 37.6 38.4 4,187

C Community Large city VHF 20.9 31.3 47.8 9,140

D University Small city VHF 15.4 29.2 55.4 1,204

E Schooiboard City VHF 13.3 32.1 54.6 3,280

F State State network VHF 10.5 28.6 60.9 4,773

(three stations)
Community City VHF 9.7 3,157

H University City VHF 9.4 37.0 53.6 3,290

I University City UHF 2.3 10.9 86.8 1,930

The audiences vary greatly. If it were possible to imagine an "average"

ETV audience, on the basis of these figures, we should have to think of a

community in which about 15 percent of the adults view the station at least

once a week, and another 30 or 35 percent view it less often. Half the

potential audience is untouched.

770-244 0-65-24
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But there is no average audience. Audiences vary greatly with the kind
of programs and with the educational and cultural level of the community.
It may be that the community-owned stations, being dependent on broad
support, learn to program for larger audiences. Stations A, B, and C, in
the table, are much older than Station G, and have had longer to learn
their programming job. On the other hand, Station I has the unenviable
task of broadcasting UHF educational programs in a community where all
the commercial stations are broadcasting on VHF. Only about 15 percent
of sets in this community are equipped to receive UHF. Even so, the regu-
lar viewers who do stick with Station I on UHF are extraordinarily faithful
and interested, and actually spend more time on ETV than the regular
viewers of any other stations in our list.

Are ETV audiences changing in size?

In every case where we have an earlier study made in a way that is at
all comparable with these late studies, we find that the audiences are grow-
ing. On Station B, for example, we have four previous measures. On Sta-
tion E we have a study made a little less than three years ago. The best
inference to be drawn is that the audience of E has nearly doubled in that
period, and the audience of B has increased more than 50 percent.

How much do viewers view?

On the average, regular viewers view three or four programs a week.
They tend to be extremely selectiveto know when a program they want
is scheduled, to turn to it, and then to turn off the set. Comparatively
seldom do they see even two ETV programs in succession, and almost never
do they tune in the ETV station and "let it run," behavior which is more
common in commercial television viewers.

In time, they average between one and one-half and two hours a week
on ETV, as this tabulation indicates:

Regular Viewers Occasional Viewers

M F M F
Station A 1:13 1:59 :43 :39
Station B 1:49 2:13 :34 :39
Station F 1:07 1:20 :20 :21
Station H .. 1:39 1:39 :28 :24
Station I 2:59 3:15 :34 :37

It will be noted that the UHF viewers (Station I), few though they are,
give more time than VHF viewers to their educational station. Apparently
only the truly interested viewers are motivated enough to view regularly
on UHF.
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Analysis of the data has not proceeded far enough to permit the mak-
ing of program ratings, but some idea of what these are can be drawn from
preliminary figures on Station E. These are percentages of regular viewers
who saw each of these programs on the ETV station during a test week:

Program Men Women

Ragtime Era 32.1 28.2
Open End 35.7 21.8
Redman's America .. 19.6 11.5
Decision 16.1 10.3
Your Income Tax 10.7 15.4
Spanish (Monday night) * 10.7 15.4
Invitation to Art 8.9 11.1
Challenge 5.4 14.1
Written Word 10.7 6.5
Eastern Wisdom 12.5 5.1

Now these are not precisely program ratings; they are percentages of the
13.3 percent of adults in the station area who regularly view the station.
Thus, if Ragtime Era reaches about 30 percent of these regular viewers,
it must have a program rating in that community of about 4. This is good
for educational programs, especially when one considers that some addi-
tional viewers, outside the regular list, may also have been drawn to it.
Commercial audience surveys have several times shown programs like
Open End achieving a program rating of about 10 on certain educational
stations. But most of the programs on the list just given would appear to
have a program rating between 1 and 2, and most studies have found that
a rating of 1 is about par for an educational program.

The important aspect of these figures is that some educational programs
do far better than par. As the resources and skills of educational stations
grow, it should be possible to break par oftener.

What kind of audiences has ETV?

All kinds of people are in the ETV audience, but the group is heavily
skewed toward more highly educated people; people who go to lectures,
concerts, and meetings; people who read books; people who are politically
active and tend to be opinion leadersin other words, a cultured, active,
and probably influential audience. Here are a few illustrative figures:

This audience is larger than for other grade school televised classes because a number of par.
eats are cooperating with a DenverStanford experiment that requires them to view, with their chil
dren, an evening repeat of the day's class,
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(Percent)
Have some college
education

Regular Viewers Occasional Viewers Non-Viewers

M F
(Percent)

M F
(Percent) (Percent)

M F
(Percent) (Percent)

Station B 63.6 63.7 44.9 40.9 28.3 20.2
Station F 49.6 60.8 31.9 26.0 16.0 13.5
Station H 65.3 58.0 50.2 45.4 38.2 27.0

Have read how many
books "since last sum-
mer"?

Station B 5.6 9.0 3.6 4.5 2.0 2..1
Station F 5.1 3.8 1.7 1.6. 0 0
Station H 5.7 4.4 2.5 2.6 1.7 1.3

How many magazines
read regularly?

Station B 3.3 3.2 2.9 2.6 .6 .9
Station F 3.5 3.3 2.3 2.5 1.6 1.5
Station H 4.0 3.9 2.9 3.4 2.6 2.6

Have attended concerts
this year

Station B 27.6 30.9 20.4 20.5 13.5 10.4
Station F 17.6 20.2 13.3 12.2 7.7 10.5
Station H 28.1 34.5 17.2 22.4 8.9 9.9

Have attended lectures
this year

Station B 33.8 32.8 22.5 18.2 15.5
Station F 34.0 25.7 20.9 13.3 8.3 9.3
Station H 41.3 26.9 18.4 16.3 13.1 8.8

Have attended discussion
group or evening course
this year

Station B 28.5 30.9 16.4 27.3 10.8 9.9
Station F 30.1 26.4 20.6 16.9 11.7 8.4
Station H 28.1 29.4 18.4 17.5 11.5 8.0

Have attended civic
meeting this year

Station B 34.2 39.7 22.5 15.9 24.3 18.9
Station F 56.2 49.8 40.2 41.8 33.8 32.2
Station H 39.7 43.7 28.0 28.8 21.5 18.7
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In some places this pattern is seen in an extreme variant. For example,
in the case of Station D, which is in a small university city, half the viewers
were professional people, and one quarter of the viewers were professors
or in the families of professors. It would have been interesting to carry
that study beyond the borders of the city, to see what kind of audience the
station attracts in a region where there are fewer professors. But on the
other hand, every audience has deviants. Every ETV audience includes a
number of persons with so little education that one wouldn't expect to find
them there. Every ETV community contains a number of highly educated
persons who don't view ETV and some who are not only highly educated
but also go to concerts, read books, and are politically activeand still
don't view ETV. These deviant groups are being intensively studied at
this moment, and a report on them will come later.

One interesting deviant group is in the male audience of Station A.
The female audience of that station fits the typical patternhigh education,
cultural and public affairs interest, and so forthbut the male regular
viewers are actually lower in education than the male occasional viewers
or non-viewers. This is apparently because Station A did an excellent and
intensive job of putting university and professional athletics on the air.
This attracted male viewers who otherwise would not have been in the
ETV audience, but made little difference in the female audience. Now the
interesting thing to find out is whether these male viewers have learned to
like other ETV programs besides athletics.

It is worth noting that families with grade school children are more
likely to be in the audience than families with either younger or older
children. Knowing that children in a given family tend to view ETV if
parents do, and vice versa, we can guess that ETV is doing its best job
for children of grade school age.

One more detail: Viewers of ETV are likely to spend less total time on
television than are non-viewers. Therefore, ETV is usually substituted for,
not added on, commercial TV time.

Why do they view?

One of the main questions being analyzed at the moment is the motiva-
tion for viewing ETV, and the gratifications that result from viewing it.
Undoubtedly there are a number of different patterns of motivation and
gratification involved. In the audience are doubtless some refugees from
the parts of commercial television they don't like, some seekers after self-
improvement, some intellectually curious persons, some aesthetically hun-
gry persons, and so forth. It will be possible to tell more about these pat-
terns shortly.
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Meantime, however, it has become clear that ETV does look quitedifferent to its regular viewers from the way it looks to others. And com-mercial TV looks different through the eyes of people who also view ETV.
Here are two examples, from semantic differential tests:

Said ETV is fun CTV is fun.
(Percent) (Percent)Viewers of ETV 43 32Non-viewers of ETV 11 65

The same reversal will be seen in the responses to questions as to how satis-fying the two kinds of TV are:
Said ETV is satisfying

(Percent)
Vi?wers of ETV 84
Non-vinvers of ETV 23

CTV is satisfying

(Percent)
30
52

Here is a table raz de up from free responses to the question of whatviewers think are the reasons why the persons they know are attracted toETV. Asking the question in this way is likely to bring out a less self-conscious and less biased answer than asking viewers why they view
Rank Order of This Reason
Amo Is Viewers of Station
B F H

General self-improvement: intellectual curiosity, the
wish to learn and to consider ideas in general, ratherthan learning a particular skill 1 1 1Specific self-improvement: the wish to learn a particu-lar skill or craft that will be useful 3 2 2Enjoying the programsnot self-improvement, but en-joyment 2 4 4Reaction against commercial TV against violence,
commercials, and so forth . 4 5 3Wish to get something good for children on TV 5 3 5

Of course, these are very general statements, and we shall know much
more about them when the analysis let complete. Yet there is a generaltrend in the answers, and it fits with what we know of the audience in other
ways. ETV tends to attract all these kinds of people, and for all these andother reasons.

Why is it that non-viewers don't watch? We asked viewers why theythought those among their acquaintances who were non-viewers did notview. The answers, like those just given, require a great deal of furtherstudy and interpretation, but they are also interesting and, for the most,
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logical and convincing. The reason most often heard is that people are
accustomed to thinking of the TV set as a source of entertainment; they are
in the habit of using it that way, and don't like to "shift gears" and use it
for learning, which weans work rather than entertainment. The second
and third reasons Arere about tied. One was that some people just don't
know enough duJut ETV; it isn't advertised enough; people aren't exposed
to it on all sides as they are to commercial TV. The other was that some
people just don't like ETV programs; they feel these programs are some-
times dull, and sometimes not quite professional quality as they are used
to seeing it in commercial TV, and sometimes require a degree of effort
that is out of proportion to their rewards. A fourth reason given is related
to what has just been said: that some people are a bit lazy about tackling
education on the air.

Let me hasten to say that no one is so naïve as to think that these stated
reasons are necessarily the real or complete reasons. But they give some
of the flavor of the extraordinarily rich material which is now being ana-
lyzed, and which, we hope, will allow us to describe and understand edu-
cational television's audience more fully and deeply than ever before.



EDUCATIONAL RADIO: ITS PAST AND ITS FUTURE

By Harry J. Skornia
Formerly president of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters,Dr. Skornia is now a professor, teaching radio and television, in the Collegeof Journalism and Communications at the University of Illinois. He was askedto write about the lessons to be learned from the history of educational radio,and the probable future importance of educational radio in the period wheneducational television is looming so large.

IN ALL TOO MANY TREATMENTS of educational media andmethods these days, educational radio is mentioned in a postscript or minorposition. The present writer believes that as solid a record of accomplish-ment as that of educational radio over the past 40 years needs no apology.The present treatment therefore will likely disappoint all who expect adefense or apologia for radio as an instrument of education.In view of what already available evidence proves that radio can doin many cases better, in other cases only more economically and fasterthan other media, we believe that radio is one of the most important weap-ons in our arsenal for the combating of ignorance. This belief applies bothto the United States and to the the world situation. It is my honest belief,for instance, that we are not getting the best possible mileage and serviceout of the combinations of media now available to us; and that television,especially, but in some cases other media as well, is frequently being wastedon things which radio can do better.
We shall laterhave occasion to examine in greater detail radio's supple-mentary or "team" roleits use with all other media, and with teach-ing machines. At present, however, it is sufficient to stress that, althoughwords, pictures, print, and other symbols are all essentially media of com-munications, they are not interchangeable. When they are substituted,one for another, significant changes occur in results and products. Re-search is only now awakening to the need for studies into the unique biasesand roles of the various media in anything like an adequate approach tothe real meanings to our society of these media. We have come a consider-able distance since we believed that we had nothing to worry about frommedia except content.

In the United States we have too often, I fear, come to consider twovery different factors or characteristics as if they were the same. I refer,

354
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of course, to quantity and quality. The "best" program on television
even by many educational broadcasters' standards, I fearhas come to
be considered the one that attracts the largest audience. The presence of
a host of "stars" on a program makes it a "better" programi.e., one of
better "quality" than a simple program with few or no celebrities. A
"showman" is "better" than a professor. By these standards a full or
crowded screen or lots of movement or action is "better" than the simple,
the stark, or the modest; the fast is better than the slow, etc.

Equally relevant here is the conviction that seems to prevail in educa-
tion as well as in commerce that communication through more than one
sense is "better" than that exercised through only one sense. Seeing a news-
man read the news is preferred by many to merely hearing him read it.
Generally, because it is more attracting or "entertaining," even educators
are likely to fall into the cliche that television is "better" in such a case,
that they "get more out of it." The possibility that television may in fact
be poorer or less effective, depending of course on what you want done,
is rarely heard or hazarded. To pursue this point a bit farther, sound film
is generally simply accepted as "better" than silent film or slides; color
than black and white; a globe than a flat map, etc.

In such cases we may be confusing attraction and interest with impact.
For interest and attraction are not necessarily related in any direct way
to learningwhich is the use we are interested in. As the editors of the
Yearbook of Education (1) point out: "This is no doubt correct with re-
gard to casual observers and more or less passive spectators. Yet doubts
remain. Simply to add further stimuli not relevant to the message being
transmitted may seriously interfere with interpretation and understanding.
A moving film of a steam engine is not necessarily improved, as a teaching
aid, when the sound of whistles and the clang of piston rods is added. While
granting that television is more attractive to audiences than sound-radio,
we must not assume that it is always to be preferred in the classroom."

A shotgun may be better for certain uses than a rifle. But we often
may not want that many pellets in the game.

Some media may widen the perspective like a wide-angle lens, when
what is needed is to pinpoint one aspect or factor or quality, or at least one
of them at a time. For certain jobs a nail is better than a knife, besides
being more economical. Dispersal rather than concentration sometimes
characterizes multi-sensory effectswhereas education requires concen-
tration and focusing more often than not. We often forget this, since enter-
tainment often gains by the vagueness that broad shots can so well provide.

Someone in the commercial broadcast industry once said that in radio
we have "a rifle for shooting down large minorities." While I do not like
the rather ruthless businesslike concept, it is true that radio does help
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education over the one big hurdle it has in the use of what have been all
too readily labeled "mass" mediathe need for individual listening andattention which genuine education always requires.

In recent years, in fact, radio has tended to become a medium listened
to by one person per set, on an individual basis. It has moved out of the
living room in which social "dispersal" often prevails, to the bedroom, the
kitchen, and the study where people, alone, are likely to be in a more "con-
centrating" mood. In this respect it is closer to reading or the teachingmachine than any of the other media currently in use. In this respect,
therefore, radio is inan almost ideal position to attract and serve individual
interest groups which education everywhere must always identify and rec-ognize, since "mass education" is in many senses a contradiction in terms.Otto Neurath, the distinguished Austrian scholar, once said that "the
best teacher is he who is best at leaving out." In this sense, the various
media need to be examined with regard to the extent to which they do what
is required, without doing so much more than is needed that they erasewhat was accomplished--or doing what the student himself must do if
learning instead of merely exposure is to take place.

For the first 20 or so years, as several scholars have observed, the
phonograph was dedicated to bell-ringers, musical saws, the dialogues of
comedians, etc. It is not altogether certain that television and radio maynot still be at that stage. Certainly radio has not yet even begun to provide
that service to education of which it is capable. Significant breakthroughs
undoubtedly still lie ahead in the uses of radio as well as those of the other
media now available to education. In several respects the nature of these
breakthroughs is being suggested by uses being made of radio abroad moreclearly and imaginatively than in the United States. The uses of the elec-tronic media in newly emerging countries without the fulcrum of literacy
which is available in most Western nations reveals the promise of radio
in ways which the United States has all too superficially explored and fre-quently dismissed.

Before we turn to some of these uses of radio, on behalf of education
in other nations, however, let us take a brief backward look at the historyof educational radio in the United States.

Historical background, United States educational radio
The first educational radio station in the United States, WHA, theUniversity of Wisconsin, began a regular broadcast service on or aboutJanuary 3, 1921, followingsome two years of operation on an experimental

basis. During the next four years 175 licenses were issued for other so-called "educational" radio stations. Most of these licenses were issued tothe engineering departments of schools of various types, or to speech,
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English, or other departments, indicating a "blind man and the elephant"

concept of the role of this new medium and its place in the educational

institution.
By 1926 nearly half of these stations had disappeared with hardly a

trace. During the 15-year period from 1921 to 1936, according to Harold

E. Hill's NationalAssociation of Educational Broadcasters: A History (2)

and S. E. Frost's Education's Own Stations (3) , a total of 202 broadcast

licenses were issued to educational institutions. One hundred sixty-four

of these were revoked or allowed to expire during this period, leaving only

38 licensed stations of this type by January 1, 1937.

Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover held Annual Radio Confer-

ences throughout the early twenties from 1922 through 1925. At the

Fourth Annual Radio Conference, in 1925, the decimated group of edu-

cational broadcasters, finding little support and sympathy at the hands of

either the government, the press, their commercial brethren, or educational

administrators, banded together into a mutual protective association called

the Association of College and University Broadcasting Stations (ACUBS ).

This organization in 1934 changed its name to the National Association of

Educational Broadcasters, hereafter referred to as the NAEB.

In the bitter struggle for available frequencies in the twenties and thir-

ties, educational radio found it had some friends in Congress, a few in

education, but almost none in the industry or the regulatory agencies in-

volved, which were already then taking on the coloration of the industry

regulated. Hill's study quotes Paul Segal of WOW, Omaha, opposing

the application of WCAJ, of Nebraska Wesleyan, which was successfully

crushed out of existence: "Our contention is that as a matter of principle

educational programs should be given by stations having regular listening

audiences ---WOW desires to take the responsibility of rendering this serv-

ice to the public." (4)
The magazine Radio Guide of those days declared, regarding the di-

rection of Congress in the 1934 Communications Act, requesting the newly

created FCC to study the feasibility of setting aside specific frequencies

for education, in its editorial of September 15, 1934: "Americans do not

want education thrust down their throats or into their ears. You can't force

education on a nation. There are types of educational programs to which

the public does respond, and these programs are available today. The

National Broadcasting Company devotes more than 20 percent of its time

to highly educational features. The Columbia Broadcasting System runs a

little higher." (5 )
Broadcasting magazine was generally inclined to question the need for

separate frequencies for education and particularly to question the mo-

tives of educational broadcasters. The same was true of the National
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Association of Broadcasters (NAB) which on more than one occasion
took positions which could hardly be called friendly to education.

As education was moved from one untenable position and from one
undeveloped portion of the spectrum to the other, and as more stations
were forced out of existence by the costs of litigation and other obstacles,Dean A. M. Harding of the Extension Division of the University of Ar-kansas declared: "The men [of the FRC, predecessor of the FCC] merely
cut off the arms, legs, and head of an educational station and then allow it todie a natural death." (6) He was referring to what appeared to many edu-cational station operators as repeated evidences of discrimination againstthem. In reply to repeated suggestions by Congress for reservations onbehalf of educationfrom a bill by Senator Simeon Fess of Ohio in 1931which proposed to reserve 15 percent of all channels for education throughthe years until 1938 when the first (UHF and therefore not "regular" or"standard") frequencies were finally set aside for education in what waslater to be the FM band, the FRC, the FCC, and the industry providedlittle encouragement or help for education in the use of the electronic

media. Commerce, "free enterprise," freedom from regulation, and free-dom from government activity in education characterized this period, andthere were few inclined to challenge the belief that the use made of radioby commerce was a proper use, if not indeed the only thinkable use.Had leading educators of the United States in greater numbers calledfor such reservations, or themselves been more enthusiastic about radioin education, this situation undoubtedly would have been different. It istherefore difficult to condemn opponents of educational reservations with-out at the same time regretting the absence of more voices within educa-tion itself on their behalf.
Fortunately there were a few who were concerned and who spoke up.In 1931 the Payne Fund had made a $200,000 grant which made possible

the creation of what was to be called the National Committee on Educationby Radio (NCER) ). That educational radio, frequency reservations, andefforts on behalf of the use of these media for education continued at allwas undoubtedly due very greatly to this grant and the efforts of peopleit interested in a new aspect of education.
In March of 1940, S. Howard Evans, Executive Secretary of the NCER,declared: "Future developments in this [FM] field might make possible

an educational broadcasting chain which would lessen the burden on indi-vidual stations so that they could concentrate on quality rather than quan-tity." (7) This called to mind the earlier proposal made in Iowa City inSeptember 1935 by Dr. Arthur G. Crane (President of the University ofWyoming and Chairman of the Radio Committee of the National Asso-ciation of State Universities) for a separate, publicly owned network, to
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which 25 percent of available frequencies would be assigned. Such a net-
work would, he suggested, be operated by the federal government, which
would be advised by a system of boards made up of individuals "selected
as carefully as are judges." (8) This was the most ambitious proposal on
behalf of education and public ownership of stations in the electronic spec-
trum until Walter Lippmann, in October of 1959 in his syndicated column
called for a publicly owned federal television network. During the forties
some gains were made. Educational radio began to grow again, though
many of the new stations were still of the ten-watt FM variety, largely
student-operated.

In 1949, and 1950, thanks largely to the efforts of then Dean of Com-
munications at Illinois, Dr. Wilbur Schramm, grants to the University of
Illinois were secured from the Rockefeller Foundation to make possible
what are now referred to as the First and Second Allerton Seminars. From
these meetings of educational radio station managers and program plan-
ners emerged the philosophical and program idea bases of educational
broadcasting as we know it today and which finally began to unfold in the
1950's. For the first time a unique and distinctive role was recognized for
educational broadcast media. The first major breakthrough was near.

In quick succession other philanthropic foundations became interested,
and contributed. Nineteen hundred and fifty-one brought a quarter mil-
lion dollar grant from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation to the NAEB to make
possible the creation of a central office for the NAEB on behalf of educa-
tional broadcasting and the launching of an "educational network" by
tapethe world's first "educational" network as such. Later Kellogg
grants supported these efforts for a total of 11 years, on a declining grant
basis, as the NAEB and the network became increasingly self-supporting.

In the same year, 1951, the Fund for Adult Education provided the
first of several grants to the NAEB amounting to over a quarter of a mil-
lion dollars to develop outstanding programs for distribution by the
NAEB's tape network. The growing numbers of stations which followed
both of these grants attest to the debt owed both the Kellogg Foundation
and the Fund for Adult Education by American education. Until the Na-
tional Defense Education Act of 1958, which made some provision for
modest expenditures on radio projects, no significant grants were made
for radio after the Kellogg and FAE grants mentioned above. With the
advent of television, radio went into eclipse. In some cases the plundering
it experiencedfor budget, personnel, and ideas was total, and some sta-
tions were closed down because "radio was dead," as several television pro-
moters declared. In other cases radio merely saw itself reduced to the
barest of subsistence budgeting.

The 1950's were lean years for radio, and only with the dawning of
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the sixties did a solid resurgence of interest in radio begin to manifest
itself here and there.

Fortunately, as will be seen below, the situation was somewhat betterin various other parts of the world, to which television was to come lateror in a different form.
Without the support of the Payne Fund, the Rockefeller Foundation,the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, and the now defunct Fund for Adult Edu-

cation, which operated on funds from the Ford Foundation, there wouldtoday probably be no educational broadcasting in the United States deserv-ing of attentionif indeed there would be any at all.
With the launching of the NAEB Tape Network in 1951, and the open-ing of the NAEB's permanent offices at the University of Illinois, whichprovided generous support under Dean Schramm's direction, educationalradio was finally securely launched, with reserved frequencies, at least, inthe FM spectrum. Television frequencies were to come later; as this iswritten, efforts are still being made to secure some portion of the AM orstandard radio band on a reserved basis for radio as well.

Radio in education outside the United States
While Marconi's miracle invention was in the United States beingtaken over largely by commerce and entertainment, as if radio were by

nature solely or principally an instrument of pleasure and a tool of sales-men, other countries were having their own experiences.
In The Listening Schools, a BBC publication, K. V. Bailey quotes Mary

Somerville regarding the first broadcast she ever heard in a school: a talkon music by Sir Walford Davies. "Things happened in all of us, in thechildren, in their music-loving teacher and in me. Beauty could now(through radio) enter every home and every classroom! After the broad-
cast we made our own musicand then, far into the night, she ( the teacher)
and I talked of what this brave new medium of communication might meanto the schools." (9)

In Britain, between the first broadcast to the public in 1920 and the
granting of the BBC's first charter in 1927, radio had grown up in a quite
different way from the path it followed in America. It was, in Britain,looked upon as a public service. The famous "Kent Experiment," carriedout in 1927 and published by the Carnegie United Kingdom Trustees in1928, brought in a strong and favorable report on radio's usefulness to
educationespecially in radio's role of supplying "something that cannotbe supplied by ordinary methods." As Mr. Bailey relates: "A contribution
to the education of young children was at the beginning of the nineteen-thirties an experiment in school broadcasting. At the end of the decadeit was an achievement." (10)

L
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In 1929 the Central Council for School Broadcasting was established.School radioas an enrichment and supplement to other procedures
was a success in Britain. It has ever since continued to be widely used.

In view of interference problems which early plagued the BBC's stand-
ard broadcast outlets over which the school programs were broadcast, VHF,
the British equivalent of our FM, won early appreciation for its clarity and
freedom from interference.

Besides regular school uses of the radio in Great Britain there are others
which deserve mention. In 1939 the first programs teaching English by
radio were broadcast by the BBC. Today such broadcasts go to 61 coun-tries in 35 languages, for elementary and secondary level lessons around
the world. Today, too, quoting R. C. Steele in the 1960 Yearbook of Edu-
cation, "The BBC, which broadcasts some three million words a year tothe schools alone, must be the greatest single provider of educational ma-terial in the world." (11)

In India educational broadcasting has been practiced since 1929. Even
before the organization of All-India Radio, schools were being serviced by
radio at both the elementary and secondary levels.

To mention only a few of the more important uses outside the United
States following World War II, United States consultants urged the crea-
tion in Germany, Austria, and Japan of Schools of the Air. Many of these
were patterned on such schools of the air as those of Wisconsin and Min-
nesota. By 1948 all major German and Japanese stations were operating
such Schools of the Air. Teaching manuals and procedures were soon
appearing which in many ways excelled those of the United States. Forby this time in the United States itself, television's advent and glamour
were seriously interfering with the growth of educational radio. This prob-lem seems never to have been as serious abroad as in the United States.

One by one, increasingly distinguished uses of radio in education
appeared: in France, the Scandinavian Countries, the Low Countries,
Germany, Austria, Italy, India, Japan, Jugoslavia, and the Middle East.
As this is written, several countries which have used time on existing
broadcast systems are planning the development of separate educational
networks. Robert Lefranc, reporting on plans for France, for instance,writes: "A new national radio network is being planned in France, a net-
work which will be exclusively devoted to educational purposes." (12 )Plans in various African and Asian countries call for intensive uses of
radio which will dwarf efforts made so far in the United States. Sir Patrick
Renison, Governor of Kenya, in his dedication speech for the new Broad-
casting House in Nairobi in late 1960 is quoted as having declared: "While
many Africans may still be unable to read and writethey are accustomed
by long tradition to listeningradio can, at this juncture, fill the vacuum
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better than any other medium of communication in bringing people out

of the darkness of ignorance into the light of knowledge." (13)

The NAEB, as Contractor for the International Cooperation Admin-

istration, is, as this is written, sending the first members of qualified teams

to selected African nations for the establishment of radio as a "bridge"

desperately needed to meet the educational and literacy needs imposed by

the coming of self-government.
In such new countries, where literacy and a heavy investment in print-

based materials do not exist, the social and educational balance resulting

from the use of the electronic media challenge far more basic attention

than has so far been given to the use of these media in the United States.

Let us take as a brief case history one instance of the use of radio

on behalf of education in an underdeveloped countryColombia, South

America. This development is excellently reported in the 1960 Yearbook

of Education by Senor Pablo M. Ozaeta. It describes the activities, during

the past several years, of Radio Sutatenza, operated under Catholic aus-

pices. Perhaps the greatest single problem attacked by this station was

illiteracy. Under the inspired and crusading leadership of Father Salcedo,

however, far more has been done than teaching illiterates to read.

Sefior Ozaeta reports that "the greatest methodological difficulty was

to change the listener into the student. Radio was apparently unable to

take the place of the teacher. But it was noticed that a man who could

only just read and write was able to act as an intermediary between the

radio teacher and the students without himself teaching anything." (14)

Radio, it should be noted, is not used to do the various tasks alone.

And why should it in an age when other media needed are available?

A few results of this project:

1) Eight hundred letters a day are received from individuals who, a

year ago, were illiterate.
2) Using Radio Sutatenza, the Ministry of Education has conducted

teacher-training courses for teacher 86.386.3 percent of whom previously

had had only four years of primary schooling. Sixty-five hundred teachers

have so far passed examinations which conclude the four-year teacher-

training courses given.
3) Thirty-eight percent of the soldiers called up are illiterate. They

are taught to read and write in 75-lesson series. Similar special programs

for the prisons have likewise been most successful.

4) Twenty-two thousand five hundred houses had been remodeled or

improved as a result of these radio-based rural education efforts.

5) One hundred eight-four thousand seven hundred vegetable plots,

to relieve vegetable and dietary deficiency, are traceable to radio's cata-

lyzing efforts and leadership.
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6) Some 2,030,450 trees have been planted in a reforestation project
initiated by the radio station.

) Nearly 4,000 aqueducts have been builteach serving from 10 to
12 families to a whole village.

8) Over 2,000 athletic fields were built and over 3,000 basketball
teams had been formed by 1958.

9) Twenty-eight thousand cesspits and 14,000 roads and bridges have

been built; over 15,000 rural workers had learned to vaccinate domestic

animals, etc., by 1958.
10) "A series of farm booklets, at the price of one egg each, will shortly

be published every week." (15)

Such is the success story of radio in one remote area.
It is when one has an opportunity to study examples of this sort that

one becomes ashamed of the lameness of so manyefforts in the use of radio

in cooperation with any or all other tools, in what might be called "over-

privileged" or "over-developed" countries, like the United States.

Some uses of radio in education

After the purposely brief and general look we have taken at the history

of educational radio in the United States and elsewhere, let us seek lo assess

its valuenot merely in terms of past accomplishments, which are sub-

stantialbut also in terms of unique potential and proved ability.
J. C. Carothers has written: "When words are written they become,

of course, a part of the visual world. Like most of the elements of the

visual world, they become static things and lose, as such, the dynamism

which is so characteristic of the auditory world in particular." (16)
With the invention of radio and television, we told ourselves, we had

new instruments with a unique characteristic: they did not have a backlog

or accumulation of materials crying to be re-used. Such an accumulation,
insisting on being amortized, is a conservative force so powerful that it

often renders progress either impossible or so slow that the potential revo-

lution which these media made possible becomes the slow march of "too

little, too late."
Radio did not have this albatross around its neck. But then came the

use of records and tape recorders. With the use of these archive, library,
and other media materialsand we are not here saying such use is bad
radio, like television, becomes something different from the "live" medium

we thought it would be. The electronic media suddenly became laden and

leaden with all the accumulated ballast of the old mediaan accumulation

of generationsfrom book-based ideas as to how to use these non-lineal

media to the inheritance of union copyright and other problems which we

thought belonged to other fields. We thought we had a window on the

770-244 0-65-25
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world, a telescope. We found we had a microscope, instead, in all too
many of the uses of these media.

Undoubtedly the NAEB Radio (by tape) Network has given the United
States much that is desperately needed, which our nation would not other-
wise have. But, as one suggestion for the use of radio, how about a return
to those functions, for radio, which capitalize on its peculiar qualities of
immediacy, intimacy, and stimulation to the kind of achievement illus-
trated by Radio Sutatenza?

In an interesting brief monograph, Canadian scholar Alan Thomas
says: "Neither country (United States or Canada) has accepted radio and
television as distinct media. . . . As long as broadcasting is regarded as
a means of contributing to other forms of art, then there will remain a con-
flict between the artistic productions of radio and television and established
culture." (17)

Interested as we are in improved and increased selective uses of radio
along lines already familiar, we are even more interested in suggesting and
exploring uses which capitalize more fully on radio's own unique capa-
bilities and qualifications rather than merely its efficiency as a transporta-
tion or pipeline facility of the common carrier type which it has so largely
been to date.

Let us turn now to what might be some such uses. Dr. Kenneth Har-
wood in an as yet unpublished manuscript (18) of a study of the accom-
plishments of sound broadcasting during the past 30 years, raises some
interesting questions. "When sound broadcasts are freely selected by in-
dividual listeners, informative effects appear to be produced most often
by lyrics of popular songs, news reports, popular drama, and other pre-
sentations that are not perceived by general audiences to be directly and
seriously informative in intent," he states. We have been aware of the
defenses which many people erect against "speakers," "education," "poli-
ticians," etc., whereas they remain vulnerable to programs not so labeled,
which shape them far more. But the question raised here goes even further.
Should the real message, or capsule, or trigger for action, be put in popular
song form? Or spots? Perhaps before we exclaim in outrage we should
at least experiment a bit with techniques of this sort. In respectable edu-
cational hands they need be neither obnoxious nor high-pressure. How is
educational content best transported or translated?

Another observation by Dr. Harwood: "Sound broadcasting of an-
nouncements may accomplish substantial informative purposes. Both rec-
ognition and recall are aided by repetition of very brief messages." Per-
haps "programs" alone as we have conceived them, are not yet quite what
we need?

Or how about the use of various sounds instead of words for providing
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commentary, stimuli, or other effects? "In addition to setting mood, music
without words may provide a more incisive commentary than any verbal
statement. The sound broadcaster who wishes to make complete informa-
tive use of the medium . . . should . . . make more of music than a filler
of backgrounds or transitions." It would appear that stereo and other areas
are less peripheral and nonintellectually relevant than many broadcasters
and educators alike have assumed: Is another look perhaps justified?
Music is "content" in effect, after all, in many respects, it would appear.

The more we learn about these media, the more we learn that their
effects are not merely hit-or-miss. There are specific "best orders," for
example, in which to present materials by more than one medium. The
printed version of certain types of material should precede the aural ver-
sion, we find, for examplewhile the contrary applies in other situations.
Some of these "laws" of learning by the various media may be surprising,
but they do appear to exist and to be discoverable. Those responsible for
the use of radio in education would do well to engage qualified scholars to
help guide them in their discovery and application.

Flying by "the seat of the pants" may have been adequate once. With
jets and missiles now involved, it no longer is. The same applies to radio
programming. Much of what we "know" is simply not true. What was
true ten years ago, before the cross-bombardment of radio by television
and vice versa, and of viewer-listeners by both, again is no longer true.
The impermeability factor of viewers and listeners is changing with every
passing year. There are no permanently right answers in many areas of
communication today.

Many stations now being planned, I fear, will look very inadequate in
a few years, when satellite-based world coverage is a reality. Some of the
program and educational approaches now being discussed will appear even
more anachronistic in a world that is becoming one whether we like the
term "one world" o' not.

Democracy depends as much on the free flow of vital and new informa-
tion today as a city or nation depends on water, if it is to survive. The
intellectual thirst, or drought, of a nation, is less apparent than that for
water. But it is no less real. It shows up in crime, boredom, standards of
values in public and business life, delinquency, tastes, and the like. Radio
is and will remain the medium of mass communication through which the
public will receive its first (and therefore usually most lasting) informa-
tion and impression of what is occurring. Whether taken as simple diver-
sion or notand much of what we absorb is so takendoes not reduce or
alter the power and permanence of radio's effects, particularly its unin-
tended ones.

That many educational stations do not see themselves as crucially cen-
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tral to this functionnot merely as stations, but as the sacred and in-dispensable channels to the people of their institutions and resources, isperhaps one of the most shocking aspects of educational station operation.If education does not "correct" the images now seen almost solely throughthe polarized and rose-tinted glasses of commerce, who will?Let us not count unduly on print to correct this picture. With news-papers shrinking in number and diversity, the balance is no longer ade-quate. The breakdown which some scholars are beginning to point to inthe dominance of our world by print and even verbalism begins to takeon meaning. A distinguished American educator used to refer to "thosed black marks (print, the alphabet) to which children all over theworld are forced to devote the major portion of their youth." This age ispast. Today what youths learn to do and believe reaches them largelythrough the electronic media. For education to abdicate these medialeaving them to commerce, is both dangerous and a violation of educationalresponsibility. And we refer especially to radio. For the electronic miracletools of radio and television to have been used in such a way as to allowthe people to become as out of touch with the concepts of democracy asthey apparently have, is not only a story of misuse of the media by thosewho use them; it is an indictment of those who should be using them: viz.,educators.
To have these media used to make spectators instead of participants ofus can be fatal in a democracy. Education must move itself into a morecentral position of influence with reference to the use of these media. Itcannot do this itself while remaining a "spectator."In the area of news we have come to believe many cliches. An hour-long documentary, it is often alleged, is an excellent contribution by thenetworks, especially if they spent a great deal of money on it. Yet in manycases such programs are little more than a hodgepodge of fractionalizedimpressions. Educational significance can be illustrated by educationalradio as well as by television, by the use of simpler techniques, and morequalified authorities. The "heap of stuff" which hypnotizes us into noddingin approbation does not often meet the needs of people who learn fromwhatever they see. Education must do better.

At times education must take issue with the urgings of the commercialmedia which would keep John Q. Public in his consumer role,and immo-bilized before his television set. Education traditionally is intended toactivate man, not to immobilize him. Let it so do in this instance. Tothose who would raise the question as to whether such a suggestion is notunrealistically naïve, we would ask: How sick, how close to disaster, musta country become before such behavior by social institutions is not onlyaccepted but expected? This time, we feel, is already here.

la
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For years news and continuity specialists have pointed out that, in
radio, ideas must be simple, or people won't understand. Some ideas, how-
ever, are themselves challenging or complicatedand can't be reduced to
one-syllable words. A large part of the problem can be resolved only by
educating people to understand ideas, some of which are tough, rather
than skipping what can't be made easy, and making the rest simple enough
for a child to follow. It is time that education made clear the responsibility
of the listener to rise ( with assistance) as well as the responsibility of the
broadcaster to stoop. Otherwise we shall all be down on the floor with the
kiddies when there are things requiring more serious consideration. The
obligation not to become song-and-dance specialists is one that education
must keep in mind in radio as well as in television.

Malcolm Muggeridge in Encounter has expressed the hope that by tak-
ing over the Police Gazette type of news function, television might free
newspapers to resume what might again be called serious journalism. I
would express the same hope for radio. To quote Mr. Muggeridge: "Thus
it might be that the television cult will rescue journalism from the triviality
and sensationalism which have so corrupted it in recent years. It might
force journalism to return to an earlier and better tradition by, as it were,
siphoning off the excrescences, the cheese cake, the gossips, the melodra-
matic overplaying of news stories, simply because of the unhappy chance
that, in this field, television is unbeatable." (19 )

The challenge to radio is at least as great as that which Mr. Muggeridge
sees to the press. Let us hope that, using the specialists which most uni-
versities have as resources, news and public affairs in our nation can be
given new meaning by educational stations. Today, according to studies
by our good friend Leo Lowenthal, nine out of ten celebrities are show
people. With serious efforts education should be able to help and guide
our nation to redress this balance.

One of the principal errors in approach to the use of the media has been,
perhaps, to ask what each medium can doby itself. Nowhere has this
been more obvious than in radio. And nowhere has it been more harmful
in striking that balance in education and information which the presence
of a multi-media complex makes available.

It appears by now that radio's greatest value is in service in conjunc-
tion with other media. Concern for the ability of radio as a medium, or
television, for that matter, to do things by itself as a medium has made for
imbalance, competition, and lack of perspective on the task rather than
the tools, which can only be a disservice to education. It is time that a truce
was called on this ridiculous attitude. What is important is not, what radio
can do but what it can help do. In some cases it will be a primary medium.
In other cases it will be secondary, or co-equal with another or several
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others. It is in this context that the best balance would seem to result. Dr.
Harwood points out, with reference to learning, that "those who listened,
and then read, showed notably greater changes than those who read and
then listened." In such cases, why should both not be used together or in
tandem? If they are more efficient than television, why should they not
still be used even in the presence of television? Radio, then, is best when
used in conjunction with such other procedures and materials as teachers'
efforts, maps, books, pamphlets, group discussions, etc. Indeed radio may
be uniquely useful in many such functions. The concept needed, it would
appear, is one which we might call the "concert," almost the "symphony,"
approach. There are times for solos, indeed. But for the great burden of
education today, an orchestration of media can best bring results. It is
in that role, rather than as a "solo instrument," that radio seems at its best.

When seen in this way, we can legitimately expect of radio certain
specialized tasks which it is unfair to expect of it if we expect it to be a
jack-of-all-trades. Many more men make good "second men" than cor-
poration presidents. So with radio.

Dr. Grant Fairbanks of the University of Illinois has found that we
can double the rate of comprehension of spoken words from 140 words

per minute to 280, without difficulty. In fact, because the mind goes wool-

gathering if the rate is too slow, speeding up frequently improves compre-
hension. What kinds of possibilities does this offer, regarding the use, as
lecturers, of teachers who, when they speak directly, are so slow as to be
dull? In such cases would a time compressor, applied to the tapes, be
more valuable and rewarding than speech lessons, applied to the teachers?
If the informative efficiency of a unit of time can be increased so markedly
by such an approach, is radio not uniquely useful in providing one of the
tools and approaches needed, without, however, assuming responsibility
for doing the entire job? Perhaps a printed version of the material is also
indispensable. If so, let us not hesitate to use it, for such duplication is
often not repetition but reinforcement. Such uses, if carefully controlled,

are not mere gadgetry. They represent imaginative uses of the media
each being used for its best contributionfollowing which it may retire
from its solo bit to its position in the orchestra again.

There are, of course, scores of uniquely valuable uses of radio on behalf
of education. The discussions of three distinguished Amarican university
presidents with their Soviet counterparts in 1957 is one example of imagi-
native use of the medium. But the range is limitless. As Dr. Harwood has
said, "The gamut of topics upon which sound-broadcasting has been dem-
onstrated to produce measurable informative effects includes almost every
conceivable category of knowledge. It follows from these demonstrations
that the choice of topics for sound-broadcasting needs to be governed
more by what is appropriate than by what is possible."

11
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In the annual reports of the Philadelphia Public Schools, we have read
of the superiority of radio for various types of music programs and other
classroom uses in which the students must engage in activity instead of
merely passively listening.

James Schwalbach, distinguished professor of art at the University of
Wisconsin, in reply to my request for his own statement of his experience
in teaching art by radio, says: "At the present time, I feel that the skill of
teaching art education by radio is sufficiently advanced and tried so that
we do an excellent job of stimulating the imagination of the youngstersto do creative expression. Radio is adept in this because it is able to help
youngsters to re-visualize their own experiences with events that have hap-pened to them in the pasteither actual events or fictitious events. Also,
radio has the advantage of being able to develop a situation which gives,in a way, a primary stimulus to the imagination. I am thinking here ofthe use of a dramatic production. The use of music for stimuli sometimes
falls in between, since music, when listened to, will help youngsters recall
experiences which they have had, themselves, or will tend to give young-
sters a new experience.

"The advantage of radio over television is that the reliance upon the
voice and the sound alone puts the burden upon the youngster to recall his
own creative interpretation of the stimuli. This is a very important fact in
art. I think, in the future, television will be able to do this, but at its pres-ent state, it has not been too successful. The very presence of a pictorial
symbol or image tends to overpower some of the youngsters' own creative
experiences and tends to be a device which the youngsters tend to imitate
or copy. Also, the fact that an image to be used must be looked at (andat the same time you view it, you have some difficulty doing work of yourown), while a verbal image may be listened to and the youngster can becreating at the same time, provides another advantage of radio. Therefore,
while I do not sell the future of television short, I feel that at the present
time radio is more effective in the field of creative expression than is tele-
vision." So much for Dr. Schwalbach's experience, which deserves con-sideration and reflection.

In such areas as family problems, religion, the teaching of languages,
history, citizenship, consumer education, recreation, news and public af-
fairs, music, and a score of others, I believe radio also has unique contri-
butions to make to the pattern of everyday living. It is especially superiorin areas in which visuals interfere at the time, in cases where print and
television are too slow or too expensive, or when events are too visual or
too immediate for print media.

As a means of tapping available resources economically, in the staffs
of universities and colleges, the United States and education have a"stable" of talent greater than that of any networks or publishing ventures
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or collections of groups, or probably any other nation. I believe that radio
has not yet found its true role in the transforming of these latent resources
into dynamic forces. My appeal is for it to be so usedat adult as well as
lower education levels. I believe educational radio should provide positive
leadership in helping to discover and develop this new role. In the fields
of dissent and controversy, responsible, authoritative practices will suc-
ceed in an educational framework which people trust. In such areas, edu-
cational radio must lead and pioneer courageously, not merely coexist with
the intolerably neutral approaches which characterize all too many com-
mercial efforts even in recent months.

We hear that teen-agers have been "stolen" by radio and disc jockeys
as pied pipers. Is there any reason why educational radio cannot compete
for the attention of teen-agers outside the classroom? If so, let educational
radio recognize such minorities and, blending them into its programming,
build for tomorrow with the tools at hand. In such an effort no one need
be ashamed of educational radio.

Research still needed

We have suggested above a few general approaches to the uses of radio
that we believe will serve education. Many more need to be developed.
But they must grow out of research and experimentation.

One of the tragedies of the last few years is that most potential donors
of educational research funds have been "vamped" by television. Radio
as a poor relative has suffered greatly in what has been less real research
than an effort to prove that television, for example, can do virtually any-
thingmore cheaply, more efficiently, and with fewer teachers and less
space than was possible before. These seem to me to be negative contri-
butions. A greater service to education would have resulted, we believe, if:
1) such research had been more "open-ended" and basic, and
2) if it had not concerned itself with the media separately. Joint uses

should be considered far more than most projects now provide.

Dr. Harwood declares that "Many of the questions that were posited
decades ago remain to be answered because the number of apparently
pertinent questions is large and human abilities are limited. Some of the
questions need to be answered differently again and again as society and
knowledge change." It should also be remarked that findings valid in a
pre-television age are not necessarily valid after television has come of age.
The effects of the cross-bombardment of the various media are such that
neither any of the media nor any individuals now alive can escape any
one medium's effects by avoiding that medium. The ricochet of the media
today leaves no avenue or channel of communication unpermeated.
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Today, too, we have tools not available at the time of earlier radioresearch; candid, polaroid, and infrared photography, inconspicuous andeconomical recording devices, and many others.
Radio and television as tools of education are now "respectable" inincreasingly wide educational circles. The conditioning to modesty ofearlier days does not necessarily apply everywhere today. Personnel avail-able to use these tools are generally better trained than in the days of early"radio research" or pioneering. We are finally beginning to have enoughpeople in educational broadcasting who are well trained, so that we canbegin to speak of a "profession."
Our own conviction, of course, as has been suggested earlier, is that"research" into how to make education cheaper and easier is not what is

g

needed. Hard work is not necessarily good. But learning and educationwould seem usually to require discipline. This never comes easily. Easywork is not necessarily better than hard work, either. Learning and wisdomare still among the important products which we as educators have to offer.They are unfortunately, as qualities go, not "soft goods" which can be"turned out" rapidly and easily. Neither can they be "injected painlessly,"in all too many cases, for education is less a product than an attitude orhabit.
Hence, except as it may be useful for studying subliminal effects, orfor achieving such objectives as rote learning, it would appear that researchmight concern itself less with such dramatic awl showmanlike practicesas "sleep-learning," intended to make it possible to get rich quickly andeasily, educationally, and more with more basic educational problems in-tended to show how radio might help improve the quality and efficiencyof education without reference to how "easy" it can be made.
There are scores of aspects of radio use for education which deserve

further study. A good many are listed by Dr. Harwood in his forthcomingstudy.
Much research to date does not, in fact, deserve that designation. Ithas often been largely the gathering of statistics, or it has consisted of grossstudies likely to lend themselves to argument; or "directed" studies inwhich objective, unintended effects have little or no opportunity to be re-portedas has been true of "market research" for many years.Perhaps one important reason for the absence of more real research isthe lack of support for it by the commercial industry. In exchange for themillions which the networks and stations have earned in profits throughthe years, it is discouraging to see their niggardly support of basic researchin radio and television. To our knowledge no other industry has shownsuch lack of leadership and such a lack of support. It is our hope that thissituation will soon be changed and that radix research, and research that

ri
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is not necessarily "steered" from "dangerous" findings, will again yield
to honest searches for truth in the public interest.

The research and experimentation called for, of course, include studies
in the technical areas as well as in learning. Facsimile, stereo techniques,
multiplexing, and many other applications of radio and FM must some
day be recognized, studied, and used for the efficiency and economy which
they can contribute significantly to education's arsenal of instruments for
the combating of ignorance and prejudice and the activating of democratic
manintellectually, spiritually, and physically.

The type of research needed, however, requires at least two additional
types of support and implementation, if it is to be successful:

1) Educational broadcasting must be recognized and approached as a
true and exacting profession involving adequate background study,
specialized training, and skills and standards which practitioners will
not violate for money or private advantage.

2) Courses in the evaluation, criticism, and discriminating use of these
media must be introduced into the schools of the United States at high
school or lower levels, with more advanced counterparts in our colleges
and universities. Electronic fall-out may be as serious as radioactive
fall-out. What the electronic media are doing to human beings, on the
assumption that their effects are known, or neutral, or harmless, may
some day kill us. In the complex of research and experimentation
needed to support such courses, and to produce qualified critics, teach-
ers and professionals, radio and television, and all other media must
be studied together, rather than in the isolated way in which television
and teaching machines, particularly, have so farbeen studied.

Conclusion

To quote Dr. Kenneth Harwood: "It appears clearly possible to inform
children, adolescents, and adults through sound-broadcasting, to effect
approximately as much learning through use of sound-broadcasting as
through face-to-face discourse, to inform upon almost every conceivable
topic through sound-broadcasting, to stimulate in.agery and provide sug-
gestion, to contribute to change or maintenance of opinion and attitude,
and to promote initiation, continuation, or completion of social or indi-
vidual actions. Affective acknowledgment of these kinds of possibilities
may never cease to require some further demonstrations of them, but the
intellectual facts of their existence are public."

Thus Dr. Harwood summarizes the result of his study of the uses of
radio for instruction over the past thirty years. Because television pro-
vides much more entertainment and is, to many, more interesting, we
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sometimes forget that interest and learning are not necessarily synony-
mous. They may be opposite in some respects. We sometimes get so "car-
ried away" that we "forget to remember" or "fail to notice." This seem.
to be one of the disadvantages of television, as compared to radio, which
we must guard against.

In addition to the potentials of radio which are not yet fully explored,
television has brought about so complete a change of radio's role and a
change in the nature of the radio audience generally that wholly new evalu-
ations are now needed.

It is unlikely that education will ever be "popular" in the same sense
that the "popular arts" are. Entertainment is still both a valid and popular
function of virtually all media. But decision-making, new ideas, leadership,
and other aspects of democratic life generally depend not on a mass, but
on leaders to propagate and explain and "popularize" them. We should
neither insist nor expect that educational radio and television should be
"popular" in that sense. If they are available to and used by those who need
them and want them, like other minority services which are indispen-
sablethey will be fulfilling their function.

At the same time I believe educators have been too modest in their
concepts of the role of educational radio. I do not believe it needs to be
an "economy annex" to television. In most senses these media can be
more nearly equal than they now are. Just as there may now be UHF Edu-
cational Television Annexes (to VHF services) for in-school uses, so there
is no reason in an age of such specialization why there can not be radio
transmitters which might carry, for example, nothing but college and uni-
versity lectures. In an age when retrieval of materials is such a problem,
and when it is distribution rather than the production of materials of edu-
cation that is the bottleneck, there are secondary uses of radio, such as this,
which can legitimately be made. But this should not obscure the peculiar
gifts of radio for intimacy and immediacyfreedom from commitment to
materials which are to be "re-used." This freedom can give it the most
unique and significant role in education and society todayleaving more
nearly to films, books, and all the other media those permanent, library,
and status-quo-preserving conservative pressures which, of course, we can
not escape and would do well to preserve as history's lessons. But I do not
believe radio and history should mix.

Funds, top-level government support, and educational recognition of
its effectiveness can, and will, I am convinced, eventually "put radio over
the top" educationally. But if this is to happen, more vigorous efforts will
be needed than the frequently milquetoast-like, timid efforts most charac-
teristic to date among educators.

Education should not be satisfied until it has at least as efficient a
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communications system as industry and commerce in the United States.
Is there any reason why the public's educational station should not be the
finest one in its areainstead of the disgraceful, understaffed, out-of-date
eyesores and toys now too often the lot of schools that operate them?

Teaching machines will undoubtedly enormously free teachers from
routine drill-work, taking over this learning and practice function. Tele-
vision can uniquely do many parts of the jobwith specific demonstrations
and many more procedures. But each medium, including radio, still is
only part of the arsenal available to education. The latter should remain
indivisible, bigger than any medium. Perhaps one of education's greatest
needs today is for media specialists who can objectively evaluate which
parts of the tasks before us can best be done by which media. With the
approaching shortages of teachers and space and funds, radio and all these
other media should, in fact, safeguard and help preserve and renew the
highest goals of education.

The educational administrator who makes the decisions of which media
a school is to install and use has a terrible responsibility. History will judge
him to no small extent not only by how progressive 1w is in using new tools
and techniques, while preserving valid objectives for education; it will
judge him also by how wasteful, or how discriminating and imaginative he
is in what he asks for, and how he uses what he can secure to advance the
cause of education in the United States. Within that framework the history
of communications progress in education is likely to inquire especially into
that economical, unique, and readily available medium: educational radio.
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